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FOREWORD

For the past several summers Duquesne University has been

privileged to offer an Institute in the area of mental retardation.

Such educational endeavors have been made possible by federal grants

through the Pennsylvania Department of Education under Part D, Public

Law 91-230, as amended. In the.summer of 1973, the School of Education

was gratified to receive a grant for an Institute concerned with the

preparation of teachers for the "Low Functioning Child."

The Institute, which was successfully offered for thirty graduate

students, was conducted through the case study method. The essential

results presented in this report were developed by faculty and students.

Hopefully, they will be shared with personnel in the field who have an

interest in this important aspect of Special Education.

The University and the School of Education are most indebted to

the professional personnel of the Bureau of Special Education of the

Pennsylvania Department of Education for their leadership and assistance

in the development of the Institute. Most particularly we express our

.appreciation to Dr. William F. Ohrtian, Mr. Joseph N. Lantzer and Miss

Bernice B. Baumgartner.

HELEN M. KLEYLE
Dean
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INTRODUCTION

The case studies and prescriptive programs in this book were

written by graduate students who pa ticipated in a six-week institute

entitled, The Low Functioning Child: A Case Study Approach, at

Duquesne University during the summer of 1973. For a period of four

weeks, each student worked rather intensively with one resident from

either Western State School and Hospital, Canonsburg, or McGuire

Memorial Home, New Brighton. The students observed, kept daily logs,

reviewed records, and programmed for their respective charges. The

culmination of this one-to-one relationship between the graduate

student and the low functioning individual is this document of in-

depth studies together with suggestive prescriptives for each child.

Extreme care has been taken to preserve the anonymity of the children

whose cases are presented in this book.

We are deeply indebted to Sister Mary Alice, C.S.S.F., and Sister

Leonard, C.S.S.F., of McGuire Memorial Home, and to Mr. Joseph McKenna

and Miss Jean Franzaglio of Western State School and Hospital. Without

their cooperation, both in spirit and in act, these studies could not

have been written. I would like also to publicly commend the graduate

students who, by their dedication and untiring efforts in the study of

these thirty-four children and youth, have contributed to the understanding

of other low functioning individuals.

GLORIA M. ROCERETO
Institute Director
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We are deeply indebted to Sister Mary Alice, C.S.S.F., and Sister

Leonard, C.S.S.F., of McGuire Memorial Home, and to Mr. Joseph McKenna

and Mis Jean Franzaglio of Western State School and Hospital. Without
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students who, by their dedication and untiring efforts in the study of

these thirty-four children and youth, have contributed to the understanding

of other low functioning individuals.
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CASE OF A

..t.

I. IDENTIFICATION 1 .)

C.A. 4-7

Sex: Female

Diagnosis: Microcephalic and Cerebral 9alsy

II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

General good health
Medication - anti-convulsive drugs Mysolene, Vallium, Dilantin
Psychomotor siezures
Cerebral Palsy
Gross physical impairments
Double hemiparesis and spasticity--muscular, skeletal stiffness

Hearing - Yes (not yet testable)
Vision Yes (not yr,, testable) good fixation, Strabismus
Enema - given three time wee3,1/

Motor Development

Gross Motor

Moves both hands and feet but with no directionality
Sits with aid
Bobs head

Fine Motor

Apparent grasp result of her closed fingers due to spacticity

Visual Motor

Reacts to light in near vicinity

Auditory Motor

Responds to loud noises but only occasionally

Tactile/Kinesthetic

Reacts to touch on all parts of her body
Does not attempt to touch self, others or objects

Intellectual Development

Testing

Vineland Social Maturity Scale
Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale

Repults

Cattell MA below two months
IQ profoundly retarded

September 22, 1970
September 22, 1970



II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

r

Physical Development

-r--,

General good health
Medication - anti-convulsive drugs - Mysolene, 7allium, Dilantin
Psychomotor siezures

Cerebral Palsy
Gross physical impairments

Double hemiparesis and spasticity--muscular, skeletal'stiffness
Hearing - Yes (not yet testable)
Vision Yes (not yet testable) good fixation, Strabismus
Enema - given three time weekly

Motor Development

Gross Motor

Moves both hands and feet but with no directionality
Sits with aid

Bobs head

Fine Motor

Apparent grasp result of her closed fingers due to spacticity,

Visual Motor

Reacts to light in neai vicinity

Auditory Motor

Responds to loud noises but only occasionally

Tactile/Kinesthetic

Reacts to touch on all parts of her body
Does not attempt to touch self, others or objects

Intellectual Development

Testing

Vineland Social Maturity Scale September 2, 1970

Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale September 22, 1970

Results

Cattell MA below two months
IQ profoundly retarded

Vineland Balances head
"Crows"

Self-Concept.

No ve contact
Smiling associated with taking seizures

-1- 14
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CASE OF A

i

.

Communication

15

Makes crying sounds which prelude actual crying
High pitched whines and crys
Gurgles
Tears seldom come with crying sounds

Conceptual

No response

Social Development

Self Care

Sits in high chair with head and neck supported
Can chew and swallow independently - eats mainly strained foods

Is spoon fed by aide
Drinks from plastic cup with head tilted back (aided)
Toileting. Is placed on toilet after meals: purpose to gain

regularity it bowel movements; not actual "potty" training

at this time

Self Help and Independence

No skills

Social Interaction

Has no concept of play
Is not interested in toys or persons in general ,

Seems to have a very vague awareness of her environment

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Services

Hospitals
Social Agencies
Residential Children's Home

, Base Service Unit

Personnel

Parents
Medical Doctors
Pediatrician
Neurologists
Opthamologist
Pediatric Opthamologist
Child Psychiatric Nurse 1

Case Worker
Clinical Psychologist
Staff of Children's Home nurses, aides and educational director

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT LEVELS OF FUNCTIONING



Conceptual

No response

Social Development

Self Care

Sits in high chair with head and neck supported
Can chew and swallow independently eats mainly strained foods

Is spoon fed by aide
Drinks from plastic cup with head tilted back (aided)
Toileting. is placed on toilet after meals: purpose to gain

regularity in bowel movements; not actual "potty" training
at this time

Self Help and Independence

No skills

Social Interaction

Has no concept of play
Is not interested in toys or persons in general
S''ems to have a very vague awareness of her environment

OTHER CONTACTS

Services

Hospitals
Social Agencies
Residential Children's Dome
Base Service Unit

Personnel

Parents
Medical Doctors
Pediatric4-In

Neurologists
Opthamologist
Pediatric Opthamologist
Child Psychiatric Nurse
Case Workcr
Clinical Psychologist
Staff of Children's Homc nurses, aides and educational director

IV. _ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT LEVELS OF FUNCTIONING

Physical Development

Frequently drowsy or extremely hard to awaken during some afternoon

sessions
Frequency of seizures hampered awareness and progress for child A

Mutor Development

Gross Mot,ii"

Muscle and skeletal stiffne'ss resulting in partial extension of

each arm



CASE OF A ..- .,

I- '
Gross Motor (Continued)

Legs are rigid but can be flexed and extended
Sits with aid in Hogg chair, high chair and independently in a

bean bag chair
Raises head when propped in prone position
Turns head from right to left showing preferencE to her left side

Fine Motor

Can extend fingers when assisted
Can grasp cylindrical objects for at least 30 seconds

Visual Motor

Responds inconsistently to light or objects brought close to her eyes
Turns toward group activity in a room, but this is also inconsistent

or perhaps coincidental behavior

Auditory Motor

Reacts to loud sounds but not consistently

Tactile /Kinesthetic

Reacts to touch by movement or no-keg
Stimulation of the feet results in A drawing her legs toward her body

Intellectual Development

SelfConcept

No actual eye contact to aide, etc.
Smiling seemed to be exhibited as a response several times and seemed

to be apart from any seizure indications (although this occurred

also)

Communication

Cries when annoyed, frightened or hurt -

Muscle stiffness seems to lessen after some speaking and physical

contact is made known to A
Senses unsureness in an aide or other individual handling her

Conceptual

No Response

Social Development

Self Care

Assessment compatible with previous information given under

REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATION

Self Help and Independence

No Skills

Social Interaction



Fine Motor

Can extend fingers when assisted
Can grasp cylindrical objects for at least 30 seconds

Visual Motor

Responds inconsistently to light or objects brought close to her eyes
Turns toward group activity in a room, but this is also inconsistent

or perhaps coincidental behavior

Auditory Motor

Reacts to loud sounds but not consistently

TactilIVKinesthetic

Reacts to touch by movement or noises
Stimulation of the feet results in A drawing her legs toward her body

Intellectual Development

Self-Concept

No actual eye contact to aide, etc.
Smiling seemed to be exhibited as a response several times and seemed

to be apart from any sezure indications (although this occurred

also)

Communication

Cries when annoyed, frightened or hurt
Muscle stiffness seems to lessen after some speaking and physical

contact is made known to A
Senses unsureness in an aide or other individual handling her

Conceptual

No Response

Social Development

Self Care

Assessment compatible with previous information given under

REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATION

Self Help and Independence

No Skills

Social Interaction

Relates bri2fly and sporadically in a one-to-one relationship with

a known person
Has a very limited awareness cf her environment and those persons

in her immediate surroundings

is
-3-



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE A 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program , 3. PRESCRIPTIO
_

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. Physical Development

2.

a. Maintain health, physical well-being and

promote proper growth.

b. To neutralize the rigidly extended positior

of students.

Training Workshop - Physically Handicapped &
Mentally Handicapped - July 1973

No one position should
be maintained for more
than an'hour.

RIGID EXTENSION OF
student's body
lessened.

Side lying position.
Sand bag along back,
one along stomach,
pillow between legs.

Small pillow under
head may help keep
head forward. Lying
on roll enables
child to lie on his
stomac. with arms

free.

Sand bags may be
used along sides if
children tend to
roll off. A pillow
between legs may
help break up
crossing of legs.

Suggestion from
Training Workshop

July 1973

San

Wed
Pil
Mat
Rug

19



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

E UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Burnadette Anderson CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSaiNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

S/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

ALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

ESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
i 4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

osition should Side lying position.

dined for more
hour.

Sand bag along back,
one along stomach,
pillow between legs.

Sand bags
Wedges
Pillows

Aide
Therapist
Teacher

In Bed

On Mat
On Floor.

TENSION OF Mats Parent

s body Small pillow under
head may help keep
head forward. Lying
on roll enables
child to lie on his
stomach with arms
free.

Rugs

Sand bags may be
used along sides if
children tend to
roll off. A pillow
between legs may
help break up
crossing of legs.

Suggestion from
Training Workstinn

July 1973 NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE A

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 4

3. PRESCR

. EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. Gross Motor Development

2. Demonstrates ability to raise head in
coordinated manner independently.

14.1McGuire Memorial
3.

a. Sitting;head is steady for 5 seconds.

b. Propped in prone position head is raised
for 30 seconds, approximately 2".

Teacher Obs-rvation Stimulated to raise
head by noises and
light.

Use social reinforc
ment to encourage
child.
ASSIST child by
raising head and
releasing your hand
as support.
Lying on wedge or
roll enables child
to develop in the
area of head contro

Training Workshop
July 1973 PH & MH

21



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD .

)IJESNE UNIVERSITY
t Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Bernadette Anderson CODE

e
EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MAW

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

wher Observation Stimulated to raise
head by noises and
light.

Use social reinforce-
ment to encourage
child.
ASSIST child by
raising head and
releasing your hand
as support.
Lying on wedge or
roll enables child
to develop in the
area of head control

Training Workshop
July 1973 PH & MR

High Chair
Hogg Chair
Mats
Blankets
Wedge

Aide
Teacher
Nurses
Parents

Anywhere just
so there is a
variety of
surroundings

.

s

tv

22 NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE A 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO1

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE,
2. AUTHOR
3. SOPRCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1

1

1

4

1. Gross Motor Development

2. To strengthen and maintain use of
muscles in arms and legs.

3.

a. Flex and extend legs and arms with more
ease in movement.

b. GAIN ABILITY to have wrists and ankles
moved up and down.

c. GAIN ABILITY to have wrists and ankles
moved in circular direction.

A-more freedom and
control of movement in

legs.

Success will result in
TENSION FREE (almost)
movement of the muscles
when manipulated by
aide.

1.Direct movement of
muscles. Done daily
for short periods
of time. Vary posi-
Lion of child when
manipulating
extremities:
a. prone position
b. supine position
c. sitting/propped

2.Move muscles of
arms and legs in
various types of
clothing in order tc
get different

resistance.

Ver3

for
strO

whit

bal.]

Flog

Rugl

Tab]

Chi]

Chad

stri

Difl

dre4

shall

and
jack

sho4

*(JAii



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD.

E UNIVERSITY
1

ineeshlp"Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Ru,a,tre An, Prcnn CODE

LUATIONS 6. METHODS' r. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
LESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

freedom and
of movement in

will result in
FREE (almost)
It of the muscles

hipulated by
.

1.Direct movement of
muscles, Done daily
for short peyods
ofitime. Vary posi-
tion of child when
manipulating
extremities:
a. prone position
h. supine position
c. sitting/propped

2.Move muscles of
arms and legs in
various types of
clothing in order tc
get different
resistance.

*(JAP)

Very large beach ball
for positioning and
stretching all muscles
while extended over
ball COMPET

Floor Mats
Rugs
Table
Child's Bed
Chair (child held by
straps)

Different items of
dress, pajamas, sacks,
shorts, dresses, long
and short sleeved shirt
jackets and coats,
shoes soft and hard.

*(JAP) - J.A. Preston Co

Aides
Parents
Teachers
Nurses

On Floor, rug, m.%
table, outside on
blanket, on grass,

in chair, ally

place there is
room enough to. be

comfortable working
with the child

.

e

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE A

NRRC/P RRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
3. PRESCR2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. Fine Motor Development

2. To establish and expand capability of the
hands and fingers in accomplishing
functional tasks.

3. Extends fingers. 16.2.1

Meet Behavioral Object-
ive independently under
teacher observation

From Compet

1. Bend fingers int
fist (already this
way in A's case)
with pressure.
Release and straigh-
ten child's fingers.

Repeat - tickle
palm of hands.

2. Stimulate child
with small rods, 0

feathers, etc., to
open fist and extend
fingers-.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeshi Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Burnadette Anderson CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

From Compel Wooden Dial Rods Aides Anywhere feasible

t Behavioral Object- Feathers Nurses for this type of

independently under 1. Bend fingefs int) Small Objexts Parents activity

cher observation

1

.

fist (already this
way in A's case)
with pressure.

'teachers

s'J

Release and straigh-
ten child's fingers.
Repeat tickle

palm of hands.

2. Stimulate child
with small rods,
feathers, etc., to
open fist and extend
fingers.

A

,

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



I. STUDENT CODE A

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNfVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PREWRIPTI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

1. Visual Motor (McGuire's Programming) Teacher Observation Always talk with
child while trying

Si

R
2. Demonstrates ability to attend br'efly to to get them to fol- A

visual stimuli low you or to follow C.
18.1.1

i a moving object. 0.

3.

a. Watches, follows attendant, etc.
b. Follows a moving object with his eyes

18.1.4
c. Reacts to light 4 inches away.

(Adapted from 18 1.10)

Gain interest througi
repitition and in-
sight as to any
response child has
made to an object
when using light -
vary stimulus -flash
slowly, apidly,
allow light to
remain on while
trying to have child
follow it.



t

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

1E UNIVERSITY
Omeeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Burnadette Anderson CODE

ILUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

ITS /TASKS

EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE '-

4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Observation Always talk with
child while trying
to get them to fol-
low you or to follow
a moving object.

Gain interest through
repitition and in-
sight as to any
response child has
made to an object
when using light -
vary stimulus -flash
slowly, rapidly,
allow light to
remain on while
trying to have child
follow it.

Small Flashlight
Reflectors

Aluminum Foil
Colored Cellophane
Objects that are
colorful, noisy
and/or have texture

ANYONE Anywhere feasible

---

8
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1. STUDENT CODE
A

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOR1

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR:

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES EVALUATIONS METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. Auditory Motor & Visual Motor

2.

a. To establish and refine auditory & visual

discrimination skills. (Compet)

b. Demonstrates ability to attend to loud

noises. (McGuire)

3.

a. Attends to loud noise (sta:tles or looks)

(McGuire) 20.1.1

b. Looks for source of sound in near vicinity
(edited by Anderson)

Teacher Observation in
getting a correct
response every time
stimulus is given

Use musical instru-
ments of various
kinds in various
ppsitions around

head.
Note which position-
side, back or front,
etc., seems to be
the best for getting
response.
Clap Hands - use
high pitch and low
pitch with forceful-
ness in voice

NOTE: Wheke eyes
are when head turns
to look or listen to
source of noise.

IV
2 9k



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

ESNE UNIVhRSITI
Traineeshi. Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Burnadette Anderson CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

cher Observation in Use musical instru- Set of Musical Instru- Anyone Anywhere but try a

ting a correct ments of various ments. variety of places -

ponse every time kinds in various Home made noisemakers On a mat, in a chair

..ulus is given positions around propped by a pillow

head.
Note which position-
ide, back or front,

,...,

etc-:, seems to be

the best for getting
response. le

Variations Use
cellophane paper for
solnd and also a good
visual stimuli

in bed, etc.

Clap Hands use
high pitch and low
pitch with forceful-
ness in voice

NOTE: Where eyes
are when head turns
to look or listen to
source of noise.

tiO
MRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE A _

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1
2
3
4

Compet

1. factile/Kinesthetic

2. To establish and refine sense of touch.
22.0

Demonstrates an interest in exploring

objexts tactually. 22.1.0

3. Touches, holds objectt.

22.1.1 (modified by Anderson)

Visually and tactually
attends to object pre-
sented to her.

Obersvation by Teacher

Compet

With most severely
handicapped, provide
regular and pleasant
experiences with
varieties of touch
sensations, e.g.soft
and fuzzy toys.

Ice Cream, spaghetti
foam rubber, sand-
paper, gum drops,
patting, hugging,
kissing.

See



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER BurnAaprte Andprcnn CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. ..ATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

S/TASKS
ALUATE
ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

and tactually
to object pre-
o her.

ion by Teacher

*

Compet

With most severely
handicapped, provide
regular and pleasant
experiences with
varieties of touch
sensations, e.g.soft
and fuzzy toys.

Ice Cream, spaghetti
foam rubber, sand-
paper, gum drops,
patting, hugging,
kissing.

See Methods Any interested
person

Anywhere

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE A

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESC

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. Self-Concept

2. To enable student to perceive his own
identity.

3.

a. Demonstrates the-ability to respond to
own name when spoken. COMPET 24.1.0

b. Responds to reflection of self in mirror -

either moving or still.

Teacher Observation
COMPET

Use name frequently
while touching and
working with child

Make child constantl
aware of image by
facing him toward
mirror and allowing
it to remain within
eye contact for own
body discovery.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Burnadette Anderson

. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 18. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

acher Observation
COMPET

Mirror
Teacher Anywhere - Anyti.-

Use name frequently
while touching and
working with child

Plexiglass alogg side
of bed

il1

Make child constantly
aware of image by
facing him toward
mirror and allowing
it to remain within
eye contact for own
body discovery.

1-1 A

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE A 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO1

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

. 1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 1'

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

,

4

(COMPET) Stimulate child Mug

1. Communication Teacher's Observation
and participation

with musical toys,
touch 6, visual

stimuli to encourage

Thy

Bri

to

2. To provide a basis for expressing needs
and getting attention (Anderson)

any kind of sound.

Then mimic sound

3. To reproduce simple sound in response

to another (Anderson)

produced to rein-
force child for
response.

Try then to make a
sound which child
has made and get a
response to your
effort....child
responding with
same sound.

REPITITION IS THE

KEY



NRIC /P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

RE UNIVERSITY
Rineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Burnadette Anderson CODE

ALUATIONS . METHODS MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

I. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

,INDICATE
LOCATION

is Observation
rticipation

Stimulate child
with musical toys,
touch & visual
stimuli to encourage
any kind of sound.

Then mimic sound
produced to rein-
force child for
response.

Try then to make a
sound which child
has made and get a
response to your
effort....child
responding with
same sound.

REPITITION IS THE
KEY

Musical or Sound-Makin
Toys
Bright colored objects
to elicit response

Anyone with
whom the child
has become
familiar.

Anywhere

NRRC4P FORM XIV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE A

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOR

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR

. ,LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATTONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR.
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. Self-Care - Drinking

2. Demonstrates ability

3. Drinks liquid from a
by adult - 34.3.1

to drink from cup.
34.3.0 (Compet)

cup when cup is held

Observation by Teacher Fill cup with only
one swallow of
liquid while train-
ing.

Sitting in high chai
the child should be
given liquid in a
cut-out cup -

can watch lip
action
can tip cup up
without tipping
child's head back.

*Keep head and arms
forward.

raining Workshop'
July 1973

r,

3 7



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Burnadette Anderson CODE

EVALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

servation by Teacher Fill cup with only Wax-coated paper
one swallow of
liquid while train- Cup with 1" circular
ing. depression

Sitting in high chair
the child should be
given liquid in a
cut-out cup -
can watch lip
action
can tip cup up
without tipping
child's head back.

*Keep head and arms
forward.

raining Workshop
July 1973

Aide
Teacher

Room where feeding
takes place

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE
A 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

1. Social Interaction

2. General involvement in musical experiences

3. Share in auditory stimulation with others -
although not actually totally aware of
others in the room

Any response to music
in crying, smiling,
body movement

Use small tunes,
repititious tunes.

Stimulate with loud,
soft, fast and slow
pieces.

A v
sell

and

i

Cf9



NRRC/PPRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Burnadette Anderson CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

S/TASKS
ALUATE,

ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

,,

INDICATE
LOCATION

nse to music
:, smiling,
ement

Use small tunes,
repititious tunes.

Stimulate with loud,
soft, fast and slow
pieces.

A variety of musical
selections both live
and records

Aides
Parents '

Teachers
or

One who has
some musical
background to
play instru-
ments.

Room conducive to
providing child
with pleasurable
auditory stimuli

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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CASE OF EF

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 5-11

Sex: Male

Diagnosis: Down's Syndrome

II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

General physical condition good
Congenital heart defect
Weak left side due to a'stroke suffered at age one
Vision is very good
Hearing - some question as to degree of hearing impairment
Occasional slight seizures where he appears to be startled and jerks
Medication - Digitalis

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Raises head
Moves arms - favors right arm and hand
Sits unaided

Fine Motor
Extends fingers
Grasps objects with right hand

Visual Motor

Attends to visual stimuli
Eyes follow moving object

Auditory Motor
None

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Touches, picks up and holds objects (with right hand)

Intellectual Development
...

Testing

Weschler Intelligence Test

Results

I.Q. 14

Self Concept

Has eye contact
Smiles in response to another's emile

Communication

Summer 1972



II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

General physical condition good

Congenital heart defect
Weak left side due to a stroke suffered at age one
Vision is very good
Hearing - some question as to degree of hearing impairment
Occasional slight seizures where he appears to be startled and jerks
Medication - Digitalis

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Raises head
Moves arms - favors right arm and hand
Sits unaided

Fine Motor
Extends fingers
Grasps objects with right hand

Visual Motor

Attends to visual L.timuli

Eyes follow moving object

Auditory Motor
None

lactile/Kinesthetic
Touches, picks up and holds objects (with right hand)

Intellectual Development

Testing

Weschler Intelligence rest Summer 1972

Results

I.Q. 14

SLlf Concept

Has eye contact
Smiles in response to another's emile

Communication

Makes sounds to get attention and denote needs

Conceptual

None

Self Care

Began feeding self with finger foods

-17-



CASE OF EF

Social Interaction
Plays alone

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Ah ncies
Intermediate Unit

Personnel
Social Worker
Pediatrician
School Psychologist

Teacher
Audiologist

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT LEVELS OF FUNCTIONING

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Raises head
Moves hands - not much movement in left hand
Sits unaided - attains sitting position by himself
Walks in a walker

Fine Motor
Extends fingers
Grasps objects - with right hand
Occasionally uses pincer movement with right hand

Visual Motor
Attends to visual stimuli
Eyes follow moving object
Circularly tracks using both eyes

Auditory Motor
Responds with a startle to loud noise
Occasionally turns head or eyes toward auditory stimuli

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Touches, picks up and holds objects

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Has eye contact
Smiles in response to another person'e smile
Recognizes seeing self in mirror
Demonstrates sense of humor

Communication
Uses movements and gestures to denot:? needs (during feedthg)
Makes sounds to get attentiGn
Just beginning to imitate souaft

Social Development



Intermediate Unit

Personnel
Social Worker
Pediatrician
School Psychologist

Teacher
Audiologist

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT LEVEL:, OF FUNCTIONING

Motor Development

Gross Motur
Raises head
Moves hir.lds not much movement in left hand
Sits unded attain" sitting position by himself
Walks in a walker

Fine Motor
Extent's fingers

Grasps objects with right hand
Occasionally uses pincer movement with right hand

Visual Motor
Attends to visual stimuli
Eyes follow moving object
Circularly tracks using both eyes

Auditory Motor
Responds with a startle to loud noise
Occasionally turns head or eyes toward auditory stimuli

Tactile/Ki-,eschetic
'vouches, picks up and holds objects

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Has eye contact
Smiles in response to another person's smile
Recognizes seeing self in mirror
Demonstrates sense of humor

ummunication
Uses movements and gestures to denote needs (during feeding)
Makes sounds to get attention
Just beginning to imitate sounds

Social Development

Self Care
Feeds self finger foods
Beginning to use a spoon and cup

Social Interaction
Plays alone
Plays with teacher (an 'one who will initiate and take active role

in playing)

-18-



1. STUDENT CODE
EF

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3

4. DESCRIPTION 4

L. GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT Teacher's systematic Teacher will en- Stal
observation of student courage child to use Flooi

c,

2. The child will demonstrate the ability to
stand erect (Compet 14.5) without the aid

exhibiting behavior lower bars of stall
bars to begin idea
of standing. As
child makes attempt

or support of another person or object. Child will raise self
to standing position
when given command

to approach bars
teacher will give
verbal approval.

3. Child seeks objects to use as support (Mistovich)
(Compet 5.1)

Pulls oneself to kneeling position
. ( Compet 5.2)

To attain kneeling
position. teacher in

Floor

Pulls oneself erect
(Compet 5.3)
Pulls oneself from a sitting position
(Mistovich)

Stands erect while holding onto an object
for support.

front of patient lifts
him forward and up
to stand on knees
while extending hips
so that child leans
against her. Arms
elevated with extend-
ed elbows to make
extension of hips
--



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Marianne Mistovich CODE

UATIONS 16. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

.

INDICATE
LOCATION

s systematic

tion of student
ing behavior

0.../'

11 raise self
.ing position
en command

4

Teacher will en-

courage child to use
lower bars of stall
bars to begin idea
of standing. As
child makes attempt
to approath bars
teacher will give
verbal approval.

Stall Bars

Floor Mat

Floor Mat,

s

Teacher
Physical

Therapist
Trained Aide

P.T. Room

(Mistovich)

To attain kneeling
position, teacher in
front of patient lif
him forward and up
to stand on knees
while extending hips
so that child leans
against her. Arms
elevated with extend
ed elbows to make
extension of hips

fJ

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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T--cli, PRESLI.I177:,1,4 1-r ANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT COLE
EF

2. LO:.%TION Sins:' Iraineeship Program

4. LEARNING OEJECTIVES . LVALUATIONS

3 :-RESCRr

MI:;HODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (in- '_1E SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES 11 _VAlLABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

47

Later, arms can hold
o:.-.0 a bar level with

shoulders then at
sides of body.
(Notes from course in
Cerebral Palsy by
Dr. Karel Bobath &
Mrs. Lcrta Bobath -
Londcn 1955)

Added suggestion:
:acie,,,ich)

Plarc weight on left
sick-. right leg lift
ed. brought forward
& foot placed on floe
in front. Hip of
stlpding leg not
flexed. With help of
right foot & holding
stall bars, child
lifts self to stand-
ing position.
( Bobath & Mistnylrh)



=CIF 1 ES,,IT77:,,, I-LANNING

QUESNE UNI-4ERS1TY
r lraineeship Plo,grn,

Marianna Mistcvich
3. ..ESCRIHIGN WiaTER

LVALUAIIONS C, 'ILLHULS

CODE

. MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUThOR

SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION/

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Later, arms can hcld Stall Bars on Ladder
c":c a bar level wit
shoulders then at
Fides cf body.
(Notes from course its

Crebral Palsy by
Dr. Karel Bcbath &
!Irs. hobath
lendLa 1955)

Adae-u suggestion:

Place weight on left
sick. right leg lift
c(1. hrought forward
& foot placed on flo
in front. Hip of
F:tanding leg not
flexed. With help of
right foot & holding
stall b.rs. child
lifts self to stand-
ing position.

4s NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
EF

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 1

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE ?

4. DESCRIPTION 4

Child seated in chair,
place arms forward
and upward on
teacher's shoulders.

On
Bei

Weight of body is
shifted onto semi-
flexed legs, while
hips are not allowed
to extend or spine
to flex. (Bobath)

Child standing, grasp
chest, high support
or teacher's hands.
Stoop and stand.
Repeat.

(N.C. Kephart)

Use of standing box,
child can lengthen
standing time.Forces
child to use leg
muscles to support

Stem

Mr. 1

Soci4

own weight. mistov c

49



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

IE UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Marianne Mistovich CODE

iLUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

MS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1.,, TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. \AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
:CESS 3. SOURCE 3. ,SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DEcCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

Child seated in chair,
place arms forward
and upward on
teacher's shoulders.

Ordinary Chair or
Bench

Weight of body is
shifted onto semi-
flexed legs, while
hips are not allowed
to extend or spine
to flex. (Bobath)

.

Child standing, grasp
chest, high support
or teacher's hands.
Stoop and stand.
Repeat.

(N.C. Kephart)

Use of standing box,
child can lengthen

Stand Box - Designed by
Mr. Little - Easter Sea.

standing time.Forces
child to use leg
muscles to support

Society - Pittsburgh Ar a

own weight. ( Mistovic
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
EF

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

L

Use stall bars at
shoulder level to

support.
Use parallel bars to
support on sides of

him.
Use mirrors at end ol
parallel bars to keel
child's head up and
forward while standil

Knock the Bunny-Off

game.
When child can stand

by holding on,place
him in play-pen.Take
favorite toy and
place on a corner
where it will stand
alone. Encourage
child to use one ham
and knock it off,
while holding on wie
other hand.

51



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD
-1K..-

\
QUESNE UNIVERSITY Marianne Mistovich
Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER CODE

9. ENVIRONMENTS
EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Use stall bars at
shoulder level to
support.
Use parallel bars to
support on sides of

him.
Use mirrors at end of
parallel bars to keep
child's head up and
forward while standing.

Knock the Bunny-Off
game.
When child can stand
by holding on,place
him in play-pen.Take
favorite toy and
place on a corner
where it will stand
alone. Encourage
child to use one hang
and knock it off,
while holding on with
other hand.

Parallel Bars

Plexiglass Mirror

Play Pen
Stuffed Toy

Parent
Another Child
Teacher

Aide

Anywhere play-pen
will fit.

J. NRRC/P FORM VII 7-73
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE
EF

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO'

/4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)` TO EVALUATE 2: AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

If
Baby Learning

Through Baby Play

A Parent's Guide for
First Two Years

by
Ira J. Gordon
St. Martin's Press
New York

. 1. GROSS MOTOR (Compet) Observation of child
going through specific

Teacher provides
initial encourage-

p: I

Th.

2. Demonstrates ability to walk independently objectives tent by holding ""Ch:

(Compet 14.6) child's hands - .

3. Takes steps while being held by both arms
(Compet 6.1)
Walks being held by one arm ,,---

(Compet 6.2)

provides verbal
approval. Supply
equipment for child
to hold onto and

Walks around objects while holding on for
support

feel secure - pro-
vide verbal approval

(Compet 6.3) (Mistovich) .

,

53
, .



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeshi Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Marianne Mistovich CODE

UATIONS
A

. METHODS , . . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

S/TASKS
ALUATE
ES S

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
?. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

ien of (child

rough.secific
es

Baby Learning
Through Baby Play

A Parent's Guide for
First, Two Years

by

StJ. Gordpn

-Martin's Press
New York

Teacher provides
initial encourage-
ment by holding
child's hands
provides verbal
approval. Supply
equipment for child
o hold onto and
feel secure - pro-
vide verbal approval
(Mistovich)

Parellel Bars

Tables
Chairs

--/

Teacher
Parent
Aide

Any large room

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE EF

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

I

3. PRESCR

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENE '13JECT1VES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIE JECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVUUATE
SUCCESS

3. (contir

Walks a short distance from one object
(person to another)
(Compcc ..4)
Walks independently frontwards
(Compet 6.5)
Child walks length of 9 ft. room.

1. FINE MOTOR

2. Demonstrates Eye-Hand Coordination

3. Child transfers raisins, pegs and circles
into an open can; then into a cal with a

slot.
(Baby Learning Through Baby Play by

(Ira J. Gordon, St. Martin's Press, N.Y.)

Teacher observations

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DEs JPTION

Teacher will first
demonstrate to child
what is expected of
him. After each ob-
ject is placed in
can, child is
rewarded with candy.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

Marianne Mistovich CODE

7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

cher'bbservations Teacher will first
demonstrate to child
what is expected of
him. After each ob-
ject is placed in

can, child is
rewarded with candy.

Empty coffee can with
plastic lid for a slot

Raisins
Pegs
Circles (checkers)

Anyone Anywhere

56
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1. STUDENT CODE EF

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
3. PRESCRIPTIO

DUQUESNE
2. LOCATION Summer Train Program

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVAUJATIONS 6. METHODS 7. II

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2.- AUTHOR 2

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3

4. DESCRIPTION 4

Teacher holds child'E Ins
Prugramming - Sister Mary Leonard

McGuire Memorial
New Brighton, Pa.

Child can bat a balloon into the air and keep
it up to thirty seconds

Teacher Observations hand and repeat
activities of batting
balloon. Gradually
allow child to take
over.

Verbal praise.

(Daily Sensory - Motor Training Activities
A handbook for Teachers and Parents of Pre-
School Children)

William T. Braley, M.Ed.
Geraldine Konicki
Catherine Leedy
Ed. Activities, Inc.
Freeport, L. I. New York

t I



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

E UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Marianne Mistovich CODE

LUATIONS 16. METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL

12S/TASKS

EVALUATE
ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

44 V I RONMENTS

INDICATE
LOCATION

Observations

Teacher holds child's Inflated Balloon

hand and repeat
activities of batting

balloon. Gradually
allow child to take
over.

Verbal praise.

Anyone

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

EF
1

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. COMMUNICATION

2. Child Imitates Sounds

3. After being shown various pictures of a
cow, dog and a lamb, the child will
produce the sminds, moo - arf baa.

The Remediation of Learning Disabilities.

Teacher judgment

,

(..

Go slowly and
reward pupil after

every correct
imitative response.
Show child pictures
and repeat the
desired sound many
tir.'s.

Using nonsense word
and syllables (bink
ba, bu) have child
repeat. Reward
correct responses.

(Robert E. Valett)

A handbook of Psychoeducational Resource
Programs by Robert E. Valett

59



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

EVALUATIONS . METHODS

Marianne Mistovich CODE

. MATERIALS 3. PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE

2. AUTUOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

acher judgment

Go slowly and
reward pupil after

every correct
imitative response.
Show child pictures
and repeat the
desired sound many
times.

Using nonsense words
and syllables (bink,
ba, bu) have child
repeat. Reward
correct responses.

(Robert E. Valett)

Large pictures of a

Dog
Cow
Sheep

I

Speech

Therapist

Trained Teache

Any quiet area

NRRC/P FORM XIV ' -73



1. STUDENT CODE EF

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

(Mistovich)
1. SELF-CARE (Compet 34.3)

2. Demonstrates ability to drink from a cup

Teacher judgment Instructor first P1

goes through the gl
task the child is
to complete. P1

3. Lifts cup, tips to mouth and replaces Command is given
cup on table with one hand. (3.6) for child to imitate.

(a)
4. Demonstrates ability to use a spoon Teacher judgment Guide child's hand P1

(Compet 34.7)
from his mouth back Te
to the bowl and fill Bi'

5. Fills spoon (7.5)
the spoon. Hi

6. Holds spoon in finger rather than fists.
(7.6)

(b) Let child take Soi

spoon from his mouth
to the bowl-assist i
filling spoon.
(c) Let child take
spoon from his mouth
to the bowl, fill it
then place it back
into his mouth
(Mistovich)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

E UNIVERSITY
0.neeship Program 3, PRESCRIPTION WRITER Marianne Mistovich CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

S/TASKS
ALUATE

ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

judgment

judgment

(Mistovich)
Instructor first
goes through the
task the child is
to complete.

Command is given
for child to imitate.
'a)

Guide child's hand
from his mouth back
to the bowl and fill
the spoon.

(b) Let child take
spoon from his mouth
to the bowl-assibt in
filling spoon.
(c) Let child take
spoon from his mouth
to the bowl, fill it,
then place it back
into his mouth
(Mistovich)

Plastic drinking
glass or cup

Plenty of paper towel.

Plastic Bowl
Teaspoon or baby spoor,
Bibs
High Chair
Something good to ear

Parent

Teacher
Aide

Parent
Teacher
Aide

Dining Area

Area where child
usually eats

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF M

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 3-4

Sex: Male

II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

General physical condition is good
Not on medication
Gross physical impairments

1. Non-ambulatory
2. Congenital Spina Bifida and Myelomengocele
3. Hydrocephalus shunted
4. Convulsions - only one
5. Hearing - very good, turns head toward sounds
6. Vision - good one eye seems to turn inward

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Anert Einstein in Philadelphia
St. Christopher's Hospital for Children

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT LEVELS OF FUNCTIONING

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Raises head without aid
Sits without support
Can roll body from one position to another
Can move himself around in a walker - favors use of right arm

and right leg

Fine Motor
Has ability to move hands
Moves hands randomly
Can reach for objects
Has ability to grasp objects but drops them

Visual Motor
Attends to visual stimuli
Eye follows moving objects

Auditory Motor
Responds to loud noises
Turns head to auditory stimuli

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Touches objects with right hand and right leg
Touches, picks up and throws objects

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
He responds to his name
He makes eye contact with speaker



General physical condition is good
Not on medication
Gross physical impairments

1. Non-ambulatory
2. Congenital Spina Bifida and Myelomengocele
3. Hydrocephalus - shunted

4. Convulsions - only one
5. Hearing - very good, turns head toward sounds
6. Vision - good one eye seems to turn inward

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Albert Einstein in Philadelphia
St. Christopher's Hospital for Children

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT LEVELS OF FUNCTIONING

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Raises head without aid
Sits without support
Can roll body from one position to another
Can move himself around in a walker - favors use of right arm

and right leg

Fine Motor
Has ability to move hands
Moves hands randomly
Can reach for objects
Has ability to grasp objects but drops them

Visual Motor
Attends to visual stimuli
Eye follows moving objects

Auditory Motor
Responds to loud noises
Turns head to auditory stimuli

Tactile/Kinesthetic
ouches objects with right hand and right leg
ouches, picks up and throws objects

Inte lectual Development
A

Self Concept
He responds to his name
He makes eye contact with speaker
He turns toward speaker
Smiles at everyone
He loves to be talked to and will smile in return
He likes to look at himself in a mirror

-29-



CASE OF M

Communication
Makes sounds to get attention
Only word M knows is "Hi"

Conceptual
No response

Social Development

Self Care

Not toilet trained because of damage done to his central nervous
system

Does not feed self

Self Help and Independence
None

Social Interaction

Smiles when someone enters room
Reaches for familiar people
Watches the movements of others
Knows how to seek attention
Plays alone .

Plays beside another child

N..



1. STUDENT CODE M

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

3. PRESCRIPTI(

DUQUESNE UNIVERSI7
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Pr am

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

f.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

. 4. DESCRIPTION

1. GROSS MOTOR Teacher Evaluation 1. Hold child up
under arms with

As

2. 14.6.0 Compet When child can walk a
short distance from

back to teacher.
2. Daily place the

3. 6.1

6.2
6.3

one object to another child's nds over
objects t strength-
hand grasp.

3. Child learns to
hold onto objezts
such as tables,
chairs & desk.
4. With some supp-
ort, child learns to
walk to favorite toy
such as stuffed
animals, stacking
toys and music box.
5. Have the child
learn to hold onto a
bar. Teach him to
pick himself up with
the aid of the bar.

1.

1

)



1

\

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

%
UNIVERSITY

aineeshi Pro:ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Sr. Dorothy Ann Gayden CODE
.

ALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.' MATERIALS
#

8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE /

CCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

r Evaluation

hild can walk a
distance from
Sect to another

1. Hold child up
under arms with
back to teacher.
2. Daily place the
child's hands over
objects to strength-
hand grasp.

3. Child learns to
hold onto objects
such as tables,
chairs & desk.
4. With some supp-
ort, child learns to
walk to favorite toy
such as stuffed
animals, stacking
toys and music box.
5. Have the child
learn to hold onto a
bar. Teach him to
pick himself up with
the aid of the bar.

As indicTd in Methods

/

Regular teacher

Teacher's Aide

Physical
Therapist

Regular Classroom

P. T. Area

J

-I*

ri

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
f



1. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTIONAPLANNING RECOR;

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LocAngx Summer Traineeship Program

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES \\. EVALUATIONS

3. PRESCRI

. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

Gross Motor (continued

1. FINE MOTOR

2. Compet 16.3.0

3.

4. To be able to hold onto an object without
dropping it on the floor.

Teacher Evaluation 6. Next teach him
to stand up holding
onto the bar, then
try'to teach the
child to walk hold-
ing onto the bar.
Use a behavior modi-
fication after each
successful task ...

When a child reaches for Candy, ice cream,

a toy, stuffed animal, pat on the head or

a bell and he holds a hug:
onto it, shakes it, or
plays with it, instead Reach

of just dropping it on 1. Let the child
the floor, then you reach for dangling
will have some success objects.

2. Offer a toy td a
child at different
heights and distance

6{S



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program

E.ALUATIONS

3. PRFSCRIPTION WRITER Sr. Dorothy Ann Gayden

6. MEIHOI'S 7. nThRIALS

TESTS/TASKS
TO "\LUAIE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
j. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

CODE

8. PERSONNEL

INDICATE
POSITION

ENVIRONMENTS

INDICATE
LOCATION

cher Evaluation

a child reaches for
y, stuffed animal,
11 and he holds
it, shakes it, or

s with it, instead
ust dropping it on
floor, then you
ha,,e some success

II

6. Next teach him
to stand up holding
onto the bar, then
try to teach the
child to walk hold-
ing onto the bar.
Use a behavior modi-
fication after each
successful task....
Candy, ice cream,
pat on the head or
a hug.

. Reach
1. Let the child
reach for dangling
objects.
2. Offer a toy to a
child at different
heights and distance

Bell

Rattles
Containers
Stuffed animals
Large balloons
Balls
Stacking toys

Regular teache
Teacher's Aide

Regular ClasT
rOall

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT (DE M

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1

2

3,

4,

FINE MOTOR (continued) II. Grasp & Shake , Bell

Rattl1. Let child take a
bell and see if he Conta
rings it. Stuff
2. Give Lim a rattle Large
and let him shake it Balls
3. Try handing him a
container filled
with beads or mar-
bles and see if
shakes it

Stack

III. Holding Objects
with Both Hands
1. Give him a large
stuffed animal -
teach him to hold it
with both hands.
2.Give him a balloon
and teach him to
hold onto it.

I 0



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Sr. Dorothy Ann Gayden

UATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS

CODE

. PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

S/TASKS
ALUATE
ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

II. Grasp & Shake
1. Let child take a
bell and see if he
rings it.

2. Give him a rattle
and let him shake it
3. Try handing him a
container filled
with beads or mar-
bles and see if
shakes it.

III. Holding Objects
with Both Hands
1. Give him a large
stuffed animal
teach him to hold it
with both hands.
2.Give him a balloon
and teach him to
hold onto it.

Bell

Rattles
Containers
Stuffed animals
Large balloons
Balls
Stacking toys

Regular Teacher

Teacher's Aide
Regular

Classroom

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

1;UQUESNE UNIVERSITY

LOCATION Summtr Trainci:hip Program

4. LEARNING OBIECTIVL-',

1. SUBJECT PRE.%

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES 11 AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INI-.1CAtE SOUltit'

FP,1.4,\IOTOR (continued)

1.FFEDING/EATING/DRIV,

2.Comret 34.7.0

3.

4.

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

7.5

7.6

EVALl'AllONS

lES7S/Ip_SKS

10 EVALUATE
SUCCUSS

Teacher FvalwatIoll

*NO&
3. PRESCR

II

tvq1,11 1 child shows
gool, control of the
f-Toon, then von will

sei -ome success

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

3.Give him a large
ball to hold onto &
later on learn to
roll it.
4. Give him stack-
ing toys and teach
him to put them to-
gether and take the
apart.

1. If the child is
a problem child, it
is best to feed him
alone in his room.
2. Place only one
dish in front of
him so he will not
be distracted.
3. Try to use the
same spoon and fol-
low the same method.



NkRC/P PRE:>CRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UESNE 1"dVERSIfY
Trainti nip

1.:\.1Ai FA

TO EiALC,,.ILI

SUCC*_,SS

cher Eyal-at ion

n a child shows
d control of the
on, then You will
some success

";. PRIORI,l'IION WRITER

' IC

oorotny Ann Gavden

. 1.0ERIAPS

1.- 1I1LE
2. AU1HOR
1.

4. DESCRIPTION

1. Give him 1 large

hall to hold onto
later on it am to
roil it.
4. GiAc him stack-
ing toys and teach
him to put them to-
gether and 'ake them
apart.

1. If the chi,d
a problem ,hi J, it
is hest to feed him
alone in his room.
2. Place only one
dish in front of
him so he will not
he distracted.
3. Try to use the
same spoon and fol-
low the same method.

1.

3.

4.

TITLE

SOURCE
DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

CODE

8. PERSONNEL T). ENVIRONMENTS

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Training spoor if

necessary
Bowl
Bib

Highchair

'Ini t & Child in the

Culture of Today"

Arnold Gesell, M.D.
Frances Ilg, M.D.

Harper & Brothers

Regular Teacher
Aide

Regular Classroom

Lunchroom

73
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1. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2.. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

,,..

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4

FEEDING/EATING/DRINKING (continued) Teacher Evaluation 4. Have the child
hole the spoon
horizontally,raise

Trai

ne
Bowl

When a child shows his elbow as he Bib

good control of the
spoon? then you will
see some success.

lifts the spoon to
his mouth. Guide his
hand from the bowl
to his mouth.

High

5. Let the child use
his free hand to
help push the foon
on the lips into the
mouth.
6. Food that cannot
be swallowed should
be removed from the
mouth.
7. Child will clean
off spoon better if
he tilts the spoon
handle upward as he
removes it from his
mouth.



r
NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

CE UNIVERSITY
ineeshi Pro:ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

Sr. Dorothy Ann Gayden CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE

CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Evaluation

child shows
ntrol of the
then you will
e success.

4. Have the child
hole the spoon
horizontally,raise
his elbow as he
lifts the spoon to
his mouth. Guide his
hand from the bowl

to his mouth.
5. Let the child use
his free hand to
help push the foon
on the lips into the
mouth.
6. Food that cannot
be swallowed should
be removed from the
mouth.
7. Child will clean
off spoon better if
he tilts the spoon
handle upward as he
removes it from his
mouth,

Training spoon if

necessary
Bowl
Bib
Highchair

Regular Teacher

Aide

Regular Class-
room

NRRC/F FORM XTV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

. LOCATION

1. SUBJECT AREA

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCF
IF AVAILABLE)

FEInTt;/LATING/DRINI (,ontinued)

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

1)UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Program

5. CVII I) Ai IONS

ITSIS/IASKS
TO EV:LUArE
SUU1'

6. MLA

3. FRESCRI

TITLE
AUIPOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

It (htr 'v.Imuation

Wh,n a child shows
good control of the
spoon, thcn you will
see some success

.',.Check the child's

chewiog movements
of the law and
tongue.

9. Have the child
lick in hits of
food from the chin
or the side of the
mouth.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RFCORD

UESN P(11:7_16111

Tratneeliu Program

EVALLA.7,1NS I J.

3
Sr. Dorothy Ann Grivden CODE

TO EV:a..j. Ad

SUC 7

i.

ch, r

i

Al.fHOR

3. 'OliR(E

4. ITSCRIPIION II'

TEACHER MADE

PER)ONNFJ 9. ENVIRONMENTS

INDICATE INDICATE
POSITION LOCATION

it io Lir ld `, I ra pt);:n d
my IleCe

n a child -nows
d control ;It the

on, th 1 von will

some suc(ess

01 the iuw and
tongue.

Y. Have the ch I d

ick in bits of
tood from the chin
or the side of the
mouth.

Bowl

Bib

Highchair

Regular To,Icher

Aide
Regular Class

room

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF E

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 4-3

Sex: Male

II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

60)

Physical Development
Micrbcephalic
Can sit alone
Cannot walk or stand
Has use of hands - can transfer objects, grasp, push and reach

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Gross motor of hands and arms generally good
Can reach, push and pull
Can roll partially over from supine position and pull himself up

to a sitting position

Fine Motor
Firm grip
Little fine motor development

Intellectual Development

Testing
Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale

Results
M.A. 7 months
I.Q. 12

Severely mentally retarded

Social Development
Vineland Social Maturity Scale -- 6 months

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Physician for residential placement

IV. ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS BASED ON PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical
To strengthen leg muscles to assist E in standing

Motor
To develop fine motor skills, especially to aid in area of self

feeding

Intellectual
To stimulate E in various ways to help him become more aware of his

surroundings

Social



physical Development
Microcephalic
Can sit alone
Cannot walk or stand
Has use of hands - can transfer objects, grasp, push and reach

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Gross motor of hands and arms generally good
Can reach, push and pull
Can roll partially over from supine position and pull himself up

to a sitting position

Fine Motor
Firm grip
Little fine motor development

Intellectual Development

Testing
Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale

Results
M.A. 7 months
I.Q. 12

Severely mentally retarded

Social Development
Vineland Social Maturity Scale -- 6 months

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Physician for residential placement

IV. ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS BASED ON PRESENT FUNCTICNING LEVELS

Physical
To strengthen leg muscles to assist F in standing

Motor
To develop fine motor skills, especially to aid in area of self

feeding

Intellectual
To stimulate E in various ways to help him become more aware of his

surroundings

Social
To help E become aware of himself and others in his environment

V. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

July 2-6, 1973
Pleasant child
Giggles often
Enjoys playing with a plastic toy hammer
Can clap
Can hold a large ball



CASE OF E

V. GENERAL OBSERVAl10NS (CON1INULD)

July 2-6 (Continul)
Tries to throw it
Language consists of "oon-eoh," and , ;11 -:roe(ti

Can sit belted into a straight hack ,

Enjoys looking in a mirror
Notices distortion of iagcs In a mirror
Notices movement in a mrrer

July 9, 10, 19;3

Responds in p:Lrror, moving head in
Reaches for hammer
Reaches across .Jidline
Sat in Hogg chalr
Enjoys interact in with oth, r

July 11, 107i
Sits alone en i mat

Pushes a hail
Moves ip a 1.'11,.:er, -),

July 12, 1973
Claps hands
Can ,,hake hand on requ
Understands "Civo me your i amt"

Played with beach hall
Enjoyed lnoin at the reflection, in hal!

Could amus( him,elf for c-tended perio,-, of tipt, h, holding the ball
and watenim.; his reflections

Tosstd ball and hetame ,.htn it houn.c ! ,n the floor

injoyed music
Held rum,m, ,1

Kepeatedl CrolTod th-

July

!:eacho,-, !nth '

h ,n rit

F1110';', 1.114 pi/ zhc,i cha I r oct r t

Enjoys ,,Jatchin'l t atti -it 1,1 ti`,

1 r,,
I 0-)7

r to L

) t i Id n, 1 o

it

Ihiv iL 1,t

:lu,i ( 1.t ,

Plavd on t 1 t I. r , 1 h

Ln;)voci platn,; with HIM id,,a1
Enjoyed pl 1V1,1; with in`Litabl(
Be an with )ro-ram 0 h'

cl th

1,, 111 1 1 n, t IdC)SJ

tuv, toe'd it, t,1,-(rd !t, -hook it



Notices distortion of images in a mirror
Notices movement in a mirror

July 9, 1(),_ 1_9;

Rek.,ponds .n irror, moyt nk2,ik.kakt in out
Roacher-, t ot har: er

Rea, he , ,u rim 1d1 n,

Sat in Hogg c It,l r

En joys intera,t in-. with h ,,Ork r ;

July 11 k ' ;

Sits alone on 1 mot

Pusher-, a lka 11

rliriver-, in a 111.er, r, a, :r, ,t"

July 12, 1973
Claps hands
Can shake hand-, on requ..

Understands "Give me your land"
Played with Large beach 'pall

Enjoyed looking at the reflect i,'n in t1,c boar h

Could amuse h imself for extended period,, of t,.( 1-, holding the hal 1

and watching his reflections
Tossed ball and became -urtused ,,'bon it hour.: el en the floor

Music Cla,,,s

Enjoyed music class
Held ins t rument PrI(1 slr t

Repeatedi. dropped the L ,na it cn.t- ,n th

July 13, 1973
Reache, ,sith both hand;
Flails hand,- L,) gain attention
Enjoys being pushed in chair over -

Enjoys ,,latchinl the acti"it% in thg 1':e0

1c/7
,r1 to -kr_ kr

ku ld Tt, t .1 r p

yx2 t , ' n '

,ponds ki !,k L 11

a ove! the tae o hi- wirr-

!HI

Plav,_d on t:1- l(`o-

10111 1 '..C1 low the r,h Wow

i.n ),/td play 1,4' LI t k ['dr. r k , ari

1,110y, d r, I iv t l 10 j !'1; 1. ,1110t: , Lry e.1 t hook it
bog kri th c't,y, '.41

Lnjoyed h 11 ,o hl 111],

I he hu'o',1es 1,r ,k r r'r'rk I 1, L',1;

and -,oubd'
ry,r,ure at I ir .;t of w',) it to ,r hes our ,1

'July 20 L973

Mu-;ic c l,i ,

Lorked wit rut t into s ont r

th giggles

S 1



CASE OF E

V. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS (CONTINUED)

July 20, 1973 (Continued)

E again fascinated with anything that had a reflection; a spoon, the
lid ,of a jar

Worked with feeling textures on the arms, legs and bare feet

July 21, 22, 1973
Continue with self feeding
Drinking from cup without suction top
E held cup with both hands and finished all of his milk
Worked in P.T. room on mat, also on rails so E could try to pull himself

up

Enjoyed working with blocks in a bucket
Got pleasure from repeatedly emptying the blocks from the bucket

July 23, 24, 1973

Work on feeding skills

When ball is put above E's head and E is supported by the Hogg chair,
E watches the actions in the mirror and reaches up to toss the ball
away

Responded to the above several times with verbalizations and excited
noises

Talked extensively during feeding time
Worked in P.T. room

July 25, 1973
Worked in playroom with various toys
Music class
Worked in P.T. room on cage ball in front of the mirror
Enjoyed the cage ball--responded again withlverbalizations
Began to initiate movement on the ball
Used his ankles for support



, STUDENT CODE E

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS

3. PRESCRIPTIO

. METHODS

1. SUBJECT ARLA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS

2. GENEPAL OBJECTIVES TF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS

1. Feeding/Eating/Drinking (Compet 34.0)
The child will be able to drink from a
cup unaided.

a. Following through steps 34.3. )

34.3.6)
Compet

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

Teacher's observation
of student performing
the task

Working specifically
with step 34.3.4 "E"
was able to hold
cup in two hands but
needed the guidance
of the teacher so
not to upset the cup

Following through
34.3.4. to 34.3.6.
the teacher should
be positioned in
front of the child
with the teacher's
hands ;laced on top
of the child's hands
In time the teacher
allows a gradual re-
lease of his grasp,
hoping for the child
to accomplish this
task alone.

Pla



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

E UNIVERSITY
peeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Frances Caputo CODE r

_--

L.UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

t

s observation
mt performing

Working specifically
with step 34.3.4 "E"
was able to hold
cup in two hands buy
needed the guidance
of the teacher so
not to upset the cup

Following through
34.3.4. to 34.3.6.
the teacher should
be positioned in
front of the child
with the teacher's
hands placed on top
of the child's hands
In time the teacher
allows a gradual re-
lease of his grasp,
hoping for the child
to accrmplish this
task alone.

Plastic Cup Teacher's Aide
or

Nurse's Aide

Ward
Diningroom

t

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73

me,



1. STI

,4

I% St 3 Tc I

3. (TEC:Ft(

ttt /P IF"! I RECUR

HoVERSITY
11(11

" :Atli I

DES( IPTION

r ttt It-to t It t ,,t, ps
1-i tt-vt t itditt

t .1 ghidin
o,

," f
lhlid I III low

Iii, i1h

p,:rticular

child, it

t ilt the

once it WA--; in

the child's mouth
lw(aum of A mnlfor-
cIntion of "E"'s

teeth. Pepeat these
-,tops and -_,radually

r(lcd-,e lit

"'s arm until he
i-, Able to -luccess-

fully guide food to
mouth



.
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1. STUDENT CODE E

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DNUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Frogram 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

2. Physical Development Teacher's judgment Work with "E" on a Cage

Motor Coordination and observation of cage ball. Leave Mat

a. To develop ankle support (Caputo) the performance of
task

tne some play in the
ball so when "E" is
placed on the ball
he is almost "form-

Mirr

,

fitted".
Ball should be place.
on a mat and in fron
of a mirror. "E"

becomes very stimu-
lated watching him-
self move in the
mirror. Place "E" on
the ball face up in
a supine position.
Support the child &
move the ball forwar
and backward to
stimulate "E". Rotat
the ball so his head
almost touches the
floor and then, in



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeshi. Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER ices Caputo CODE

[UATIONS b. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

S/TASKS
ALUATE
ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

s judgment Work with "E" on a Cage ball Teacher P.T. area

-rvation of cage ball. Leave Mat Aide

ormance of the some play in the
ball so when "E" is
placed on the ball
he is almost-"form-
fitted".

Mirror Physical
Therapist

Ball should be placed
on a mat and in front
of a mirror. "E"
becomes very stimu-
lated watching him-
self move in the
mirror. Place "E" on
the ball face up in
a supine position.
Support the child &
move the ball foiwar.
and backward to
stimulate "s ". Rotate

the ball so his head
almost touches the
floor and then, in

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO'

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDEN1 CODE
E

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR

4. 'LEARNING OBJECTIVES . 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

2 a. Motor Coordination (continued)

3. Fine Motor Development
Squeezes items placed in his hand

(Compet 16.3.2) Teacher judgment

the other direction
so his feet touch
the mat. Repeat thi
exercise so "E" feel
general movement.
After this hold the
ball in a stable
position - "E" then
attempts to initiate
movement again, push
ing with his feet an
thus working his
ankles.
Squeeze items placed
in hand, use a
variety of toys
starting with very
flexible rubber toya
to those with more
resistance; prefer-
ably use toys that
make a noise when



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

PESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Frances Caputo CODE

EVALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3: SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

her judgment

the other direction
so his feet touch
the mat. Repeat this
exercise so "E" feels
general movement.
After this hold the
ball in a stable
pekition "E" then
attepts to initiate
move ent again, push
ing with his feet an
thus orking his
ankles.
Squeeze items placed
in hand, use a
variety of toys
starting with very
flexible rubber toys
to those with more
resistance; prefer-
ably use toys that
make a noise when

Clay, sponges, rubber

toys.
(Compet)

,90

Teacher's Aide Play Area
Classroom

NRRC/I FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
E

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPT

. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVr IF AVAILAILE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

3. Fine Motor Development (continued)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

4. Communication and ,anguage Stimulation Teacher judgment

a. To stimulate language through the use of
sounds.

91

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

squeezed. Progress
to squeezing sponges
sponges in water
and clay.

To encourage atten
dance to noises by
playing games.
Using "E"'s favorite
toy, a plastic
hammer that rattles
(whet' shaken. Shake
hammer above his
head, behind him, to
left and right.
Encourage his verbal
noises and sounds by
talking to him, play
ing with him, play
fully pull hammer
away from htm.

P1
Ot

pl
a



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

;NE UNIVERSITY
7aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Frances Caputo CODE

ALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

r judgment

squeezed. Progress
to squeezing sponges,
sponges in water
and clay.

Plast4x toy hammer
To encourage atten- OthPc toys "E" enjoys
dance to noises by playing with that make
nlaying games. a noise.
using "E"'s favorite
toy, a plastic
hammer that rattles
when shaken. Shake
hammer above his
head, behind him, to
left and right.
Encourage his verbal
noises and sounds by
talking to him, play-
ing with him. play-
fully pull hammer
away from him.

Teacher Classroom
Play area

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CAS ,OF K

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 2-4

Sex: Male

II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development
General health is good
Not on medication
Spastic on right side
Hydrocephalic - shunted three times
Tends to vomit projectilely
Hearing is good
Vision is questionable at a distance
Had a pre-mature birth (three weeks)

Motor Development
Extremely lethargic after birth
Slept most of the time - rarely opened eyes
Inactive with little interest

Intellectual Development
Very slow progress

Social Development
Not responsive

4

Emotional Development
Little information child was limp

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Child has been hospitalized almost from birth to his present placement.
A social worker crom Mental Retardation Unit checks regularly. Child

is an applicant for interim care at a state institution.

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development
Entered present setting as a crib case with little hope for life.

Child is .ow healthy, happy, robust.

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Can raise, turn and balance head
Reaches, grasps, and holds firmly
Sits with much assistance
Rolls on back, side and stomach

Fine Motor
Favors left hand - has strong grasp
Right hand is usually fisted
Can carry objects to mouth



Physical Development
General health is good
Not on medication
Spastic on right side
Hydrocephalic shunted three times
Tends to vomit projectilely
Hearing is good
Vision is questionable at a distance
Had a pre-mature birth (three weeks)

Motor Development
Extremely lethargic after birth
Slept most of the time - rarely opened eyes
Inactive with little interest

Intellectual Development
Very slow progress

Social Development
Not responsive

Emotional Development
Little information child was limp

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Child has been hospitalized almost from birth to his present placement.

A social worker from Mental Retardation Unit checks regularly. Child

is an applicant for interim care at a state institution.

IV. ASS'SSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development
Entered present setting as a crib case with little hope for life.

Child is now healthy, happy, robust.

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Can raise, turn and balance head
Reaches, grasps, and holds firmly

Sits with much assistance
Rolls on back, side and stomach

Fine Motor
Favors left hand - has strong grasp
Right hand is usually fisted
Can carry objects to mouth

Visual Motor
Seems to see objects only if they are held close to face
Can follow moving objects in all directions
Has fairly good eye control

,(q



CASE OF K

Auditory Motor
Very good hearing
Cocks head toward direction of sound
Likes to make noise and hear himself

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Responds by laughter to Louch on soles of feet and neck

Enjoys slapping hands and finger games
'Reaches for objects and carries them to the mouth, especially

soft rubber duck

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Smiles at sound of name
Reacts to individual err with coos

Communication
Loves attention - will slap face, cry, yell, scream to get it

Is contented when carried
Vocabulary consists of three sounds: "ma-ma," "ba-ba," "ga-ga"

Conceptual
Prognosis is not evident

Social Maturity

Self Care
Can hold training cup with one hand
Is able to shuttle spoon, with assistance and guidance

Stretches arms for dressing-

Self Help and Independence
None

Social Interaction Ot

Plays alone usually Dile toy

Gives response to individual attention yet disrupts group

activity



1.

NRRC /P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

gIIIDENT CODE
K

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/AR TASKS 1. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3, SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT Teacher Evaluation 1.Place child in Fl

supine position on Ma

2. Compet - 14.3.0 floor.

2. Instructor in
on

e.

3. Compet 14.3.3

(Includes 20.3.2)

kneeling position
supports child's
legs between knees.
3. Allow child to
grasp thumbs of
instructor's hands
over child's.
4. Slowly pull chile
toward self while
softly saying "up"
5. Return child to
beginning position
while softly saying
"down"
This exercise will
strengthen back and
neck muscles.

!46



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UN7VERSITY
aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Sr. Valeria Evanyo -CODE

LIONS 6., METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

,TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
'CESS -

.

1. TITLE
,,.._ 2. AUTHOR ,

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

..

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

. 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

4p

INDICATE
POSITION

,INDICATE

LOCATIONr

1 Evaluation

. i

1.Place child in
supine position on
floor.

2. Instructor }n
kneeling position
supports child's .
legs between knees.
3. Allow child to'
grasp thumbs of .

instructor's hands
over child's.
4. Slowly pull chilc
toward self while'
softly saying "up!'
5. Return child to
beginning position
while softly saying
"down"

This exercise will
strengthen back and
neck muscles.

Flat padded surface
Mats or soft cov'erings

..
on floor.

e.g. Blankets,
.

quilts,
bed padding

----I

..-

Plr

,

' .

',.

Teacher
Aide
Parent ,teacher

t

.

.

\

.

.

Any large area.

(Lirgedgnough for
& child).

_

,

t ,-

.

,

.

.

.

.
.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



/IV

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORX

DUQUESNEUNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE K

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. IBESCR

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. ,METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIUC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT (continued)
(14.3.0 14.3.3.)

l

...)

-
.'.

. .

6.With child down on
back. set favorite
toy to his side
7. Entice child to
turn entire body
toward toy. This vii
be a half roll.
8. Slowly raise toy
so child must reach
for it with one hand
Other hand and arm
provides support for
body weight.
9. As toy is slightl
raised and grasped,
child will 'force

weight to the other
part'of his body ir'id

lift himself into/ a
sitting position.
10. With toy in both
hands, task is
accomplished. fikward



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOA

UESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Sr: Valerie Evanyo CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL
...-

9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE' - 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR .2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

6.With child down on
back, set favoiite

Flat padded surface Teacher Any area large

toy to his side
Mats or soft coverings Aide enough for teacher

7. Entice child to
turn entire body

on floor Parent and child

toward toy. This will
be a half roll.
8. Slowly raise toy

-
so child must reach
for it with one hand,
Other hand and arm
provides support for
body weight.
9. As toy is slightli
raised and grasped,
child will force
weight to the other
part of his body and
lift himself into a
sitting position.
10. With toy in both
hands, task is ,

accomplished. Reward
I

49
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE

K
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES .
... S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT - (continued)
(14.3.0 14.3.3)

1.

GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

2.

Compet - 14.4.0

3.

, To learn positioning and movement.

Stimulus given by speech, rubbing, inflections
in voice, love.

Situation should be a happy, play time.

.

.

`

.

Teacher Evaluation

Task is considered
complete when child
will raise self and
move forward to a
desired person or
object.

.

child with a hug
and praise.
11. Daily increase
sitting time

1. Instructor places
right arm horizon-
tally in front of
child.

2. tend child's
.

knees on floor for
kneeling .pQpitiln.
3. Extend child's
arm over instructor'$.
I. Place hands flat
on floor (palms
down) with fingers
extended,
Daily increase time
of position to pre-
pare for next step.

Pos
cra.

rol
bet'.

tea.

100



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

t UNIVERSITY
meeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Sr. Valerie Evanyo CODE

AIATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

!S/TASKS

VALUATE
:ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

. 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Evaluation

considered
when child
se self and
ward to a
person or

child with a hug
and praise.
11. Daily increase
sitting time

1. Instructor places
right arm horizon-
tally in front of
child.

2. Bend child's
knees on floor for
kneeling position. b

3. Extend child's'
arm over instructor's.
4. Place hands flat
on floor (palms
down) with fingers
extended.
Daily increase time
of position to pre-
pare for next step.

..

Positions may be over
cradle, crawler,
rolled blanket, small
bean bags or the
teicher'F. arm.

Teacher
Aide
Parent

s-

Any area large
enough for teacher
and cnild .

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE K 2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQIESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

LEARNING' OBJECTIVES . 'EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT - (continued)
(14.4.0)

1.
FEEDING/EATING/DRINKING

2.COMPET - 34.0

3.Extend self feeding to regular foods. Develop
a controlled pattern of bringing food from

bowl to mouth. Stimulus is lip tasting.

Teacher Evaluation

Teacher Evaluation

Task is achieved when-
child can maintain
control of a spoonful
of food and eat most of
food from a bowl.

5. Firmly place left
hand and left knee
forward. Alternate
with right side.
If no response, rub
lets, arms downward.
Task is easier when
two persons are
present.

L. Estimate tongue
control and swallow-
ing ability by lip
tasting.

When tongue can
.oll in a sustained
manner - use uten-

sils.
3. During play stres
holding handle of
large spoons-reduce

1 09,



NRRC /P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

.WESNE UNIVERSITY .

Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Sr. Valerie Evanyo CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCBSS

,,.

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE INDICATE
2. AUTHOR POSITION
3.' SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
LOCATION

cher Evaluation

her Evaluation

is achieved when-
A can maintain
rol of a spoonful
bod and eat most of
from a bowl.

/

5. Firmly place left
hand and left knee
forward. Alternate
with right side.
If no response, rub
legs, arms downward.
Task is easier when
two persons are
present.

1. Estimate tongue
control and swallow-
ing ability by 10
tasting.

2. When tongue can
roll in a sustained
manner - use uten-
sils.

3. During play stre 4
holding handle of
large spoons-reduce size.

Teacher
Aide

. Parent

Spoons of various sizess Teacher
(large, wooden, salad Aide
mixing, tablespoons,etc.)Parent
Bibs

/

Bowls - plastic
Puddings, soft foods
High chair-advisable

.

. .

,

Any area large
enough for teacher
and child

Classroom $1

Therapy Mee
Lunchroom
Pleasant setting
with others eating
in the same yr
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. STUDENT CODE K

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES ). EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MA

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS /TASKS 1. TITLE 1.

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2.

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3.

4. DESCRIPTION 4.

4.Establish hand to
FEEDING/EATING/DRINKING - (continued) Teacher Evaluation mouth movement.

5. Standing behind
child, place child's
hand over spoon han-
dle, teacher's over
child's.

Sp(

sil

Bil

B01

Puc

Hil

6. Follow suggestion.
(Compet 34.7.0)

7. Remove hand from
child's and keep
child's arm in same
angle for eating by
nudging it when
there is a tendency
to swing away.
8. After ,pattern is
developed, introduce
new foods.
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Sr. Valeria Evanyo CODE

UATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

S/TASKS
ALUATE
ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

4.Establish hand to
Evaluation mouth movement.

5. Standing behind
child, place child's
hand over spoon han-
dle, teacher's over
child's.

6. Follow suggestion
(Compet 34.7.0)

7. Remove hand from
child's and keep
child's arm in same
angle for eating by
nudging it when
there is a tendency
to swing away.

8. After pattern is
developed, introduce
new foods.

Spoons of various
sizes.
Bibs

Bowls - plastic
Puddings-soft foods
High Chair

Teacher
Aide
Parent

Classroom
Therapy Room
Lunchroom
Pleasant setting
with others
eating in same
room

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF L

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 4-4

Sex: Male

II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

General physical condition fair
Medication - for adrenal malfunction (Cortone 5 milligrams 3 times

a day) and for hyperactivity (Valium - 5 milligrams 3 times.a day
and Atarax - 10 milligrams 3 times a day). Two other medications
have been eliminated temporarily (PPriactin and Permitil) due to a
recent heart failure attack

Sleeping patterns irregular
Hospitalizations - 4. L has been hospitalized almost since birth until

present Tlacement in a residential home. He was a premature baby
born with blood incompatibility. There were also several other birth
complications including Jaundice

Epilepsy - convulsive disorder but'not recently evidenced
Gross physical impairments - none
Cerebral Palsy - no
Hearing good
Vision - Able to see objects close to face. L had four cataract opera-

tions at age 7 months. Glasses were prescribed but child is not
able to wear them

Intellectual Development

Testing

Baley Mental Scale August 12, 1970
C.A. 16 months

Results

Score - less than 3 month level at C.A. 16 months
Mental Development Index less than 50

Emotional Development

Constant self-destruction to face and especially to the nose area.
Reasons for this are uncertain but L has been examined for any
physical causes. Results are negative.

Hyperactivity

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Physicians
Local hospital
Children's Hospital
Mental Health Clinic
Social agencies none
Psychologist - Children's Hospital Developmental Clinic



Physical Development

General ph ;sical conditioa fair
Medication for adrenal malfunction (Cortone 5 milligrams 3 times

a day) and for hyperactivity (Valium - 5 milligrams 3 ties a day
and Atarax 10 milligrams 3 times a day). Two other mf_ications
have been eliminated temporarily (Periactin and Permitil) due to a
recent heart failure attack

Sleeping patterns irregular
Hospitalizations - 4. L has been hospitalized almost since birth until

present placement in a residential hpme. He was a premature baby
born with blood incompatibility. 'Mere were also several other birth
complications including Jaundice

Epilepsy - convulsive disorder but not recently evidenced
Gross physl-al impairments - none
Cerebral Palsy no
Hearing good

Vision - Able to see objects close to face. L had four cataract opera-
tions at age 7 months. Glasses were prescribed but child is not
able to wear them

Intellectual Development

Testi4

Baley Mental Scale August 12, 1970
C.A. 16 months

Rest ' is

Score - less than 3 month level at C.A. 16 months
Mental Development Index less than 50

Emotional Development

Constant self-destruction to face and especially to the nose area.
Reasons for this are uncertain but L has been examined for any
physical causes. Results are negative.

Hyperactivity

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Physicians
Local hospital
Children's Hospital
Mental Health Clinic
Social agencies - none
Psychologist - Children's Hospital Developmental Clinic
Residential home for the mentally retarded - present residence

IV. ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT TUNCTIONING LEVELS

Motor Development

Gross Motor

Demonstrates ability to hold head in a coordinated manner independently
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CASE OF L

Motor Development (Continued)

Gross Motor (Continued)

Demonstrates ability to roll body from side to side, back to front,
on stimulation, on command, and fearlessly. Also rolls down an
inclined surface and tries to go upward

Sits propped with head erect
Sits steadily in corner of bed for more than ten minutes
Reaches for objects
Stands unsteadily for a few seconds if supported and if legs arc
held rigid

Fine Motor

Extends fingers
Moves hands to right and left, up and down
Moves both hands
Keeps hands open
Moves objects
Transfers objects sometimes
Demonstrates ability to reach
Moves hand toward object
Opens fingers to tough or grasp--
Moves hand to right and left past midline in sitting position
Sweeps with hand
Holds stick
Holds .rattle

Holds with whole hand
Squeezes sponge, paper, etc.

Visual Motor

Demonstrates ability to attend briefl- to visual stimuli
Follows moving object with eyes' and head
Regards panlight, colored toys, etc., 6 inches in front of eyes
Regards it. line of vision, below and above
Reacts to light 8 inches away
Demonstrates ability to fixate eyes on objects
Gazes on lights briefly
Visually pursues in any direction

Auditory Motor
Demonstrates ability to attend to loud noises
Attends to loud noises (startles or looks)
Hears sound, regards face, etc., of speaker
Turns head to locate sound 12 inches away
Looks for sound behind
Responds to soft and loud voice

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Demonstrates an interest in exploring objects tactually
Responds when scraped or ragged, touched or raked on any part
of.body

Responds to hug
Reacts- to hand contact
Reacts to food contact
Reacts to water stimulation
Holds objects (grasp)
Transfers objects sometimes 109

Intellectual Development

.e



Sits steamily in corneiPof bed for more than ten minutes
Reaches for objects
Stands unsteadily for a few seconds if supported and if legs are
held rigid

Fine Motor

Extends fingers
Moves hands to right and left, up and down
Moves both hands
Keeps hands open
Moves objects "4
Transfers objects sometimes
Demonstrates ability to reach
Moves hand toward object
Opens fingers to touch or grasp
Moves hand to right and left past midline in sitting position
Sweepa,Fith hand
Holds stick
Holds rattle
Holds with whole hand
Squeezes sponge, paper, etc.

Visual Motor

Demonstrates ability to attend briefly to visual stimuli
Follows moving object with eyes and head

Regards penlight, colored toys, etc, 6 inches in front of eyes
Regards in line of vision, below and above
Reacts to light 8 inches away
Demonstrates ability to fixate eyes on objects
Gazes on lights briefly
Visually pursues any direction

Auditory Motor
Demonstrates ability to attend to loud noises
Attends to loud noises (startles or looks)
Hears sound, regards face, etc., of speaker
Turns head to locate sound 12 inches away
Looks for sound behind
Responds to soft and loud voice

"'"ie

Tactile/Kinesthetic

Demonstrates an interest in exploring objects tactually
Responds when scraped or rugged, touched or raked on any part

of body
Responds to hug
Reacts to hand contact
Reacts to food contact
Reacts to water stimulation

'Holds objects (grasp)
Transfers objects sometimes 109

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Can identify (by reaching) "piggy toes"

Communication
Shows-lrustration by weak cry 'and facial contortions
Smiles, but very infrequently
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CASE OF L
--

Intellectual Development (Continued)

Communication (Continued)
Makes a few gutteral sounds but no recognizable speech sounds
Will roll on command with stimulation
Will try to sit up from lying position by raising head on command

and with stimulation
May shake head "yes" or "no" in answer to simple questions (This
was observed on two occasions only and therefore is questionable)

Social Maturity

Self Care
Remains dry for a specified time
Remains unsoiled for a specified time
Demonstrates sucking reflex (weak)
Holds on drink with help
Shows ability to'being spoon fed,(cooperates)
Guidesrfeeder's hand to his own mouth with his hand

do Social Interaction
None observed

Emotional Maturity
Self-destructive behavior scratches and tears at face and nose

'v.. GENERAL GOALS

To eliminate self-destructive behavior
To improve gross motor coordination
To improve feeding skills
To improve awareness of self and environment
To initiate communication skills -

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Positive Reinforcers

Pudding on finger
Loving, hugging, rocking hill', while singing to him
Taking him for a walk in his Hogg chair unrestrained (As long as he

is being pushed, he will not exhibit self-destructive behavior)
Allowing him to play in water shower, tub, sprinkler, etc.

Negative Reinforcers

As soon as L makes contact with his face, put restraints on him (elbow
braces and strap his arms down in his chair) so he cannot reach his
face) and walk away. Connect this with a sour face and an emphatic
"NOi" Say nothing else, just walk away and ignore him. Return five

minutes later and, after removing restraints, reward him if he keeps
his hands down. (That if he does not exhibit destructi7(re behavior)
If hands go back up fOface, put restraints on immediately, say
"NO!" and walk away. Continue until you can positively reinforce
him.

Reinforcement Program



Social Maturity

Self Care
Remains dry for a specified time
Remains unsoiled for a specified time
Demonstrates sucking reflex (weak)
Holds own drink with help
Shows ability to being spoon fed (cooperates)
Guides feeder's hand to his own mouth with his hand

Social Interaction
None observed

Emotional Maturity
Self-destructive behavior scratches and tears at face and nose

V. GENERAL COALS

To eliminate self-destructive behavior
To improve gross motor coordination
To improve feeding skills
To improve awareness of self and environment
To initiate communication skills-

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

3

Positive Reinforcers

Pudding on finger
Loving, hugging, rocking him while singing to him
Taking him for a walk in his Hogg chair unrestrained (As long as he

is being pushed, he will not exhibit sell- destructive behavior)
Allowing him to play in water - shower, tub, sprinklet, etc.

Negative Reinforcers

As soon as L makes contact with his face, put restraints on him (elbow
braces -and strap his arms down in his chair) so he cannot reach his
face) and walk away. Connect this with a sour face_and an emphatic'
"NO!" Say nothing else, just walk away and ignore him. Return five
minutes later and, after removing restraints, reward him if he keeps
his hands down. (That is, if he does not exhibit destructive behavior)
If hands go back up to face, put restraints on immediately, say
"NO!" end walk away. Continue until you can positively reinforce
him.

Reinforcement Program

One person from each shift should spend approximately 15 minutes per
day with L. Also, it would be good to persuade his mother to come
to the home on a regular basis to do the same with L.

The program can be carried out with L while he is in the P.T room, being
changed, etc., but the rules should be strictly conformed to by
whomever is working with him. During the first couple of weeks,how-
ever, it should be carried out in one specific room or area. This is

done so that L will come to associate the attention he is getting to
a pattern that is expected of him. Also, during other times of his
waking hours, the same schedule should be followed as closely as
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CASE OF L

11'4

possible with any person who is working with him. Therefore, it
is very important that all personnel become aquainted with this
program. This may seem difficult but unless everyone is consistent
in handling L, the program will not be effective.

Use of the Chart

Any person working with L for the 15sminute segments must follow up

this period by observing L for 15 seconds (use stopwatch) and
recording results on the chart provided. A sample chart is in-
cluded here. If possible, note the methods he uses to reach his
face, eg., rolled over and rtIbbed his face on bed, side or arm
or shoul3er, etc. There should be no physical contact during this
testing and no reinforcers used. I: it becomes necessary to pull
L's hand' away from his face, do so with as little emotion as
possible and note this on the chart.

At the end of each week compile the daily chart r sults onto the provided
weekly chart as evidence of the success of the pro am.

Test the effectiveness by putting L in his chair unrestrained and note
whether he can keep away from hie. face for a period of one minute.

IIf he is successful at this on everal occasions, Oen the imme-
diate goal may be increased to. "L will not attach his face for
a period of two minutes without adult restraints. Be sure not to
make any physiAal contact during this evaluation.

General Recommendations

1. All personnel should become aquainted with suggested use of positive
and negative reinforcers and should use them when9mer they make
personal contact with L.

2. One person from each shift should/be With L on a one to one personal
14. relationship for approximately 15 minutes each day and folloW

through with chart procedures.

3. Effectiveness of the program should be tested at the end of each
week.

4. Chart results should be compiled at the end of each week to show
graphically any progress L may be making.



SAMPLE CHARTS

Daily Chart

Name of Adult Date Time Seconds
On

Task
Off

Task Notations

J. F. 7/25 2:15 1 x

2 x

3 x

4 x

x

6 x

7 x Had to pull hands down

8 x

9 x

10 x

11 x

12 x

13 x

14 x

15 x
Rolled over to rub

face on pillow

NAME L

Weekly Chart

WEEK OF July 22, 1973

64

56.

48.

40

32

24

16

-

a



x

5 x

6 x

7 x Had to pull hands down

8

9 x

10 x

11 x

12 x

13 x

14 x

15 x
Rolled over to rub

face on pillow

NAME L

Weekly Chart

WEEK OF July 22, 1973
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1-
L

STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPT%

\

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJEOPIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO-EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

.

1. SELF CARE

2. Over a long range period of time, self-
destructive behavior will be eliminated
through a consistent program of behavior
modification.

3. L will not attack his face for a period of
one minute without adult restraints. (As
program continues, time limits will
increase by one minute for each success).

1. GROSS MOTOR
(Compet'14.3.0) Ed.Farrish

2. To improve "L"'s gross motor coordination
such that he will demonstrate the ability
to sit erectly unsupported.

(Farrish)

3. To strengthen "L"'s arm muscles and back
such that he will be able to sit steadily
in a bean bag chair for 10 minutes Wi"-lout

Charts (attached)

Teacher's'systematic
observation of student
exhibiting behavior.

Teacher judgment. "L"
must sit in a bean bag
chair without adult aid
for 10 minutes

(Farrish)

Detailed description
attached.

Ob
(Farrish)

servation of "7"s
ability to sit erect
showed that when
placed in a sitting
position in a small
bean bag chair, L
could control his
head and neck muscles
sufficiently but did

Sto

Pw
Adi

Tul

spi

Ell

Ho)

Chi

C

i

A
S

m
a

H

B
a uit assista .

116



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

tSNE UNIVERSITY .

fraineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Jane Farrish CODE

!VALUATIONS .6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

OESTS/TASKS
OD EVALUATE

SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

s (attached)

er's systematic
vation of student
iting behavio5

.

er judgment. "L"
sit in a bean bag
without adult aid

0 minutes

1

(Farrish)

Detailed description
attached.

FarrishObser)vation of "L"s
ability to sit erect
showed that when
placed Jr a sitting
position in a small
bean bag chair, L
could control his
head and neck muscles

sufficientl but did

Stop Watch

Pudding
Adult Attendant
Tub, shower, or water
sprinkler
Elbow braces
Hogg chair and straps
Charts

*

Cradle Gym assembled
in crib
Any dangling object
Simple device can be
made from a spool and
a piece of elastic.
Hogg chair and straps

Blanket diaer towel

Everyone who has

any physical
contact with "L"

One person from
each shift

"L"'s mother

Anyone

One specific room
or area for first
few weeks.
Program may be
carried out anywher,
once the pattern is
established.
(eg) P.T. room,
crib, during feedini
changing, bath,etc.
outside, playroom.

Anywhere

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORr

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE 4 2. LOCATION Summer'Traineeship Program 3. .PRESCRI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVAUTATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROSS MOTOR - (continued) (Compet 14.3.0) Teacher judgments not support his body
with his arms and
allowed his spine to
bend, giving him no
support to hold a
sitting position for
more than a few min-
utes. These exercise

are aimed at strengtl

ening his muscles to
the point at which h
will be able to hold
a steady sitting
position in the bean
bag chair for ten
minutes.
1. Position L in his
Hogg chair or any
other device avail-
able in such a
manner that he will
not fall forward
(use straps).



4.

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Jane Farrish CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. 'MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

actier judgment not support his body
with his arms and
allowed his spine to
bend, giving him no
support to hold a
sitting position for
more than a few min-

Cradle Gym assembled
in the crib
Any dangling object
Simple device can be
made from a spool and
a piece of elastic
Hogg chair and straps

Anyone Anywhere

utes. These exercises
are aimed at strengtl

ening his muscles fo
the point at which he
will be able to hold
a steady sitting
position in the bean
bag chair for ten
minutes.

-Blanket, diaper or
towel.

1. Position L in his
Hogg chair or any
other device avail-
able in such a
manner that he will

,

not fall forward
(use straps).

119
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE L 2. LOCATION Snmmer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S EVALUATIONS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

. METHODS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROSS MOTOR (continued) (Compet 14.3.0)

140

2. Brace L (blanket Cra
or towel) in a crawl- in
ing position, knees Any
on floor. Gently re- Bl

lease brace so he is tow
putting a small
amount of weight on
his hands keeping
elbows rigid.
Increase the a ount
of weight he m st
support each day.

9- Towel

3. Give L objects to
hold (one hand at a
time) Increase the
weight daily, of
these objects,there-
by increasing the
strength in his wris
forearm & upper arm.

Obj

wetW

Smal



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
ineeshio Pro:ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Jane Farrish CODE

UATIONS b. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

.TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

\

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR.-
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

2. Brace L (blanket
or towel) in a crawl-
ing position, knees
on floor. Gently re-
lease brace so he is
putting a small
amount of weight on
his hands keeping
elbows rigid.
Increase the amount
of weight he must
support each day.

9'-- Towel
ft

t".-
ol'''

3. Give L objects to
hold (one hand at a
time) Increase ebe
weight daily, of
thes's, objects, there-

by increasing the
strength in his wris
forearm & upper arm.

Cradle Gym assembled
in crib
Any dangling object
Blanket, diaper or
towel

Objects -of increasing

weight

Small bean bag chair

Anyone Anywhere

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT,CODE L 2. LOCATION

%.1

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOR

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES , -

1

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS
-.

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

/

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE ,

SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROSS MOTOR (continued)

,
,

,

Teacher judgment

4. Place L in a sit-
ting position in
bean bag chair so
that his back and
,sides are supported.
lace arms at his
side, hands palms
downward on the chaff

Hold his hands then
as he leans forward

(Farrish)
5. Place L in supiril

hold his hands on al
bar, and have him
pull self to sittin0
position.

Kephart-Ed.Farl
6. Have L on your 14
4n a sitting positiC
and rub, scrape,rak4
etc., his backbone
to momentarily
straighten his back

122



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeshi' Pro ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Jane Farrish

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS / . PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR( POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS . 3. SOURCE''- 3. SOURCE
____ 4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IFI

TEACHER MADE

4. Place L in a sit-

:cher judgment ting position in
bean bag chair so ,

that his back and
sides are supported.

Broomstick or dial rod Anyone Anywhere

Place arms at his
side, hands palms

$

downward on the chair.
Hold his hands there
as he leans forward.

(Farrish)

5. Place L in supine
hold his hands on a
bar, and have him
pull self to sitting
position.

Kephart-Ed.Farrish
6. Have L on your la,
in a sitting position
and rub, scrape,rake,
etc., his backbone
to momentapliy
straight/6 his back

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT ODE L 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
3. PRESCR1PrIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTTVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

and spine. Also
GROSS MOTOR- (continued) Teacher judgment pull his shoulders

back to help

/

, positioning.
7. Place L on floor
in front of you so
that his back is to
you and legs are
crossed tailor style
in front of him.
Again rake, etc.back
to the point where
he straightens. When
he slumps again, re-
peat this process.
8. While L is sitting
supported .i.,, bean

bag chair, stimulate
him with toys,lights
bell, food,etc., to
raise his head up-
ward thereby straigh -
Pning backbone and
back muscles.

(Farrish)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIV6 TY
ineeship Program

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
ESS

3. 'PRESCRIPTION WRITER

. METHODS

Jane Farrish
CODE

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

. MATERIALS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4F

TEACHER MADE'

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

judgment
and spine. Also
pull/his shoulders
back to help
positioning.
7. Place L on floor
in front of you so
that his back is to
you and legs are
crossed tailor style
in front of him.
Again rake, etc.back
to the point where
he straightens. When
he slumps again, re-
peat this process.
8. While L is sittin
supported in bean
bag chair, stimulate
him with toys,lights
bell, food,etc., to
raise his head up-
ward thereby straigh
ening backbone and
back muscles.

Anyone

Toys, lights, bell
food, et.

Anywhere

(Farr .Lsh)

1 , ,
-Ak Cii

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P=PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORI

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY .

1. STUTENT CODE L 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT,AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES'

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. AWARENESS OF ENVIRONMENT

2. "L" will increase the awareness of his
environment to the point where he will
begin to explore (tactually and visually)
himself and his surroundings.

(Farrish)

3. "L" will develop enough awareness to
briefly attend tactually and visually when
stimulated. (Farrish)

.

Teacher jud went
1. As often as pos-
sible, hold a hand
mirror in front of
L polkaing to differ.
ent parts of his bod:
Due to the possibili
of his limited visioi
the mirror should be
kept close to his
face. Bring his
hands up to the miry(
and have him touch
his face. Same with
foot. Verbalize con-
stantly. Do the same
with toys.

(Farrish)
2. Do as much as
possible in front of
a mirror - feeding,
changing, playing,
etc., always verbal-
izing and pointing
to the mirror and
him.

1'46

( Farrish)



NRRC /P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program 3. OIESCRIPTION WRITER

Jane Farrish
CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

her judgment
1. As often as pos-
sible, hold a hand
mirror in front of
L poiriting to differ-

ent parts of his bode.
Due to the possibility
of his limited vision,
the mirror should be
kept close to his
face. Bring his
hands up to the mirror
and have him touch
his face. Same with
foot. Verbalize con-
stantly. Do the same
with toys.

(Farrish)
2. Do as much as
possible in front of
a mirror - feeding,
changing, playing,
etc., always verbal-
izing and pointing
to the mirror . o

Hand Mirror
Toys

,

Large mirrors on wall
Crib, etc.

Anyone

Anyone

Anywhere

Anywhere

him. (Farrighl _____ ____ _____ - -.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

4SQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE L 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

AWARENESS OF ENVIRONMENT- (continued)
Teacher judgment 3. Encourage L to

explore tactually by
providing him with
many colors, texture
and sounds. Rub his
hands, face and body
with different tex-
tures, temperatures.
Use bright colored
4. Place .a toy in

the middle of a
blanket, so it is
just cat of L's
reach. Encourage him
to get the toy by
pulling the blanket,
thus he will learn
to manipulate his
environment to get
what he wants.

(Gordon)

Mat
tex
smo
Col.

cri
of

War
clo
Toy
and

Toy
L t.

han
or

-L S



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

UATIONS METHODS

Jana Parrish CODE

7. MA1ERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

udgment 3. Encourage L to
explore tactually by
providing him with
many colors, texture
and sounds. Rub his
hands, face and body
with different tex-
tures, temperatures.
Use bright colored
4. Place a toy in
the middle of a
blanket, so it is
just out of L's
reach. Encourage him
to get the toy by
pulling the blanket,
thus he will learn
to manipulate his
environment to get
what he wants.

(Gordon)

Materials of different Anyone
textures - rough,
smooth, soft, etc.

s Colors - Jungle Gym in
crib. Toys and materials
of bright colors.

Warm and cold foods and
cloths.

Toys that make sounds
and noises

Toy small enough for
L to grasp with one
hand. Blanket, diaper,
or towel.

Anyone

Anywhere

Anywhere

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO'l

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE L 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE '

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

AWARENESS OF ENVIRONMENT - (continued)

1. SELF-CARE - FEEDING

2. L will exhibit sufficient motor coordination
and self help skills to perform simple
feeding functions proficiently and with-
out adult assistance

(Farrish

Teacher judgment '

Teacher judgment

5. Use lights to get
L's attention.Flash
the light on differ-
ent parts of his bod
on toys, on your-
self. Cover the
light with cello-
phane of bright
colors. (Farrish)
Also use battery-
operated toys that
make noise and light
up.

L has indicated the
ability and desire
to initiate some
self-ferding skills.
Start with simple
finger food that is
easy to Hold
it withi his reach
and encourage him to

140



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

INUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Jane Farrish CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

5. Use lights to get
lecher judgment L's attention.Flash

the light on differ-
Flashlight

Battery-operated toys
Anyone Anywhere

ent parts of his body,that
on toys, on your-
self. Cover the
light with cello-
phane of bright
colors. (Farrish)

light up.
Play-Lites from
Edmond Scientific Co.

Also use battery-
operated toys that
make noise and light
up.

mcher judgment L has indicated the Finger foods, tray -cut Any Adult Anywhere - L shoul
ability and desire from plywood allowing be placed in sitti
to initiate some enough room for trunk position with tray
self-feeding skills. but not so much room attached to Hogg
Start with simple
finger food that is

that child can get arms
through cut-out. Trays

chair allowing him
the ability to seei

I

easy to grasp. Hold
it within his reach
and encourage him to

are fastfned around the
backs of chairs with
elastic tiedowns (motor-

'_reach
the food and to

it.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE L 2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNINC RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. 1

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2; GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTPOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

SELF CARE - FEEDING (continued)

3. Given a cookie or other finger food, L will
be able to pick up the food, put it in his
mouth, masticate, and swallow without adult
assistance.

(Farrish)

Teacher judgment put the cookie "in cyd
your mouth". Use tie

simple phrases in-
dicating what he is
to do and praise him
constantly. At first,
guide his hand to his
nibuth and back down
again. When he bites
say, "good, now chew,
chew, chew". It may Tra
be necessary to hold Phy
your hand over his Han,

so that he does not
drop the cookie.
Continue this process
consistently until
L is able to per-
form the task
independently

(Farrish)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Jane Farrish CODE

UATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

I. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

judgment put the cookie "in
your mouth". Use
simple phrases in-
dicating what he is
to do and praise him
constantly. At first
guide his hand to his
mouth and back down
again. When he bites
say, "good, now chew,
Chew, chew". It may
be necessary to hold
your hand over his
so that he does not
drop the cookie.
Continue this process
consistently until
L is able to per-
form the task
independently

(Farrish)

cycle or truck tarp
tiedowns).

TRAY

"-

Training Workshop: The
Physically and Mentally
Handicapped Child

Any Adult Anywhere
L should be placed
in sitting position
with tray attached
to Hogg Chair
allowing him the
ability to see the
food and to reach
it.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



--('-` NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORX

',..., DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE I,',. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. COMMUNICATION

2. L will be able to make his needs and
desires known to others through verbal
cues.

(Farrish)

3. After concentrated verbal stimulation,
L will elecit some verbal response.

(Farrish)

Teacher judgment

Any speech sounds
should be accepted
(even a cough or snort
at first).

L seems to be very
alert auditorily. To
take advantage of
this, it is neces-
sary for whoever is
with him to contin-
ually stimulate him
through this avenue.
During feeding,
dressing, bathing
and playing, talk to
him about what he is
doing and what you
are doing. Name
objects, parts of
his body, etc. Use
shcrt sentences and
only a few at a timed
Be sure you have his
attention before you
talk. Repeat key
words and phrases.

,,'}iser..e,,,.t.g amour itle..

is L's shoe."

134



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Jane Paz-rich

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS I7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

cher judgment

speech sounds
uld be accepted

L seems to be very
alert auditorily. To
take advantage of
this, it is neces-

Stimulating objects -
soft toys, loud toys,
nursery school toys.

Anyone Anywhere

en a cough or snort
first).

sary for whoever is
with him to contin-
ually stimulate him
through this avenue.

Food

During feeding,
dressing, bathing
and playing, talk to
him about what he is
doing and what you
are doing. Name
objects, parts of
his body, etc. Use
short sentences and
only a few at a time.
Be sure you have his
attention before you
talk. Repeat key
words and phrases.
aere is .xouj skois,._

is L's shoe." 1 tit)
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE L

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

COMMUNICATION - (continued)
Teacher judgment

Any speech sounds shouldabout
be accepted, (even a
cough or snort at first )imeaning.

Be concrete - have
what you are talking

right there so
the label will have

Express
pleasure & reward
sounds he makes. Try
to imitate his sound;
back to him.
(Dept.of Welfare Workshop
Babble to him using
simple speech sounds
such as "ma ma,ba ba,
da da". Hold his hancs
on your lips as you
do this. Form sounds
close to his face so
he feels your lips &
vibrations. Maneuver
his lips into the
correct position for
these sounds. Play games
blowing feathers,etc.

Sti
sof
nur.

Foo.

Fea
cott

...

(Farrish)

lv
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

' UNIVERSITY
ineeshie Pro:ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Jane Farrish CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

judgment

ch sounds shouldabout
ted, (even a
snort at first )tmeaning.

Be concrete have
what you are talking

right there so
the label will have

Express
pleasure & reward
sounds he makes. Try
to imitate his sound-
back to him.
(Dept.of Welfare Wor
Babble to him using
simple speech sounds
such as "ma ma,ba ba
da da". Hold his hans
on your lips as you
do this. Form sounds
close to his face so
he feels your lips &
vibrations. Maneuver
his lips into the
correct position for
these sounds. Play g.ies
blowing feathers,etc

Stimulating objects,
soft toys, loud toys,
n.rsery school toys

Food

shop)

,

Feathers, small balloon;,
cotton balls

Anyone Anywhere

.

cl

: .

(Farrish) to / NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF D

A.- .,)
)

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 10

Sex: Male

Diagnosis: Mongoloid

II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

General gooe health after infancy
Not on mt2dicAtion

Congenital bilateral hair lip repaired
Cleft palate - not repaired
Blind Cataracts no surgery recommended because too hard to

control post operatively
Frequently pushes eyeball from socket

Motor Development

Gross Motor

Walks mostly with assistance

Fine Motor

Extends fingers
Grasps objects
Bangs two objects together

Visual Motor
Appreciates light

Auditory Motor
Responds with startle to loud noise
Turns head toward auditory stimuli

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Touches, picks up, holds objects

Intellectual Development

Tested on February 26, 1973
No formal evaluation was possible but examiner feels child functions

at lower limits of the Trainable Mentally Retarded range

Self Concept

Answers to own first name

Self Care

Feeds self

Communication
No previous evaluation

Conceptual
No previous evaluation

immerrENNIMI



II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

General good health after infancy
Not on medication

Congenital bilateral hair lip - repaired
Cleft palate - not repaired
Blind - Cataracts -- no surgery recommended because too hard to

control post operatively
Frequently pushes eyeball from socket

Motor Development

Cross Motor
Walks mostly with assistance

Fine Motor

Extends fingers
Grasps objects
Bangs two objects together

Visual Motor
Appreciates light

Auditory Motor
Responds with startle to loud noise
Turns head towird auditory stimuli

Tactiie/Kinesthe is
Touches, pick up, holds objects

Intellectual Development

Tested on February 26, 1913
No formal evaluation was possible but examiner feels child functions

at lower limits of the Trainable Mentally Retarded range

Self Concept
Arswers to own first name

Self Care
Feeds sA.f

Commulication
No previous evaluation

Conceptual
No previous evaluation

Social Development

Self Care
Sits on potty

Feeds self (junior foods)

-73-



CASE OF D

Self Help and Independence
No previous evaluation

Social Interaction
Isolates self with no activity

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Services

Hospital
Court
Cleft Palate Clinic
Visually Handicapped Services
Children's Residential Home
Intermediate Unit Staff
Speeca Therapist

Personnel

Social Service Worker
Probation Officer
Nurse
Teachers
Aides
Therapists
Education Director
Physician

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development
Appears tc tire easily

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Walks in slumped position
Wide gait

Leans forward and gabs for person
Wants to sit instead of walking
Holds bar in elevator
Walks few steps unaided on smooth surface
Stiff legged walk (
Only rolls from stomach to back
Dislikes activities\ which require him to lay on stomach

Fine Motor
Uses hands to push or throw objects
Holds objects for about 35 seconds
Has Palmar grasp

Visual Motor
Seemed to respond to flashir.2: or moving light

Auditory Motor
Responds to loud noises 141



III. OTHER CONTACTS

Services

Hospital
Court
Cleft Palate Clinic
Visually Han:icapped Services
Children's Re=sidential Home
Intermediate Unit Staff
Speech Therapist

Personnel

Social Service Worker
Probation Off'cer
Nurse
Teachers
Aides
Therapists

Education Director
Physician

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development
Appears to tire easily

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Walks in slumped position
Wide gait

Leans forward and grabs for person
Wants to sit instead of walking
Holds bar in elevator

Wks few steps unaided on smooth surface
Stiff leggei walk
Only rolls from stomach to hack
Dislike:, activities which require him to lay on stomach

Fine Motor

Uses hands to push or throw objects
Holds objects for about 30 seconds
Has Palmar grasp

Visual Motor
Seemed to respond to flashing or moving light

Auditory Motor
Responds to loud noises
Laud simple commands (example, 'Come, D")
Sharp clapping sounds
Noises have to be close
Tends to favor right ear

Tactile /Kinesth.tic

Uses hands to explore moving objects
Beginning to use hands to explore environment

Intellectual Development,

Self Concept
Responds to rirst name

Shows affection to adults through hugs

141
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CASE OF D

Communication

Makes noises using hand and tongue
Makes grunting sounds when frustrated
Makes sounds like gurgle or turkey sound

Conceptual
No response

Social Development

Self Care

Sits on toilet when placed there
Usually wet when taken to toilet

Feeding

Feeds self in haphazard way
Bangs spoon on head
Refuses solid foods
Drinks from suction cup

Grooming

Holds hands under water

Self Help

Removes own pants and shirt with verbal encouragement

Social Interaction
Sits alone in presence of others



1. STUDENT CODE D

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. Gross Motor (Compet 14.0)
2. Ability to Walk Independently(Compet 14.6)
a. Walk with limited amount of aid in

unfamiliar places
b. Walk unaided from playroom to diningroom
c. Walk unaided from playroom to toilet
d. Walk more during play time

3. Walking in defined limits (Campbell)
4. Movement of legs in more coordinated

manner.
a. Flex ankle
b. Bend knees
5. Walking maintaining balance (Compet 14.7)
a. Maintains balance on a variety of surfaces

1. Grass
?. Blacktop
3. Cebent
4. Rug
5. Hard smooth flooring

6. Walking where child must elevate leg
(step-up) (Campbell)

_oi-nno

Able to see student
moving more and sitting
less

Walk along wall for
designated distance
gradually increasing
distance

Flex ankle
Bend knee
Kick ball randomly
Ride bicycle (aided)

Ability to take 3 steps
from smooth hard sur-
face to grass (or soft
surfaces without falling
then gradually taking

nn onf..- allrfan.c

(Compet)

Listed under
materials

Child walks from
walk-strip linoleum
to carpet, and then
stands.

-

Games, musical

rn thms- walk toy
these

Walk along corridor
demanding child
stay to one side so
that he can develop
sense of space and
better defing
surroundings

Gro
.

Reco

Cage

Bicy
type

Lino
carp

Flex

2x4

Thin
ment
Outs

143



L

ENRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER phyllic ca Aphpll CODE

I

LUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

;TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
;.CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

see student
pore and sitting

.

)ng wall for
ted distance
Ly increasing

e

Lle

e

ll randomly
*fcle (aided)

to take 3 steps
loth hard sur-
grass (or soft
i without falling

dually taking
, onft c,trfnnclo

(Compet)

Listed under
materials

Child walks from
walk-strip linoleum
to carpet, and then
stands.

Games, musical
rhythms- walk to
these

Walk along corridor E

demanding child
stay to one side so
that he can develop
sense of space and
better defing
surroundings

Gross Motor Activities
by Dr. Auxter

Records -(Kimbo)

Cage ball (Preston Co.)

Bicycle (3-wheel small
type)

Linoleum with piece of
carpeting attched

(Campbell)

Flex Board iri\koard with
2x4 nailed under

Things found in environ-
ment either indoors or
outside.

Aide School
Teacher Halls

Playroom
Diningroom

Physical Therapist Home

Gymn Teacher Gym
Physical Therapy

Room
.

Teacher School
Outdoors

Aide Curb
Between doors
Stool
Outdoors _

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



D

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNINGJIECORI

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR:

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
. EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

/. Walks up and down stairs with aid until

self-supported (3-step maximum) (6.6)

8. Demonstrates ability to attend to loud

noises (Compet 20.1)

a. Loud noises that will cause startle

reflex (done near right ear)

b. Movement toward sound

8. Tactile (Compet 22.0)

9. Explore objects using hands(Compet 22.1)

a. Playroom environment.

b. Playground environment
c. Small objects introduced into the above

environments
10. Use hands to explore places in safe manner

11. Demonstrates ability to respond to own

name when spoken. (Compet 24.1)

12. Communication Compet 26.1)

a. To develop receptive language

b. Relate to environment needs of blind child

c. Encourage babbling (Speech Therapist)

13. Self-Help (Compet 46.)

a. Child assists in removing clothing. during

undressing time (Compet 46.2)

Walks up steps using
rails and doing on his

own.
Have child walk on
various combinations o

environments

Child's ability to
respond to methods used
either by making verbal
responds or physically
moving either to or
away from sound

See child feeling and
being aware of more

objects.

Name object and have
child touch it for you

Observed ability to do

this

Walk between two

boards

Walk between two
dividers (screens)

Exercises designed
to move these parts
of body (ankle,legi

knees) (Frostig-

Auxter)

Animal walks
(Campbell:

Jumping, moving,
bending to music

(Campbell
Cage ball - lie on
stomach and move t
squatting position
on ball, etc.

(Holiday)

X45



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

Phyllis Campbell CODE

EVALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHtli MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

ks up steps using
is and doing on his

e child walk on
ious combinations o
ironments

ld's ability to
pond to methods used
her by making verbal
ponds or physically
ing either to or
y from sound

child feeling and
ng aware of more

'acts.

e object and have
ld touch it for you

erved ability to do

s

Walk between two

boards

Walk between two
dividers (screens)

Exercises designed
to move these parts
of body (ankle,legs
knees) (Frostig-

Auxter)

Animal walks
(Campbell)

Jumping, moving,
bending to music

(Campbell)
Cage ball -lie on
stomach and move to
squatting position
on ball, etc.

(Holiday)

Things from enviornment

Musical instruments
Media
Self

Small toys and objects
generally found in
classroom and possibly
some types of food.

Step
Wall
Fence
Elevator

Chair

Door
Toy

Aide

Teacher
Mother
Volunteer'

Teacher
Aide - has been
instructed and
guided so as no

to scare child

Teacher
Aide
Music Teacher

Aide

Indoors
Outdoors

School

t _School

Harm
Playgrol:ad

Playroom

School
Home

School
Home

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
D

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

velop bending *knees

1.

-----u-SW-151M-te-rtr-de-

14. Socialization When child responds Walk from crass to
a. Keep child busy through tactile stimulate cement. Walk from

awareness (already in detail under 'blacktop to curb
tactile. Walk from rug to

15. Feeding self in more controlled manner hard floor. Walking
a. Does not bang head with spoon up & down curbs -
b. Begin drinking from regular cup steps, either made
c. Eating solid foofs or present in bldg.

Use record, radio,
piano, musical -
Clap instrument etc,
and make loud noise*
to try to get child
to respond.
Use first name with
clap while doing
walking exercises

Assist child while
exploring environ-
ment by naming



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

NE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Phyllis Campbell CODE

ALUATIONS 6. METHODS 1. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Ind responds

Use bicycle to de-
velop bending knees
Walk from crass to
cement. Walk from
blacktop to curb
Walk from rug to
hard floor. Walking
up & down curbs -
steps, either made
or present in bldg.

Use record, radio,
piano, musical -.
Clap instrumentietc,
and make loud noises
to try to get child
to respond.
Use first name with
clap while doing
walking exercises

Assist child while
exploring environ-
ment by naming

a

NRRC,P FORM XI 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE D

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5, EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

Socialization (continued) things he touches
(ball, hall, door,
(etc.)

Use toys and objects
with a variety of
textures (soft,
smooth, sticky).

1. Will walk to
person speaking
name within close
range (not a lot of
outside interruptidiN
2. Use name in
walking exercises.
3. Relate name to
praise he is given
Excellent, good,
good boy
4. Games using name
5. Songs with name
used.

i



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Phyllis Campbell CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION -NcOCATION
SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

things he touches
(ball, hall, door,
(etc.)

Use toys and objects
with a variety of
textures (soft,
smooth, sticky).

1. Will walk to
person speaking
name within close
range (not a lot of
outside interruptior)
2. Use name in
walking exercises.
3. Relate name to
praise he is given
Excellent, good,
good boy
4. Games using name
5. Songs with name
used.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NFRC /P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD.

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE D 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

2

3

4

Socialization (continued)

Self-Help (continued)

/

7

While walking have`
child touch parts of
room and aide re-
peats what it is
each time child
touches it or uses i.
Step up Elevator
Wall Chair
Fence Door

Toy
(Campbell)

Imitate what child
does reverse process
(Therapist) r

Insist child help
Help move arms etc.
through shirt etc.
Have child do as
much as possible

Si'
Water

Toy

Child

4 5



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

NE UNIVERSITY
tineeship-Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Phyllis Campbell

CODE

.LUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

5TS/TASKS

EVALUATE
:LESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3 SOURCE
4. 2CRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

While walking have
child touch parts of
room an-' .e
peats u -..t _, is

each time child
touches it or uses i
Step up Elevator
Wall Chair
Fence Door

Toy
(Campbell)

Imitate what child
does reverse process
(Therapist)

Insist child help
Help move arms etc.
through shirt etc.
Have child do as
much as possible

Sink

Water
Toys

Child's Clothes

INDICATE
POSITION

Teacher
Aide

Aide

Teacher
Mother

INDICATE
LOCATION

7

Home
School

School
Home

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
1 r
10,-..",



1. STUDENT CODE
D

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORI

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
I

. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AvAILABLE) TO EVALUATE
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

Self-Help (continued)

Feeding self (continued)

at

Play dressing games
Take aria part way
out and see if child
will either take
rest of way or put
back on
Water Play - games,
toys

Est smaller amounts
Aide assists child

use waxed paper cup
with section cut so
doesn't touch child'
nose. Allows use of
jaw control. Can
keep lip of cup in
contact and still
see ( lor 2 sips)
more as progresses

153



NRRC/13 PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship PrograM, 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

Phyllis Campbell
CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS /TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

Play dressing games
Take arm part way
out and see if child
will either take
rest of way or put
back on
Idater Play - games,
toys

Eat smaller amounts Daily food
Aide assists child Spoon

Aide School

Paper cups
Teacher Home

Use waxed paper cup
with section cut sd
doesn't touch child'
nose. Allows use of
jaw control. Can
keep lip of cup in
contact and still
see ( for 2 sips)
more as prnvresses

(Training Workshop for)
(Physically & Mentally)
(Handicapped July 1973)

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF N

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 8-10

Sex: Male

II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Evaluation by staff of private residential agency prior to enrollmei.t
in Intermediate Unit's formal educational program. Staff included:

Educator
Psychologist
Nurse
Aide

Physical Development

Cerebral palsy

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Raises head
Moves hands
Sits

Fine Motor
Extends fingers
Grasps objects

Visual Motor
Attends to visual stimuli
Eyes follow moving object
Circularly tracks using both eyes

Auditory Motor
Responds to loud noise

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Touches, picks up, and holds objects

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Eye contact
Smiles in response to smile

Communication
Uses movements and gestures to denote needs
Makes sounds to get attention

Social Development

No skills mentioned

III. OTHER CONTACTS

A T......... P44... M.......24....1
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Evaluation by staff of private residential agency prior to enrollment
in Intermediate Unit's formal educational program. Staff included:

Educator
Psychologist
Nurse

Aide

Physical Development

Cerebral palsy

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Raises head
Moves hands
Sits

Fine Motor
Extends fingers
Grasps objects

Visual Motor
Attends to visual stimuli
Eyes follow moving object
Circularly tracks using both eyes

okuditory Motor
Responds to loud noise

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Touches, picks up, and holds objects

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Eye contact
Smiles in response to smile

Communication
Uses movements and gestures to denote needs
Makes sounds to get attention

Social Development

No skills mentioned
It-
tc)1,4

III. OTHER CONTACTS

A Large City Hospital

At birth diagnosis

Triangularly shaped forehead
Evidence of possible brain defects
Severe urinary defects, but surgery considered hdLardous
Prognosis poor "in terms of surviving childhood"
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CASE OF N

III. OTHER CONTACTS (CONTINUED)

A Large City Hospital (Continued)

At age 1 month - umbilical hernia repaired
At age 2 months bladder infection

A Children's Hospital

At age 4 months - psychological evaluation - diagnosed milely
retarded

At age 5 months treated for kidney infection and dehydration
At age 7 months - diagnosis

Dislocated hips
Bladder obstruction
Club feet
Anemia
Bacterial menigitis
Cerebral palsy
Chromosonal abnormalities

A Family and Children's Service Agency

At age 7 months - foster home placement considered because mother
did not want to care for N at home. Idea rejected because of
multiple medical problems

At age 8 months - state school and hospital placement considered.
Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale administered. Test results -
severely retarded in all areas of development

A Private Residential Agency for Young Mentally Retarded Children

At age 1 year - admitted as a patient
At age 3 years - required constant medical attention and nursing

care because of frequent respiratory and urinary infections.
Motor Development - roll from side to side--sit in chair with support
Intellectual Development little or no progress since admission

date
At age 4 years - evaluation

Motor development - throws toys out of crib--sits in walker and
pushes ,Plf in reverse--plays with squeeze toys

An Intermediate Unit

At age 8 years - enrolled in formal education program at the private
residential agency

At age 8 years 4 months teachers report
Stands for a few minutes holding balance bar
Sits unaided
Picked up objects from floor with feet and transferred them

to his hands
At 8 years 8 months - teacher's report

Stands with support
Takes steps for short periods of time with support
Transfers objects from one container to another



A Children's Hospital

At age 4 months - psychological evaluation diagnosed milely
retarded

At age 5 months treated for kidney infection and dehydration
At age 7 months - diagnosis

Dislocated hips
Bladder obstruction
Club feet
Anemia
Bacterial menigitis
Cerebral palsy
Chromosonal abnormallties

A Family and Children's Service Agency

At age 7 months - foster home placement considered because mother
did not want to care for N at home. Idea rejected because of
multiple medical problems

At age 8 month, - state school and hospital placement considered.
Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale administered. Test results -
severely retarded in all areas of development

A Private Residential Agency for Young Mentally Retarded Children

At age 1 year - admitted as a patient
Pt age 3 years - required constant medical attention and nursing

care because of frequent respiratory and urinary infections.
Motor Development: roll from side to side--sit in chair with support
Intellectual Development little or no progress since admission
date

At age 4 years evaluation
Motor development - throwL toys out of crib--sits in walker and

pushes self in reverse--plays with squeeze toys

An Intermediate Unit

At aie 8 years enrollei in formal education program at the private
residential agency

At age 8 years 4 months - tenchero report
Stands for a few minutes holding balance bar
Sits unaided

Picked up objects from floor with feet and transferred them
to his hands

At 8 years 8 months - teacher's report
Stands with support
Takes steps for short periods of time with support
Transfers objects from one container to another

IV. ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Motor Development

Gross Motor
When placed in sitting position, lets head drop forward. When

visual stimuli presented above eye level, lifts head and main-
tains position up to 10 minutes

When placed in prone position on flat surface, rolls to supine
position
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CASE OF N

,

Motor Development(Continued)

Gross Motor (Continued)

ren placed in prone position on incline mat, rolls over completely
with aid

When placed in sitting position on flat surface, maintains position
without support up to 35 minutes

When sitting on flat surface, reaches for toys placed near him
When placed in chair at table, maintains sitting position without

support up to 30 minutes
When lying in supine position, moves self to a distance of 10 feet

to reach an object he wants

When placed in crawling position on cylinder-shaped bolster, main-
tains that position up to 3 minutes. When reaching for toy placed
in front of him, balances on other 3 limbs

When positioned on stomach over ball with 18 inch diameter, pushes
self forward with feet and legs. Extends arms and touches floor
with hands

When placed in standing position with hands on stationary rail,
stands erect up to 3 minutes

When standing in walker, moves either forward or backward. When
moving forward and walker touches obstacle, turns walker 180°
and moves in opposite direction

When supported under upper arms, walks up to 75 steps
When placed in sitting position on flat surface, catches ball rolled

to him with both hands. Returns ball to other person by pushing
with back or palm of one or both hands

When standing in walker, sometimes lifts heels and bends knees in
unison using a jumping motion

When placed in prone position, occasionally raises to kneeling
position and finally to sitting position without aid

Fine Motor Development

Picks up object and transfers it from one hand to other
Moves either hand past midline to grasp object offered to him
Uses palmar grasp to pick up 3 inch block
Uses thumb and two fingers to pick up 1 inch block
Uses pincer grasp to transfer navy beans or dime sized plastic disks .

and places in container
Slides plastic disk on flat surface using index finger
When rubber peg board is secured to table, removes pegs with either
hand

Removes rings from stacking toy and gives rings to adult one at a
times_

Removes large plastic ring from neck, arm or leg without aid

Visual Motor

Follows moving soap bubbles with eyes
.

Sometimes horizontally tracks within 180° arc using eyes and head
Placed hand or finger over beam of light shining on a flat surface

Auditory Motor
Sometimes turns head toward source of unusual sound such as paper
crackling or cymbals clanging

Makes humming sound in response to piano music and singing

Tactile/Kinesthetic

Laughs out loud in response to triapgle he is holding being struck
with metal bar

Smiles; bends knees and stomps feet on floor when bottom of foot



7 e
When _placed in chair at table, maintains sitting position without

support"up to 30 minutes
:

When lying in supine position, moves self to a distanCe of 10 feet
to reach an object he wants

When placed in crawling position on cylinder-shaped bolster, main-
tains that position up to 3 minutes. When reaching fOr toy.placed `
in front of him, balances on other 3 limbs .

When positioned on stomach over ball with 18 inch diameter, pushes
self forward with feet and legs. Extends arms and touches floor
with hands

When placed in standing position with hands on stationary rail,
stands erect up to 3 minutes

When standing in walker, moves either forward or backward. When
moving forward and walker touches obstacle, turns walker 180°
and moves in opposite direction

When supported under upper arms, walks up to 75 steps
When placed in sitting position on flat surface, catches ball rolled

to him with both hands. Returns ball to other person by pushing
with back or palm of one or both hands

When standing in walker, sometimes lifts heels and ben( knees in
unison using a jumping motion

When placed in prone position, occasionally raises to kneeling
position and finally to sitting position without aid

Fine Motor Development

Picks up object and transfers it from one hand to other
Moves either hand past midline to grasp object offered to him
Uses palmar grasp to pick up 3 inch block
Uses thumb and two fingers to'pick up 1 inch block
Uses pincer grasp to transfer navy beans or dime sized plastic disks

and places in container

Slides plastic disk on flat surface using index finger
When rubber peg board is secured to table, removes pegs with either

hand

Removes rings from stacking toy and gives rings to adult one at a
time

Removes large plastic ring from neck, arm or leg without aid

Visual Motor

Follows moving soap bubbles with eyes
Sometimes horizontally tracks within 180° arc using eyes and head
Placed hand or finger over beam of light shining on a flat surface

Auditory Motor
Sometimes turns head toward source of unusual sound such as paper

crackling or cymbals clanging
Laughs out loud in response to triangle he is holding being struck

with metal bar

Makes humming sound in response to piano music and singing

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Smiles, bends knees and stomps feet on floor when bottom of foot

i.s stroked

Moves hands about in pan of cornmeal. Raises hand and watches meal
slide through fingers

When hands placed in damp sand and moved about, makes no response
except looking at hands

When positioned on knees at outside edge of wading pool, immerses
tips of fingers in water and moves hands slowly

,
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CASE OF N

Intellectual Development

Self Concept

Makes eye contact with adult
Looks at image in mirror. Reaches out and touches image of hand

Communication

When his babbling sounds imitated, continues babbling. When adult
changes babbling to, "ba-ba-ba," sometimes imitates "ba" sound

Social Development
11*

Feeding/Eating/Drinking

When offered suction cup, reaches for and holds loath two hands.
Places spout in mo9th, tilts head backward and drinks juice

Feeds self with spoon when eating ice cream from bowl. Sometimes
touches other part of face before inserting spoon in mouth.
Grasps spoon and allows adult to guide hand to mouth when
eating fruit but refuses to feed self except when served ice
cream

Self Help and Independence
When shoes removed, removes socks one at a time by pulling toe

of each sock

9

Social Interaction
When lying in supine position, laughs out loud when adult smiles,

puts head on N's chest and says, "Boo!"
Moves walker next to other child and touches other child's chair

or walker with foot, but doesn't look at other child

Emotional Development
Seems to stimulate self when alone by staring at one hand. When

hands not busy, sucks fingers of one hand and drools.



1. STUDENT CODE N

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE ,

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION
,

4

1. GROSS MOTOR (Compet 14.) Teacher observations of Han ling the young Ca
behavior recorded in cerebral palsied J.'

2. Strengthen Arms daily log (N. Finnie)

Mi
3. When placed on a cage ball in a prone Place child on cage P1

position, child will push with hands
and arms and move body backward, with
support.

ball in prone oosi-
tion. Support legs
by holding thighs,
keeping hips
straight. Slowly
move ball forward
toward mirror to
which "play foam"
has been applied.

Va

Keep ball moving
slowly back and
forth.

16'_... ..)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
ineeshi. Proram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Julia A. Graham CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

observations of
r recorded in

tog

Handling the young
cerebral palsied
(N. Finnie)

Place child on cage
ball in prone posi-
tion. Support legs
by holding thighs,
keeping hips
straight. Slowly
move ball forward
toward mirror to
which "play foal"
has been applied.
Keep ball moving
slowly back and
forth.

Cage\ball
J.A. Freston Corp.

Mirror on wall
Play Foam (Toy or
Variety Store)

-

Teacher P.T. Room

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE
N

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. GROSS MOTOR (Compet 14)

2. Child demonstrates ability to stand erect
(Compet 14.5.0)

3. Child pulls self to standing position
when placed in keneeling position in front
of chinning bar equal to height and told
"Stand N".

1. 'GROSS MOTOR (Compet 14)
2. Child demonstrates ability to stand erect

(Compet 14.5.0)

3. Strengthen muscles necessary for standing
and stand with support up to ten minutes

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

Teacher observes be-
havior an describes
behavior in daily log

1

Teacher judgment.
Record length of time
in daily log

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

Place child in knee
ing position in doo
way with chinning
bar equal to height
Place child's hands
on chinning bar. Sa
"stand N" as you
guide child to stan
ing position.

(Graham)

1.Right to Educatio
Child: A Curriculum
for the Severely an
Profoundly Retarded
2. Myers, Sinco,

St alma

3. I.U. #19
4. Place child on
prone board. In-:

crease time daily

165



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeshi Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Julia A. Graham CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

,

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. ,TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

acher observes be- Place child in knee Doorway Chinning Bar Teacher In room with

for and describes ing position in doo doorway where

havior in daily log

cher judgment.

way with chinning
bar equal to height.
Place child's hands
on chinning bar. Sa
"stand N" as you
guide child to stan4
irg position.

(Graham)

J.A. Preston Corp.

,

child and teacher
will not be dis-
turbed.

ord length of time 1.Right to Educatio 1. Prone Board Des- Teacher In room where the

daily log Child: A Curriculum
for the Severely an.

cribed in the Right
to Education

are few children,
so board will not

Profoundly Retarded
2. Myers, Sinco,
Stalma

Child: A Curriculum
for the Severely and
Profoundly Retarded

be bumped.

3. I.U. #19
4. Place child on
prone board. In-
crease time daily

2. Myers, Sinco,
Stalma

3. I.U. #19

166 NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



N
1. STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
3. PRFSCRIPTIO

LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE

SUCCESS

1. FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT (Compet 16)

2. Demonstrates eye/hand coordination while
using grasp movements.

3. Child will first remove pegs from pegboard
and then insert pegs in pegboard.

(Compet 16.6.0)

1. VISUAL MOTOR TRAINING (Compet 18)

2. Performs tasks using gross eye/hand
coordination movements.

3. Child will throw 'Jean bag into a container
placed 1 foot from walker while child is
standing in walker.

Teacher will record
child-'s behavior in
daily log

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE.
4. DESCRIPTION

Teacher will record
number of successes and
distance thrown in
daily log

.41()''

Place pegboard with
pegs inserted in
holes in front of
child. Say,"Please
give me a peg, N".
If necessary, guide
his hand to remove
peg. Verbally praiE
success. When task
becomes easy, grad-
ually guide his hand
to insert pegs.

(Grahar

Place child in walke
Place round contain-
er directly in front
of walker on floor.
Drop a bean bag into
container. Give bean
bag to child & say,
"Throw the bag into
the can,N".Help him
release bag if he
makes no response.

b.

Use
long

Dril
larg
deep
2"x4'

prevl

1

Bean
-Lear

Teac
fill

Ice

gall
Robb
felt.'



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

E UNIVERSITY Julia A. Graham
ineeshis Pro:ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

-TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE

2.. AUTHOR ,

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

IND CATE
LOCA ION

will record
behavior in

og

will record
of successes and
e thrown i
og

Place pegboard with
pegs inserted in
holes in front of
child. Say,"Please
give me a peg, N".

If necessary, guide
his hand to remove
peg. Verbally praise
success. When task
becomes easy, grae-
ually guide his hand
to insert pegs.

(Graham)

Place child in walke7Learning
Place r,:-Ind contain-

er directly in front
of walker on floor.
Drop a bean bag into
container. Give bean
bag to child & say,
"Throw the bag into
the can,N".Help him
release bag if he
makes no reseonse.

Teacher-made peg-
board.

Use 1" dowel, sticks 6"
long as pegs.
Drill 4 holes a fractior
larger than 1" and 1"
deep in a block of wood
2"x4"x12". Deeper holes

prevent tipping easily.

Bean bags Developmental
Materials - or

Teacher-made muslin bags

filled with dried beans.

Ice cream container (S-
gallon) from Baskin and
Robbins, covered with

felt.

Teacher

Teacher

.

Classroom or
Diningroom

Outdoors or Play

room

NRRC/P. FORM XIV' 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOR1

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE N 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR1

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TACTILE - KINESTHETIC (Compet 22)

2. Demonstrates interest in exploring objects
tactually (Compet 22.1.0)

3. When given fl pan filled with rice, child
will explore tactually and find hidden
objects.

.

Teacher judgment

Praise him if he
succeeds. Gra ly

move can fa her
from walke . ii

(GiaTSM

Fill cake pan, dish-
pan or other contain.
er with rice. Place
own hands in contain.
er to encourage chill
to explore. Hide
small, brightly
colored objects in .

rice. If child picks
up object, share
surprise and show
otheks what he has
found. 1,4 him wear
objects.

(Graham)
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
t Traineeship Program

PLANNING RECORD

3.' PRESCRIPTION

/

WRITER Julia A. Graham CODE
.

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3: SOURCE ,
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

.

cher judgment

,

Praise him if he
succeeds. Gradually
move can farther
from walker...

(Graham)

Fill cake pan, dish-
pan or other contain-pan
er with rice. Place
own hands in contain
er to encourage child,

to explore. Hide
small, brightly (-

colored objects in
rice. If child picks
up object, share
sunrise and shbw
othdrs what he has
found. Let him wear
objects.

-; ( )

Container such as cake Teacher
or dishyan.

+Package of uncooked rice.
Small, brightly colored
objects such as plastic
animals, rings,
necklaces and plastic
flowers.

. -.

Dining room or
Classroom

..-/

../

.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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STUDENT CODE
N

NRRC/P PRES4IPTION PLANNING RECORD

3. PRESCRIPTI
DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR .
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

Place child in chair Dou
1. TACTILE - KINESTHETIC (Compet 22) Teacher judgmedt at table. Put dough

on table in front of
Teal

the
2. Explores texture of objects (Compet 22.1.2) him. If he doesn't

touch dough, mani-
Rand

3. Child will manipulate dough with his hands pulate it with hands Rec:

Guide his hand to
press dougholOith
his palm up,.pIace
dough in hand.
Squeeze hand over
child's hand.Flatten
dough. Press objects
in dough and talk
about depressions
they make. Feel
depressions.

,

3

1

1

l

Mix
oil
Kee
whe

Sinai

woo
bloc

171



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

IE UNIVERSITY
i.neeship Pro:ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Jillia A. Graham

CODE

OLUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
:CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
.3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

,

judgment
Place child in chair
at table. Put dough
on table in front of
him. If he doesn't
touch dough, mani-
pulate it with hands
Guide his hand to
press dough. With
his palm up, place
dough in hand.
Squeeze hand over
child's hand.Flatten
dough. Press objects
in dough and talk
about depressions
they make. Feel
depressions.

Dough

Teaching Montessori in
Teacher Dining room

the Home, E. Hainstock,
Random House

Recipe:
'3 cups flour
1 cup salt
1 cup water/with food
coloring

1 Tbsp. oil
Mix flour and salt. Add
oil and water gradually.
Keep in refrigerator
when not in use.

And
Small objects such as
wooden beads and small
blocks.

1 t"
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE N 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

0.

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. SELF-CONCEPT (Compet 24)

2. Child perceives own identity.

3. Child will indicate he knows name of
gross body parts by pointing to correct
part when it is named.

1. SELF-CONCEPT (Compet 24)

2. To enable student to perceive his own
identity (Compet)

3. While lying on supine position, child will
lift body part when teacher instructs him
.o lift body part that is touched

(St. Peter's Child Development Center)

Teacher records
observations of behavio
in daily log.

Teacher records des-
cription of child's
response in daily log

Colonial Northamptin
I.W:#20
Darken room. Flash
light on parts of
child's body and say
"Touch your arm" or
"Touch your leg" or
"Touch your tummy".
Since this child
places his hand over
beam-of light, he
will usually touch
correct part when
named.
1.Body lifts
2.St.Peter's Child
Development Center
3.Place child in sup
ine position.Instruc
him to lift body par
that is touched. If
no response, say
"Lififysgr. ark as it

I73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeshi Pro ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Julia A. Graham CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
. TEACHER MADE

.

cher records Colonial Northamptin Flashlight Teacher Room that can
ervations of behaviorl.W.#20 be darkened a
daily log. Darken room. Flash

light on parts of
child's body and say

little

"Touch your arm" or
"Touch your lea" or
"Touch your tummy".
Since this child
places his hand over
beam of light, he
will usually touch
correct part when
named.

,

cher records des- 1.Body lifts None Teacher Playroom or
ption of child's 2.St.Peter's Child Carpeted Area
'onse in daily log Development Center

3.Place child in sup-
ine position. Instruc
him to lift body part
that is touched. If
no response, say
aififysy arm" as it

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE N 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. SELF-CONCEPT (Compet 24)

2. Demonstrates ability to respond to own
name when spoken (Compet 24.1.0)

3. After teacher sings "Where is N?" child
will point to himself with his finger.

1. FEEDING/EATING/DRINKING (Compet 34)

2. Demonstrates ability to use straw when
drinking juice

Teacher judgment

Teacher judgment

Teacher sits next to
child while music
teacher plays "Greet-
ing Song". Teacher
sings "Where is N?"
Teacher guides
child's hand to point
to his chest as she
answers "Here I am".
Repeat daily.

/

Sr. Leonard McGuire
Memorial Home.
Place child in sit-
ting position.Plaee
straw in juice with
finger over one end.
Insert straw in child's
mouth and make suck-
ing noise, as finger
is released and jute
goes into mouth. Re-
peat until child
slicks th ()ugh straw.

"GI

Mu$
Ret

Gin

Abi,

Pia

Cup
Lar



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

$NE UNIVERSITY
fraineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Julia A. Graham CODE

I

VALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

ESTS/TASKS
0 EVALUATE
UCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

r judgment

r judgment

Teacher sits next to
child while music
teacher plays "Greet-4
ing Song". Teacher
sings "Where is N?"
Teacher guides
child'g hand to point
to his chest as she
answers "Here I am".
Repeat daily.

Sr. Leonard McGuire
Memorial Home.
Place child in sit-
ting position.Place
straw in juice with
finger over one end.
Insert straw in child's
mouth and make suck-
ing noise, as finger
is released and jute
goes into mouth. Re-
peat until child
sucks through straw.

"Greeting Song"
Music Activities for

Teacher plus
Music Teacher

Teacher/Ur
Aide

Music Room

Outdoors or
Dining room

Retarded Children
Ginglend and Stiles
Abington Press, New York

Piano or Xylophone

Cup of juice
Large plastic straw

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO'

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE
N

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Yro:ram 3. PRESC'

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCKU?TIO

1. SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

2. Develop pre-speech skills necessary for
real speech production.
(Colonial Noithampton I.U.#2)

3. When told to blow, child will blow hard
enough to move strips of paper held in
front of his mouth.

,t

Teacher judgment

Sit facing child.
Hold child'sghand
in front of teach-
er's mouth and say
"Blow, N". Blow o.

child's hand. Tell
child to look at
teacher's mouth
while she blows.
Gently touch child
lips and say,
"Blow". Blow a
feather and tell
him to blow feather
Hold "blowing de-
vice" between
teacher and child.
Blow paper strips
ar.3 ask him to

blow.
(Graham)

177



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

VQUESNE UNIVERSITY
pr Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

Julia A. Graham CODE

EVALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS'/ TASKS

TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

teacher judgment

Sit facing child.
Hold child's hand
in front of teach-
er's mouth and say,
"Blow, N". Blow on

child's hand. Tell
child to look at
teacher's mouth
while she blows.
Gently touch child's
lips and say,

"Blow". Blow a
feather and tell
him to blow feather
Hold "blowing de-
vice" between
teacher and child.
Blow paper strips
and ask\him to
blow.

(Graham)

H. McIntyre. Infant -

Toddler Program
Western State School
and Hospital

Teacher-made "blowing
device" cut from
cardboard

1 //;- Cut
k,_411---tole out

12"\_

Staple 1/2 " strips of

crepe paper across
upper edge of hole.

They move easily when
blown

Teacher Quiet Room

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE N

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

Handling the Young
1. SELF-HELP AND INDEPENDENCE (Compet 46.0) Teacher records observa-Cerebral Palsied Tea

tions of behavior in Child at Home by pie
2. Learn skills necessary for dressing self,

especially putting on and removing a
daily log N. Finnie

Demonstrate putting
eno
fit

T-shirt. piece of cloth on
head and pulling hole

eno
bod

3. Child pats rectangular piece of material over head. Place it chi
with hole cut in center, over his head. over child's head &

guide him to pull it
over his head. Next
teach him to put it
on head.

hea'

rei
tap

1. SELF-HELP AND INDEPENDENCE (Compet 46) Teacher keeps accurate Teacher puts T-shirt T-S
progress records after over child's head chi

2. Demonstrates ability to put on T-Shirt
(Compet 46.7.0)

3. Puts on T-Shirt when both arms are through
sleeves, by pulling bottom of shirt down
to waist with hands when teacher says,
"Put on your shirt, N".

each lesson. and arms through
sleeves, leaving
shirt rolled under
arms. She places
child's hands on
shirt and pulls shirt
down to waist saying
"Put on your shirt,N'
Gradually ceduce help
& praise my self-help
verbally.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

E UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

4

Julia A. Graham CODE

UATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Handling the Young

records observa-Cerebral Palsied
f behavior in Child at Home by

g N. Finnie
Demonstrate putting
piece of cloth on
head and pulling hole
over head. Place it
over child's head &
guide him to pull it

over his head. Next
teach him to put it

on head.
Teacher puts T-shirt
over child's head
and arms thro4gh
sleeves, leaving
shirt rolled under
arms. She places
child's hands on
shirt and pulls shirt
down to waist saying
"Put on your shirt,N'
Gradually Leducehel

keeps accurate
s records after
sson.

Teacher-made rectangular Teacher

piece of material wide
enough to cut hole to
fit over head and long
enough to cover upper
body and back when
child pulls it over

head. Hole may be
reinforced with bias
tape.

T-Shirt that fits
child

Aide or
Teacher

t

Bedrgom or

Classroom

Child's Bedroom

& praise ,ny self-help
verbally,

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
4 (-3 %)



N
1. STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORI

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR:

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TAS-S
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. FEEDING/EATING/DRINKING (Compet 34)

2. 'emonstrates ability to use a spoon
(Compet 34.7.0)

3. When a bowl of food, other than ice
cream, and a spoon are placed on cable
in front of child, he will feed himself
with the spoon.

Teacher will record
observations in daily
log

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

Teaching the Mentally
Retarded, Bensberg.

Sit behind child
slightly to one side.
Tell child to pick
up spoon. Assist in
putting spoon into
food. Move food-
filled spoon to
about one inch from
child's mouth. Wait
for child to open
mouth. Require child
to make last move-
ment of inserting
spoon into mouth.
Gradually reduce
assistance.

IS 1



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

1QUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

Julia A. Graham
CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL Q. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS I. TITLE I. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

icher will record Teaching_ the Mentally Bowl with emi-solid Aide Children's
ervations in daily Retarded, Bensberg. food. Dining room

Spoon
Sit behind child Child-sized chair and
slightly to one side,
Tell child to pick
up spoon. Assist in
putting spoon into
food. Move food-
filled spoon to
about one inch from
child's mouth. Wait
for child to open
iouth. Require child
to make last move-
ent of inserting

spoon into mouth.

table , \

-,

Gradually reduce
assistance.

1K; NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF JK

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 8-0

Sex: Female

II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development (1971)

I L
lc) .fr

General health - good

Medication - phenobarbital at bedtime for infrequent seizures
Other physical problems:

Microcephaly
Mild, spastic paraplegia

Full function of upper extremities
No fixed defouRilies of lower exltemitieb

Hearing - adequate for gross sounds and conversation
Vision - impaired
Epilepsy - very infrequent seizures

Report of EEG September 25, 1971 abnormal sedated record compatible
with convulsive disorder

Some functional abnormality with child's tear ducts
';motional stability or disturbance - no evidence

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Non-ambulatory
Crawls and scoots on buttocks and hands
Sits erect on floor without support and with legs in flexed position
Cannot stand with or without support

Fine Motor

Manually performs at early infantile level
A gross grasp and reach

Visual Motor

Visually follows a little
Makes eye contact for very brief periods
Responded slowly to eye ti-reat

Auditory Motor --d

Responded to stimuli in immediate environment at very early infantile
level

Afraid of loud noises
No reaction to sound

Tz-tile/Kinesthetic
Likes small toys and wheel chair wheels
Push and pull toys
Pushes table and chairs in unit

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Appeared passively a)ert but very little aware
Responded to stimuli in immediate environment at very early

infantile level



Physical Development (1971)

General health - good

Medication - phenobarbital at bedtime for infrequent seizures
Other physical problems:

Microcephaly
Mild, spastic paraplegia

Full function of upper extremities
No fixed deformities of lower extremities

Hearing adequate for gross sounds and conversation
Vision Lmpaired
Epilepsy very infrequent seizures
Report of EEG September 25, 1971 abnormal sedated rc,ord compatible
with convulsive disorder

Some functional abnormality with child's tear ducts
Emotional stability or disturbance - no evidente

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Non-ambulatory
Crawls and scoots on buttocks and hands
Sits erect on floor without support and with legs in flexed position
Cannot stand with or without support

Fine Motor

Manually performs at early infantile level
A gross grasp and reach

Visual Motor
Visually follows a little
Makes eye contact for very brief periods
Responded slowly to eye threat

Auditory Motor
Responded to stimuli in immediate environment at very early infantile

level

Afraid of loud noises
No reaction to sound

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Likes small toys and wheel chair wheels
Push and pull toys
Pushes table and chairs in unit

Intellectual Development

Self Concept

Appeared passively alert but very little aware
Responded to stimuli in immediate environment at very early

infantile level

Communication

Non-verbal and no expressions gesturally
Overall expressive speech inadequate for communication
Entire repertoire of vocal behavior consists of random like vocali-

zations
Crying behavior - not discriminating
Laughing - when tickled or cooed to

-97-



CASE OF JK

Conceptual Development
No tests applicable

Social Development

Self Care

Needs total care

Self Help and Independence
Not applicable

1.S5

Social Interaction
Did not seek companionship nor was child sought for it
No visible response to attention of adults
Relates well with staff
Functions A-B level in Social Interaction Scale

III. OTHER COiiTACTS

Family obstetrician
Physician

Catholic Charities

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development

Gross Motor

Crawls independently
Seeks objects to use as support to stand
Pulls oneself to kneeling position
Kneels without support
Pulls oneself erect
Stands erect while holding onto an object for support
Pushes oneself off ground on see-saw while being supported by

teacher

Stands with lands held on balance board which gives in middle
whiles teac.er bounces board

Molds head erect while on cage ball
Extends arms to stop hprself from falling off cage ball
Pulls herself up to sitting position on cage bail
Extends legs and puts feet on ground to stop herself when cage

ball rotates forward

Fine Motor

Holds or grasps spoon
Picks up spoon
Grasps toys

Reaches for toys, keys and other objects held before her
Holds onto teacher's fingers tightly and firmly
Holds onto gee-saw handle

Pushes see-saw up and down with her hand
Holds string and pul'is toy which makes noise as one Lulls it

Visual Motor



Needs total care
NI.

Self Help and Independence
Not applicable

Social Interaction
Did not seek companionship nor was child sought for it
No visible response to attention of adults
Relates well with si-ff
Functions A-B level in Social Interaction Scale

III: OTHER CONTACTS

1S6

Family obstetrician
Physician
Catholic Charities

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development

,
Gross Motor

Crawls independently .s

Seeks objects to use as support to stand
Pulls oneself to kneeling position
Kneels without support
Pulls oneself erect
Stands erect-while holding onto an object for support
Pushes oneself off ground on s'e-saw while being supported by

teacher

Stands with hands held on balance board which gives in middle
while teacher bounces board

Holds head erect while on cage ball
Extends arms to stop herself from falling off cage ball
Pulls herself up to sitting position on cage ball
Extends legs and puts feet on ground to stop herself when cage

ball rotates forward

Fine Motor

Holds or grasps spoon
Picks up spoon
Grasps toys

Reaches for toys, keys and other objects held before her
Holds onto teacher's fingers tightly and firmly
Holds orto see-saw handle

Pushes .ee-saw up and down with her hand
Holds string and pulls toy which makes noise as one pulls it

Visual Motor

Attends to stimuli put in front of her -- food, cup of juice, spoon
and toys

Follows teacher with eyes when teacher is getting'her breakfast
Attends to television, moving cars, school bus

Auditory Motor
Responds to sounds television, adults talking in high, changing

voices; musical toys, passing cars and buses; laughter (she
laughs too) turns head, eyes, even body

Changes activity to sound of television, that is, she crawls rivr
and watches it



CASE OF JK

Tactile/Kinesthet4c
Touched and played with shopping bag, pen, pad, drum
Took interest in band-aid box half filled with pennies --

even shook it after picking it up
Crawled over to musical ferris wheel placed at other end of

mat with music playing - tried to push wheel around
Enjoyed putting fingers in baby food tray

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Responds or turns toward caller of her name 25 per cent of

time and to nickname "Brown Eyes"

Communication
Responds with repetitive vowel sound "ay" when excited and

happy as in the following instances:

Going outside for walk in chair
When cat or bus passes
Right before feeding
When television is turned on in unit
When swinging on swing
When being swung in blanket
When she is on the see-saw
When adult talks to her in different tones of voice

Gestures her 'lands and arms when excited moves her whole body

Conceptual
Rejects foods and liquids she does not like when put near her

mouth

Social Maturity

Self Care
Can hold spoon
Can pick up spoon
Can finger feed (toast), but she is on baby food
Can hold cup

Self Help and Independence
Not applicable

Social Interaction
Plays by herself with toys su.h as musical toys, paper bags,

paper wrappers
Likes to pull and push chairs in unit
Likes to be held and cuddled
Enjoys sitting in group of children or adults and watching

activity and laughing when others laugh



Self Concept
Responds or turns toward caller of her name 25 per cent of

time and to nickname "Brown Eyes"

Communication
Responds with repetitive vowel sound "ay" when excited and

happy as in the following instances:

Going outside for walk in chair
When car or bus passes
Right before feeding'
When television is turned on in unit
When swinging on swing
When being swung in blanket
When she is on the see-saw ,-

When adult talks to her in diffeent tones of voice

Gestures her hand\ and arms when excited moves"4ei'who.le body

Conceptual
Rejects foods and liquids she does not like when put near her

mouth

Social Maturity

Self Care
Can hold spoon
Can pick up spoon
Can finger feed (t,ast), but she is on baby food

Can hold cup

Self Help and Independence
Not applicable

Social Interaction
Plays by herself with toys such as musical toys, paper bags,

paper wrappers
Likes to pull and push chairs in unit
Likes to be held and cuddled
Enjoys sitting in group of children or adults and watching

activity and laughing when others laugh

-99-



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE JK

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeshlp Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO
i

. ;EARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (T!DICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

,

1

1. GROSS MOTOR (Compet)

2. To Walk With Braces

3.

a. Put child in braces .

b. Pulls oneself erect in playpen, by
chair, with help of a person

c. Strengthen leg muscles by using cage
ball, balance boar., see-saw and
tricycle

3K can walk without
support in braces for
two steps unaided

After JK is in
braces, provide
supervised oppor-
tunities for child
to pull herself
erect by using
sturdy objects such
as playpen, chairs,
teacher, parallel
bars.

Work with JK on c4ge

ball holding her by
arms on sLlmach and
roll ball back and
forth - turn her
ever on back and
repeat.
Using a balance
board which gives
in the middle, hold
JK in erect position
with arms extended
in front of her and

I

1

I

1

1

1

i_YJ



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

NE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Kathleen MacLeod CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

walk without;
in braces fOl.

-ps unaided

After JK is in
braces, provide
supervised oppor-
tunities for child
to pull herself
erect by using
sturdy objects such
as playpen,'chairs,
teacher, parallel
bars.

Work with JK on cue
ball holding her by
arms on stomach and
roll ball back and
forth - turn her
over on back and
repeat.

Using a balance
board which gives
in the middle, hold
JK in erect positior
with arms extended
in front of her and

Braces
Playpen
Chairs
Parallel bars
Cage ".,all

bdiance board
See-saw
Tricycle

Teacher and
Teacher's Aide

,

Outside
In Unit

Classroom

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73

le
-1.1*)



1. STUDENT CODE
JK

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOI

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summet Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1.

2.

3.

SUBJECT AREA
GENERAL OBJECTIVES
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. GROSS MOTOR (continued) JK can walk without
support in braces for
two steps unaided

and bounce the
board. Place JK on
see-saw with teach-
er behind her,raise,
see-saw high enough
off ground so JK
must straighten leggy

then push board up
and down to have JK
flex and extend
knees and legs.
Using rPcing straps
to keep 'K's feet
on pedals, teacher
should help JK turn
the wheels of a
tricycle.

191



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeshi. Pro ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITEP Kathleen MacLeod CODE

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

JK can walk without and bounce the Braces Teacher and Outside

support in braces for board. Place JK on Playpen Aide In Unit
two steps unaided see-saw with teach-

er behind her raise
see-saw high enough
off ground so JK
must straighten legs
then push board up
and down to have JK
flex and extend
knees and legs.

Chairs
Parallel bars
Cage ball
Balance board
See-saw
Tricycle

---/----

Classroom

.

Using racing straps
to keep JK's feet
on pedals, teacher
should help JK turn
the wheels of a
tricycle.

I 9 NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



STUDENT CODE JK___

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION 'LANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

1. SELF-CARE (Compet - Sr. Leonard) JK-will feed herself Teacher will sit .

2. To Feed Unaided
with spoon. across from JK at

table with tray in
,

JK will finger geed. front of JK
3. a. Demonstrates ability to chew

b. Ability to pick up spoon JK will drink from cup Next, teacher will
c. Ability to grasp spoon with aid with top on it. change her position
d. Demonstrates eye/hand coordination to to behind JK and

bring spoon to mouth. guide child's hand
e. Ability to swallow . with spoon or finger
f. Ability to grasp spoon without aid
g. Ability to finger feed
h. Demonstrates ability to hold cup

food to JK's mouth

Next, leave spoon
i. Ability to bring cup with top on it nextto tray or

to mouth. rive JK finger food
j. Ability to swallow and encourage JK to

eat unaided.

r9)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

E UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

UATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS

Knthlppn MarLond

8. PERSONNEL

CODE

9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

feed herself
oon.

finger geed.

drink from cup
p on it.

Teacher will sit
across from JK at
table with tray in
front of JK

Next, teacher will
change her position
to behind JK and
guide child's hand
with spoon or finger
food to JK's mouth

Next, leave spoon
next to tray or
give JK finger food
and encourage JK to
eat unaided.

Food on fray
Ringer fohoi

Spoon
Table and chair

Teacher Unit or
Classroom

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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,

1 NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC(

' . .

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY .

1. STUDENT CODE JK '). LOCATION _Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRES(
a

.,LEAHhING OBJECTIVES
.

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS-

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES -

. TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE J

SUCCESS

. 1. TITLE
2., =AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI(

i (Compet, Sr. ard)
1. SELF-CONCEPT ,-

.

2. To Respond to Name

.

3. ' Th
a% Responds to name calling through some

response (e.g. smiling, sound, frowning)

-1.

b. Turns toward peon calling name
=

..

(Compet)
1. COMMUNICATION \

2. To Establish EyeContact
1. /

.

/ .

JK will show awareness
of 'speaker by turning
toward speaker, smiling
or froWIng

,t

.

,

JK will look at
teacher for 10 seconds.

.

Teacher should use
name as much as
possible when in
contact with JK

1.,

'
,. .

.

'

Teacher should sta:
in JKIs line of
vision and use
child's name.

Teacher should try
getting JKIs attend
.tion by using nick.

name "Brown Eyes"

195



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

JQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1..Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

Kathleen MacLedd CODE

EVALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF'

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

will show awareness
! speaker by turning
ward speaker, smiling
frowning

K will lc .)k at

bather for 10 seconds:

Teacher should use
name as much as
possible when in
contact with JK

4.

Teacher should stay
in JK's line of
vision and use
child's name.

Teacher should try
getting JK's atten-
tion by using nick-
name "Brown Eyes"

None

None

Teacher

Teacher

Unit, Classroom
or Anywhere

Unit, Classroor
or Anywhere

196 NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF GH

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 11-9

Male

Fraternal twin

II. REPORT OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

-0 (It.' 4

Health and Medical History-
General physical condition - fair
Medication - Phenobarbital

Full term pregnancy, Mother had virus infection during pregnancy..
Breech presentation. At 2 days developed Grand Mal Seizures,
and suffered from severe brain damage with spasticity as a result
of hypoglycemic attacks

Presedt status - spastic, quadriplegic, non-verbal, and non-ambulatory.
Hearing: gross sounds. Vision: attends to visual stimulation
Twth brother is normal and the only sibling

Results of Tests

Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale - I.Q. 34 - M.A. 5-8
Test given Mara 1963, name of test unknown (retarded in gross motor,

manipulative skills, and speech)

Educational History -

No therapy recommended due to profound retardation

Social History
No social contacts

III. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

1 Motor Development
I

Gross motor - raises head, rolls over
Fine motor - grasps large objects only with left hand. No use of

right hand

Visual motor - makes eye contact, follows bright colored objects
Auditory motor - blinks eyes, and turns head at clap or loud sound
Tactile/Kinesthetic - will smile when tickled

Intellectual Development

Self concept - very poor

Communication - makes a cooing sound which seems to have no significance

Social Development

Self care - none
Self help - none
Social interaction - will smile at anyone



II. REPORT OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS
- f

Health and Medical Histoi Ii,
General physical,condition-=-fair
Medication - Phenobarbital

Full term pregnancy, Mother had virus infection during pregn#ncy.
Breech presentation. At 2 days developed Grand Mal Seizures,
and suffered from severe brain dam4ge with spasticity as a result
of hypoglycemic attacks

Present status spastic, quadriplegic, non-verbal, and non-ambulatory.
Hearing: gross sounds. Vision: attends to visual stimulation
Twin brother is normal and the only sibling

Results of Tests

Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale - I.Q. 34 - M.A. 5-8
Test given March 1963, name of test unknown (retarded in gross motor,

manipulative skills, and speech)

Educational History
No therapy recommended due to profound retardation

Social History
No social contacts

III. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Motor Development

Gross motor - raises head, rolls over
Fine motor - grasps large objects only with left hand. Nouse of

right' hand

Visual"motor - mikes eye contact, follows bright colored objects
Auditory motor - blinks eyes; and turns head at clap or loud- sound.
Tactile/Kinesthetic - will smile when tickled

Intellectual Development

1 Self concept - very poor

Communication - makes a ^foing sound which seems'to have no significance

Social Development

Self care - none
Self help - none

Social interaction - will smile at anyone

-105-



1 STUDENT CODE
GH

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIC

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS '1.

I. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES '

. -

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

I. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

(Compet

I. MOTOR DEVELOPMENT :

2. Gross Motor Development
sll

3. Raises Redd on Command
,,

4. Strengthen Neck Muscles
,,

_----
_-

_

. .

Prepare for Crawling (Compet)

. .

, .

Subjective
Teacher Evaluation

.

Teacher Evaluation

.

I

.

\

Behavior Modification

Cage Ball: Hold by
his feet and lower
to the mat, over the
ball and rock back
and forth. Two
persons work well.

.

Suspend from the ------
stomach by a
hammock or blanket.

199



1.

.
. -

.

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD
,

UNIVERSITY
l Morgan

ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Daniel CODE

- .

UATIONS
.

6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
ESS'

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

,

INDICATE
LOCATION

.

ive .

Evaluation

Evaluation

Behavior Modification Juice works well

Cage Ball: Hold by Cage Ball

his feet' and lower

to the let, over the
ball and rock back
and forth. Two

persons work well.

Suspend from the Hammock or Blanket

stomach by a
hammock or blanket.

Teacher

.

Teacher & Aide

,

Teacher & Aide

School - Use mat

School: Any space
large enough to
accommodate cage
ball, child and
personnel.

Same as above

NRRC/P FOAM XIV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE 'GH

NRRC/P PRESCRWTION'PLANNING RECOI

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

. -

1. *SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. 'GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

e

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR .
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIOI

1. MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

2. Fine Motor

3. Develop Grasp and Pcssible use of his
Right Hand (Morgan) '

4. Develop Hand and Arm Strength

Use Finger with Gross Pincer Movement

Subjective -
TeScher Evaluation-

Teacher EVAluation

Teacher Evaluation

Behavior Modifica-
tion.

'Juice in a gun

(Morgan)

With the use of a
dial rod, the
student can grasp
and pull himself
up toward the
instructor

201



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
mer Ttaineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Daniel Morgan

CODE

S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATER.ALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENT!

TESTo/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS /

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION ,

.

,Albjective -

eacher Evaluation

leacher Evaluation
.

, .

eacher EvalUation

Behavior Modifica-
tion.

Juice in a gun
(Morgan)

With the use of a., --
dial rod, the
student can grasp
and pull himself -
up toward the
instructor

,,

Rubber ball, Nerf
balls or sponges

, Dial Rod

-
)

/

g

Teacher

Teacher

11

Any suitable
space

11

11

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE GH

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTII

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1.- SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2., GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. MOTOR DEVELOPMENT
2 Visual Motor
3. Demonstrates Ability to Attend to

Visual Stimuli

Follow objects moving in a circular path

1. AUDITORY

2. Respond to Loud Sounds and Use of Music
to Stimulate or Sedate Student

Subjective

Subjective

Look for eye blink
!

or startle response

Use a flash light,
mirror, or sunlight,
to try to follow
these, or objects.

Use brightly colored
objects such as
plastic toys, ani-
mals, or pic-ures.

Loui hand clap,
records or radio
to stimulate a type
of response

C



f

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING

E UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program

RECORD

3. PRESCRIPTION AITER Daniel Morgan CODE

WATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

_

ITS /TASKS

EVALUATE
LESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

.

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

.

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Lye

,

veye blink
le response

Use a flash
mirror,
to try to
these, or

Use bri
objects
plastic
mals, o

Loud hand
records
to stimulate
of response

light,

or sunlight,
follow
objects.

htly colored
such as
toys, ani-
pic-ures.

clap,

or radio
a type

.

Flash Light
Mirror

Orange balls, red or
white toys

,

Radio, record player

.

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Any suitable
space . I

II

11

(

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



'1.

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION

GH DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

PLANNING RECO

3. PRESC

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 0 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
#AUTHOR2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2.

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIC

1. TACTILE - KINESTHETIC Teacher Evaluation Provide regular an
pleasant experienc

a. Tbuch 'Sensations with varieties wit
touch sensations-

b.

c.

.

Exploring objects

Awareness of Body Parts

..

soft fuzzy toys, i
cream, spaghetti,
foam rubber,
sand paper, pattin
hugging, kissing.

, .

Provide opportunit
to smooth, rub, pi
suck, lick, scratc
chop, bang, or pul
apart objects. .

, Use water to float
a variety of objet
for exploration.

Use ice cubes on
extremities to mak
aware of body part

.

205



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeshi Pro ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

Daniel Morgan
CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS
-,

7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

.

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

.

/
t

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

.

,

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR ,'

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

_

INDICATE
PQSITION

-

INDICATE
LOCATION

acher Evaluation

,

a

Provide regular and
pleasant experience
with varieties with
touch sensations-
soft fuzzy toys, ie.
cream, spaghetti,
foam rubber,

/

sand paper, patting,
hugging, kissing.

Provide opportunities
to smooth, rub, pinc
suck, lick, scratch,
aop, bang, or pull
apart objects.

Use water to float
a variety of objects
for exploration.

Use ice cubes on
extremities to make
aware of body Darts

_

Stuffed animals '

Foam rubber ball
Sand paper

,

Pan of water or
bath tub '

.

Warm cloths
HoCrwater bottle
Ice Cubes
.

*

i

.5iii._,

-

Teacher or
Aide

4

,

,

,

.

Playroom or
Classroom .

Bathroom

, . .

.

-
--

a

1

t .

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF H

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 9-0

Sex: Female

II. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

'4,07

General Health
General physical conditic - good - June 8, 1972
Diagnosed Cerebral Palsy - May 24, 1972
Diagnosed as mentally retarded June 8, 1972
Neurological impairment - no
Received general,immunizations and boosters at normal intervals

Medication
Phenobarbital A.M. - 1/2 gr.

P.M. - 1 gr.

Other Physical Problems
Seizure's - convulsive - etiology unknown
Umbilical' hernia (Recommendation: no treatment at present)
Speech - one or two syllable utterances

Motor Development

August 17, 1972
Gross motor - raises head, mpves hands, sits aided or unaided
Fine motor - extends fingers, grasps objects
Visual motor - attends to visual stimuli, eyes follow moving

object

Tactile/Kinesthetic.- touches picks up, holds objects

February 1, 1973
Difficulty in walking

May 17, 1973
Improved walking
Squeeze, play, catch, and throw ball

Intellectual Development

August .17, 1972
Self concept - eye contact
Selficare - feeds self with help

I

1, 1973
Impr ved attention-

Social, Development

February 1, 1973
Claps hands to express joy
Makes two and three syllable utterances
Responds to affection
Watches activities of others

1'



Physical Development /
General Health

General-physical condition - good - June 8, 1972
'Diagnosed Cerebral Palsy - May 2.4, 1972

Diagnosed as ,mentally retarded - June 8, 1972
Neurological impairment - no
Received general immunizations and boosters.at normal intervals

Medication :

Phenobarbital A.M. - 1/2 gr.
P.M. - 1 gr

Other Physical Problems
Seizures - convulsive - etiology unknown
.Umbilical hernia,(Recomme9dation: no treatment
Speech one or tigossyllable utterances

Motor Development

at present)

August 17, 1972
Gross motor - raises head, moves hands, sits aided or unaided
Fine motor - extends fingers, grasps objects
Visual motor - attends to visual stimuli, eyes follog-moving,

object

Tactile/Kinesthetic - touches picks up, holds objects

February 1, 1973
Difficultyin wal ing

May 17, 1973
Improved, walking

Squeeze, play, catch, and throw ball

Intellectual Development

August 11, 1972
Self concept - eye contact
Self care - feeds self with help

February 1, 1973
Improved attention

Social Development

February 1, 1973
Claps hands -to express joy w

Makes two and three syllable utterances
Responds to affection

- Witches activities of others

May 4, 1973
Enjoys game between aide and child
Enjoys going outside
Very good natured, happy child

4r



CASE OF H

o
Emotional Development

August 17, 1972'
No emotional disturbance

tipli71()

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Local Children's Hospital

June 25, 1965
December 16, 1966
January 25, 1967

1

Social Service Department of County

August 1, 1967

Juvenile Court of County

August 1, 1967

Institutional Placement Supervisor of Juvenile Court Contacted by
Institution Psychiatrist

February 5, 1968
August 12, 1968
January 31, 1969

Easter Seal Rehabilitation Center

May 24, 1972
June 8, 1972

Institution Nurse - Progress Report

June 30, 1972

Institution Psychologist

August 17, 1972

Local Intermediate Unit

Institution Physician - Physical Examination

November 19, 1972

Aides Progress Report

May 4, 1973

Local Medical Associates Diagnosis

July 29, 1973

IV. ASSESSMNT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

21.0



A

toT

OTHER CONTACTS

Local Children's Hos

June 25, 1965
' December 16, 1966

January 25, 1967

Social Service Department of County

August 1, 1967

Juvenile Court of County

August 1; 1961

Institutional Placement Supervisor of Juvenile Court Contacted by
Institution Psychiatrist

February 5,- 1968
August 12, 1968
January 31, 1969

Easter Seal Rehabilitation Center

May 24, 1972
June 8, 1972

Instiartion Nurse - Progress Report

June 30, 1972.

Institution Psychologist

August 17, 1972

Local Intermediate Unit

Institution Physician - Physical Examination

NoVember 19, 1972

Aides Progress Peport

May 4, 1973

\Local Medical Associates Diagnosils
4410

July 29, 1973

\I
IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING .

,A
Motor Development

/

Gross Motor P

Demonstrates ability to 'raise head in coordinated manner
independently

Needs assistance in roiling
Demonstrates Ch, ability to sit erect unaided
Learning to crawl" .

Needs support to stand,

-112-



CASE OF H

Motor Development (Continued)

Gross Motor (Continued)
Non ambulatory
Balance is unstable
Demonstrates the ability to throw and catch

Fine Motor
Demonstrates ability to move hands
'Demonstrates ability to reach
Demonstrates ability to grasp
Demonstrates the use of hands in a coordinated manner
Demonstrates eye-hand coordination while using grasp movements

Visual Motor
Demonstrates ability to attend to visual stimuli
Demonstrates ability to follow moving objects with eves

Demonstrates ability to fixate eyes on objects

Auditory Motor
Demonstrates ability to attend to loud noises

Turns head to auditory stimuli
Detects sound in diZferent areas of the room
Demonstrates ability to respond to sound patterns with specific

activity
Demonstrates ability to reproduce sound

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Demonstrates an interest in exploring objects tactually

Picks up, pushes, grasps objects

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
likes eye contact with the speaker
Demonstrates the ability to show affection

Demonstrates the ability to express feelings of joy and sorrow to

specific incidents
smiles in response to another person's smile

Communication
Makes sounds to gdt attention
Uses utterances as "Ba-ba," "Ga-ga," "Goo-goo"

Uses these utterances when expressing joy

Laughs
Responds motorically to direction with stimulation or gestures by

instructor
Easily distracted

/7

Conceptual
Little, if any, response
Doesn't protect self from fall

Social Maturity

Self Care
Not completely toilet trained
Feeds self but needs assistance
Eating crushed, Chopped foods
Drinks from cup using two hands
Demonstrates ability to use a spoon



nstrates
Demonstrates
Demonstrates
Demonstrates

a ty to reac
ability to grasp
the use of hands in a coordinated manner
eye-hand coordination while using grasp movements

Visual Motor
Demonstrates ability to attend to visual stimuli.
Demonstrates ability to follow moving objects with eyes
Demonstrates ability to fixate eyes on objects

Auditory Motor
Demonstrates ability to attend to loud noises
Turns head to auditory stimuli
Detects sound in different areas of the room
Demonstrates ability to respond to sound patterns with specific

activity
Demc.nstrates ability to reproduce sound

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Demonstrates an interest in exploring objects tactually
Picks up, pushes, grasps objects

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Makes eye contact with the speaker
Demonstrates the ability to show affection
Demonstrates the ability to express feelings of joy and sorrow to

specific incidents
"Smiles in response to another person's smile

Communication
Makes sounds to get attention
Uses utterances as "Balha,"-"Ga-ga," "Goo-goo"
Uses these utterances when expressing joy
Laughs
Responds motorically to direction with stimulation or gestures by

instructor
Easily distradted

Conceptual
Little, if any, response
Doesn't protect self from fall

Social Maturity

Self Care
Not completely toilet trained
Feeds self but needs assistance
Eating crushed, chopped foods
Drinks from cup using two hands
Demonstrates ability to use a spoon
Demonstrates ability to finger feed
Demonstrates ability to accept food when being spoon fed
Maintains upright position at the table

Self Help_ and Independence
None

Social Interaction
Demonstrates an awareness of other individuals

Returns smiles
Demonstrates ability to seek attention

Plays with an adult
-113-



1. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTII

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS y, 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

'

.
, 4. DESCRIPTION

SUBJECT AREA: Gross Motor Development Teacher judgment Use a scooter board
.

Scc

(Compet 14.0) 4

General Objective: To establish, refine and
maintain skills pertaining to the meaningful

to develop head con-
trol. Place the stu-
dent on the scooter
oard in a prone

J.J

71

use of the head, torso, and extremities position. Hold her
feet and guide her
movements

Teacher judgment Use a sturdy beach
ball (48" -n dia-
meter) with child
lying over the ball
and the teacher hold-
ing her hands. With
arms in extension
and the rocking
movement, child will

Lai

J.

71

develop neck muscles,

213



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Lawrence Demangone CODE

LUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS-

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

_judgment

judgment

Use a scooter board
to develop head con-
trol. Place the stu-
dent on the scooter
board in a prone
position. Hold her
feet and guide her
movements

Use a sturdy beach
ball (48" in dia-
meter) with child
lying over the ball
and the teacher hold
ing her hands. With
arms in extension
and the rocking
Movement, child will
develop neck muscles

Scooter Board
J.A. Preston Corp.
71 Fifth Ave. New York

Large Vinyl Ball
J. A. Preston Corp.
71 Fifth Ave. New York

Aide

Teacher

Any spacious Area

Any spacious Area

21 C/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE H

NRRC /P, PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOE

PUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. ,LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCE

4._ LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1.° SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

. EVALUATIONS . METHODS ,

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIO?

SUBJECT AREA: Gross Motor Development
(Compet 14.0)

Head Differentiation - Prone Position

To Develop Arm Differentiation

Teacher judgment

Alternate Arms

Observe head positi
as child pulls up t
a sitting position.
Head should raise.

A. Shoulder Movemen
1.14ove an arm in

forward circular
motion; elbows are
bent and loose.
2. Move the hand ui

along the side of
the body, extend it
over head, then
lower in same way.

4%15



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Lawrence Demangone

EVALUATIONS . METHODS

CODE

. MATERIALS . PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

cher judgment

ernate Arms

Observe head positions
as child pulls up to
a sitting position.
Head should raise.

A. Shoulder Movement
1.Move an arm in

forward circular
motion; elbows are
bent and loose.
2. Move the hand up

along the side of
the body, extend it
over head, then
lower in same way.

Dowel or Broom stick
Newell C. Kephart

; Large 1rea Mats
Newell C. Kephart

Teacher

Teacher

Any spacious Area

Any spacious area

111 216
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1. STUDENT CODE
H

NRRO/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD
,

DUQUESNE USIVERSITY
2 LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPSIC

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS' 7.

,

. .
.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO.EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC, OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCz

- . DESCRIPTION

.

To Develop Arm Differentiation (cont'd) Alternate Arms 3. Extend the arm
to full extension

.
out at side, then
lower.

Lar

4. ¶xtend the arm
over the head, then
down.

To Develop Locomotion Teacher judgment ' Prone position. Dom

..

,

. -

Stretch upper trunk
to move forward,
then pull the lower
trunk forward. Rod
may be used.

Slide knees up under
801 and push body
forward



NRRd /P PRESCRIPTION PLANNINGRECORD

UNIVERSITY .

1-

ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER,Lawrence Demangone CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

'TS /TASKS

EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION .

ate Arms

r judgment

-

,

3. Extend the arm
to full extension
out at side, then
lower.
4. Extend the arm
over the head, then
down.

Prone position.
Stretch upper trunk
to move forward,
then pull the lower
trunk forward. Rod
may be used.

Slide knees up under'
self ands push body

forward

Large area mats

a

Dowel
.

0

Teacher

Teacher

.

t

Any spacious area

Any area

.

t

/

NRRC/P FORM XIV . 7-73



.,c NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY -

1. STUDENT CODE H. 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. BRESC

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES' S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES .IF AVAILABLF)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

-

- TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIO1

Specific Objective: To Develop the Skill of
Rolling

,Farce Roll

,
,

To Develop Leg Differentiation
Hip Movement - with bending of 'knee

To Differentiate the Hip Area from the rest
of the Body

Teacher judgment

Repeat several times

)

Teacher judgment

.

Lay a blanket on to
of a mat and lay th
child on top of
blanket at one end.
Legs together and
straight. Arms at,
side. Tick up one e
of the blanket and
this will force the
child to roll.

On back: (a) Dxaw
knees up to chest,
then extend or
thrust out straight
(b) Same as a., but
child is to make
circular movements.
On stomach: Bend the
knee and draw it up
along side of body 1
floor until in line
la4 th.134nthanaxtai

219



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UOUESNE'UNIVERSITY .

er Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Lawrence Demangone
CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS
P

MATERIALS
Y

8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS .

TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS
.

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3: SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. ,TITLE
2. AUTHOR

1. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE N.

INDICATE
POSITION

.

-..

INDICATE '

LOCATION
,

:chef judgment

meat several times
.

cher judgment

Lay a blanket on top
of a mat and lay the
child on top of
blanket at one end.
Legs together add
straight. Arms at
side. Pick 6 one enc.-
of the blanket and
this will force the
child to roll.

On back: (a) Draw
knees up to chest,
then extend or
thrust out straight.
(b) Same as a., but
child is to make
circular movements.
On stomach: Bend the
knee and draw it up
along side of body on
floor until in line
with hip_ than extem

-

Large area Mats
Sturdy Blanket

,

St. Peter's Child
Development Centers,Inc.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

.

W

Large Area Mats
Newell C. Kephart

Teacher

.

Teacher

P.T. Room or any
area indoors or .
'outdoors with

enough space

--

.

r
.

11

_
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1. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION P G RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer TraLneeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO
A

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1: SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE .

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

SUBJECT AREA: Fine Motor Development
(Compet 16.0)

/ 1.Move the hand
freely from side to
side.

Newt

General Objectives: Ikestablish ana expand
the capability of the hands and fingers il
accomplishing functional tasks

Teacher judgment

a

2. Rotate the hand
in a circular motion
a. to the left
b. to/the right

53

3. Move wrist as to
screw and unscrew
lids.

To Establish and expand eye/hand coordination
in relationship to activities of daily living

Teacher judgment
Shaking, rattling,
pounding, picking,

Ratt

rhyt

4

drumming, dropping 'plas
an object,, rolling
an object, -hrowing
pushing an object,
stacking, pouring,
squeezing, winding,
catching, reaching,
placing, moving an
object

rubt



[

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program ' 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Lawrence Demangone CODE'

°

4
)UATIONS fr.. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

S/TASKS
'ALUATE

ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

/

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER WIDE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

judgment

judgment

1.Move the hand
freely from side to
side.

2. Rotate the hand
n a circular motion.

. to the left
b. to the right
3. Move wrist as to
screw and unscrew
lids.

Shaking, rattling,
pounding, picking,
drumming, dropping
an object, rolling
an object, throwing
pushing an object,

stacking, pouring,
squeezing, winding,
catching, reaching,
placing, moving an
object

Newell C. Kephart

.

,

.

Rattles, small toys,
rhythm instruments,
plastic bottles, foam
rubber, sponge balls.

Teacher

Aide

Any area

Any Area

.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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N-----Rt-R/P-PAIESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD,
,

1,

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDvAT CODE H 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRBSCRI

METHODS
.

R. ,LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS I6.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
,

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

.

To Coordinate learned arm and hand movements

Subject Area: Fine
.

Motor Development
i

Specific Objective: To gain control of the

small finger iuscles
.

,

Teacher jud6Aent

s
,

T acher judgment
v

,

Teacher judgment 'Basins

Use the two largest
cubes to show stack-
ing and placing
Add additional cubes
when, necessary

Guide the child in
removing and re-
placing the cylinder
Grasp each knob with
the thUmb, index andl.

middle fingers.
are placed

next to each other.
Pour water into left
basin. Gently press
sponge to absorb the
water. Transfer and
squeeze into other
basin. Repeat. Dry

tr 2z3
basins when finished



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

IQUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. ? RESCRIPTION WRITER Lawrenee_Beseeseee____ CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL : ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE ,INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

ocher judgment Use the two largest
cubes to show stack-
ing and placing

The Pink Tower
by

Maria Montessori

Teacher Any Area

,
Add additional cubes
when necessary

.

cher judgment Guide the child in
removing and re-

Cylinder Blocks
by

Teacher

placing the cylinders. 'Maria Montbssori

Grasp each knot with
the thumb, index and
middle fingers.

cher judgment Basins are placed
next to each other.
Pour water into left
basin. Gently press
sponge to absorb the
water. Transfer and
squeeze into other
basin. Repeat. Dry

Sponge, basins (2)
pitcher, cloth for
drying, apron

(Maria Montessori

Teacher Any Area

basins when finished/

224
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

.

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE
H

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIC

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

Specific Objective: To gain control of the

small finger muscles (coned)

SUBJECT AREA: Communications (Compet 26.0)

Specific Objective: To help encourage the
Child's desire and enhance his ability to
communicate

Teacher judgment

Teacher judgment

Pour beans into 2nd
pitcher. Repeat.
Beans should flow
over lip of one
pitcher into the
center of the 2nd.

Associate sounds-with
gross motor movementi.or
The sound may be
vowels, consonants,
or combined.
a. Rock in a chair
"ah, ah" or humming.
b. Saw a board -
"iiiii" or "eeee"
c. Winding a spool -
any vowel and change
pitch.
d. Cranking a toy
"mmmmm".

Pit
Bar

Cc

Ne

.

flIC

G(.10



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD
\

UNIVERSITY ,

ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Lawrence Demangone CODE

LUATIONS 16. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL" j 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

.

judgment

judgment

(

Pour beans into 2nd Pitchers (2)

pitcher. Repeat. Hard round beans

Beans should flow (Maria Montessori).

over lip of one
pitcher into the
center of the 210J.

Associate sounds wit'l Corresponding objects

gross motor movement;.or toys
The sound may be 0

vowels, consonants, Newell C. Kephart

or combined.
a. Rock in a chair
"ah, ah" or humming.
b. Saw aboard -
"iiiii" or "eeee"
c. Winding a spool -
any vowel and change
pitch.
d. Cranking a toy
"mmmmm".

Teacher

Teacher

Any Area

.

Any Area

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7 -73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORI

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE H 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

.

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES - . EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

)

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE .

4. DESCRIPTION

To help encourage the Child's desire and
enhance his ability to communicate (coned)

.

.

, .

Teacher judgment As soon as child ,

imitates sounds,
pick up the sound,
make a game of
playing the sound
back and forth.

Spend weeks playing
with the sounds.
Elongate them, vary
the pitch or volume,
and then combine:
"aaa-eee", "aaa -eee"

.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

SNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeshi Pr ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Lawrpnr nemangnma CODE

r 7

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

.

TESTS/TAM 1. TITLE 1. TITLE ' IDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

etcher judgment As soon as child
imitates sounds,
pick up the sound,
make a game of
playing the sound
back and forth.

Corresponding objects
or toys

Newell C. Kephart

Teacher

_
_

Any area

Spend weeks playing
with the sounds.

. 0

Elongate them, vary
the pitch, or volume.

and then combine:
.

"aaa-eee", "aaa-eee",

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



. STUDgNT CODE
H

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIOI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS. 6. METHODS 7. 1

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

Sitting position: Batt

SUBJECT AREA: Gross Motor Development
Fine Motor Development

Teacher judgment Gently splash some
water over child's

6

face so she can get Toys

Specific Objective: To strengthen child's used to being wet Empl

self-confidence in water all over. Swill

Child can fill plas-
tic bottles up and
then pour the water
out.

Eva
Chid

Express pleasure Pas

with child's efforts, Nei

"That was grea0.°

Supine position:

..,..e' Place your hands'
under her head to
support her and then
move her backwards
and forwards. As
confidence grows,
direct kicking of
legs and splashing
w4t.t. ha An

29



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD ...

UNIVERSITY
1

neeship Prograid. 3. ,PRESCRIPTION WRITER
Lawrence Demangone CODE

UA1IONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4,1 DESCRIPTION IF

_TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

judgment

.

Sitting position:
Gently splash some
water over child's
face so she can get
used to being wet
all over.
Child can fill plas-
tic bottles up and
then pour the water
out.
Express pleAlure
with child's efforts,
"That was great!"

Supine position:
Place your hands

under her head to
support her and then
move her backwards
and forwards. As

confidence grows,
direct kicking of
legs and splashing
..74.4.. 11......4.

Bathtub
(water - 3 in. deep)

Toys
Empty plastic bottles
Swimming cap

Eva Bory - "Teaching
Children to Swim"

Paul Hamlyn Pty.Ltd.
New York

Teacher

Teacher & Aide

Bath tub
Wading pool
Shallow part Qf
swimming pool

11
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CASE OF AB

IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 9-2

SeZ: Feiale

II.' REPORTS'OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

General health - good
Medication - valium (muscle ielaxant)

Other
Lacks muscle tone
Feet pronated
Mother reported physical abuse during pregnancy from husband;

admitted to hospital once frOm physical abuse; although under
emotional strain, mother felt it was a good pregnancy physically*

Full term, 7 lb. baby, with no obstetrical or perinatal complications
Head drooping spells once or twice a day; diagnosed as possible salaam

seizures or myclonic epilepsy; at age 1, occurred 3 to 4 times each
hour; at age 20 to 24 months, had frequent drooping spells, sub-
siding without tieatment

AB did not stand alont at 1 year, which prompted mother to first refer
child to pediatrician

Motor Development

Gross Motor
After age 1, coordination described by mother as "more floppy"
Poor body balance
Flails arms
"Hyperactive, rarely sitting still a mirlute"
When placed in crawling position, moves one hand

Sitting
Elevated head in arm-stretch position at 5 months
Sat alone only momentarily, needed support, at 8 months
Pulled self up at 1,year
Sat with aid at age 8 years
Sat alone at 9 years

Standing
Pulled up to standing position at 18 months
"Cruised" around furniture with hypotonic, flat-footed gait at

18 months
Stood with support at 20 months
Stood alone at 24 months
Could get to sitting and standing position alone, as well as

sitting down, at 25 months
Stood with aid at 5 years
Presently stands alone

Walking
Ambulated in walker at 3 years
Inconsistently walks a few steps on own to teacher since 8 years

of age

Fine Motor



General health'- good
Medication - valium (muscle relaxant)

Other
Lacks muscle tone
Feet pronated
Mother reported physical abuse during pregnancy from husband;

admitted .to hospital once from physical abuse; although under
emotional strain, mother felt it was a good pregnancy physically*

Full term, T lb. baby, with no obstetrical or perinatal complications
Head drooping spells once or twice a day; diagnosed as possible salaam

seizures or myclonic epilepsy; at age 1, occurred 3 to 4 times each
hour; at age 20 to 24 months, had frequent drooping spells, sub-
siding without treatment

AB did not stand alont at 1 year, which prompted mother to first refer
child to pediatrician

Motor Development

Gross Motor
After age 1, coordination described by mothei as "more floppy"
Poor body balance
Flails arms
"Hyperactive, rarely sitting still a minute"
When placed in crawling position, moves one hand

Sitting
Elevated head in arm-stretch position at 5 months
Sat alone only momentarily, needed support, at 8 months
Pulled self up at 1 year
Sat with aid at age 8 years
Sat alone at 9 years

Standing,

Pulled up to standing position at 18 months
"Cruised" around furniture with hypotonic, flat-footed gait at

18 months
Stood with support at 20 months
Stood alone at 24 months
Could get to sitting and standing position alone, as well as

sitting down, at 25 months
Stood with aid at 5 years
Presently stands alone

a

alkin
Ambulated in walker at 3 years
Inconsistently walks a few steps on own to teacher since 8 years

of age

Fine Motor
At approximately 1 year:

Could hold cup**
Able to pluck a pellet**
Manipulated objects well**

*Medical report from Developmental Clinic summarizes that, at 2-1/2 years, AB's

history does not contribute to understanding of child's problems.
**Skills haVe since been lost

-125-
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CASE OF AB

233

Motor Development (Continued)

Fine'Motor (Continued)
Pincer movements apparent at age 1
Holds large and medium sized balls with both hands
Reaches out for teacher's hands
Attempts to reach out for 2 large objects placed 12 inches in

front of child

Extends fingers
Grasps objects
Can hold small block with one hand

Visual Motor
Gross vision normal; reacts to light and accomodations
Although eyes seemed bright and alert, did not appear to distinguish

between objects and people
Focuses eyes on source of Sound

Auditory Motor
External ears reported to have becn somewhat small, with canals

and drums normal, during evaluation at 32 months
At 30 mohths would "turn head to bell, only slight response"
Aware of sound
Produces "whimpering" as well as "ah-ah" sounds during music

Tactile/Kinesthetic

When at first enrolled in the educational training program at age 1,
"exhibited no response to touching stimulation"

Touches and picks up objects
Mouths fingers
Picks on clothing
Likes to be cuddled

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
As infant, demanded little; gave and received affection minimally
Arouses self by holding on, mouthing, and cruising around furniture
Mouths hands
Pleasant child
Quiet child
Shy behavior with examiner
Described at age 5 "seems very nervous"
"Wants to please"
Gaining more confidence in self in walking

4 Communication
Movements/Gestures

Never shook head "no-no" or fussed to be fed
Sounds and Speech

Babbled at appropriate age*
Had a few one-syllable words at age 18 months*
Went to high chair and smacked lips to indicate hunger*
Rarely cries except when really hurt
Most sounds consisted of squealing
No intelligible speech
Rarely slava "ma-ma"



233

2a4

Attempts to reach out for 2 large objects placed 12'inches in
frofft of child

Extends fingers
Grasps objects

, Can hold small block with one hand /

Visual Motor
Gross vision normal; reacts to light and aetomodations
Although eyes seemed bright and alert, did not appear to distinguish

between objects and people
Focuses eyes on source of sound

Auditory Motor
External ears reported to have been somewhat small, with canals

and drums normal, during evaluation at 32 months
At 30 months would "turn head to bell, only slight response"
Aware of sound
Produces "whimpering" as well as "ah-ah" sounds during music

Tactile/Kinebthetic

When at first enrolled in the educational training program at age 1,
"exhibited no 'response to touching stimulation"

Touches and picks up objects
Mouths fingers
Picks on clothing
Likes to be cuddled

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
As infant, demanded little; gave and received affection minimally
Arouses self by holding on, mouthing, and cruising-around furniture
Mouths hands
Pleasant child
Quiet child
Shy behavior with examiner
Described at age 5 "seems very nervous"
"Wants to please"
Gaining more confidence in self in walking

Communication
Movements/Gestures

Never shook head "no-no" or fussed to be
Sounds and Speech

Babbled at appropriate age*
Had a few one-syllable words at age 18 miths*
Went to high chair and smacked lips to indicate hunger*
Rarely cries except when really hurt
Most sounds consisted of squealing
No intelligible speech
Rarely says "ma-ma"
No jargon speech or a meaningful or consistent use of sounds

to name able:its
At 5 years cried for food
-Produces whimpering and "ah-ah" sounds duting music

Communication with Others
Smiled for no obvious reasonQith mouth wide open,.at times

laughing aloud, during testing at 32 months; (One psychologist
felt that this behavior was similar to a psychological self -
stimulation characteristic of young intants,, but not Alated

to autistic or psychotic behavior)

*Skill since lost



CASE OF AB

Communication (Continued)
Communication with Others (Continued)

At age 5, "did not interact with eyes"
By age 8, AB did have eye contact with teachers, etc.
Smiles in response to smile

Conceptual .

Mother recalls that at 1 year, AB "seemed to have favorite'toly inA.,)
another room" *

Did not seem to distinguish between objects and people

Perhaps comprehends words "bath" and "drink"

t-'6

Social Maturity

Self Cale
Feeding/Eating

Could feed self and hold cup prior to age 1 *
At age 5 ate'solid foods
At age 6 ate semi-solids with g-ided shuttled hand and poor

mouth control
Signals hunger (cries)
Food acceptance fluctuates
Drinks from regular glass held by attendant
Reaches for food on spoon with both lips

Toileting
Age ,5 to 7, toilet training reported as good and improving
Stays dry for 3 hours

Clothing
Pulls lt clothing; especially tops, with both hands

Self Help and Independence
Showed less and less interest in playthings as infant

Signals distress

Social Interaction
As infant, cared for'at home; demandedilittle affection
As infant, had "spme recognition of =Ahern
Otherwise normal' social responses for one year old

Did not exhibit fear of strangers
Shy behavior with examiners
No evidence of interpersonal relations; no reaction to environm

peers, or any stimulation
Must be protected in play area
Smiles at people

Summary

"There is,a suggestion that AB may have been 'more normal' prior age 1

than AB is now. . . . AB's history does not contribute to an understan ing of

problems."

IV. OTHER CONTACTS

Physicians
Pediatrician-contacted when one year old AB was not standing alone **

Orthopedic specialist said bones were normal
nhma



Did not seem to distinguish between objects and people
Perhaps comprehends words "bath" and "drink"

Social Maturity

Self Care Skills
Feeding/Eating

Could feed self and hold cup prior to age 1 *
At age 5 ate solid foods
At age 6 ate semi-solids with guided shuttled hand and poor

mouth control
Signals hunger (cries)
Food acceptance fluctuates
Drinks from regular glass held by attendant
Reaches for food on spoon with both lips

Toileting
Age 5 to 7, toilet raining reported as good and improving
Stays dry for 3.hou s

Clothing
Pulls at clothing, e pecially tops, with both hands

Self Help and Indepe ice

Showed less and It interest in playthings as infant
Signals distress

Social Interaction
As infant, cared for at home; demanded little affection
As infant, had "some recognition of mother"
Otherwise normal social responses for one year old
Did not exhibit fear of strangers
Shy behavior with examiners
No evidence of interpersona: relations; no reaction to environment,

peers, or any stimulation
Must be protected in play area
Smiles at people

Summary

"There is a suggestion that AB may have been 'more normal' prior to age

than AB is now. . . AB's history does not contribute to an understanding o

problems."

J. OTHER CONTACTS

Physicians
Pediatrician contacted when one year old AB was not standing alone **
Orthopedic specialist said bones were normal
One physician described head drooping as possible epilepsy

Developmental Clinic of Children's Hospital
At 32 months the clinic conducted medical, developmental neurological

and psychological tests **

* Skill since lost
** Two tests were administered for phenylketonuria, the first negative, and the

second questionably positive
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CASE OF AB

III. OTHER-CONTACTS (CONTINUED)

Developmental Clinic of Children's Hospital ( ontinued)

(It may be noted here that AB scored an M.A. of 6.-2 on the
Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale, placing AB in the "very
severely retarded" range)

Mother also visited Social Services of the clinic

Private Residential Home

AB entered at age 3
At age 5 years, 6 months the Slosson Intelligence Test yielded an

M.A. of 6 months with I.Q. at 10
Reports on AB were recorded four times per year

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT LEVELS OF FUNCTIONING
(Based on Compet, 1972)

Physical Development

Arms and legs somewhat spastic (arms more so)
Frequently keeps air in stomach causing abdomen to remain ui,eommonly

distended until exhaled
Constant nasal discharge (left nostril)
Drools

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Raises head in a coordinated manner
Rolls body
Sits erect
Stands erect
Walks with one hand hell

*Goal: to demonstrate the ability to walk independently

Fine Motor
Uses hands to reach inconsistently
Uses hands to grasp inconsistently
Demonstrates Palmer grasp
Holds stick with both hands
Squeezes a few drops from sponge
Releases objects

*Goal: to demonstrate a more proficient ability to grasp

Visual Motor
Attends brieflvto visual stimuli
Follows movinfobiects with eyes
Gazes on light briefly
Follows objects moving left and right briefly and inconsistently
Sights familiar toys, people from a oistanee of 25 feet

Goal: to fixate eyes on object

Auditory Motor
Attends to loud noises



severely retarded" range)
Mother also visited Social Services of the clinic

Private Residential Home

AB entered at age 3
At age 5 years, 6 months the Slosson Intelligence Test yielded an

M.A. of 6 months with I.Q. at 10
Reports on AB were recorded four times per year

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT LEV,LS OF FUNCTIONING
(Based op Compet, 1972)

2j8

Physical Development

Arms and legs'somewhat spastic (aims more so)
Frequently keeps air in stomach causing abdomen to remain uncommonly

distended until exhaled
Constant nasal discharge (left nostril)
Drools

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Raises head 1n a coordinated manner
Rolls body
Sits erect
Stands erect
Walks with one hand held

*Goal: to demonstrate the ability to walk independently

Fine Motor
Uses hands to reach inconsistently
Uses hands to grasp inconsistently
Demonstrates Palmer grasp ,
Holds stick with both hadds
Squeezes a few drops from sponge
Releases objects

*Goal: demonstrate a more proficient ability to grasp

Visual Motor
Attends briefly to visual stimuli
Follows moving objects with eyes
Gazes on light briefly
Follows objects moving left and right briefly and inconsistently
Sights familiar toys, people from a distance of 25 feet

. Goal: to fixate eyes on object

Auditory Motor
Attends to loud noises
Lraks for scarce of sound
attends to spoken voice
Responds to sat and loud
Picks up praise, scolding, hushing voice
Hears toys and music
Vocalizes a breathy "ma"
Clicks with tongue. in mouth and clicks in response to click

Goal: to identify sound in relation to distance

* Priority Goals
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CASE OF AB

N

A

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Demonstrates an interest in exploring objects tactually
Reacts to hand, foot, and body contact
Guides hand over surfaces with aid

Goal: to identify objects by using tactile and kinesthetic cues

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Turns when name called infrequently
Recognizes, self in mirror

Looks at self with others' image
Recognizes family members and familiar persons - mother
Seems to recognize other children in area (smiles)
Shows anger when familiar people are missing (mother, aide)
Shows joy at familiar toy/pestson

Goal: to respond to own name when called

Communication
Signals hunger and distress (cries)
Imitates tongue clicking
Enjoys eye contact and-smiles in response to smile

.Goal: to make some sound of communication e
Conceptual

Stops (self-initiated) to look at pictures for substantial
amount of time - 1 minute

Smiles when objects or animals are named
Perhaps recognizes pictures and spoken word for:

mommy dog horse doll ice cream' eat

nurse kitty baby ball water

Goal: to recognize similarities and differences

Social Maturity

Self Cave
Feeding/Eating/Drinking /,

Uses, suction cup held by'attendant
Opens mouth for spoon, hand shuttled and-spoon held by

attendant
*Drinking Goal:
*Eating Goal: s'

Toileting
fo

Goal: to indi
Stays dry

to hold and drink from cup independently
to finger feed self
to bring spoon to mouth independently

3 pours
to e need to eliminate

to use p tty c air

Self Help and Independence
Signals hunger and distress

Goal: to play with toys

Social Interaction

Seems to recpgnize other children in area (smiles)
Goal: to plaY/along'aide other children



Turns when name called infrequently
Recognizes self in mirror
Looks at self with others' image
Recognizes family members and familiar persons - mother
Seems to recognize other children,in area (smiles)
Shows anger when familiar people are missing (mother, aide)
Shows joy at familiar toy/person

Goal: to respond to own name when cal'2d

Communication
Signals hunger and distress (cries)
Imitates tongue clicking
Enjoys eye contact and smiles in response to smile

Goal: to make some sound of communication

Conceptual
Stops (self-initiated) to look at pictures for substantial

amount of time - 1 minute
Smiles when objects or animals are named
Perhaps recognizes pictures and spoken word for:

mommy dog horse doll ice cream eat

nurse kitty baby ball water

Goal: to recognize similarities and differences

Social Maturity

Self Care
Feeding/Eating/Drinking

"Uses suction cup held byattendant
Opens mouth for spoon, hand shuttled and spoon held by

attendant
*Dtinking Goal: to hold and drink from cup independently ,
*Eating Goal: to finger. feed self

to bring spoon to mouth independently
.Toilet_ng

Stays dry for 3 hours
Goal: to indicate the need to eliminate

to use potty chair

Self Help and Independence
Signals hunger and distress

Goal: to play with toys

Social 'Interaction

Seems to recognize other children in area (smiles)
Goal: to play along side Ither children

*Priority - Goals

o
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION- PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE AB 2. LOCATION Summer TraineeF,hip Program 3. PRESCRIPTIC

4. 'LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION
,

. ,

GROSS MOTOR (Compet 14.0) AB demonstratedability dompet - 1972

To Sit Erect 14.3 C.A.M. & Kephart's
To Stand Erect 14.5 Gross Motor
To Maintain Balance 14.7 Activities

1964
To Walk Independently: 14.6

1. Balanced entire body in reclining
position

a. Balances on flat surfaces Uses major muscles to Supine & Prone: Mat
stay on; moves body ,

1. Roll/move crib'
Mat
P11

Does not roll off 2. Lie upon moving
flat surfaces

Ben
2 M

Elevated & flat
3. Flay "airplane" Gro

,

- 4. Vary surface
Reduce mat size

I

Increase height

/ Increase speed

241



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY \

ineeship Program PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carol A. Malagan CODE

:
UATIONS 6. METHODS MATERIALS . PERSONNEL ENVIRONMENTS

MS/TASKS
EVALUATE
:CESS

.

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3.` SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

-.0

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

nstraied ability

- .

.

or muscles to
moves body

roll off

Compet - 1972

C.A.M. & Kephart's
Gross Motor

Mattresses
Mats
Pillow
Bench
2 Mats

Gross Motor Cushionsa

Attendant

Nurse

Physical
Therapist

.

Bed room

Outdoors

Playroom

Activities

1964

Supine & Prone:

1. Roll/move crib
2. Lie upon moving
flat surfaces
Elevated & flat
3. Play "airplane"
4. Vary surface

Reduce mat size
Increase height
Increase speed

NRRC/P F('RM XIV 7-73



1.

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOR

DUQUESNE UkIVERSITY
STUDENT CODE A2 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1

.

1.

2.

3.

SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS .

TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROSS MOTOR (continued)
1.

b. Balances on rounded surfaces

i

Catches self with
hands /feet

Stays on more often
than not

Holiday, ed.
Malagan

1. Lie ou station-
ary, round surfdce.
Hold body; hold
arms o ly; hold legs
only, h d hand /feel

Hold one and/foot;
Independent

2:Rock zbject

3. Roll object

4. :Swim!"

5. Vary direction
Reduce ball size
Increase area
Increase speed

operant conditioning

243



NRiC/P PRESCRIPTION.iI.ANNtNG RECORD

JESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program . PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carol A. Malagan CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9.. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE \ 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIO 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

Holiday, ed.

Malagan
1. Lie on station- ;

tches self with ary, round surface. Pile of pillows Teacher P.T. Room
ands/feet Hold body; hold Cage ball Physical

arms only; hold legs Crawling cylinder Therapist Padded Play Area
-tays on more often
han not

only, hold hand/feet;
Hold one hand/foot;

Gym teacher ,

0a____

Independent Beach ball
Large stuffed animal

2. Rock object

3. Roll object

4. "Swim!"

5. Vary direction
Reduce ball size
Increase area
Increase speed

(operant conditioning)

241 NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
AB

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI1

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS. 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

Cratty's gross
GROSS MOTOR (continued Sits fearlessly motor exercises

(Malagan)
Does not fall out

2. Balances entire body in sitting 1. Sit: seat station Chi
positlon ary; vehicle moving

forward; hold on/leg
Stc

3-1

brace; hands free;
legs brace; hands

Will

Tri
. free; legs dangle Roc

Backwards Swi

Z. Play "train" Gli

,

3. Experience posi-
tions in space:

Mir

Sideways, up/down;
in air; vary seats;
increase height;
Increase speed
'4. Kneel

1

...... 1



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carol A. Malagan -CODE

i
_

1

UATIONS 6. METHODS.,.. 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

41
1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

arlessly

t fall out

Cratty's gross
motor exercises

(Malagan)

I. Sit: seat station
:ry; vehicle moving
orward; hold on/leg-
'race; hands free;
legs brace; hands
ree; legs dangle
:ackwards
'. Play "train"
'. Experience posi-
ions in space:
ideways, up/down;
n 'aisoil; vary seats;

ncrease height;
ncrease speed
. Kneel

Chair
Stool
3-D Cushion
Wagon
Tricycle
Rocking chair/horse
Swing
Glider/hammock
Mini-tramp

Aide

Attendant

Physical Therapist

Teacher

Anywhere

246 NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
AB

2. LOCATION

NRRC/P.PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOR

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1

S. EVALUATIONS METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE .

SUCCESS
\

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

I

GROSS MOTOR (continued)

3. Balances entire body in standing
position

i

Stands alone on two
surfaces for two (2)
minutes

Stands alone 18" wide
beam for one minute

/ars;

(Malagan)

Stand\in bed,' A
floor often
Increase time - one
foot

2. Stand oar \ledge;

bike back; h ds
until no suppo t
needed
3. Moving area;

increase time;
decrease support
4. Between parallel

Increase dis-
\

tance between bars \
until childwpannot
reach.

5. Balance beam be-
tween parallels;
Increase height;
Separate bars



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
it Ttaineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carol A. Malagan CODE

EVALUATIONS ,

\

6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION 'LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
, 4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

,

(Malagan) ir

nds alone on two Stand in bed, on Bed Aide Hallway; Any
faces for two (2) floor often place conducive
.utes Increase time - one

fclot

2. Stand op ledge;
bike back; holds
until no support
needed

Curb

%

3. Moving area;
increase time;
decrease support

Elevator

4. Between parallel Makeshift "parallels"
Teacher Grassy or padded

. ars; Increape dis-
Il It

area
tance between bars
until child cannot

Narrow hall

ds alone 18" wide each. 2 Brooms .

for one minute 5. Balance beam be- 2 Large Cartons
tween parallels; Balanced Beams
Increase height;
eparate bars

Stacked books
Scrap wood

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



Ra

1. STUDENT CODE
AB

NRRC/P. rRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION 'Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO1

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2.. GENERAL OBJE(' WFS IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJe.C1 S

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROSS MOTOR '(contin

4. Shifts weight independently from one
foot to the other without fallF.

a. Swings and sways/into different
positions

b. Walks with aid

Sits in moving object
for 2 minutes; does
not fall out.

Walks 20' on smooth &
rough with aid

Compet 197".

Sr. Leonard (Malaga

1. Forward/backward;
Swing in 'amiliar
medium; .nfamiliar
medium
2. Left-right suing;
sit in glider facing
side. ,

3. Sway to music;
soft, slow, loud,
fast; vary tempo
1. "Hobble-- walk
left foot on floor;
right foot on pillow
Increase obstacle;
increase distance;
decrease support
2. Do not "lead";
hold one hand low at
your side --child
must balance self

249



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

NE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carol A. Malagan CODE

ALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE

CCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
'4. DESCRIPTION

1 TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. S0URCE.
4. DXSCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

moving object
inutes; does
1 but.

0' on smooth &
ith aid

Compet 1972
Sr. Leonard (Malagan)

1. Forward/backward;
Swing in familiar
Medium; UnfamiliAr
medium
2. Left-right swing;
sit in glider facing
side.

3. Sway to music;
soft, slai, loud,'
fast; vary tempo
1. "Hobble" - walk
left foot on floor;
right footion pillow
Increase obstacle;,
increase distance;
decrease support
2. Do not "lead";
hold one hand low at
your side - child
must balance self

Crib

Swing

Rocking chair

Blanket

Trampoline

Glider

Balance Rocker...0r'

Pillows/mats

Curb

Aide

Parents

Physical
Therapist

Bed room

Hallway

Ou,doors.

Wide gymn area

NRRC/PiORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOR

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE AB 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR

'A-, LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

G'ASS MOTOR (continued)

4.

c. Propels Own Body Walks alone 2 steps

Sister Leonard and
MalaganObased on
Morrison & Pothier
(Mattress Walk"

Non-slip bath -
porcelain stick -
onto bottom of shoe

Walk in narrow area
Increase distance
Hold hand slightly

Walk to candy
Walk to person

(Cruickshank's Struc
tured Environment)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carol A. Malagan CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS .

TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Sister Leonard and

lks alone 2 steps

Malagan, based on
Morrison & Pothier
(Mattress Walk"

Non-slip bath -
percelain stick -

Between cribs Aide Anywhere
.

1

onto bottom of shoe Hallway Teachers

Walk in narrow areas Parallel Bars Mother
Increase distance
Hold hand slightly

Walk to candy Any motivating force

Walk to person

(Cruickshank's Struc-
tured Environment)

.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



AB
STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO1

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. 1

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROSS MOTOR (continued

4.
Operant Conditioning

(Malagan)

d. Walks a Short Distance from One Wa; 2 steps alone Any

Object/Person to Another Increase steps
Decrease motivation

Person to mother

Person to candy

Person to person

Wall to mother

.

Wall to person

gall to candy

7
Wall to toy

Wall too, activity



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

Carol A. Malagan CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

/TASKS
ALUATE

ESS

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

2 steps alone

Operant Conditioning
(Malagan)

Increase steps
Decrease motivation

Person to mother

Person to candy

Person to person

Wall to mother

Wall to person

Wall to candy

Wall to toy

Wall to activity

Any motivating force

Food

ottle

Hdr2-4tc.

.71

Parents

Aides

Nurses

Visitors

Anywhere

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY .

1. STUDENT CODE
AB

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESC

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE -

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIO

GROSS MOTOR (continued)

5. Walks Independently

.

Walks 3 or more steps
alone

B.F. Skinner's
Principles

Ed., Malagan)

1. Walk on varied
surfaces for con-
fidence & agility.

2. Muat walk:

to aide for juice
to table to eat
to aide for hug
to room. to play

to elevator for
outdoors

to aide for
diaper change

3. Decrease motiva-
tion until child
desires to walk for
mobility

255



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carol A. Malagan CODE

EVALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

ks 3 or more steps
one

B.F. Skinner's
Principles

Ed., Malagan)

1. Walk on varied
surfaces for con-
fidence & agility.

Z. Must walk:

to aide for juice

to table to eat
to aide for hug
to room to play
to elevator for
outdoors

to aide for
diaper change

3. Decrease motiva-
tion until child
desires to walk for
mobility

Perhaps sensory
stimuli

Food
Bells
Toys
Affection

Floor Mats
Concrete
Concrete with pebbles
Cobblestone
Plastic
Grass
Mud
Wet surface (rain)
Inclined surface (mat,
ramp)

Any Super-
vision

All places, insU
or outside

NRRC/P FORM ny 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE AB

4

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. 1

a

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT 16.0

FEEDING/EATING/DRINKING 34.0

Allen, F., "Hete
and Now" Therapy,
1942

. 16.3 (Ed., Malagan)

34.3

To Grap and Grasp - To Drink from a Cup: AB Demonstrates Ability 1. Provide situatiors
where child must

1

CI

1. Performs sucking and swallowing hold (grasp) not
lean

E]

HA

2. Grasps objects with both hands Holds on with both Keep hands on hardlea IN

hands consistently Stand in/at crib Di

a. Moves hands together Railings Ct

Does not fall Hold projections Mt

b. Demonstrated ability to reach from any item GI

Last one out (holds
longer)
*Ride moving things /

(elevator,rockers)
Tricycle (hold)

257



ce

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

NE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Pro lm 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carol A. Malagan CODE

ALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

CCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

Allen, F., "Here
and Now" Therapy,
1942
(Ed., Malagan)

onstrates Ability 1. Provide situations
where child must
hold (grasp) not
lean

Walker Any supervisor
Crib
Elevator
Halls

Almost anywhere

On with both
consistently

Keep hands on handles
Stand in/at crib

Door handles
Dresser handles

pt fall
Railings
Hold projections
from any item

Coat hooks
Monkey bars
Gym set bars

Last one out (holds
longer)
*Ride moving things
(elevator,rockers)

/4717-7i

Tricycle (hold)

2,58
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOR1

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
AB

1. STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeshi' Pro:ram 3. PRESCR]

_..-k

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

I. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT (continued)

2.

(b) Demonstrates ability to reach (co .t.) Can hold at least 3
different items

2. Grasp-size items
always present

In/Above crib
Attached to walker
Carry
Play
(Sister Leonard 6
Montessori) "Take
Advantage of Natu-
ral Curiosity"

Compet 1972
Piaget & Inhelder's
Haptic Progression:

3. Produce up-down
motion with grasp

Bang on floor
Shake
Open and close
boxes

259



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeshi. Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carol A. Malagan CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

2. Grasp-size items Sponges Other children Almost anywhere

n hold at least 3
always present Clay

Squeeze toys

may help

fferent items In/Above crib Rattle
Attached to walker Doll arms and legs
Carry Stick
Play Ball
(Sister Leonard & Cup
Montessori) "Take
Advantage of Natu-
ral Curiosity"

Compet 1972
Piaget & Inhelder's
Haptic Progression:

3. Produce up-down
motion with grasp

Plastii jar filled with
beans

Bang on floor
Shake

Colored water in jar
with candy inside

Open and close
boxes

Rhythm instruments
Jack-in-box
CLEILesiarRrL1

260
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
AB

1. STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION Summer Trainnship Program 3. PRESCRIPTII

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT (continued)

3. Lifts Objects with Both Hands (to face)

a. Grasps

b. Picks up

c. Uses hands in coordinated and
purposeful manner

---...,

Can hold and lift 3
items - 1 minuted

.. ,

Kephart's Sensor-
Motor Training
(Compet -Ed.,

Malagan)

1. Play peek-a-boo

2. Werk and play
with eye-appealing
objects requiring
eye contact

(self-initiated
lifting and
looking)

S

C
B
C

C

C

a

P

B
P

D
S



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

OfE UNIVERSITY
Faineeshtp Program

VALUATIONS

3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carol A. Malagan CODE

. METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

tSTS/TASKS
) EVALUATE
VCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Old and lift 3
- 1 minuted

Kephart's Sensor-
Motor Training
(Compet, -Ed.,

Malagan)

. Play peek-a-boo

2. Work and play
with eye-appealing
objects requiring
eye contact

(self- initiated

lifting and
looking)

Sheets
Child's shirt

Bib
Cardboard cylinder
Cup with hole in

bottom

Cup covered with
aluminum foil

Plastic picture frame
Baggies

Plexiglass
Roupd mirror
DolAs face
Snow ce.re paperweight

Older children

Volunteers
Almost anywhere

4

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOR

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
AB1. STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Prolram 3. PRESCR

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES i

.
.

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE----
SUCCESS

1. TITLE"

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT (continued

4.. GraspsCup & Lifts to Mouth Tastes sip from cup
with or without aid

.aster Leonard
(Malagan)

1.Let child taste
food; set down;
Demonstrate
2. Taste drops on
paper cone r!,11

Help open mouth witl
hand - tilt head if
necessary
3. Taste drops in
cup
4. Eat with self-fe(
children
5. Shuttle hands
around cup
6. Set down after
each sip
(Compet - 1972)

Hole may be

cUfairi(Iose s

4463



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION

QUESNEDUNIVERSITY
r Traineeship pra. , t

PLANNING RECORD

3. 'PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carol A. Malagan CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

,

)

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

stes sip from cup
th or without aid \

1

,

Sister Leonard
(Malagan)

1.Let child taste
food; set down;
Demonstrate
2. Taste drops on
paper cone rim
Help open mouth With
hand - tilt lead it
necessary
'3. Taste drops IA
cup 1

1

4. Eat with self-fed
eildren //

5. Shuttle haOs
around cup /

k6. Set down After
each sip
(Compet - 1972)

kV
Ho may be

cg 2 Icsnose space

Half an orange
Any fruit
Half potato
Popcorn ball

(Easy to hold and
round foods)

Ice cream
Juices

Icing

J

Older children

Volunteers

.

\

I

Almost anywhere

..

al

t-,1-b i
Xvt0/1

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



L.

AB
1. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO!

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS S. METHODS 7. 1

,
1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS

. -

1. TITLE 1

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
'4. DESCRIPTION A

Sister Leonard
FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT (continued) "Isolation of .

, .
Stimulus" theme

5. Consistently Lifts and Drinks from Using plasr tic cup 1.Stand behind and Chc

Cup Independently (suction cup if guide hands; tape Poi

,

necessary); child
lifts and drinks
more than spilled.

hands to cup; cups
in crib
2.One sip "yummy"
drinks at first

Vel

.

3. Drink in mirror Jul

4. Increase amount MI]

of liquid . Wal

. -
Decrease 'motivation
5.Praise indepen-
dence;
Spills - do not
scold .

Minimal aid

6D



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

NE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Prpgram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carol A. Malagan CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

.... .

.TS /TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR . POSITION , LOCATION ,

CESS . 3. SOURCE , 3. SOURCE .

-

4 4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

,
,

_

-,

. ,Sister Leonard

. "Isolation of , ' _, -Older Children
.Stimulus theme Almost anywhere

'Volunteers
'lastic cup 1.Staild behind and 'Chocolate milk
n cup if guide hands; tape Pop
ary); child' hands to cup; scups Very soft ice cream
and drinks in crib .

han spilled. 2.One sip "yummy"
drinks at first
3. Drink in mirror Juice

.

_

,

..4. Increase amount
of liquid

Milk
Water

t

. Decrease motivation
5. Praise indepen-
dence;
Spills - do not
scold

a

Minimal aid .

/

.

. .
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CASE OF NO

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 11-6

Sex: Female

II. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical 'Development

Assumed normal until sixteen months
Retardation due to bacterial meningitis, arrested hydrocephaly and

cortical atrophy
Double hemiplegia with more left side involvement

Larger than normal head
Cal palsy with"'g,064 quadriplegia
Good general health since aamission to state school

No seizures since admitted to state school

Medication:
Valium - 2.g mg tid
Phenobarbital - 1/2 gr bid

Good dentition
Normal hearing
Normal oral structures
Hyperextension with finger movements

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Can roll over
Can sit without aid
Scoots along the floor
Highest success at nine months

,Unable to support her trunk in a chair,

Braced for walking and can walk with aid

Fine Motor
gan grasp large objects easier than small

Has good pincer grasp
Can reach for an object
Squeezes with force with her right hand but rarely ses her left

Is beginning to use a spoon
Not able to mark with a pen when encouraged to do so

Uadyle to place forms in appropriate places
Can lift' a 'peg from a boart
Could put a ball in a box

Visual Motor
Turns toward light
Attends to visual stimuli
Could not find an object that was hidden

Auditory Motor
Turns head to sound
Is aware of singing bu-\t doesn't participate

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Touches, picks up and holds objects.



Physical Development

Assumed normal until sixteen months
Retardation due to bacterial meningiti , arrested hydrocepnaly and

cortical atrophy
Double hemiplegia with more left side involvement

Larger than normal head
Cereb42TPalsylkith spastic quadriplegiS
Good general health since admission to State school
No seizures since admitted to state school
Medication: s

Valium - 2.g mg tid
Phenobarbital - 1/2 gr bid

Good dentition
Normal hearing
Normal oral structures .
Hyperextension with finger ve ents

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Can roll over
Can sit without aid
Scoots along the floor
Highest success at nine months
Unable to support her trunk in a chair
Braced for walking and can walk with aid

Fine Motor
Can grasp large objects easier than small
Has good pincer grasp
Can reach for an object
Squeezes with force with her right hand but rarely uses her left
Is beginning to use a spoon
Not able to mark with a'pen when encouraged to do so
Unable to place forms in appropriate places
Ckn lift a peg from a board
Could put a ball in a box

Visu4t Motor /4

Turns toward light
Attends to visual stimuli
Could not find an object that was hidden

«AD

Auditoiy Motor
Turns head to sound
Is aware of singing but dpesn't participate

Tactile/Kinesthetic
. Touches, picks up and holds objects

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Can touch nose
Can show fingers
Responds to own name

-145-



CASE OF NO

ti

Communication
Gestures when she wants to go to the bathroom
Screaming sounds
Heard to say "mama"
Can follow directions for finding objects and taking appropriate-

objects

Conceptual
Not reported

Social Maturity

Self Care
Able to feed with finger foods
Beginning to use a spoon
Indicates when she has to he toileted

Safety Rules
Not reported

Self Help
Not reported

Social-Interaction
Stays alone
Doesn't participate in group activities

III. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Sits on floor without support
Achieves a :kitting position on the floor independently
Maintains a sitting position on the floor for long periods of

time

Scoots along the floor using right hand and right leg dragging
the left side of her body -

Takes,steps while being held with both arms
When walking brings right leg far off the ground but drags the

left
Can stand while against a pole for about 10 seconds
Demonstrates the ability to trap a small ball in her lap
Is able to throw a ball but not to a specific place

Fine Motor
Does not have any coordinated movements of her hands
Reaches for objects and people only with the right hand
Extends fingers in a spa tic way
Squeezes items with her/right hand and is strong enough to

break a plastic block
Releases objects from grasp inconsistently
When handed an object in the left hand she will immediately

transfer it to the right
If the right hand has an object she will not grasp /241 object.

offered to the left hand even if hef fingers are manipulated,



Conceptual
Not reported

Social Maturity

Self Care
Able to feed with finger foods
Beginning to use a spoon
Indicates when she has to IT toileted

Safety Rules
Not reported

Self Help
Not reported

Social Interaction
Stays alone
Doesn't participate in group activities

III. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Sits on floor without support 1

Achieves a sitting position on the floor independently
Maintains a sitting position on the floor for long periods of

time

Scoots along the floor sfT.g right hand and right leg dragging
the left side of her body

Takes steps while being held with both arms
When walking brings right leg far off the ground but drags the

left
Can stand while against a pole for abodt 10 seconds
Demonstrates the ability to trap a small ball in her lap
Is able to throw a ball but not to a specific place

Fine Motor
Does not have any coordinated movements of her hands
Reaches for objects and people only with the right hand
Extends fingers in a spastic way
Squeezes items with her right hand and is strong enough to

break a plastic block
Releases objects from grasp inconsistently
When handed an object in the left Band she will immediately

transfer it to the right
If the right hano hatjap object, he will not grasp an object

offered to the left hand even if her fingers are manipulated
around the object

Has a good/pincer grasp
Is able to pick up'small pegs
Is able to remove a ball from a cup
Is able to replace the ball in a cup inconsistently
Is able to build one block on another

Visual Motor .

Follows a moving object
Reacts to an object above her level of vision

-146-



CASE-0F NO

Visual Motor (Continued)

Follows toys to her sides
Is easily distracted by other visual stimuli held by people
close to her

Visually pursues in any direction
Points to objects desired
Visually recognizes familiar adults from a distance
Visually responds to objects below her level of vision such

as flowers

Auditory Motor
Attends to noises
Looks for source of sound
Hears spoken voice
Reproduces taps in an inconsistent manner
Responds to music by screaming

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Responds when rubbed
Reacts to hand contact
Reacts to foot contact
Guides hands over entire surfaces

Intellectual Development

Self Concept +//
Demonstrates the ability to respond to own name

/7Makes eye contact with the speaker
Turns toward speaker
Crawls toward speaker and puts hand up toward speaker
Can identify head
Can touch eye on command
Can touch eye of the speaker on command
Expresses feelings through crying when she is left out of an

activity
Understands salutations and responds appropriately to them

Communication
She possesses some receptive language skills:
She can respond to simpl comma ds that are required in some

fine motor tasks such as acing a ball, throwing a ball

and releasing a ball to the speaker
She understands some commands for movement

Makes wishes known through gesture., by indicating bathroom needs

and by also indicating hen she wants to go out
Responds verbally to music with screaming sounds which are the

only sounds she makes

SocialjDevelopment

Self Care
Is able to lift a spoon to her mouth
Picks up finger food in small pieces and waits until she has

finished what is in her mouth before she takes another piece
Accepts food in any manner that it is given
Grasps spoon when being fed
Moves spoon around in her mouth to permit the food to drop off

Fills spoon

Social Interaction
When the teacher is in the room desires to be included in all



O

Au itory Motor
Attends to nqises
Looks for source of sound
Hears spoken voice
Reproduces taps in an inconsistent manner
Responds to music by screaming

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Responds when rubbed
Reacts to hand contact
Reacts to foot contact
Guides hands over entire surfaces

Intellectual Development

S

Self Concept
Demonstrates the ability to respond to own name
Makes eye contact with the speaker
Turns toward speaker
Crawls toward speaker and puts hand up toward speaker
Can identify head
Can touch eye on command
Can touch eye of the speaker on command
Expresses feelings through crying when she is left out of an

activity
Understands salutations and responds appropriately to them

Communication
She possesses some receptive language skills:

She can respond to simple commands that are required in some
fine motor tasks such as replacing a ball, throwing a ball
and releasing a ballto the speaker

She understands some commands for movement
'Makes wishes known through gestures by indicating bathroom needs

and by also indicating when she wants to go out
Responds verbally to music with screaming sounds which are the
only sounds she makes

Social Development'

Self Care
Is able to lift a spoon to her mouth
Picks up finger food in small pieces and waits until she has

finished what is in her mouth before she takes another piece
Accepts food in any manner that it is given

;7', Grasps spoon when being fed
Moves spoon around in her mouth to permit the food to drop off
Fills spoon

Social Interaction
When the teacher is in the room desires to be included in all

of the activities
Smiles- when the teacher enters the room
Reaches for familiar people
Returns a smaile
Watches movements of others

Seeks attention by moving herself in a-situation by scooting or

moving her wheel chair
Demands attention by making noise
Reaches for other people who are close to her to bring them closer
Has difficulty sharing objects and responding appropriately in a group

-147-



1. STUDENT CODE
NO

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

7,
DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6, METHODS 7. i

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 1

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 1

4. DESCRIPTION 4

GROSS MOTOR
1. Standing with aid

a. increase time from ten seconds in
two-second in,2rvals

Teacher judgment Have two persons
hold child. stand-
ing position de-
creasing support

2. Develop ability to walk with one hand
support

a. tap each foot each time it is to be
used so it lifts off the ground

Teacher judgment (Nassau)

Have two persons
walk' with the child
having one top the

b. increase walking time from five steps
increasing in intervals of three

left leg until it
independently moves.
Then withdraw sup-
port and increase
steps

__ (Nassau)

FINE MOTOR p Teacher judgment (Compet) Ed., Sr. Reo
1. Develop coordinated hand movement
a. move each hand in different directions
b. move both hands in unison

Leonard reo



' .

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD
I

UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Sharyn Nassau CODE

t

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

'

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

judgment

judgment

judgment

Have two persons
hold child in stand-
ing position de-
creasing support
(Nassau)

,...

Have two persons
walk with the child
having one top the
left leg until it
independently moves.
Then withdraw sup-
port and increase
steps
(Nassau)

(Compet) Ed., Sr.
Leonard

None

None

Record player, rhythm
records

Any available
staff

Any available
staff

Any staff

On level area

Any level area

i

Quiet Room

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOR

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE NO' 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR
!

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

,

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

FINE MOTOR (continued)

2. Increase grasping ability Or left hand

3. Eye/hand coordination with hand

/

/

VISUAL MOTOR

1. Increase attention span

t

\
Teacher judgment

Teacher judgment

k

Teacher judgment

*

\-...

Compet

Compet - Place
materials in front
of "NO" and first
show her the task
and gradually
withdraw aid

Begin with a base-
line of three min-
utes for any fine
motor task and in-
crease the time
spent on the task
in two-minute steps
(Nassau)

275



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION\KRITER- Sharvn Nassau LODE

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS4

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TtTLE
2. AUTHOR

n 3. SOURCE
' 4. gESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
'POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Teacher judgment

Teacher judgment
/

/

teacher judgment

"'

C ompet

Compet - Place
materials in front
of "NO" and first
show her the task
and gradually
withdraw aid

Begin with a base-
line of three min-
utes for any fine
motor task and in-
crease the time
spent on the task
in two-minute steps
(Nassau)

Squeeze toys

Sponges
,-

DLM large peg board
DLM pull-out puzzles

Those appropriate to
the task

Any avoilable
staff

(

Any staff

:')

Any staff
,

Any location

Any location

Any non-distractil
location

.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1.. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
NO 2. LOC MON Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. 'LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

AUDITORY MOTOR Have four persons
place the same in-

1. Iv.rease localization skills

.

Teacher judgment strument in differ-
ent parts of the
room. Then ring in-

Bell

#

.v

struments and see if'
child can locate
sound source without
visual cues. Begin
by identifying posi-
tion and then with-
drawing aid.
(Nassau)

TACTILE KINESTHETIC

1. Develop awareness of differences of Teacher judgment Concentrate on diff- Knlv:
objects for safety reasons -rences such as sharp soft

and dull and hot and
old for safety pur-

itoses. Solicit a posi-
tive response for

. 400' :afe objects& nega-
tive response for
unsare .



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

NE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

ALUATIONS . METHODS

Sharyn Nassau CODE

. MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE
WESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

judgment

judgment

Have four persons
place the same in-
strument in differ-
ent parts of the
room. Then ring in-
struments and see if
child can locate .
sound source without
visual cues. Begin
by identifying posi-
tion and then with-
drawing aid.
(Nassau)

Concentrate on diff-
erences such as sharp
and dull and hot and
cold for safety pur-
poses. Solicit a pos
tive response for
safe objects& nega-
tive response for

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF.

TEACHER MADE

I

Bells. tambouri.nes

Knives. nails, water .

soft material. spoon4

INDICATE
POSITION

staff members

Any staff

INDICATE
LOCATION

Quiet room 4,

Any location,
%Airing

meals for some
:raining

unsa e o ec s.

Clunt
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE NO

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING'RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS

3. PRESCR1

. MEYHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4.. DESCRIPTION

TACTILE KINESTHETIC (continued)

I. Self Concept

1. Increase body awareness

2. Communication
a. Sound production

...=

79

Teacher judgment

Teacher judgment

Work in front of a
mirror and name all
of the body'parts
pointing while you
name. Gradually
withdraw all visual
aids until NO knows
where all of her
body parts are
located

Encourage sound
production by imi-
tating phonemes al-
ready in the lang-
uage that she is
making and then be-
gin to Shape vocali-
zation intq other
phonemes (Nassau)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Trainee ship Program

EVALUATIONS
1

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

A

eacher judgment

eacher judgment

4

.3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Sharyn Nassau CODE

. METHODS 7. MATERIALS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

Work in front of a
mirror and'nathe all

of the body parts
pointing while you
name. Gradually
withdraw all visual
aids\antil NO knows
where all of her
body parts are
located

Encourage sound
production by imi-
ating phonemes al-

/ready in the lang-
uage that she is
making and then be-
gin to shape vocali-
zation into other
phonemes (Nassau)

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

Mirror

None

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Any Staff . Any location
with table

Any Staff Any locatiion

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE NO

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeshi. Pro:ram 3. PRESCRIPTT.

4. LEARNThG OBJECTIVES , 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT.AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
77" 2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) ,

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

. TESTS /TASKS

TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. 'DESCRIPTION

b. Gestures

.

.

II. Social Maturity
,

1. Develop independent feeding using a spoon

a. hold spoon
b. dip spoon into food

.

-c. bring spoon to mouth
.

, .

-I.

Teacher judgment,

Teacher judgment
.

,

-

. .

.1,

.

.

____.

Develop a consistent

reinforcement pro-
gram where "NO"
gestures for bath-
room needs

(Nassau)
Have "NO" hold the
spoon with the
feeder for one week
during the entire
meal.

Have "NO" dip spoon
into food every thir
bite until "NO" can
get the food in-
dependently.
Have "NO" bring food
to mouth every third
bite until independ-
ent eating is
achieved.

Cere

Tabl



.

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING.RECORD

UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Sharyn Nassau CODE

LUATIONS ,
,

6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONNENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
HESS -

1. TITLE
2. AU' OR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

. TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

judgment

judgment

Develop a consistent
reinforcement pro-
gram where "NO"
gestures for bath-
room needs

(Nassau
Have "NO" hold the
spoon with the
feeder for one week
during the entire
meal.
Have "NO" dip spoon
into food every third
bite until "NO" can
get the food in-
dependently.
Have "NO" bring food
to mouth every third
bite until independ-
ent eating is
achieved.

.----,

.

Cereal

.

able.spoon, food

.,

..,,

CI

Any staff

I

1

Any staff

.

Any inside
location close to
bathroom -

Dining Room
.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO'

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE
NO

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESC'

,
.

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
' -

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
.

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1., TITLE
2. AUTHOR 1

3. SOURCE 1

4. DESCRIFTIO

II. Social Maturity (continued)

2. Social interaction

a. Sharing

,

.

.

.

Teacher judgment

.

Develop sharing by
first letting "NO"
use the object, the
Lake it and give it
`o another child foxi
five minutes, not 1

permitting "NO" to
grab it away. Then
return the object
to "NO" gradually
letting "NO" relin-
quish the object by
verbal command and
waiting for its
return

. .

.

64,8



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Sharyn Nassau CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

' TESTS/TASKS
Tr, EVALUATE

SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR.'

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

,

INDICATE
LOCATION

(

acher judgment

.

Develop sharing by
first letting "NO"
use the object, then
take it and'give it
to another child for
five minutes, not
permitting "NO" to
grab it away. Then
return the object
to "NO" gradually
letting "NO" relin-
quish the object by
verbal command and
waiting for its
return

Any object - toy

b

Any Staff

.

9:

\

\

Any location

.

'
.

.

284
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF BD

1. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 9-2

Sex: Male

II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

No medication
Microcephalic
Cerebral Palsy
Cry of the Cat Syndrome

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Non ambulatory (uses walker)
Stand,. alone

Can jump (on trampoline)

Fine Motor
Grasps objects

Communication
None

Motor Development (May 1973)

Gross Motor
Walks with ,aid-'-takes' few steps, then falls
Walks independently holding walls
Rol's in Blanket
Rocks in rocking chair

Fine Motor
Uses right hand to grasp

Social Development

Self Care
Feeds self baby and jun-or foods.,
Drinks frcm suction cup
Will not chew solid foods
Not'toilet trained

Social Interaction
Plays alone

III. OTHER CONTACTS

6 i1J:7;,
(14-1

Initial Contact

At 11 months of age, BD was referred by obstetrician to a Children's
Hospital Orthopedic Clinic, whdtsuggested referral to their Cerebral
Palsy Clinic. BD was found to have a chromosome and gene deficiency
with cerebral palsy. At that time, he did not sit, walk or talk.



Physical Development

No medication
Microcephalic
Cerebral Palsy
Cry of the Cat Syndrome

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Non ambulatory (uses walker)
Stands alone
Can jump (on trampoline)

Fine Motor
Grasps objects

, Communication

None

Motor Development (May 1973)

Gross Motor
Walks with aid--takes few steps, then falls
Walks independently holding walls
Rons in Blanket
Rocks in rocking chair

Fine. Motor

Uses right hand to grasp

Social Development

Self Care
Feeds self baby and junior foods
Drinks from suction cup
Will not chew solid foods
Not toilet trained

Social Interaction
Plays alone

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Initial Contact

if. 85

At 11 months of age, BD was referred by obstetrician to a Children's
Hospital Orthopedic Clinic, who suggested referral to their Cerebral
Palsy Clinic. BD was found to have a chromosome and gene deficiency
with cerebral palsy. At that time, he did not sit, walk or talk.
Clinic suggested physical therapy sessions

Twenty Months

Obstetrician's Evaluation
Abnormal development exhibited by:

-155-



CASE OF BD

III. OTHER CONTACTS (CONTINUED)

Twenty Months (Continued)

Head - Lrz. inches circumference

I.Q. 25

Weight - 18 pounds
Height - 30 inches

0 No seizures
Severely mentally retarded
Cannot sit or talk

Twenty-Four Months

The following psychological evaluation was made by the Children's
Hospital as part of preliminary application for a state school:

Description
Cat's Cry Syndrome
Turned over at 6 months
Sits unsupported
Creeps
Cannot stand alone
Drools
Slow responses
Limited arm movement

Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale
C.A. - 2 years
M.A. 7.2 months
Passed all 6 month level items
Failed all 11 month level items

Vineland Social Maturity Scale
Mother was informant
C.A. 2 years
Social Age - 8.5 months

F'

Diagnosis
No indication will ever function above severely retarded level

of intelligence

Two Years, Six Months
BD admitted to residential school with preliminary diagnosis of

cerebral palsy, microcephaly, and cat cry syndrome

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Developmmt

General Physical Condition good

Not on medication
Cerebral palsy
Microcephalic
Club feet (has some correction)
Hearing - yes



Weight - 18 pounds
'Height - 30 inches
No seizures
Severely mentally retarded
Cannot sit or talk

Twenty-Four Months

The following psychological evaluation was made by the Children's
Hospital as part of preliminnry application for a state school:

Description
Cat's Cry Syndrome ,

Turned over at 6 months
Sits unsupported
Creeps
Cannot stand alone
Drools
Slow responses
Limited arm movement

Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale
C.A. - 2 years
M.A. - 7.2 months
Passed all 6 month level items
Failed all 11 month level items

Vineland Social Maturity Scale
Mother was informant
C.A. 2 years
Social Age - 8.5 months

DiagnoM
No indication will ever function above severely retarded level

of intelligence

Two Years, Six Months
BD admitted to residential school with preliminary diagnosis of

cerebral palsy, microcephaly, and cat cry syndrome

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development

General Physical Condition - good
Not on medication
Cerebral palsy
Microcephanc
Club feet (hat some correction)
Hearing - yes
Vision - yes
Cry of cat syndrome

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Raises and moves head about in a coordinated manner
Rolls on flat surface
Sits without aid on floor, in vehicles, chairs, and benches at
various heights

-156-



BASE OF BD

A

Motor Development (Continued

Gross Motor (Continued
Crawls

Stands with aid
Walks with aid
Jumps on both feet while held or aided
Can stand and sway or twist body while being held

Fine Motor
Can graSp with all fingers
Holds objects with either hand
Can squ4eze objects very lightly
Favors tise of right hand

7

Visual Mot r

Follows

light

objects with eves
Follows light with eyes

Auditory Motor
Attends to loud noises
Can look for source of sound or voice
Listens to\piano, records, or musical toys

Taetile/Kinithet!..c

Explores surfaces tactually using hands

Intellectual Development

Self ,oncept \

Has eye contact
Turns head irk frequently toward person who calls his neme

Communication,

Shows affecti n with .tug
Laughs and smiles to show joy or pleasure
Cries to show rliscleasure

Cat cry if extremely frustrated

Conceptual
None

Social Development

Self Care
Not toilet trained
Feeds sel' juniOr fonds and soft foods with spoon
Drinks from suction cup independently
Drinks from cup if aide holds cup and controls it
Undresses self

Self Help and Independence
None

Social Interaction
Plays alone
Plays with adult or aide

t%

f



Fine Motor
Can grasp with all fingers.
Holds objects with either hand
Can squeeze objects very lightly
Favors use of right hand

Visual Motor
Follows moving objects with eyes
Follows light with eyes

Auditory Motor
Attends to loud noises
Can look fr,r source of sound or voice
Listens io piano, records, or musical toys

Tactile/Kine;thet'c _

Explores surfaces tactually using hands

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Has eye contact
Turns head.infrequently toward person who calls his name

Communication
Shows affection' with hug
Laughs and sniles to show joy or pleasure
Cries to show displeasure
Cat cry if extremely frustrated

Conceptual
None

Social Development

Self Care
dot toilet trained
Feeds self junior foods and soft foods with spoon
Drinks from suction cup independently
Drinks from cup if aide holds cup and controls it
Undresses self

Self Help and Independence
None

Social Interaction
Plays alone
Plays with adult or aide

-157-
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.

.L. STUDENT CODE
BD

, 2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD
0

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer.Traineeship Program 3. 'RESCRIPTION

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. MFTHODS 7. Ml

/
I. SUBJECT '.'1EA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

'

1

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1.

2.:

3.

4.

I

.e.,

I. MOTOR DEVELOPMENT
.

.,

GROSS .:'.10TOR

.

3. Demonstrate, the Ability to Walk Indepen-

' dently Whie u Large Object, yT

- -'While'Follou4ng it -for Support
..

,

,

,

,

r'.

. ,

/

.

1
.

Teafher Judgment

..'a.Stand

_

.

.

Physical Ther

Cage

Wheel.

1.141ke

w
,

.

Servicefi in the

Developmental Dis-
abilities. Paul H.
Pea stkR & Car91

WilliaMs. Charles
C.Thomas,Publisher.
'(Ed.by Stippard)
Pg. 387

Child sup-
ported with hands
against large ball
or wheel chair
b. Move object. for-
ward so child must
follow it to main-
tain support and
balance.
c. Later stand be-
hind child and en-
courage and aid hith
in pushing ball or
wheel chair around
the room

r-- ,
- ,

.

. .

J.,

(

I J
I

.

-

.

.

.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

NE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Barbara Stiddard CODE

ALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS? . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE

CCESS

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACRFR MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Judgment

Physical Therapy
Services in the

Developmental Dis-
abilities. Paul H.
Pearson & Carol
Williams.. Charles
C.Thomas,Publisher40,
(Ed. by Stippard)

Pg. 387
a.Stand child sup-
ported with hands
against large ball
or wheel chair
b. Move,objeet for-
ward so child must
follow it to main-
tain support and
balance.

c. Later stand be-
hind chip and en-
courage, and aid him
in pushing ball or
wheel chair around
the room

Cage Ball'

Wheel Chair
Walker or Stroller,

weighted down

As indicated

in Method

Large Room or

Outdoors

Nit

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



I. STUDENT CODE B;)

4. LEARNIN6 OBJECTIVES

NRRC /P PRESC1-IPTION PLANNING RECOR

DUQUENE. UNIVERSITY
Z. LOCATION Summor Tr_aineeship Proua-!___

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF NVAIT_ABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(IN:-",:CATE SOURCE

I. :1-0P. IIEV7.1.0P!EN1 (continued)

ii '.1010R cut:inucd

rase 11 ir

5. LVALEATIOZ

TESTS /TASKS

10 EVALUATE
SaXESS

:t.t J,r t

1.

Eventia1

DEVEL01=T

0ROS5 ''.:'TOR

,Iune

it

(centinuLd)

(continutd)

3. increa:,e Ahilit: t, Keep Head Erect T,:achcr ;udrment

p

3. PRESCR

6. METHOIJS

t .

1. TULE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

talc. child of t-

doors frequently
(dding him under

arms while walking

6. ha.,t child walk
Asing railings
c. Place child in
-,tandiug position,

and allow him tobal
an,e independently

..Often raise chin
with hand wherever
child bends forward
h. Have Child clap
hands above eye-leve
while lifting head
look at them
c.Show moving toysa
windmill above eye
level so child must

ihoid
head erect to

see them

9)
A)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RLC0RD,

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
et Iritneeship 3. PRP-(U'e1ION WI I

-4-

MIA01, . `:.');:.1-.I.,±,

+

T1-1-1ASKS 1. TITLE
1

1

I. 1 1 T1 ; INDif Al E

10 EVAIUACL ) rosi 1 IoN

S'.;C: i:SS
i

AU ritt,
I

.

,. Aurqop.

J. !A. 1)01,icEsOURI:F

4. DESCRIPTION( e. DESCRIPTION IF
1

I

I

TEACHFR MADE
i 1

1

_4.__ -i- -t-

.. , II, ,,I I cHt I l, ri-11 _ :1k ; j! , t 71t ;)t - Ind Ii tit 1

: :ttr :-. , .,:lt I. lb'. Aldk b, Met': (1

di n' hi:: nnder .

:nrr, %,: ilc ..Ilkire-

1,1

1-111:11,!,

i,, Mild ,

Lndi',g, posItien,

al-Ci 1110W n in tob.)1-1

lac e independent iv

'f .n rai,,e chin -

I-it., hind whenever

Hill 1 bends 1-orward Verbal ti,nnrement Teacher or

11).:I.ive child clap Aide
I. ; :Inanos above eye-level
'white t_ifti;g head

Ilook at thco
ic.how moving toysotl

'windmill above eye
level so child mw-;t.

:hold head erect to
(see them

BarI,ara St iddard CODE

8PER)N;EL 15. ENVIRONMENTS

Teactlir

-4

INDICATE
LOCATION

Large ,Jassroom
or ot.itdoors

(Jasroom

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE ED

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. M

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALIATE 2. AUTHOR 2

() 3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3

4. DESCRIPTION 4

.

1. MOTOR DEVELOPMENT (continued) Teacher Judgment (Compet ) As In

(Ed., Stiddard)

2. TINE MOTOR ,

;r

a.Have child squeeze
water sponge with

3. Be Able to Demonstrate the Ability to
Squefzi Objects in Hand (Compet 16.3.2)

,

aid until he can do
independently
b.Squeeze water from
cloth independently
c.Squeeze rubber toys
that make sounds (be-
gin with softer toys
and continue to ones
more difficult to
squeeze)(Sr.Leonard)

1. MOTOR DEVELOPMENT (continued) Teacher Judgment (McGuirt Mem.Home)

2. FINE MOTOR (continued) a.Begin with clapping
b. With teacher's.

3. Strengthen Grasping Ability and Ability-
to Make a Fist

aid, have child make
fist with one hand
c.Clap fist against
opposite open hand
d. Alternate hands



NRRC/P'PRESCRLPTION PLANNING RECORD

INE UNIVERSITY
'aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Barbara Stiddard CODE

ALUATIONS b. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
EVALUATE 2. 'AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
CESS - 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

Judgment (Compet ) As indicated in Method Teacher or Seated indoors or

t

(Ed., Stiddard)

a.Have child squeeze
water sponge with
aid until he can do
independently

b.Squeeze water from
cloth independently
c.Squeeze rubber toys
that make sounds (be-
gin with softer toys
and continue to ones
more difficult to
squeeze)(Sr.Leonard)

Aide outdoors where
water play is
permitted

Judgment. (McGuire Mem.Home)

a.Begin with clapping

b. With teacher's
aid, have child make
fist with one hand
c.Clap fist against
opposite open hand
d. Alternate hands

None Teacher or
Aide

Seated or standing
in any location

NRRC/P FORM RV 7-73



BD
1. STUDENT CC5E

LEARN OB i :.(, I VES

I. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJEOYIVES
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:,

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLA:.:NING RECO

.DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summe(

(IN_ CATE
IF AVAILABlin

)R (L,nti.lud)
FIN:

bliitv to u,e of ti.ight H1-11 i,
k-t- !Ion: k (F.D.Comret 16.5.$)

"t0 r0:-: DEVELOP1LN1 (continued)

emonstrates !ntere,L in Exploring
.,jects Fictually (Compet 22.i.0)

1. INITLLFCTUAL

2. SELF CONCEPT

:ALLAIIO\S

TE.-;fS/TM,::S

TO 11W,LUAIC

SUL..L.S5

n t

3. To Demonstrate Ability to Respond to Own Teach,,,,r Judgment
!Came when Spoken (trumpet 24.1.0)

3. PRESCR

1. 111LY
2. WTHOR
3. ,OURCE

4. .DESCRIPTION

1 Cn1 Y7,1131C 11 toy
with dial, ,tide

filgen, to
turn Jial to produce

b. ,:icourie,e indepen

dent .1(t ion

',11 ,w child to ex-

plore ,,blects of

rv'ing tt-xtures or

use a texture book

Reward with food or
candy when child
turns and gives eye
contact when his
name is called



DUQUESNEer'r

5

"1"

N,W/P PRESC:NAPTION

LNIVERS I

'112 E'r5i2r

. 't

a

ut

PLX:NING

. rir

1. L 1

). , 111 ,1,

4. 31..SCMPTI )N

B
I C R I 11 _ _

8. PEr.F;

--4.

CODE

9. LNV I kONMENTS-1

i 1. -1 ITI.i.,

2 . ,_1'1'11OR

3. 5 KIRCF

i '.. DESCRIPTION II
TEACHER MADE

7-1L;c.',, r -Pr i
: si L, .1 r ,,i- L,t,...,r :,,i'. t,i
1

,

As lid d b. Method

A; indic.it ed by Method

; -

!

INDIC ;_:,
! I',,-.:3 . L{,N

t
le_ iclit. : I

r',, de
I

i

1

ac ,er or
Aide

Teachve or
Aide

T
j

INDICATE
LOCATION

Teacher

-1..

1, .'1_.:
.4 1 4 ` i 4 ,' r
I-2 _ :I ! , 7 )d,..1,'

ITTA-1

I",, . ,d, ,..4., i'ld,,

. Id
Lc 1 ;re 1,

ifl xture,-; r
d CuXtlIrC book

Reward with food or
candy when hi id
t'irns and g Ives eve
:on t c,hn
rt ime ic (.11 led

C la s -; t-or,, cr
I Outdocrs

0
l

ClassrGom

Classroom or
Outdoors

' (u
#.;

t
)

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE BD 2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRIPZION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. M

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

I. SOCIAL

2. SELF-CARE

3. To Demonstrate the Ability to Drink
Liquid from a Cup when Cup is Held by
an Adult

(Compet 34.3.1)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

2

3

4

Teacher Judgment

9!)

Physical Services in
the Developmental
Disabilities
Paul H. Pearson
Carol Ethun Williams
Chas.C.Thomas. Pub.
1972

PP 300-301 (Ed.

(Stiddard
a. Bring cup to
mouth and 'place rim
on lower lip (not
between teeth)

b. Allow small
amounts to pass into
mouth at Zegular
intervals \

c. Control lower lip
by placing index
finger'of free hand
under child"s lip

As it



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD .

1E UNIVERSITY.
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Barbara Stiddard CODE

,ILUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS
,

IS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

.
.

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

-
.

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE,
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

.

INDICATE'
LOCATION

Judgmento Physical Services in As indicated by Method

.-

.

Teacher or

side

.

.

--

ClassroOm table

or Dining room

,

the Developmental
Disabilities'
Paul H. Pearson &
Carol Ethun WS1liams
Chas.C.Thomas. Pub.
1972
PP 300-301 (Ed.

(Stidda.rd,

a. Bring cup to
mouth and place rim
on lower lip (not
between teeth)

b. Allow small
amounts to pass into
mouth at regular
intervals

c. Control lower lip
by placing index
finger of free hand
under_childis_lin

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF BC

I. IDENTI,FICATION

C.A. 7-3,

Sex: Male

II.' REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EV %LUATIONS tir

Physical Development

General physical condition - good
Not on medication
Cerebral Palsy
Spastic quadriplegia
Oxygen deprivation at birth causing severe brain damage
Uncoordinatel movement
Hearing o dg

Sight - good

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Raises bead
Moves hands

. Sits aided

Fine Motor
Extends fingers
Grasps obje\cts

Visual Motor
Attends to visual stimuli

Auditory Motor
Response with startle to loud noise
Turns head or eyes to auditory stimuli

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Touches objects
Picks up objects
Holds objects

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Has eye contact
Smiles in response to another's smile

Communication
Uses movement to denote needs
Makes sounds to get attention

Conceptual
Little if any response

Social Development

Self Care
None



Physical Development

Genekl physical condition good

Net on medication
Cerebral Palsy 4,

Spastic quadriplegia
Oxygen deprivation at birth- causing severe brain damage
Uncoordinated movement
Hearing - good
Sight - good

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Raises head
Moves hands
Sits aided

Fine Motor
Extends fingers
Grasps objects

Visual Motor
Attends to .visual stimuli

Auditory Motor
Response with startle to loud noise.
Turns head or eyes to auditory stimuli

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Touches objects
Picks up objects
Holds objects

Intellectual Development

Self Concepi
Has eye contact
Smiles in respond to another's smile

CommUnicStion
Uses movement to denote needs
Makes sounds to get attention

Conceptual
Little if any response

Social Development

Self Care
None

Self Help ant Independence
None

Social Interaction-
Isolates self with no activity
Plays alone

-165-
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CASE OF BC

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Pediatrician
Psychological testing
Family and Children's Service
Private home fo-: retarded childre
Intermediate Unit Staff

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development

F

f. j

General physical development - good
Not on medication
Cerebral palsy
Spastic quadriplegia
Oxygen deprivation ,-;t birth causing severe brain damage
Uncoordinated movement
Hearing - good
Sight - good

Motor Development

Cross Motor
Holds head erect when in walker on command for 2 seconds
Sits propped head bobs
Rolls over completely on stimulation or command
Can position self to begin to crawl - knees and hands on floor
Does push up rolls from back to front, pulls legs under body,

positions hands at sides, raisetbody erect for 3 seconds
Sustains some weight while briefly standing in walker

Fine Motor
Moves both hands
Keeps hands half fisted
Holds objects
Moves hand to touch or grasp object
Reaches out to anyone while in walker
Moves self to reach object while in walker and on mat
Spontaneously scribbles (Magic Marker)

Visual Motor
Attends to loud noise
Regards person speaking
Looks for source of sound - near, behind
Listens to television, records
Detects sounds frm different areas of_room
Responds to soft and loud voice
Picks up praise, scolding voice
Associates sound with activity
Dances to sound

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Demonstrates an interest in exploring objects tactually

,Intellectual Development



Intermediate Unit Staff

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Phrsical Development

General physical development - good
Not on medication
Cerebral palsy
Spastic quadriplegia
Oxygen deprivation at birth causing severe brain damage
Uncoordinated movement
Hearing - good
Sight - good

Motor Development

Gross Motor.,

Holds head erect when in walker on command for 2 seconds
Sits propped head b6bs
Rolls over completely on stimulation or command
Can position self to begin to crawl knees and hands on floor
Does push up - rolls from back to front, pulls legs under body,

positions hands at sides, raises body erect for 3 seconds
Sustains some weight while jitiefly standing in walker

Fine Motor

Moves both hands
Keeps hands half fisted
Holds objects
Moves hand to _t=orch Or 'grasp object

Reaches out to AnyOne while in walker
4km/es-self-to .reach in-valker-andon m
Spontaneonly scribbles (Magic Marker)

Visual Motor
Attends to loud noise
Regards person speaking
Looks for source of sound - near, behind
Listens to television, records
Detects sounds from different areas of room'
Responds soft and loud voice
Picks up praise, scolding voice
Associates sound with activity
Dances to sound

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Demonst/kates an interest in exploring objects tactually

Intellectual Development

Self Co6cept
Responds to own name
Identifies self by facial expression
Can point to parts of body on command
Shows affection by facial expression, touching, hugging
Shows anger when doesn't get own way

Communication
Has some receptive language skills
Can follow brief commands "Smile, if you are happy," "Do a push up"
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LASE OF BC

Conceptual

Recognizes differences in toys, has fovorites (Jack-in-Box)

Social Developmerix

Self care
None

Self Help.and Independence
None

Social Interaction
Is aware of other individuals
Seeks attention by making sounds.or wriggling body
Plays with an adult
Plays beside another child
Follows simple directions
Plays alone

4



1. STUDENT CODE
BC

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. II

1.

2.

3.

SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. .AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

1.

2.

3.

GROSS MOTOR
.

Demonstrates ability to crawl in a
controlled manner (Compet)

a.' Place child in position for crawling
(Sr.Leonard)

b. Train child to balance on three limbs
(Sr.Leonard)

c. 'Position daily for crawling,
increasing time (Sr.Leonard)

t

d. Using crawler, have L'aild move to 4

,

oblet (Sr.Leonard)

.
.

/
.

Teacher Observation

Child can reach object
using crawler

, Ane

,

-

PoSition child -
knees and hands on
floor
Using toy, have
child reach, using

hand, then other

Lift knees one at a
.

time

Position daily allow
ing child to do
tasks.as,he is able

Place in crawler
and move to toy

,

.

Mat

Colim

toy

Craw:

.

.

.

fl .

Orl



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
ineeshi Pro:ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Judith stowart CODE

LLUATIONS 6. METHODS
. .

7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

ITS/TASKS
EVALUATE
:CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

,

Observation

an reach object
rawler

_

.

Position child -
knees and hands on
floor

Using toy., have

child reach, using
one hand, then other

.

Lift knees one at a
time

Position daily allow-
ing child to do
tasks as he is able

Place in crawler
and move to toy

,

.

Mat

Colorful or favorite

toy of child

Crawler

Teacher

Teacher's Aide
Nurses's Aide

P.T. Room
Large classroom _

.

40

.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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1.

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORI

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

STUDENT CODE BC 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR]

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA IINDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. FINE MOTOR Teacher observation Music Class -
(Compet) Place instrument in

2. Demonstrates Ability to Grasp and Grab Child can hold or
release object on

hand and hold until
child grasps

\ 3. a. Reaches for rhythm band instrument. ccmmand
.

(Stewart)

b. Holds instrument - Palmer grasp
(Stewart)

c. Releases instrument on command

Increase holding
time until child can
hold, then release
on command

(Stewart)

xi. Shakes-ins.ln%iment_ while holding

(Stewart)

Holding childs_hand
with instrument,
shake with music

. .

.-
-....,



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
per Traineeship Program , 3. PRESCRAITION WRITER Judith Stewart CODE

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

-TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

eacher observation Music Class - Rhythm band instruments Music Teacher Large Classroom

Place instrument in
4

ild can hold or
elease object on
cmmand

hand and hold until
child grasps

Piano

Records

Aide

Increase holding
time until child can
hold, then release
on command

.

Holding-child's hand
with instrument,
shake with music

--

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



I. STUDENT CODE BC

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRFSCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

I. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS I. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

,.

I.

2.

FINE MOTOR (continued)

Demonstrates Ability to use Eye/Hand
Coordination (Compet)

Teacher Observation

-

Using magic marker
or big crayons,
allow child to
scribble on large
sheet of paper

Magi

Cris,

Lark

3. a. Spontaneously scribbles
(Sr.Leonard)

b. Scribbles in a specified area

. Enclose an area on
paper -,-..-:

(Stewart)

- c. . Imitates- Ar4art-ical lines

(Sr. Leonard)'

_..,._.)

--

or

.

INN

and guide child to
mark only in that
area

Have cnild imitate
making only one
vertical line at a
time on paper

Clo

t, 71



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

NE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER crpwarr

KLUATIONS' . METHODS . MATERIALS

CODE

. PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
P.)SITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Observation Using magic marker
or big crayons,
allow child to
scribble on large
sheet of paper

Enclose an area on
paper

or

LJ
and guide child to
mark only in that
area

Have child imitate
making only one
vertical line at a
time on paper

Magic Marker
Crayons
Large sheets of Paper

Teacher

Teacher's Aide

Large Classroom

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORI

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE BC 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2.- AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. VISUAL MOTOR

2. Demonstrates ability to fix eyes on
object (Compet)

3. a. Visually pursues in any
direction (Sr.Leonard)

b. Sights familiar toys, persons

.

.

Teacher Observation

.

Using favorite toy,
move toy in all
directions near
child

Using toy, position
from 2 feet away

.---

Position from 5 feet
away

Using favorite toy,
play with - then put
away and have child
find



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. 'RESCRIPTION WRITER Jydith Stewart CODE

LEVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

..TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE s

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE .

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

.

.

.

....

acher Observation Using favorite toy,
move toy in all
directions near
child

Favorite toy of child Teacher
Teacher Aide

.

Using toy, position
from 2 feet away

Position from 5 feet
away

Using favorite toy,
play with - then put
away and have child
find

. .

.
.

1
0'
1)110

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE Be_

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES ,

7

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. NU

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3, SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES y

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1.

2.

3,

4,

_.,.

1. SELF CONCEPT

2. Demonstrates ability to identify self
in mirror (Compet)

.

3. a. Regards self in mirror (Stewart)

- - 0

b. Knows self alone (Stewart)

c. Knows self with others (Stewart)

.

Teacher Observation

1
6

1.

.
.

Place child in front
of mirror so only
he is visible

Ask "where is
Tommy?" then touch

image-

Using other-children
repeat aboVe

.

11

......

.

441

to .0_



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

OE UNIVERSITY
lineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Judith Stewart CODE

ILUATTONS - 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL l9. ENVIRONMENTS

MS/TASKS
EVALUATE
;LESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

_ INDICATE
LOCATION

.

Observation

1[

Place child in front
of mirror so only
he is visible

Ask "where is
Tommy?" then touch
image

Using other children

Mirror Teacher
Aide

.

repeat above

dri :

to A

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE RC

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Prograuf:.: 3. PRESCi

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

'3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
/SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR'
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

I. FEEDING/EATING/DRINKING

2. Demonstrates ability to finger feed self

Teacher Observation

Child can successfully
transfer finger food
from bowl to 'mouth

Using various foOds
that child likes,
guide his hand in
picking up, then
placing in mouth



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeshi Pro ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Judith Stewart-

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENig-1

TESTS /TASKS

TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

, INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE .

LOCATION

.

'eacher Observation

hild can successfully
TA'nsfer finger food

'I'm bowl to mouth

Using various foods
that child likes,
aide his hand in
picking up, then
placing in mouth

.

,r.

Soft cookies, large
pieces of cereal (Chex)

Foods that will not
crumble easily

,

Teacher
Nurse's Aide

.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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4DENTIFICATION

C.A. 18

Sex: Mmale

CASE OF V

4

II. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

is an 18 year old, short statured, fairly well nourished, mentally
retarded female with hydrocephalus, multiple congenital abnormalities
and a major motor convulsive disorder

Vision right esotropia with the right globe more prominent than the
left. Vision appears adequate and lenses have not been prescribed

has a:distorted nasal configuration, repaired hare-lip, cleft
palate, high narrow palate, np uvula and no teeth

Hearing was, determined normal

Ambulatory with impaired gait and posture, marked thoracic scoliosis,
anterior prominence of sternum, bowing of left lower leg, right
high hip and congenital abnormalities of the toes. V has webbing

of the fourth and fifth fingers of the right hand and other finger

abnormalities. Walked at nine years of age

Epileptic seizures, onset age 7, fairly well controlled with medica-

tion. Approximately one grand mal seizure a month around the time
of her menstrual period

Medical History

Premature birth with breech presentation

was in the hospital days after birth

Between birth and the age of 9 a family physician treated her general
illnesses but no specific care for her congenital was

given 4

At the age of 9 she had several hospitalizations for surgical repair
of her hare-lip and cleft palate. Also had many surgical procedures
on her legs and hip, enabling her to walk for the first time

All of her teeth were extracted because of previous poor dental hygiene
Not practical to fit with dentures

Doctors stated both heredity and pre-natal influences contributed to

her congenital abnormalities. Social and environmental conditions
hindered proper post-natal care

In 1969 parents felt they could no longer prop rly care for her and

appealed for help. V's multiple handicaps and family circumstances

made institutionalization necessary

Reports of Psychological Testing



Physical Development

V is an 18 year old, short statured, fairly well nourished, mentally
retarded female with hydrocephalus, multiple congenital abnormalities
anda major motor Convulsive disorder

Vision right esotropia with the right globe more prominent than the
left. Vision appears adequate and lenses have not been prescribed

Vhas a dAtorted nasal configuration, repaired hare-lip, cleft
palate, high narrow palate, no uvula and no teeth

Hearing was determined normal

Ambulatory with impaired gait and posture, marked thoracic scoliosis,
anterior prominence of sternqm, bolding of left lower leg, right
high hip and Eongenital abnormalities of the toes. V has webbing

of the fourth and fifth fingers of the right hand and other fingerk
abnormalities. Walked at nine years of age

Epileptic seizures, onset age 7, fairly well controlled with medica- '

tion. Approximately one grand mal seiz re a.month around the time
of her menstrual period

Medical History

Premature birth with breech presentation

V was in the hospital 28 days after birth

Between birth and the age of 9 a family physician treated her general
illnesses tut no speeific,care for her congenital abnormalities was

given

At the age of 9 she :ad several hospitalizations for surgical repair
of her hare-lip and cleft palate. Also had many surgical procedure's
on her legs and hip, enabling her to wai.k for the first time

All of her teeth were extracted because of previous poor .dental hygiene
Not practical to fit with dentures

Doctors stated both heredity and pre-natal influences contributed to

her congenital abnormalities. Social and environmental conditions

hindered proper post-natal care

In 1969 partpts felt they could no longer properly care for her and
appealed for help. V's multiple handicaps and family circumstances

made institutionalization necessary

Reports of Psychological Testing

Stanford Binet
C.A. 8-7
M.A. 3-8

I.Q. 35

Goodenough
M.A. 3-0

S.A: 1-10
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CASE OF V

Reports of Psycholqgical Testing (Continued)

Vineland Social Maturity Scale
C.A. 15-0

S.A. 3-8

I.Q. 24

Stanford 3inet
C.A. 16-0
M.A. 3-11
I.Q. 24

Goodenpui:h

C.A. 16-0
I.Q., 27

Vineland Social Maturity Scale
C.A. i6-0
S.A. 3-5

I.Q. 20 -

Doctors felt that the drop in I.Q. was due to the failure to

develop lang,page skills and not having opportunity to be
properly stielulated

III. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

9

Motor Development

The following results were from the teacher's work, notes, obser-
vation and testing'f,rom COMPET

Gross Motor

Walks independently with and without, corrective shoes. Footing
and balance much better with shoes

Walks stairs with a rail on one side
Can run but slowly and in an uncoordinated manner

n throw and catch with two hands
ps with both feet

D onstrates the ability to move the body in a coordinated manner
Dances socially

Fine Motor

Demonstrates use of hands in a coordinated manner
Demonstrates the ability to perform a pincer grasp
Demonstrates eye-hand coordination while using grasp movements

Uses crayons, p'aste, paints and can button and tie. Poor with
scissors dur to hand deformity. Can string small beads and
color in lines

V4pual Motor

Demonstrates ability to fixate eyes on objects, identifies familiar
object^ by sight

Demonstrates ability to make visual discrimination. Matches objects,
colors, sizes and shapes

Demonstrates visual motor coordination. Performs tasks using fine
eye-hand coordination movements

IImrimiiiim=11111



ac 6

Stanford Binet
C.A. 16-0
M.A. 3-11
I.Q. 24

Goodenough
C.A. 16-0
I.Q. 27

Vineland Social Maturity Scale
C.A. 16-0
S.A. 3-5

I.Q. 20

Doctors felt that the drop in I.Q. was due to the failure to
develop language skills and not having opportunity to be
properly stimulated

III. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVFLS

Motor Development

The following results were from the teacher's work, notes, obser-
vation and testing from COMPET

Gross Motor

Walks independently with and without corrective shoes. Footing
and balance much better with shoes

Walks stairs with a rail on one side
Can run but slowly and in an uncoordinated manner
Can throw and catch with two hands
Jumps with both feet
Demonstrates the ability to move the body in a coordinated manner
Dances socially

Fine Motor ,

Demonstrates use of hands in a coordinated manner
Demonstrates the ability to perform a pincer grasp
Demonstrates eye-hand coordination while using grasp movements
Uses crayons, paste, paints and can button and tie. Poor with
scissors dur to hand deformity. Can string small beads and
color in lines

Visual Motor9
Demonstrates ability to fixate eyes on objects, identifies familiar

objects by sight
Demonstrates ability to make visual discrimination. Matches objects,

colors, sizes and shapes
Demonstrates visual motor coordination. Performs tasks using fine

eye-hand coordination movements

Auditory Motor
Formal testing shows receptive language four years, expressive two
years and phonetic one and one-half years

Demonstrates abilit' to differentiate between sounds of animals
Demonstrates ability to identify categories of sound. Listens to

tapes of common sounds - responds with smile or ycs. Can point
to a pictu-'e of a dog when she hers a dog bark on tape
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CASE OF V

Motor Development (Continued)

Auditory Motor (Continued)
Demonstrates ability to repeat simple words, "me,"-"walk," "pop,"

"mine." Can put two words together, "Me walk"

to Tactile/Kinesthetic
Demonstrates an interest in exploring objects tactually

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Demonstrates the ability to respond to own name'

Demonstrates the ability to know and touch parts of body

Demonstrates the ability to identify self when name is called

Demonstrates the ability to identify self in photograph

Demonstrates the ability to identify family members_ in photograph

Demonstrates the ability to identify self as male or female

Demorstrates the ability to recognize recorded voice, was thrilled

when she heard the few words she said played back on tape

Demonstrates the ability to show affection

Communication
Possesses receptive language skills adequate for basic environmental

interaction
Possesses expressive language skills adequate for basic nvironmental

interaction. Uses gestures in conjunction with verba ization to

make wishes known

Conceptual
Demonstrates ability to recogniz differences in sizes and shapes.

Can match color with correct color but does not know the color

Demonstrates ability to recognize similarities in size and shape

Demonstrates ability to recognize commonalities

Differentiates between one and many

Recognizes numerals up to nine. Sometimes will err on three and

five

Social Development

Self Care
Is toilet trained
Feeds self and also helps feed others

Demonstrates appropriate manner and social graces at mealtime

Can bath self, but is'slow

Demonstrates ability to brush and comb hair - is slow

Recognizes start of menstrual period

Demonstrates ability to rinse mouth and use proper oral hygiene

Demonstrates socially appropriate nasal hygiene

Displays an awareness of the concept of danger

Observes basic safety precautions as a pedestrian will pull to

the side if she sees a bus or car coming

Self Help and Independence
Demonstrates ability to dress and undress self

Demonstrates ability to accept a task and follow it through to

completion - sat and worked at peg board for 30 minutes

Demonstrates ability to be mobile

Demonstrates ability to make decisions and choices - will choose



Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Demonstrates the ability to respond to own name
Demonstrates the ability to know and touch parts of body

Demonstrates the ability to identify self when name is called

Demonstrates the ability to identify self in photograph

Demonstrates the ability to identify family members in photograph

Demonstrates the ability to identify self as male or female

Demonstrates the ability to recognize recorded voice, was thrilled

when she heard the few words she said played back on tape

Demonstrates the ability to show affection

Communication
Possesses receptive language skills adequate for basic environmental

interaction
Possesses expressive language skills adequate for basic environmental

--:interaction. Uses gestures in conjunction with verbalization to

make wishes known

Conceptual
Demonstrates ability to recognize differences in sizes and shapes.

Can match color with correct color but does not know the color

Demonstrates ability to recognize similarities in size and shape

Demonstrates ability to recognize commonalities

Differentiates between one and many
Recognizes numerals up to nine. Sometimes will err on three and

five

Social Development

Self Care
Is toilet trained
Feeds self and also helps feed others

Demonstrates appropriate manner and social graces at mealtime

Can bath 'elf, but is slow )

Demonstrates ability to brush and comb hair - is slow

Recognizes start of menstrual period

Demonstrates ability to rinse mouth and use proper oral hygiene

Demonstrates socially appropriate nasal hygiene

Displays an awareness of the concept of danger

Observes basic safety precautions as a pedestrian - will pull to

the side if she sees a bus or car coming

Self Help and Independence
Demonstrates ability to dress and undress self

Demonstrates ability to accept a task and follow it through to

completion - sat and worked at peg board for 30 minutes

Demonstrates ability to be mobile

Demonstrates ability to make4decisions and choices will choose

between games and projects offered
Demonstrates ability to participate in recreation and makes appro-

priate use of leisure time--attends social dances, swimming and

other planned affairs

Social Interaction
Demonstrates an awareness of other individuals

Demonstrates the ability to seek attention
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CASE OF V

0

Social Development (Continued)

Social Interaction (Continued)
Demonstrates the ability to behave within defined limits
Demonstrates the ability to follow directions
Demonstrates the ability to exhibit appropriate social behavior

Pre Vocational
Demonstrates ability to fold
Demonstrates ability to sort items by color, size and shape
Demonstrates ability to match items by color, size and shape

Vocational
Demonstrates skills related to food service. Sets tables
Demonstrates skills related to working -- sweeps with broom, dusts

furniture and folds laundry
Feeds children

A



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION -PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE V 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI

1 4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

.
.

I. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES - SUCCESS 3. SOURCE'

co
4. DESCRIPTION

I

1. SUBJECT AREA - GROSS MOTOR (Compet 14.0) Teacher judgment
1.Use praise lavish- Ves

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES - To establish, refine,
and maintain skills pertaining to the

1. Teacher's observa-
tions.

ly. ..'

2. Walk child on
(J4

Use
meaningful use of the head, torso, and 2. Comparisons of variety of surfaces cul
extremeties. development 3. Let child use grs

3. Tabulations of skills steps and curbs ba1
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES gained. 4. Walk curbs, lines plg

4. Appears more con- 5. Use vestibular
a. Demonstrate the ability to maintain

balance (Compet 14.7.0 thru
fident. board

6. Play hop scotch
i 14.7.9)

b. Demonstrate the ability to'run

,

1. When chil4 can run

or jump rope

Let child run in Kin
(Compet 14.8.0 thru in a coordinated place in a group, rec
14.8.4) manner, teacher's ob-

servation
through obstacles,
in relay races on a

a f

cibli

2. Comparison of measured field. Use mar
development
3. Tabulation of skills
gained

music for stimula-
tion.

arc

.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Dorothy KowalskY CODE

UATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

judgment

her's observa-

arisons of
ment

lations of skills

ars more con-

child can run
ordinated
teacher's ob-

on
tison of
en t

ation of skills

1.Use praise lavish-
ly.

2. Walk child on
variety of surface's
3. Let child use
steps and curbs
4. Walk curbs, lines
5. Use vestibular
board
6. Play hop scotch
or jump rope

Let child run in
place in a group,
through obstacles,
in relay races on a
measured field. Use
music for stimula-
tion.

Vestibular board
(Jap 67.10)
Use steps, ladders,
curbs. Walk on grass,
gravel, pavement,sand,
balance beatn, large
plank of wood

Kimbo sing and do
records
a field

obstacles - poles
markers, arches
around chairs and trees

Teacher, Aide
Volunteer
Physical

Therapist
Occupational

'Therapist
Parents

Same

Ward
Indoors
Outdoors
Play Area
Gymnasium
Home

Same

t 7) NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE '

V

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECON

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR'

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INoiCATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROSS MOTOR (continued)

c. Demonstrates the ability to jump

(Compet 14.10.0 thru 14.10.5)

d. Demonstrates the ability to skip

(Compet 14.12.0 thru 14.12.5)

1. Teacher judgment
as to when she feels
more confident

2. Teacher observation

3. Comparison of child'

development

4. Tabulations of skill
gained

Same as above

1. Use different
animal jumps pnake ,

kangaroo, rabbit
2. Jump in and out
of tires, hoola
hoops
3. Use a trampoline
4. Jump through a
variety of obstacle
in a sequential
manner.

5. Praise & Reward

1. Use records
2. Play skipping
games

3. Have children
skip through ob-
stacles such as
tires, water, sand,

grass, etc.
4. Reinforce fre-
tppntty with verbal

praise and affectiol



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD
__

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY Dorothy Kowalsky
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRLTER CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

. Teacher judgment
s to when she feels
re confident

Teacher observation

. Comparison of child'

evelopment

. Tabulations of skill

tined

ame as above

1. Use different
animal jumpspnake,
kangaroo, rabbit
2. Jump in and out
of tires, hoola
hoops
3. Use a trampoline
4. Jump through a
variety of obstacles
in a sequential
manner.

5. Praise & Reward

1. Use records
2. Play skipping
games
3. Have children
skip through ob-
stacles such as
tires, water, sand,

grass, etc.
4. Reinforce fre-
qupntly with vprhal

/

Kimbo sing and do

records

Tires
Hoola hoops
Trampoline

Kimbo sing and do

records

Records
Tires ..

Water
Sand
Water

Same

4

Sane

Same

Same

.

praise and affection NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
4)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE V 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI(

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

I- -SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. SUBJECT AREA FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT
. (Compet 16.0)

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES

a. To establish and expand the capability of
the hands and fingers in accomplishing
functional tasks

b. To establish and expand eye/hand co-
ordination in relationship to activities
of daily living

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

a. Demonstrates eye/hand coordination while
using grasp movements

(Compet 16.6.0 thru 16.69)

1.Teacher judgment as
to when she appears
more confident
2. Teacher's observa-
tion

3. Tacher's compari-
son of child's develop-
ment.

4N Tabulation of
skills gained

1. Praise and give

affection
2. Child copies
square, triangle,
circle.
3. Color in lines
4. String beads
5. String beads in
a pattern
6. Use paste to-make
mosaic of torn paper

7. Let child paint
paper objects in '

bright colors

8. Open & close
scissors
9. Cut on a thick
line on paper
lO.Cut out pictures
for 0 mural
11. Cut dut shapes
and designs
12. Cut up, and make

Ct

La

Pa

Pa

P1

pa

pa

cc

Sc

Pa
Ma

01

---....1
a puzzle



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

NE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Dorothy Kowalsky_ CODE

ALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE

CCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4: DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
,POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

her judgment as
i she. appears

onfident
cher's observa-

cher's compari-
child's develop-

lation of
gained

1. Praise and give
affection
2. Child copies
square, triangle,
circle.

3. Color in lines
4. String beads
5. String beads in
pattern

6. Use paste to make
mosaic of torn paper
7. Let child paint
paper objects in
bright colors

8. Open & close
scissors
9. Cut on a thick
line on paper
10.Cut out pictures
for a mural
11. Cut out shapes
and designs
12. Cut up and make
a puzz e

Crayons, paper
Laces, strung beads
Paste, paper
Paint, brush, paper
Plastic jars (nail

polish makes a nice
paint in a small
container)

Scissors
Paper
Magazines

Old cards

Teacher
Aide
Volunteer,
Physital

Therapist
Occupational

Therapist
Parents 1

Ward
Home,

Indoors
Outdoors
Play Area
School Room

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE V 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS /TASKS

TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. SUBJECT AREA - TACTILE-KINESTHETIC
(Cc pet 22.0)

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVE - To establish and
refine the sense of touch necessary for
routine of daily living as well as per
vocational

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE'- Demonstrate the
ability to match objects using
kinesthetic .cues

(Compet 22.3.0 thru 22.3.6)

1. When the child
matches the objects 90%
of the time, the teache
observes and judges
that chid understands;
wetdry;f-hot-cold,

2.,Tabulation of
skills gained

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. Provide child
with a variety of
touch sensations -
have him smooth,
pinch, suck, lick,
clap, bang or pull
apart.

2. Let child explore
several objects, then
place in a bag and
ask child to hand
you one.
3. Use constan
praise and make .nil
aware of possible
danger of hot,sharp,
etc.

4. Matches like ob-
jects that are
sticky
5. Matches like ob-
jects that are hot
and cold.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program

EVALUAt IONS

TESTS /TASKS

TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Dorothy Kowalsky CODE

. ENVIRONMENTS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

'4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

When the child 1. Provide child

ches the objects 90% with a variety of
the time, the teachertouch sensations -
erves and judges
t child understands;
-dry; hot-cold, etc.

Tabulation of
lls gained

have him smooth,
pinqp, suck, lick,
clap, bang or pull
apart.
2. Let child ecplore
several objecis,then
place in a bag and
ask child to hand
You one.
3. Use constant
praise and make child

aware of possible
dancer of hot,sharp,

etc
4. Matches like ob-
jects that are

sticky
5. Matches like ob-
jec.s that are hot
and cold..

lenge,clothing,fur
)od, both wet & dry

_ce, hot water bottle
Popsicles, ice cream,

pudding
Jelly, peanut bitter
Paste, gum, taffy
Rocks, wood metal
Fur, foam rubberfabiic
Sandpaper, emory boards

Silk, velvet, blasses
Scissors", needles,

pencil, ruler, saw,
nails

INDICATE
POSITION

Teacher
Aide
Volunteer
Physical

Therapist
Occupational

Therapist
Parents

gr),

co,t;

Ward

Home
School Room
Occupational

Therapy area

Kitchen

NRRC/P FORM kIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
V

NRRC/P PRESCRTPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQULSNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. ,'RESCRIPTI

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2, GENERAL OBJECTIVES
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

TACTILE-KINESTHETIC (continued)

1. SUBJECT AREA - COMMUNICATIONS (Compet 26.0)

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES
a. To provide basic receptive and ex-
-
: pressive language
b. Like to have a Speech Therapist skilled

in the area of "Cleft Palate Speech
Problems" (valuate child and guide
others to stimulate speech

(Kowalsky)

1. Speech Therapist,
and/or teacher obser-
vation and comparison
of development.
2. Tabulation of skills
gained.

3. Judgement as to
whether she starts
verbalization on own.
4. Encourage all help
to expect verbalization

6. Matches like
objects that are
hard and soft
7. Matches like
objects that are
wet and dry
8. Matches like
objects that are
rough and smooth
9. Matches like
objcts that are
sharp and dull

1.Use verbal praise Fo4

frequently. Dr
2.Use patience;wait To

for a verbal response Gae

3.Reward lavishly Gr4

4.In consultation 4

with skilled per-
sonnel in speech
therapy and behavior
modification, make
a bite of food, a

4) tr,)

tii_nt)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

CSNE UNIVERSITY
raineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Dorothy Kowalsky CODE

VALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

?ESTS /TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

3:, EVALUATE 2. AUitHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

1CCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. ,DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

6. Matches like
/

objects that are
hard, and soft

7. Matches like
objects that are
wet and dry
8. Matches like
objects that are
rough and smooth

.

9. Matches like
objects that are
sharp and dull

.

ech Therapist,
teacher obsei-

1.Use verbal praise
frequecicly.

Food
Drink

Speech
Therapist

Ward
Home

and comparison 2.Use patience;wait Toys Teacher Formal speech

elopment. for a verL:lresponse Games Aide area

ulation of skills '.,Reward lavishly Grooming Aids Volunteer Indoors

4 In consultation comb, perfume, . Parents Outdoors

gement as to with skilled per- mirror, etc. Play areas

r she starts sonnel in speech' Special corner or

ization on own. therapy and behavior place set up just

ourage all nelp modification, make to work on speech

ect verbalization a bite of food, a stimulation and
verbali,..11.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
V

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORP

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer TraineeshipE__ 3. PRESCRI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

7

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

COMMUNICATIONS - (Continued)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
a.

b.

Possesses expressive language skills
adequate for basic environmental
instruction (Compet 26.20 thru 26.2.8)
Speech Communication and Speech
Stimulation.

1: Set up environment where she must talk
2. Start with semi-vowels & vowel sounds

(appear to be easiest sounds for her)
Nasal sounds are also easier for her

. to exprese.
3. P,B,J,D,K \ - these sounds are more

difficult because they need inner oral
pressure o explode sound thru lips

4. Have a spe ch therapist or otler quali-
fied person to make a list of 4mTds
that are the easiest for a cleft palate
or "V" to say. Start with this list and
add as the child progresses. Use not
only the word but a picture and the
object to help her build a functional
vocabulary

1.

Speech therapist or
teacher observation &
tabulation of words
she can say.

2. She can say clearly
and perfectly: me,
home, pop, walk, go,
yea, man, my.

a drink, a game, a
task, contingent
upon increasingly
accurate verbaliza-
tion of the appro-
priate word.

1.Encourage to vocal
ize and verbalize.
2. Hold object up;
state what it is &
wait for response;
reward.

3.She can put two words 3. Encourage use of
together: me go, buy syllables and com-
pop. bination of syllables

4. Repeat all words_
as you look at her
and wait for her to-
repeat them:

pop - eat, 1-2,
colors-red-blue-

(Kowalsky)

$:

4

tOt



,NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
per Traineeship Program 3, PRESCRIPTION WRITER Dorothy Kowalsky CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESIS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

. TEACHER MADE

a drink, a game, a
task, contingent
upon increasingly

peech therapist or accurate verbaliza- Books any items in Speech Same

eacher observation &
abulation of words
he can say.

tion of the appro-
priate word.

specific area: dish,
knife, fork, cup etc.

Therapist

Teacher
Parent

1.Encourage to vocal- Aide -.

She can say clearly ize and verbalize. Volunteer

nd perfectly: me,
ome, pop, walk, go,
ea, man, my:

2. Hold object up;
state what it is &
wait for response;
reward.

4

`'

.She can put two words
ogether: me go, buy
.p.

3. Encourage use of
syllab]'s and com-
bination of sAlabled

..

4. Repeat all words
as you look at her
and wait for her tO
repeat them:

pop - eat, 1-2,
colors-red-blue

4

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
.

STUDENT CODE
V

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

--..

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1.

2.

3.

SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE.SOURCE

GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

I. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

0

A

COMMUNICATIONS - (continued)

a
.

,

.

.

.

5. Use picture item,

and word when possi-
ble (green comb) -
picture and comb

both green
6. Ask questions
that encourage a
response.
7. Use a tape
recorder for re-

inforcement.
.8. Tape sounds, say
word and get her to
repeat (dog barking,
water running, T.V.,
man, baby crying,
etc.

9. Praise and
reward

--

_____

Ta.

Ta.

Ta.

B

We
Pr

En:



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
pleeship.Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Dorothy Kowalsky CODE

LUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

'ES /TASKS

EVALUATE

LESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3.' SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

\

I ,

i

1

,

1

5. Use picture item,
and word when possi-
ble (green combl
picture and comb
both green
6. Ask questions
that encourage a
response.
7. Use a tape
recorder for re-
inforcement.
8. Tape sounds, say
word and get her to
repeat (dog barking,
water running, T.V.,
man, baby crying,
etc.

9. Praise and'
reward

Tape recorder
Tape of environmental

sounds
Tape of her responses

Book: "Cleft Plate"
by

Westlake/Rutherford
Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.

-

Same Same . -

_

\

NRRC/t FORM XIV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE V

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

. EVALUATIONS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

3. PRESCR

. METHODS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE '

4. DESCRIPTION

1. SUBJECT AREA - SELF -HELP & INDEPENDENCE
Western State Teacher Aide Handbook

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES
a. To develop graphic mobility necessary

to move about the institution independently
b. To develop good work habits Tabulation of skills

c.To refine specific manipulative skills gained

pertaining to tasks for pre-vocational
skills

Teacher judgment and
observation as to when
child knows all areas
and can guide you.

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
a. Graphic Mobility

1. The child 'mows his way around the unit
2'. The child knows his way around the lodge
3. The child knows his way around the

institution
4. Demonstrate the ability to be mobile

(Compet 46.12.0)

b. Good Work Habits
1. Help with tasks when assisted
2. Follow directions
3. Completes clean up in work/play-area

1.Reinforce & praise
lavishly. Reward
frequently.
2. Escort the child
to the playroom,.
bedroom, bathroom,
office, shower, etc
repeatedly until he
can guide pu.
3. Escort Ehild to
lobby, dining room,
nursery and other
units until he can
guide ydu.

1. Escort child
around institution
adding different
buildings, lodge,
clinic etc., until
he knows all areas
and can lead you.
2. Let him go alone



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPT N WRITER Dorothy,Kowalsky CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS
.

7. ERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. + TLE INDICATE INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. A HOR POSITION LOCATION
_SUCCESS

_

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

3. SO CE

4. DESC IPTION IF
TEACH R MADE

cher judgmeqt and. 1.Reinforce & praise Teacher Lodge

ervation as to when lavishly. Reward Aide Unit

id knows all areas
can guide you.

frequently.
2. Escort the child
to the playroom,
bedroom, bathroom,

Volunteer Institution

ulation of skills
ned

office, shower, etc.,
repeatedly until he
can guide you.
3. Escort child to
lobby, dining room,
nursery and other
units until he can
guide you.

II II

II

. 1. Escort child
around institution
adding different
buildings, lodge,
clinic etc., until
he knows all areas
and can lead you.
2. Let him go alone

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1.

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT CODE V

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPT1

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS .

1.

2.

3.

SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

k

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES- (Continued)

4. Completes task unassisted

5. Demonstrates the ability Lo follow a
task through to completion

(Compet 64.11.0
64.11.3 )

,

1. Teacher judgment
and observations.
2. Tabulation of skills
and comparison of
development when child
performs task with
confidence

but observing to
make sure he does
not err.

.

1. Practice
2. Safety precattionS

1.Reward and praise
child as he helps
you put away toys
2. Have the child
assist in making
beds until he can
do them alone
3.Reward frequently

1.Start with simple
directions "Come
here and sit down"
until he follows all
directions.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

ESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Dorothy Kowalsky

CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS /TASKS

MI EVALUATE

SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

_

Iocher judgment

bservation...
bulation of skills
omparison of
opment when child
rms task with
.ence

t

but observing to
make sure he does
not err.

1. Practice
2. Safety precattions

1.Reward and praise
child as he helps
you put away toys
2. Have the child
assist in making
beds until he can
do them alone .

3. Reward frequently

1.Start with simple
directions "Come
here and sit down"
until he follows all
directions.

sr

Teacher
Aide
Volunteer

.

II

Lodge
Unit

Institution

I,

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
V

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOR1

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR

. LEAINING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUIJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

'2. GEfERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPICIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

SOURCE
DESCRIPTION

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES - (Continued) Teacher judgment and
observations.

Tabulation of skills
and comparison of
development when child
performs task with
confidence

Completes all tasks

assigned

Accepts responsibility

1. Reward frequeritly

2.Use simple direc-
tions and help
clean up until ch
can do it on his
own

1. Reward frequentl
2. Tell him to do a
familiar task. Re-
ward when completed

1. Assign task for
clean-up area.
2. Give child oppori
tunity to choose

_tasks -
set table
make jello

.complete puzzle
3. Reward frequentl)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

QUESNE UNIVERSITY.
r Traineeshi Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Dorothy Kowalsky CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE.

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR ' 2. AUTHOR POSITION_ - LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE,

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

1.Reward frequently
,

-acher judgment and 2.Use simple direc- Teacher Lodge .

servations. tions and help to Aide Unit

,clean up until child Volunteer Institution

bulation of skills can do it on his Parents

d comparison of own

velopment when child ,

-rforms task with
4

1. Reward frequently Dishes & silver
.nfidence 2. Tell him to do a Ifigredients for jello

familiar task. Re- Puzzles
ward when completed

d
Play area ..

.4pletes all tasks . Unit

Signed 1. Assign task for Dining room

clean-up area. Home

cepts responsibility 2. Give child oppor- Play/work area

tuniVy to choose
tasks -

set table
make jello
complete puzzle i

3. Reward frequently

CSI NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1.

.

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
V 3. PRESCRIPTIO

STUDENT CODE- 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1.

2.

3.

SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

GENERAL MIL:- "ES IF AVAILABLE)

SPECIFIC OBJ, ES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

.4.1

1.

2.

3.

-

SOBJECTAREA PRE - VOCATIONAL

(Compet 50.0)

Wegtern Stat, ..cher Aide Book

Teacher judgment and
observation when child
can do correctly and
unassisted

,

Tabulation of skills
gained.

,t

.

1.Sit beside & teach

child to fold in half
2.Let her do it with
you, thin alone
3.Tea., her to fold
in thirds,horizon-
tally, diagonally
4.Praise and reward
frequently

1.Sit up & teach
child to sort socks,
crayons, etc.,first
by color teen by
size,shape & dcsign
2.Praise and reward
frequently.
1.Reward and praise
2.Match items that
.re alike,different,..

pairs,things thatfi'
together

Dii

wa

So

lai
i

F'(:)

Cul

foi

cr4

Shi

GENERAL OBJECTIVES
a. To refine specific manipulative skills

pertainingto repetitive tasks
b. To develop appropriate attitudes to

work and its rewards

SPECIFIC 00ECTIVES
a. Demonstrates the ability to fold.

(Compet 50.1.0 to
50.1.4)

b. Demonstrates the ability to sort items
(
, (Compet 50.2.0 to

50.2.4)

c. Demonstrate the ability ot,match items
(Compet 50,3.0 to

50.3.4)

d. Strip and make bed
Western State Teacher Aide Handbook il

')



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

NE UNIVERSITY
Rineeship Program 3, PRESCRIPTION WRITER Dorothy Kowalsky CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

.TS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR 'POSITION LOCATION

CESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE ..

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

.
.

judgment and 1.Sit beside 6 teach Teacher Ward

Lion when child child to fold in half Aide Home

correctly and 2.Let her do itwith Volunteer Unit

ted you, then alone Parent Laundry

3.Teach her to fold Diaper, towel, paper Work/play area

ion of skills
.

in thirds,borizcn
tally, diagonally

washcloth

4.Praise and reward
frequently

,

Socks, colored crayons
large and small socks n

1.Sit up & teach and,, crayons
II

II child to sort socks,
crayons, etc.,first
by color then by
sizc,shape & design

For shape, use bdrs,
blocks, sticks,
etc.

2.Praise and reward
frequently.
1.Reward and praise
2.Match items that
are alike,different,
pairs,things that fis

together

Cups, saucers, knives,
forks, spjons, sugar,
creamer, nuts & bolts

Sheets - bed
n

Kitchen, unit,
home, work/play
area

Home, Unit,
Bed room

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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I. STUDENT CODE
v

2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO'

DUQUESNE UNIVEANY
Summer Traineeship Progr m 53. PRESCR

------_,

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS
sl

6. METHODS

1.

2.

3.

SUBJECT AREA
GENERAL OBJECTIVES
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

' -'TESTS /TASKS"TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

r

'Tabulation of skills

gained

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

444.411No

1. Reward and pr'ais

2. Have child fold
top sheet down 'til
small, then in half
and remove. Repeat
for bottom. Place
in laundry. Reverse
to make bed.

3. Reward and prais

/

.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

.

- (Continued)

I

4) 40--,
WI i d

;



S

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Dorothy Kowalsky CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS MATERIALS . PERSONNEL

TESTS/TASKS
ro EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. - TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

. ENVIRONMENTS

INDICATE
LOCATION

bulation skills

fined

. Reward and praise

2. Have child fold -
top sheet down 'til
small, then in half
and remove. Repeat
for bottom. Place
in laundry. Reverse
to make bed.

3. Reward and praise

Sheets - Bed Teacher
Aide

Volunteer
Parent

Home Unit
Bed Room

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF C

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 14 years

Sex: Female

II. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

Secondary microcephaly
Known major motor seizure pattern
Spastic quadriplegia, mild k.

Mouth breathing with drooling
Poor oral and dental hygiene
Adequately developed and nourished

/

Medication - phenobarbital, mellaril concentrate

Motor Development

Cross Motor
Ambulatory

Fine Motor
Uses hands for rudimentary tasks

Visual Motor
Has sight ability for basic daily, experiences

Auditory Motor

Has hearing ability for-basic daily experiences

Tactile/Kinesthetic

No evaluation made or commented on

Intellectual Development

J

tootli!.

Self Concepc

Alert, but little evidence of being aware of events, objects and
significance of persons. Appears to be preoccupied

- ..-----/
Commune Lion

No verbalization \

Smiles frequently
.

Overall communication skills between 5-10 months level

Conceptual
No evaluation or comment made

Testing
Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale

I.Q. 13

M.A. 8-6 (months)
C.A. 5-5

Vineland Social Maturity Scale
S.A. 2-3
S.Q. 20

C.A. 11-5

di--
tocif)



Secondary microcephaly
Known major motor seizure pattern
Spastic quadriplegia, mild
Mouth breathing with drooling
Poor oral and dental hygiene
Adequately developed and nourished
Medication - phenobarbital, mellaril concentrate

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Ambulatory

Fine Motor r

Uses hands for rudimentary tasks

Visual Motor

Has sight ability for basic daily experiences

Auditory Motor

Has hearing ability for basic daily experiences

Tactile/Kinesthetic
...

No evaluation made or commented on

Intellectual Development

V"
Self Concept

Alert, but little evidence of being aware of events, objects,and
significance of persons. Appears to e preoccupied

Communication
No verbalization
Smiles frequently

Overall communication skills between 5-10 months level

Conceptual
No evaluation orcomment made

Testing
Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale

I.Q. 13

M.A. 8-6 (months)
C.A. 5-5

Vineland Social Maturity Scale
S.A. 2-3
S.Q. 20

C.A. 11-5

Mental retardation - severe

Social Development li

Self Care
Feeds self with help

Requires supervision in going places in lodge
Drools (wears bib)

-191-



a

MI

CASE OF C

Self Help and Independence
No evaluation or comment made

Social Interaction
Likes music

III. OTHER CONTACTS

.,,

At birth in a foundling home, C was to be given up for adoption. When

evidence determined her to be mentally retarded, hopes for adoption
were discarded

C was placed in a foster home. From there she was placed in one resi-
dential institution, then transferred to another where she is now
living

t

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

o.'

li,,

t ot )

Physical leveloRment

General physical condition -good
Is on medication
Gross physical impairments:

Drools constantly
Is a mouth breather
Has difficulty in chewing and swaildWing
Does not use right arm and hand

Hearing good
Vision - good 4

Motor Developyent

Gross Motor
With exception of right arm and hand, moves all body Darts and

limbs

Sits independently
Walks and runs without assistance

Fine Motor
Extends fin,;ers of left hand
Grasps with left hand, using palm and three fingers

Visual Motor
Attends to ',isual stimuli
Eyes follow movinf, objef'ts

Circularly track:, us inc Both eyes

Auditory Motor
Responds with startle to loud noise
Turns head or eyes to auditory stimuli
Identifies high/low holtod,i

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Touches, picks up, holds objects with left hand
Touches and pushes w4th both feet

___________Intellectual Development



III.

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PHLSENT FUNCTIONING LEVLLS

OTHER CONTACTS

At birth in a toundling home, C was to be given up for adoption. When

C was placed in a foster home. From there she was placed in one resi-
dential

discarded
evidence determined her to be mentally retarded, hopes for adoption

dential institution, then transferred to another where she is now
living

4

4

Physical Development

General physical condition good
Is on medication
Gross physical impairments:
Drools constantly
Is a mouth breather
Has difficulty in chewing and swallowing
Does not use right arm and hand

Hearing - good
Vision good

Motor Development

Gross Motor
With exception of right arm and hand, moves all body parts and

limbs

Sits independently

Walks and runs without assistance

Fine Motor
Extends fingers of left hand
Grasps with left hand, using palm and three fingers

Visual Motor
Attends to visual stimuli
Eyes follow moving objects
Circ,Aarly tracks using both eyes

\uditory Motor
Responds with startle to loud noise
Turns head or eyes to auditory stimuli
Identifies high/low sounds

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Touches, picks up, holds objects with left hand
Touches and pushes with both feet

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Has eye contact
Smiles in fPponse to another person's smile
Recognizes seeing self in mirror
Answers to own first name (non-verbal response)
Demonstrates sense of humor

a

ti



CASE OF C

Intellectual Development (Continued)

Compnication
Uses movements and gestures to denote needs

Makes sounds to get attention
Follows simple directions

Conceptual
Little, if any, response

Social Development

Self Care
Feeds self
Brushes hair

Self Help and Independence

None

Social Interaction
Plays alone
Plays with another person
Plays in a group
Follows simple directions



1. Sr F,NT CODE
C

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. Self Care When given a physical 1. Chart child's Ba
signal, the student willtoilet habits for a

2. Toilet training indicate by gestures
her desire to be taken

long enough period
of time so that a

3. To be able to indicate
the toilet

the need to use to the bathroom.
The stufnt will be

pattern is seen.
2. From this pat -

t

success in indicatingtern
her desire eight out of
ten times.

set up a time
schedule.
3. According to timq
schedule take child
to toilet area at
proper time.
Encourage and allow
child to eliminate.
4. Between elimina-
tion times, keep
child dry and clean
so that child will
become uncomfortable
when soiled.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD?'

UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3.%..-PRESCRIPTION WRITER Dolores Callahan CODE

1

In
Crt

.

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS
..,

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

en a physical

the student willtoilet
by gestures
e to be taken

-throom.
-nt will be
1 in indicatingtern

,e eight out of
.

1. Chart child's

habits for a
long enough period
of time so that a
pattern is seen.
2. From this pat-

set up a time
schedule.

3. According to time,
schedule take child
to toilet area at
proper time.
Encourage and allow
child to eliminate.
4. Between elimina-
tion times, keep
child dry and clean
so that child will
become uncomfortable
when soiled.

Bathroom, toilet area.

1.,

Teacher
Aide

Attendants

Bathroom Area

.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE C

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

NRRC /P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer TraineesMp Program

(INDICATE SOURCE

1. Self-Help

2. To be able to dress and undress self.

3.

a.

b.

c.

To be able to remove shoes properly.
To be able to remove clothing properly
To be able to put on clothing properly

. EVALUATIONS

PRSCR

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

a. With shoes properly
laced and tied, the
child will untie and
remove shoes performing
all the necessary steps
eight out of ten times
without error, when -

commanded to do so.

I. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

, 4. DESCRIPTION

5. Repeat schedule
until child develops
a successful pattern
and indicates by 1

gestures her desire
to be taken to the
bathroom area.

a. The demonstrator
will go through the
following process of
teaching the child
to remove her shoes,
by fi;st demonstra-
tion, then by placin
her hand over the
student's hands whil
performing the task.
The teacher will
gradually withdraw
her hand and aid.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

3. PRESCRieTION WRITER Dolores Callahan
UESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeshi Pro ram

EVALUATIONS . METHODS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

CODE

. MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

With shoes properly
,ed and tied, the
,ld'will untie and
love shoes performing
the necessary steps

ht out of teen times
hout error, when
nanded to do so.

5. Repeat schedule
until child develops
a successful pattern
and indicates by
gestures her desire
to be taken to the
bathroom area.

a. The demonstrator
will go through the
following process of
teaching the child
to remove her shoes,
by first demonstra-
tion, then by placing
her hand over the
student's hands whil
performing the task.
The teacher will
gradually withdraw
her hand and aid.

Shoes with laces

(Compet) Pa. Dept. of
Education 1972

Teacher
Aide

Attendants

Bedroom

Unit

Outside

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE C 2. LOCATION

NRRC1P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEMNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1.

2.

3.

\
SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
, 2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

..,

1. Self-Help (continued)

b. Fully dressed in
underclothes, blouse or
shirt, skirt or pants,
or dress, the student
will be-able to remove
those clothes _in the

proper manner eight out
of ten times without
error and without
tearing clothes, !hen
commanded to do so.

3.1. Remove shoe Cro

when shoe is half ski

off. , and

3.2. Remdve the shoe
when heel is slipped
all the way out.
3.3. Remove the shoo
when heel is slipped
half way out.
3.4. Remove tL2 shoe
with loosened laces
3.5. Loosen laces
3.6. Remove shoe
independently
b. The teacher will Coll

go through the pro- / Pet

cess of teaching the / menl

undressing skill in
a "reverse chain"
sequence as recommen7
ded in Compet. These
skills will be found
from 46.1.0-46.5.5.

l

.

R,_

tr-

tf.

-



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING' RECORD
,

LE`UNIVERSITY

ine1141111 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Dolores Callahan CODE

I

LUA:L.ONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS .

.

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE

LOCATION

i

/

'dressed in
)thes, blouse or

Skirt or pants,,

, the student
able to remove
tothes in the
Oanner eight out

3.1. Remove shoe
when shoe is half
off.

3.2. Remove the shoe
when heel is slipped
all the way out.
3.3. Remove the shoe

Clothing: Blouse, shirt,
skirt, pants, dress,

underclothes

Teacher,
Aide

Attendants

Bedroom of lodge

1.itues 'NA litOut-
pd without
clothes, when
od to do so.

IS slipped
half way out.
3.4. Remove the shoe
with loosened laces
3.5. Loosen laces
3.6. F:mlove shoe

indepadently
b. The teacher will
go though the pro-
cess of teaching the
undressing skill in
a "reverse chain"
sequence as recommen
ded in Compet. These
skills will be found
from 46.1.0-46.5.5.

-

Compet
Pennsylvania Depart-

meat of Education 1972

-..

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUD, CODE C

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TAKS
T') EVALUATE

SUCCESS

1. TITLE ,

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. Self-Help (contined)

c. Being undressed the
student will dress
herself, putting on
each piece of clothing
properly. The student
will be able to com-
plete the task eight
out of- -ten times

out error.

c. The demonstrator
should only attempt
to meet success with
with one piece of
clothing at a time.
Only when the student
has xastered the
emoval-of
of clothing,should
the demonstrator
begin with another
type of clothing



J

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

MUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Delores CODE

Callahan

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
.4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DFSCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

N,.....

INDICATE
POSITION

Teacher
Aide
Attendants

. .

INDICATE
LOCATION

Bedroom of LodgeBeing undressed the
Went will dress
rself, putting on
ch piece of clothing
operly. The student
11 be able to com-
ete the task eight
t df-ten times with-

. ,
t error.

c. The demonstrator
should only attempt
to meet-success with
with one piece of
clothing at a time.
Only when the sfuden.':

has mastered the
removal o-f---on-e--type

Of clothing,should
the demonstrator
begin with another
type of clothing

1..

Compet
.

-

Pennsylvania Department
of Education 1972

.

\
)4

r

(

ar1..

c+ I
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE C

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES. 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS k
' . .

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

. . 4. DESCRIPTION

.
-4

.

1. Having thrown -a--
_...-

1. Play ball with La
1. FineMotor Development large-bett-io the stu- child, rolling or rm.

_
a-ilt, she will be able tossing a large ball Su.

2. To be able to use right hand and arm. to pick up the ball,
extending bOth arms and

to her. Insist she
pick up the ball

Sm.

Fo.

3. To be able to grasp with right hand. using both hands to using both hands. Sp.

To be able to use right hand in a grasp the ball. The Encourage her to eXt= PI=

coordinated manner. student will use both end both arms to Be
To be able to perform a pincer grasp with hands to perform the catch, throw or pick Rat
the right hand. task successfully .eight

out of ten times.
up ball. (

2. Demonstrate squee-
Sq

Ne
I 2. Given a small

"squeeze ball" which
Produces a sound when
squeezed properly, the
student will squeeze

zing a small pet's
ball (which produces
a whistle when
isqueezed). Allow
child to perform

Ryt

r

the ball using a full
hand grasp and using
only the right hand.
The student will be
able to produce a sound
from the ball eight out
of ten times.

task with right harid,
Insist she use right
hand by holding her
left hand. Dis-
courage her pressing
ball against any
other part of body



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION. PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER °Dolores Callahan CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

IS/TASKS 1. TITLE r. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
ALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
ESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

ng thrown a 1. Play bail with Large plastic or Teacher Unit
11 to the stu- child, rolling or rubber ball Aide
e will be able tossing a large ball Small pet's ball Attendants' Outside
p the ball, to her. Insist she Small sponge ball
both arms and pick up the ball Foam balls

th hands to using both hands. Sponges
ball. The Encourage her to ext- Plastic containers
ill use both end both arms to Bells
perform the catch, throw or pick Rattles
essfully eight up ball. Squeeze toys
-n time;.

a small
ball" which
a sound when
properly, the

2. Demonstrate squee-
zing a small pet's
ball (which produces
a whistle when
squeezed). Allow

Newspapers ,

Rythm band instruments

ill squeeze child to perform .

using a full task with right hand,
p and using Insist she use right
right hand. hand by holding her ,e4 .---
nt will be left hand. Dis-
roduce a sound courage her pressing
ball eight out,hall against any
mes. Tother part of body

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUIENT CODE C

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR

. LEAF NING OBJECTIVES
. EVALUATIONS . METHODS

I. SUIJECT AREA

2. GEIERAL OBJECTIVES

3. SPICIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. Fine Motor Development (continued)

3. Given a sponge and to produce sound.

two containers (one 3. Allow student to

containing water) the experiment with

child will fill the different sizes and

sponge with water and shapes of sponges.

squeeze the water into Demonstrate how

the empty container sponge fills with

using only hpr right wattr, then can be

hand. Upon completion squeezed out. En-

the student will have courage child, to do

'transferred all the the task by placing

water to the previous your hand over hers

empty container by way and squeezing. When

of the sponge. child can do the

4. Given a supply of task, hold her left

sheets of paper, the hand so that she

student will grasp a must use the right

single sheet with the hand to squeeze

right hand and using a water out of the

full hand graSp she sponge.

will crumple the paper 4. DemOnstrate crum

into a ball shape. The piing paper (news-

student will be able to paper can be used)

ts



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

iQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

Dolores Callahan CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS . MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE
.

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCAVON

,

Given a sponge and

o containers (one

ntaining water) the
ild will fill the
°lige with water and
ueeze the water into

e empty container
ing hec

to produce sound.
3. Allow student to
experiment with
different sizes and
shapes of sponges.
Demonstrate how
sponge fills viithk

b4k

Large plastic or
rubber ball
Small pet's ball
Small sponge ball
Foam balls

Sponges
Plastic containers
11Plls

Teacher
Aide
Attendants

Unit

Outside

only right--
nd. Upon completion
e student will have

ansferrcd all the
ter to the previous
,pty container by way

the sponge.
Given a supply of

ieets of paper, the
udent will grasp a
ngle sheet with the
,ght hand and using a

al hand grasp she
11 crumple the paper
Ito a ball shape. The

udent wiA.1 be able to

water, -then -Gan..

squeezed out. En-

courage child to do

the task by placing
your hand over hers

and squeezing. When
child can do the
task, hold her left .

hand so that she
must use the right
hand to squeeze
water out of the
sponge.
4. Demonstrate crum-
pling paper (news-
paper can be used)

Rattles
Squeeze toys
Newspapers
Rhythm band instruments

,

1

gi...

t_il:.)
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
C

NRRC /P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

---

. .

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3

4. DESCRIPTION 4

to this task each time with two hands, then Lars
1./Fine Motor Development (continued) with 100% accuracy.

5. Given a small bell,
the student will grasp

with one hand.Allow
the child to repeat
task. -When crum-

rubb

Smal

Smal
. the handle of the bell

with the right hand,
piing is mastered,
the student may toss

Foam

Spon
-using a pincer grasp,
and will shake the bell
to produce the ringing

balls-of intopaper
a container, thus
producing an extend-

Plad
Bell
Ratt

.__,

sound. The student wining
be able to perform this
task successfully eight
out of ten times.

.

position of the
right arm.
5. Give the child
various size objects
to pick up, shake &
produce a sound. Be-
gin with large han-
dled objects and
gradually -work down

to smaller handled
objects so that child
must use a finger &
thumb pincer grasp.

Sque
News

Rhyth

Encourage the use of
the right hand for a...1

these tasks by holding
student's left hand.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Dolores Callahan CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTh

S/TASKS
ALUATE
SS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

ask each time
accuracy.

a small bell,
nt will grasp
e of the bell
right hand,

with two hands, then
with one hand.Allow
the child to repeat
task. When cruet-

piing is mastered,
the student may toss
balls-elpaper- int&

Large plastic or

rubber ball
Small pet's ball
Small sponge ball
Foam balls
Sponges

Plastic containers
Bells
Rattles
Squeeze toys
Newspapers
Rhythm band instruments

1

Teacher
Aide
Attendants

\.

Unit

Outside

grasp,
shake the bell
e the ringing
he student wilting
o perform this
essfully eight
n times.

a container, thus
producing an extend-

position of the
right arm.
5. Give the child
various size objects
to pick up, shake &
produce a sound. Be-
gin with large han-
dled objects and
gradually work down
to smaller handled
objects so that chili
must use a finger &
thumb pincer grasp.
Encourage the use of
the right hand for a
these tasks by holding
student's left hand. I 4

t

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



L
CASE OF J

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 15-0

Sex: Female

II. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

General physical health is fairly good
Medication:

Phenobarbital 1/4 gr. 134I.D.

Dilatin 30 m.g.

J is non-ambulatory and spends her day in a wheel chair. She is said

to have had seizures at some time in the past, but has had none since
early 1970. She has marked pronated feet, is allergic to small pox
vaccine, feathers, and dust. She has a slightly elevated palate,
tight Achilles heel. X-rays have shown retarded bone growth. No

significant abnormalities, however.

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Non-ambulatory but can stand and walk if aided by someone. She sits

without support.

Fine Motor
She has relatively good use of her hands. She claps in time to music,

can place a small (1/2 inch) peg neatly in peg board turning them
so properly, and inserting the end easily. Makes up and down marks
with crayons, turns pages of picture b3ok one at a time and tells

a story to fit the pictures.

'-.Visual Motor

No information except that she's alert.

Auditory Motor
Hears adequately for at least gross sounds (70 d.b.) bilaterally

The lowest intensity to which she responded was .5 sec. She

recognizes animal sounds.

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Likes to.play with toys, otherwise no information.

Intellectual Development

Testing
Her most recent I.Q. score (40-45) was dated March 30, 1972. There's

no indication of higher I.Q. of social potential but there's an

indication of higher awareness.
On the Cattel. Infant I.Q. scale she had the mental age of one year

six months at the chronological age of five years 5 months.
1.Q. test results was 30 in February 10, 1970, based on mental age
of one year nine months and chronological age of twelve years and
one month. Basal age assumed at eighteen monthS level. She failed

all items at 2-6 and 3-0 level. Her only successes involved a

erce tual motor understan i - . ' quo: at



Physical Development

General physical health is fairly good
Medication:

Phenobarbital 1/4 gr. B.I.D.
Dilatin 30 m.g. B.I.D.

J is non-ambulatory and spends her day in a wheel chair. She is said
to have had seizures at some time in the past, but has had none since
early 1970. She has marked pronated feet, is allergic to small pox
vaccine, feathers, and dust. She has a slightly elevated palate,
tight Achilles heel. X-rays have shown retarded bone growth. No

significant abnormalities, however.

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Non-ambulatory but can stand and walk if aided by someone. She sits
without support.

Fine Motor
She has relatively good use of her hands. She claps in time to music

can place a small (1/2 inch) peg neatly in peg board turning them
. so properly, and inserting the end easily. Makes up and down marks

with crayons, turns pages of picture hpok one at a time and tells
a story to fit the pictures.

Visual Motor
No information except that she's alert.

Auditory Motor
Hears adequately for at least gross sounds (70 d.b.) bilaterally

The lowest intensity to which she responded was .5 sec. She

recognizes animal sounds.

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Likes to play with toys, otherwise no information.

Intellectual Development

Testing

Her most recent° I.Q. score (40-45) was dated March 30, 1972. There's

no indication of higher I.Q. of social potential but there's an
indication of higher awareness.

On the Cattell Infant 1.Q. scale she had the mental age of one year
six months at the chronological age of five years 5 months.

I.Q. test results was 30 in February 10, 1970, based on mental age
of one year nine months and chronological age of twelve years and
one month. Basal age assumed at eighteen months level. She failed

all items at 2-6 and 3-0 level. Her only successes involved a
perceptual motor understanding of basic geometric toms, imitative
building of a block tower and the ability to combine words.

She was also high in "Communication" and "self-Help-Eating" where s;te
talks in short sentences, unwraps candy and discriminates edible
substances.
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CASE OF J

c.i!)

Intellectual Development Coneinued)

Testing Continued)
J received a Social Quotent of 12 on the Vineland Social Maturity

Scale based on a social age of one year five months and chrono-
logical age of twelve years one month.

She has a very short attention span, and concentration is non-
existent.

Very little scatter of her self help and social skills which gives
little evidence of higher potential

On the above evidence she was classified as profoundly retarded.
No projective techniques were used.
There are signs of mental or emotional disturbance. There are sig-

nificant abnormalities in appearance, behavior, speech, memory

orientation and emotional reaction.

Self Concept
No information

Communication
Overall communication skills adequate for the institutional environ-

ment. This includes expressive, receptive, phonetic and articu-

lation.
She speaks in simple sentences with excessive intonation and few
appropriate responses.

March 30, 1972. Functions on higher level expressively (24 months)
and phonetically (72 months) than receptively (24 months - incon-

Isistent).

In the area of functional expression she closely approximates the
two year level.

Informat Test of Articulation (March 30, 1972) low adult limits,
only =inconsistent error is f/o. Other minor errors occur incon-

sistently.
Mechanical Verbal Language Developmental Scale (February 25, 1970)

1.61 (March 30, 1972) L.A.E. 2.61
No speech/hearing therapy indicated.
Repetitive chatter used to get attention, perseverates, repeats
everything she hears, loves to talk, sentences sometimes meaningful
but inappropriate, counts to,six

Hard palate higher than normal, difficulty with voluntary tongue

movement.
She pretends to be having a conversation on the phone.

Conceptual
She has an understanding of basic geometric forms, imitative

0/ 7 building of a block tower.
Discriminates edible substances.
Can pull out a small one half inch peg in pegboard neatly.

Social Development

Self Help
Can feed herself from a finger tray consistently, must he bathed,

dressed, needs help toi1eting herself and ambulating. She is

partially toilet trained. Needs skilled observation for adminis-
tering medication since patient is incapable of assuming respon-

sibility.



9 She has a very short attention span, and concentration is non-
existent.

Very little scatter of her self help and social skills which gives
little evidence of higher potential

On the above evidence she was classified as profoundly retarded.
No projective techniques were used.
There are signs of mental or emotional disturbance. There are sig-
nificant abnormalities in appearance, behavior, speech, memory
orientation and emotional reaction.

Self Concept

No information

Communication

Overall communication skills adequate for the institutional environ-
ment. This includes expressive, receptive, phonetic and articu-
lation.

She speaks in simple sentences with excessive intonation and few
appropriate responses.

March 30, 1972. Functions on higher level expressively (24 months)
and phonqically (72 months) than receptively (24 months - incon-
sistent).

In the area of functional expression she closely approximates the
two year level.

Informat Test of Articulation March 30, 1972) low adult limits,
only inconsistent error is /o. Other minor errors occur incon-
sistently.

Mechanical Verbal Language developmental Scale (February 25, 1970)
1.61 (March 30, 1972) L4.E. 2.61

No s.peechillear.ing therapy /indicated.

Repetitive chatter used get attention, Perseverates, repeats
everything ,she hears, doves to talk, sentences sometimes meaningful
but inappropriate, counts to six

Hard palate higher than normal, diffiCulty with voluntary tongue
movement.

She pretends to be having a conversation on the phone.

Conceptual

She has an understanding of basic geometric forms, imitative
building of a block tower.

Discriminates edible substances.
Can pull out a small one half inch peg in pegboard neatly.

Social Development

Self Help
Can feed herself from a finger t'ay cons stently, must be bathed,

dressed, needs help toileting her e and ambulating. She is

partially toilet trained. Needs skilled observation for adminis-
tering medication since patient is incapable of assuming respon-
sibility.

Self Help and Independence
Incapable of assuming responsibility for self

Social Interaction
She spends most of her time in a wheel chair but partakes in unit

activities.
Peer association ls only fair--she's not close to nyone.
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CASE OF A
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So'cial Development (Continued)

Social Interaction (Continued)
She's pleasant, smiles more now than she did when she first came,

but her responses are inappropriate mostly, which severely

restricts interaction.
She's well adjusted ) residential. living.

OTHER CONTACTS

No prior contacts ether than treatment r anemia, some childhood

diseases and bronchial asthma.

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

t 4 )

Physical Development

J is non-ambulatory and spends her day it.-aWheel chair.

Mental and EmotionaT-Impairments
)4:4

J is said to be autistic, She. displays, however, along with autistic'

characteristics a characterist4c known as "Idiot avant," meaning

that although she i,s severely r rded, and has ny emotional pro-

blems, she displays an incredible memory for tel vision show titles

commercials, and fragments of the shows, etc. T e fact that J has

this "Idiot Savant" means that she developed aty ically. In other

words, although she may have many areas of cogni ive and emotional

functioning which are grossly impaired, she has ne skill or one

talent which is enormously hypertrophied or precdcious. The pre-

sence of this one talent suggests that mental retardation is either

riot present or strangely selective.

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Non-ambulatory but can stand and walk if aided by someone or some-

thing (i.e., a walker) She sits without support.

Fine Motor
She has relatively good use of her hands.
She claps in time to music and also points and grasps with her

fingers.
She can feed herself with a spoon but eats mostly with her fingers

and gently wiping her mouth.
Uses crayons, builds blocks,. folds.paper.

Visual Motor
Attends to visual stimulus.
Eyes follow moving objects and people around.

Auditory Motor
Hears adequately for at least gross sounds; attends loud noises.

Can identify sources of some sounds (i.e., airplane, piano, some

animal sounds).
Will on occasion change her activity with change of sound

stop clapping when music stops).



III. OTHER CONTACTS

No prior contacts other than treatment for anemia, some childhood
diseases and bronchial asthma.

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT-FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development

J is non-ambulatory and sends her day in a wheel chair.

Mental and Emotional Impairments

J is said to be autistic. She displays, ho,:eve,-, along with autistic

characteristics a characteristic known Ps "'clic)! Savant," meaning
that although she is severely retarded, and has iLany emotional pro-
blems, she displays an incredible memory for television show titles,
commercials, and fragments of the shows, etc. The fact that J has
this "Idiot Savant" means that she developed atypically. In other

words, although she may have many areas of cognitive and emotional
functioning which are grossly im-,aired, she has one skill or one
talent which is enormously hypertrophied or ptecocious. The pre-

sence of this one talent suggests that mental retardation is either
not present or strangely selective.

Motor Development

Cross Motor
Non- ambulatory but can stand and walk if aided by someone or some-

thing (i.e., a walker) She sits without support.

Fine Motor
She has relatively good 110b of her hands.
She claps in time to music and also points and grasps with her

fingers.
She can feed herself with a spoon but eats mostly with her fingers
and gently wiping her mouth.

Uses crayons, builds blocks, folds paper.

Visual Motor
Attends to visual stimulus.
Eyes follow moving objects and people around.

41410.0

Auditory Motor
Hears adequately for at least gross sounds; attends loud noises.
Can identify sources of some sounds (i.e., airplane, piano, some

animal sounds).
Will on occasion change her activity with change ,)f sound (i.e.,

stop clapping when music ;Lops).

Tactile/Kinesthetic

Likes to play with toys (radio, especially).
Touches, picks up, and holds objects with botil hands.
Puts things like pens in her mouth at times.
On occasion demonstrates the ability to identify objects using

tactile cues (i.e., a pen, sun,lasses, radio, telephone, etc.)
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Intellectual Development

Self Concept

Responds to own name

Turns' toward and makes eye contact with speaker.
Names parts of body with positive reinforcement offered.
Can recognize and identify self in he mirror.
Demonstrates ability to show affec ion (loves to give al receive

it).

Responds to teachers, attendfants, p rs, tc., by saying their first
or full name and otten asking them Come here".

Expresses feelings about self and others in her life (i.e., "I'm
thirsty," "I have a stomach ache," or "I like you, Bertha".

Communication
J scored very high in this category.

She enunciates clearly and has adequate expressive, receptive,

phonetic language, and articulation as well, for her institutional
environment.

Occasionally initiates a simple activity she will ask, for a
pencil to draw and proceed to scribble).

She uses gestures and verbalization to make known her wishes.
Her longer sentences are either incoherent or unrelated tc the
situation at hand.

She speaks simple three to five word sentences meaningfully.
She will talk on the phone for a few minutes, as if there were
someone on the other end. Some of her conversation is appropriate,
some incoherent.

Says her nae and age if 6iven reinforcement and occasionally when
no reinforcement is offered.

Overall communication skills adequate for functioning level (can be
improved) however, few appropriate responses.

Conceptual

Discriminates edible substances.
Can put half inch pegs onto pegboard neatly.

Socia' Development

Self Care

Scored highest in this area.
Feeds self beautifully, eats nearly all foods.
Must be a,sisted in toileting, bathing, dressing and ambulating

(She is tel

She walks very well pushing her wheel chair; spasms ark minimal.
Needs observation dud help in taking her meAication ',ince she is

inapable of assuming responsibility.

Self Help ald Independence
None

Social Interaction
Reaches for familiar returns sn.les, hugs people she likes,

throws kisses.

Communicates briefly with others, (i.e., "Hi, ho' are ou?"
Seeks attention by whining or calling the appropriate person.
She has a good memory for names, faces, and some facts.



4211 en y sew n tue m rror.
. .

Demonstrates ability to show affection (loves to give and receive
it).

.

.

Responds to teachers, attendants, peers, etc., by saying'their first
or full name and often asking them to "Come here".

Expresses feelings about self and others in her life (i.e., "I'm
thirsty," "I have a stomach ache," or "I like you, Bertha".

Communication

J scored very high in this category.
She enunciates clearly and has adequate expressive, receptive,

phonetic language, and articulation as well, for her institutional
environment. 2

Occasionally initiates a simple activity (i.e., she will ask for a 17
pencil to draw and proceed to scribble).

She uses gestures and verbalization to Make known her wishes.
Her longer sentences are either incoherent or unrelated to the
situation at hand.

She speaks simple three to five word sentences meaningfully.
She will talk on the phone for a few minutes, as if there were

someone on the other end. Some of her conversation is appropriate,
some incoherent.

Says her name and age if given reinforcement and occasionally when
no reinforcement is offered.

Overall communication skills adequate for functioning level (can be
impro%_d) however, few appropriate responses.

t

Conceptual

Discriminates edible substances.
Can put half inch pegs onto pegboard neatly.

Social Development

Self Care
Scored highest in this area
Feeds self beautifully, eats nearly all foods.
Must be Lssisted in toileting, bathing, dressing and ambulating

(She is toilet-trained).

ve-, She walks very well pushing her wheel chair; spasms are minimal.
(.4 Needs observation and help in taking her medication since she is

incapable of assuming responsibility.

Self Help and Independence
None

Social Interaction

Reaches for familiar people, returns ,smiles, hugs people she likes,
throws kisses. ,

Communicates briefly with others, (i.e., "Hi, how are you?"
Seeks attention by whining or calling the appropriate person.
She has a good memory foi names, faces, and some facts.
She plays alone, does not share or play with others, can play
beside others.

t.

*
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STUDENT CODE
J

NRRC /P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS.

3. PRESCRIPTION

. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR.
3. SOURCE 4

4. DESCRIPTION

2

3

1. GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

2. Walking with Minimum Support

(Comper 14.0)

3. Walking with Support of Aluminum Crutch,
Walker or Cane

Have her walk increas-
ingly lo-ng periods of

time 30, 40, 50 step
etc., pushing her
wheelchair in front of
her. Success JO out o
10 times.

1-3 (Dietrich)

4. Have her walk
increasingly long
periods of time
00-50 steps) push-
ing her wheelchair
as-she is successful
10, out Of 10 times.

Allow her to use a
walker increasing
the amount of time
and number of steps
gradually. (Do not
allow her to use
people for support -
she relies too
h2avily on others).
Continue to decrease
he support after 10
out of 10 successful
tries 'rom wheelchai
to walker to alumi-
num crutch and cane.

4 1

ti ft)

Whe

Wal

Alu

r



NRRC /P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RE(ORD

E UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program

LUATIONS

TS/TASKS
EVAWATE
CESS

3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER
.-,

6. METHODS

Joy Dietrich
CODE

. MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

r walk increas-
ong periods of
30, 40, 50 ste
ushing her

I. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE.

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

1-3 (Dietrich)
4. Have her walk
increasingly long
periods of time
(30-50 steps) push-

air in front /of ing her wheelchair
uccess 10 out of
S.

as she is successful
10 out of 10 times.

Allow her to use. a
walker increasing
the amount of time
and number of steps
gradually. (Do notes
allow her to use
people for support -
she relies too
heavily on others).
Continue to decrease
her support after 10
out of 10 successful
tries from wheelchair
to walker to alumi-
num crutch and canc.

Wheelchair
Walker

Aluminu- Crutch

t# ! /

Physical

Therapist

Aide
Teacher
Attendant
Par,nts

Any environment,
inside, outside,
preferabiy on a
hard surface the
concrete or asphalt

so she does nut
trip

1
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1. 3TUDENTCODE
J

2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESrRIPTION

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Program

PLANNING RECO',

'

- 3. PRESCRt

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES I 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1.

2.

3.

SUBJECT AREA (INDICAT7. SOURCE

GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

'SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

^-...,

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1.

2.

3.

,

FINE MOTOR (CoMpet 16.0)

String Beads . (Compet 16.63)

Get Her to String Large Beads and Work
Down to Smaller Ones in Order to Increase
her Attention Sk)an and Patience While
Lowering her Frustration Level

Have her string ten
large beads correctly.
If successful 10 out
of 10 times, start her
(gradually) stringing
smaller beads - a few

at a time

,

*

1. Stringing Beads
(16.63)

2., Pa. Dept. of

Education
. Compet (Fine

Motor)

4. -Start her on

large beads
reward her and
reinforce her f .

any accomplishme

,
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeshi Pro:ram

PLANNING RECORD

3. PRESCRIPTION
Joy Dietrich

WRITER CODE .

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

TEACHER MADE

IF

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

ave her string ten
arge beads correctly.
f successful 10 out
f 10 times, start her
gradually) stringing
ualler heads a few

t a time

1.

2.

3.

4.

Stringing Beads
(16.63)

Pa. Dept. of
Education
Compet (Fine

Motor)

Start her on
large beads
reward her aad
reinforce her for
anv accomplishment

1. Stringing Beads
(16.63)

2. Pa. Dept. of
Education

3. Compet - Fine Motor
Development

4. Large Beads
Small Beads
String

Teacher's Aide

Attendant
Occupational

Therapist

Indoors

Outdoors
D4y Room
Art Class

.

.

-.

ir .,
t.4#

#

(9
.
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1. STUDENT CODE J 2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Program 3 PRESCRIPTION

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3. ' SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

1. FEEDING (Compet 34.0)

2. Use Plate and Utensils in Proper
Manner (34.44)

3. Having her Eat With Fork. Knife, an:'
Spoon in a Coordinated Way instead of
from a Finger Tray

Work with her until she
is successful 10 out of
10 times, using each
utensil individually
and finally together

1-3 (Dietrich)

Work with her on
each utensil indivi-
dually until she is
successful 10 out of
10 times with each
one.

Then have her use
the spoon and fcrk,

\dswitching whe it is

appropriate to o so

Finally work witli'

her on using a knife
successfully

1-3

Jus
spo

and

App
Mea
Pot
Veg



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

E UNIVERSITY
ineeship_Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Joy Dietrich CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS I. TITLE I. T)TLE INDICATE INDICATE
EVALUATE 2. 'AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
CESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

th her until she 1-3 (Dietrich) 1-3 (Dietrich) Attendant Dining Hall
-ssful 10 out of Teacher Any eating area
...", using each
individually

Work with her on
each utensil indivi-

Just use knife, fork,

spoon, glass and plate
Aide

Parents
Inside or

Outside
:11y together dually until she is and approprjrate foods.

successful 10 out of
10 times with each Applesauce
one. Meat
Then have her use Potatoes
the spoon and fork. Vegetables, etc.

it is

,

appropriate to do s.

on

switching when

Finally work with
her n using a knife
successfully

C.ei NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE J 2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANOING RECO'

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeshi, Protram 3. PRESCR

/

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

I.

2.

3.

SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1.

2.

3.

COMMUNICATIONS

Helping her to Communicate Meaningfully
and Improve Her Memory

Have her name the Letters in the

Alphabet Count to 20 use Crayons and

Pencil Meaningfully

(Compet 26.3.3, 26.4.1, 26.4.2)

Teach her blocks of the
alphabet and numbers
until she is successful
10 out of 10 times,
repeating them.

Help her daily (by hold-numbers
ing her hand) to learn
to use a crayon or pen
correctly where she is 'number
successful drawing a

"'stick figure or circle
(etc.) 10 out of 10

times.

1-3 (Dietrich)

4. Using a reinforc
and reward system
of M&M's or cereal
and repetition4sin

and lettere
blocks , get her to
memorize what each

and letter
looks like so that
after much repetiti
she will say it wit
out prompting.
To get her to use
crayons neaningfull
guide her hand whil
drawing simple
pictures. Reward
her for any drawing
she does on her own

d--,
:.]
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

PUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeshi Pro:ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Joy Dietrich CODE

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL Q. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Teach her blocks of the
alphabet and numbers
until she is successful
10 out of 10 times,
repeating them.

Help her daily (by hold-numbers
Ling her hand) to learn

to use a crayon or pen
correctly where she is
successful drawing a
tick figure or circle

(etc.) 10 out of 10
times.

1-3 (Dietrich)

4. Using a reinforcer

and reward system
of M&M's or cereal
and repetition.Using

and lettered
blocks , get her to
memorize what each
number and letter
looks like so that
after much repetition
she will say it with-
out prompting.
To get her to use
crayons meaningfully
guide her hand while
drawing simple
pictures. Reward
her for any drawings'
she does on her own.

Use blocks with
numbers and letters on

them.

Use very thick pens
and crayons, for
initial work.

Teacher Aide
Parents
Attendant

Where there are
fewest distrac-
duns; in a ro
alone or outsid-
away from peopl
and objects.

$4f
*3

(% 4
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1". STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Sumer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5-:-+ EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. AUDITORY AND CONCEPTUAL

2. Identify Animal Sounds and Pictures
Together

3. To Have Her Identify Animal Sounds
(20.41) Compet

With Animal Pictures (20.61) "

If she can name or
identify each animal
separately and then
when matched (visual
and auditory) ten out
of ten times she is
successful

1-3 (Dietrich)

4. Start by having
her identify a few
sounds or pictures
at a time. Then
put them together,
a few at a time,
and continue rein-
forcing and repeatir
until she knows all
the animals and
what they sound like

4.

id

an

on,

re1

Us4

to

g th
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NRRCikPRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

;NE UNIVERSITY
'aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

'ALUATIONS 6. METHODS

Joy Dietrich
CODE

7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

;STS/TASKS
I EVALUATE

ICCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

can name or
Xy each animal
tely and then
atched (visual
4itorv) ten out
times she is

sful

1-1 (Dietrich)

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. S URCE
4. D SCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Teacher's Aide

4. Start by having 4. In order to have her Attendant
her identify a few identify the sound of
sounds or pictures animals, record them
at a time. Then on tape or play a
put them together, record.
a few at a time, Use childrCn's books
and continue rein- to get her to identify
forcing and repeatirg the animal Pictures
until she knows all
the animals and
what they sound like

A quiet room
where there are
no distractions

d ,
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



. NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORI

IrQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE
J

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR1

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3.-, SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

--s.

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE,

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

..,

1. CONCEPTUAL

2. Matching

3. Matching Objects According to Color,

Shape and Size

(Compet 28.3.3, 28.2.2, 28.21)
,

0

When she matches
appropriate colors,
,sizes or shapes ten
out of ten times,
reward her with cereal

1-3 (Dietrich)
.

Start to introduce
her to various
objects (blocks,
construction paper,
figures on a back
ground color) and
teach her the names
shapes, colors and
sizes of each.
Through reinforce-
ment (slowly) teach
her to match only
after she is familiS
with all the indivi.
dual characteristics
of each one

tio )





NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANiatr.; RECORD

IESNE UNIVERSITY
aineeshi Pro:ram' : 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Joy Dietrich CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERI,LS 8. PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION
I

INDICATE
LOCATION

she matches

s

triate colors,
.or shapes ten
of ten times,
:rd her with cereal

1-3 (Dietrich)

Stait to introduce
her to various
objects (blocks,
construction paper,
figures on a back,-

ground color) and
teach her the names
shapes, colors and
sizes of each.
Through reinforce-
ment (slowly) teach
her to match only
after she is famili.r
with all, the tndivi

dual characteristic-
of each one

N,,,

1-3 (-Dietrich)

4.Use various shapes of
blocks (circles,squares,
triangles) in various
sizes and colors

.

. .

Teacher's Aide
Attendant

.

Anywhere there
are few or no
distractions.

A quiet room

1

.

il; c,
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE J

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA f(INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

.

Teacher says, "J" where 1. Compet M&M

1. SELF CONCEPT (Compet 24.0) is your nc.Ga?" If no

response, would pick up
2. Pennsylvania De-

partment of
rei

2. Demonstrate the Ability to Name/Touch her finger and show her Education

Parts of her Body (24.0.2.0) by pointing her finger
where the gross and

3. 24.0-2,0,2,21,2.2
4. Demand J's full

3. Gross Body Parts - Head, Arms, Legs,
Tummy (2.1)

fine pares of het body
are. When she respond-
ed appropriately, would

attention by slapping
gently but firm on
the tray of her

Fine Body Parts Facial Features reinforce her with wheelchair- then

(2.2) M&M's. quickly askher where
her nose is etc.

Finger:, Toes (Compet) If she responded
inappropriately, I
would point to the
part and identify it
fur her, having her
repeat the nameafte
the teacher. I



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Joy Dietrich CODE

UAT:ONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

CS /TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
;VALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
,ESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

says, "J" where 1. Compet , M&M's or other Teacher In an environment
nose?" If no 2. Pennsylvania De- reinforcing agents Chilu Care with as little
, would pick up partment of Worker distraction as
er and show her Education Therapist possible - whether
ing her finger
e gross and

3. 24.0-2,0,2,21,2.2
4. Demand J's full

Anyone inside or outside,
with no external

is of her body attention by slappin'g .-- demands made on
en she respond-
priately, would
e her with

gently but firm on
the tray of her
wheelchair- then
quickly askher where
her nose is etc.

her attention

If she responded
inappropriately, I

would point to the
part and identify it
for her, having her
repeat the name after
the teacher.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE j

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORI

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR'

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

0

1. SOCIAL INTERACTION

2. Communicate with Others (Compet 48.1.5),

3. To learn Names of Others and be able to
Use them Appropriately (Dietrich)

1."What's my name?"
She wouldn't answer
appropriately, so I
would tell her reputed
ly, "Myname is Joy".

Compet
. Pennsylvania

Department of
Education

. (48.0 - Social
Interaction)

Repetition and reinforce-
ment with pretzels and 4.

M&M's were helpful for
reinforcement.

s

Pretzels and
M&M's given as
positive re-
inforcement

g,
1
Ai

0.1 7
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

alUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Joy Dietrich ,CODE

. .

i. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

T/STS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4.' DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

\ 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

.

INDICATE
LOCATION

"What's my name?"
he wouldn't answer
ppropriately, so I
ould tell her repeated-
y, "My name is Joy".

epetition, and reinforce-

lent with pretzels and
4M's were helpful for
einforcement.

1. Compet

2. Pennsylvania
Department of
Education

3. (/8.0 - Social
Interaction)

4. Pretzels and
M&M's given as
positive-re-
inf6icement

Pretzels and M&M's

given as,positive
reinforcement

Teacher

Child Care
Worker

Parent
Therapist

Any space free

from distraction

`-----

f
lj a

I 1
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF F

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 14-1

Sex: Female

Diagnosis: Hurler's Syndrome

II. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

In addition to the diagnosis of Hurler's Syndrome the information

presented here is relatively non-extensive and non-informative. Delivery

was uncomplicated after an uneventful pregnancy and the child's develop-

ment was normal until the age of two. The mother suspected something was

wrong with her child and she made arrangements to have out patient. diag-

nostic work carried out at a University Medical Center. Initial diagnosis

was a normal child, with possible brain damage, hyperactive, and an admitted

behavior problem in the home. The child's behavior was rapidly deteriorating

in the home and the mother returned to the Medical Center for further diag-

nostic evaluation. The second diagnosis was more definite than the first-

Hurler's Syndrome more commonly known as Gargoylism.

Hurler's Syndrome commonly consists of multiple symmetric deformities

with a generalized disturbance of cellular metabolism and storage. It is

genetically caused by a single recessive gene, present at birth, but rarely

diagnosed during the first two years of life. External characteristics in-

clude an abnormally large head, deformed upper jaw, shortened arms, legs,

and neck, protruding abdomen, and defective development of body tissues.

Internal characteristics include enlargement of the liver and spleen, coro-

nary artery disease, several forms of hernia, and mental retardation.

Often the corneas are cloudy and there may he opacities present.

The prognosis is poor with a progressive course of deterioration ter-

minating in death before growth is completed. Cardiac failure is the most

common cause of death.

There have been five separate diagnoses made within the last ten years



II. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

In addition tp the diagnosis of Hurler's Syndrome the information

presented here is relatively non-extensive and non-informative. Delivery

was uncomplicated after an uneventful pregnancy and the child's develop-

ment was normal until the age of two. The mother suspected something was

wrong'with her child and she made arrangements to have out-patient diag-

nostic work carried out at a University Medical Center. Initial diagnosis

was a normal child, with possible brain damage, hyperactive, and an admitted

behavior problem in the home. The child's behavior was rapidly deteriorating

in the home and the mother returned to the Medical Center for further diag-

nostic evaluation. The second diagnosis was more definite than the first-

Hurler's Syndrome more commonly known as Gargoylism.

Hurler's Syndrome commonly consists of multiple symmetric -'eformitit4

with a generalized disturbance of cellular metabolism and storage. It is

genetically caused by a single recessive gene, present at birth, but rarely

diagnosed ding the first two years of life. External characteristics in-

clude an abnormally large head, deformed upper jaw, shortened arms, legs,

and neck, protruding abdomen, and defective development of body tissues.

Internal characteristics include enlargement of the liver and spleen, coro-

nary artery disease, several forms of hernia, and mental retardation.

Often the corneas are cloudy and there may be opacities present.

(The prognosis is poor with a progressive course of deterioration ter-

minating in death before growth is completed. Cardiac failure is the most

common cause of death.

There have been five separate diagnoses made within the last ten years

and all agree it is "a form" of the syndrome rather than a classic case.

Results of the admission examination for the present placement reported the -

appearance of the syndrome, but with the exception of hyperactivity and

mental retardation, all other systems were found to be functioning normally.

This information changes the prognosis to a very significant variable.

A second evaluation tour years after entrance to the residential insti-

-215-
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CASE OF F

tuticn revealed little clinical evidence to support the diagnOsis of

Hurler's Syndrome.

There are no records of serious disease, accident, or seizure disorder

at

4k f 1 to date.

Testing, and Psychological Background

Within the home the mother had admittedly lost contact with her three

year old daughter. A social careworker was assigned to the home and her

reports indicate a hyperactive and agressive child; destructive to herself

and her environment. A special education supervisor was contacted by the

caseworker with the idea, of devising a pregcriptive program to be imp

mented in the home. Adis initial impressions verify the caseworker's and

he attempted a few simple evaluative tests and found the child could not

draw a circlL square, or the resemblance to a straight line. He suggested

training in activities of daily living, but no program was ever devised.

The mother was caring for two other closely aged siblings and the

burden of this special child contributed to her suffering two nervous

breakdowns within six months.

Through the efforts of the caseworker temporary placement with a private

institution was secured, but the duration of this placement was just over

one month. When the child returned home the mother reported severe re-

gression in self-help skills and communicative language. State institu-

tional placement was sought for the good of both/ parties.
0

t.'

The child was initially programmed by the Occupational 'therapy Depart-

ment at the pre-,ent institution ,Ind a therapist reports words and phiases

were being repeated, behavior was considered regressive, attention span

was short, and all things ultimately ended up in the child's mouth.

Motor skills were considered to be within normal range.

More extensive testing and evaluation was recommended and the Stanford-



to date.

Testing and Psychological Background

Within the home.the mother had admittedly lost contact with her three ---,

year old daughter. A social careworker was assigned to the home and her

reports indicate a hyperacti,e and agressive child; destructive to herself

and her environment. A'special education supervisor was contacted by the

caseworker with the idea of devising a prescriptive program ; be imple-

mented in the home. His initial impressions verify the caseworker's and

he attempted a few simple evaluative tests and found the child could not

draw a circle, square, or the resemblance to a straight line. He suggested

training in activities of daily living, but no program was ever devised.

The mother was caring for two oth losely aged siblings and the

burden of this special child contributed to her suffering two nervous

breakdowns within six months.

Through the efforts of the caseworker temporary placement with a private

institution was secured, but the duration of this placement was just over

one month. When the child returned home the mother reported severe re-

gression in self-help skills and communicative langoage. State institu-

tional placement was sought for the good of both parties.

The child was initially programmed by the Occupational Therapy-Depart-

ment at the present institution and a therapist reports words and phrases

were being repeated, behavior was considered regressive, attention span

was short, and all things ultimately ended up in the child's mouth.

Motor skills were considered to be within normal range.

More extensive testing and evaluation was recommended and the Staaford-

Binet was administered revealing a functional level of nineteen months --

estimated I.Q. twenty-four.

The child was screened by the Director of Psychological Services and

his opinions can best he generalized as regressive. Combining previous

case-file information and his own evaluation he reported: "There was no

concept of appropriate play, regression from playing with dolls to feces,

eating skills had declined sharply, and the child was not completely non-



CASE OF F

1

verbal."

A referral was made to tae Department of Speech Pathology and Audiology

and when tested on the Cattell Scale the highest response nroduced a func-

tional I.Q. of thirteen.

:14-) Another referral was made to a psychcological intern and he reported no

change from the previous evaluations. Further psychological testing and
'.:

evaluation was not recommended.

Several weeks pas ed and a clinical psychologist became interested in

the case. The results of his work supported all previous evaluations and

his final recommendation was constant supervision foft-h-e-CHild's own pro-

tection.
i

The child was not tested or re-evaluated during the next five years of
I

her! institutional placement.

Evaluated later by a speech therapist the child did not relate to the

examiner, was uncooperative, and had to be controlled physically. The

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test was administered and the results were:

"No concept of pictures had developed, there was no expressive or receptive

language skill, and no therapy was recommended."

Later testing with the Infant Audiometer proved the child to be deaf

for all practical purposes. The mechanics of the ears were found to be

intact, but receptive, expressive, and phonetic langugage skill was assessed

to be at the twelve week level. Again no therapy was recommended.

No known testing or psychological information has been gathered in the

last two years.

II. PREVIOUS LEVELS OF FUNCTIONING

When the child first entered the institution where she currently

resides, program concentration was in activities of daily living and

some progress in toilet training was noted. She was feeding herself
.1.

t:,i .' with a spoon, drinking liquids from a glass, interacting and sharing
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rra was ma .e to a psyc cological intern and he reported no

change from the previous evaluations. Further psychological testing and

evaluation was not recommended.

Several weeks passed and a clinical psychologist became interested in

the case. The results of his work supported all previous evaluations and

his final recommendation was constant supervision for the child's own pro-

tection.

The child was not tested or re-evaluated during the next five years of

her institutional placement.

Evaluated later by a speech therapist the child did not relate to the

examiner, was uncooperative, and had to be controlled physically. The

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test was administered and the results were:

"No concept of pictures had developed, there was no expressive or receptive

Language skill, and no therapy was recommended."

Later testing with the Infant Audiometer proved the child to be deaf

for all practical purposes.. The mechanics of the ears were found to be

intact, but receptive, expressive, and phonetic langugage skill was assessed

to be at the,twelve week level. Again no therapy was recommended.

No known testing or psychological information has been gathered in the

last two years.

II. PREVIOUS LEVELS OF FUNCTIONING

When the child first entered the institution where she currently

resides, program concentration was in activities cf daily living and

some progress in toilet training was noted. She was feeding herself

0

,

k'f(f
I

' with a .poon, drinking liquids from a glass, interacting and sharing

with peer groups, and playing with a variety of toys--preferably pop-

beads and blocks.

Regressive behavior soon developed in all areas and the programming

was changed to at intensive and structured program of basic skills.

-217-
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CASE OF F 1

Involvement a rtii 5t,it t members and peer:, was declined.

The recreation directoi's evaluation -,tressed the rep,ated failure,

of introducing structured activities, declining involvement with ;r,,up,-,

and the shown contentment when playing alone. No programmIn4 wa, att_cipted

because of the repeated lack of re,ponse, but it wa-, recommended that npuor-

tunities for unstructere-d play be provided.

During the next five year', an occupational therapy pro ;ran, in hrushint;

teeth and washing hands iris undertaken on a daily basi,,. No ,-crortable

progress was made and future plog:-amming was fore,iten as a waste of time.

A child care v,orker reports from this period that she oh-lerved a child

partially ambulatory, non-exniesive, destructi\e in the dining hall, and

neAing two attendants to and groom her in the mcrnin.,.

An evaluation by the edacational supervisor placed 0'1 , child one

slight step above a total care resident.

Another evaluation by a program supervisor found miaimal response to

all forms of stimulation and ambulation only with -isist,tnee. The child was

considered to he oblivious to all people on the unit with the 'exception of

occasional temper tantru:'. All interaction with pocr,,, staff, and other

residents was continually neative.

The supervi-;or reportyd severe regre-,sion, po,,,11)1% by inac-

tivity. All previous attempts to work with this child lia-e ended in

411ure and little has been tried in the last two .),ear,,.

III. PRESENT LEVELS OF FUZ,CTIONTM,

Original lacemenL 11,ptr,l(tivit and itch 1% lral

disorders, but presently tnere is little in movement or behavior to report

upon. Each morning after feeding tould find the child in the fetal

position; left hand in her mouth, and the right hand etvaved in ma,,turbation.

This description proved a behavioral regularity with the only 'interruptions



and the shown contentment when playing alone. No programmin; was attempted

bedause of the repeated Of response, but is was recommended that oppor-

tunities for unstructelA play he provided.
a ,

During the next five year, an occupational therapy pro,_;ram in brushing

teeth and washing hands was undertaken on a daily basis. No reportable

progress was made and future programming was foresien as a waste of time.

A child race worker reports from this period that she observed a child

partially ambulatory, non-expressive, destructive in the dining hall, and

needing two attendants to wash and groom he merning.

An evaluation by the educational supervi placed this child one

slight step above a total care resident.

Another evaluation by a program supervisor found minimal response to

all forms of stimulation and ambulation only with assistance. The child was

considered to be oblivious to all people on the unit with the exception of

occasional temper tantrums. All interaction with peers, staff, ar-i other

residents was continually negative.

The supervisor reported severe regression, possibly caused by inac-

tivity. All previous attempts to 'work with this child have ended in

failure and little his been tried in the last two years.

III. PRESENT LEVELS OF FUNCTIONING.

Original placement was based heavily on hyperactivity and tehavioral

disorders, but presently there is little in movement or behavior to report

upon. Each morning after feeding would find the child lying in the fetal

position; left hand in her mouth and the right hand engaged in masturbation.

This description proved a behavioral regularity with the only interruptions

being the feeding periods. The child does not enjoy the feeding periods,

but doe enjoy the food once it is in her mouth.

When attempting to explain her personality development it is best

thoughtiof as an inadegbate, immature dimension. She will remain 66,1ivious

to all init a physical touch. All movements are sluggish and seem unformed
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within natural physiological limits. Sleep fills much of her day and

activities total those previously mentioned.

Motoric problems are severe with curviture of the spine and poor j

control and coordination in all areas. Basic Body movements are a fami-

liar routine, but all movement requires assistance. Grasping ability is

goode but all use of this skill is functiohally meaningless. There is

;) no noticeable recognition of what sounds are or where they are coming

from. On several occasionNthe child appeared to attend with the left

ear, but whether she cannot hear or does not want to hear bears further

evaluative work.

Speech and language development is insufficient and no indication of

receptive or expressive skill has ever presented itself. On three occa-

sions the child has vocalized, but the sounds were meaningless and could

r-N1
not b, correlated toward a generalization.

Perceptually the child cannot recognize or interpret external stimuli

visually or auditorially. There arewell formed responses to tactile stimu-

lation and this behavior was maintained througout le fieldwork period.

Definitely the absence of any special health probilms has contributed

to the maintenance of her residual condition, but inactivity has 1,

deterioration in muscle tone and circulation.

toa

The cornea appear cloudefi and a marked sensitivity to light levels

is present on _a_ occasions.' Her ability to distinguish colors cannot

be accurately determined as she consistently exhibited a lack of normal

curiosity to visually appealing objects. When introduced to a facial

size mirror there was no noticeable reaction.

The child does react to changes in her environment and this behavior

is strongest when she is being returned to her play-den.

It can generally be assumed this child is functioning at a very low

level of existence.

IV. PRESCRIPTIVE PROGRAMMINGINTRODUCTION



liar routine, but all movement requires assistance. Grasping ability is

good, but all use of this skill is functionally meaningless.. There is

4 4/,
,0',/ no noticeable recognition of what sounds are or where they are coming

from. On several occasions the child appeared to attend with the left

IV.

ear, but whether she cannot hear or does not want to hear bears further

evaluative work.

Speech and language development is insufficient and no indication of

receptive or expressive skill has ever presented itself. On three occa-

sions the child has vocalized, but the sounds were meaningless and could

not be correlated toward a generalization.

Perceptually the child cannot recognize or interpret external stimuli

visually or auditorially. There are well formed responses to tactile stimu-

lation and this behavior was maintained througout the fieldwork period.

Definitely the absence of any special health problems has contributed

to the maintenance of her residual condition, but inactivity has led to a

deterioration in muscle tone and circulation.

The corneas appear clouded and a marked sensitivity to light levels

is present on all occasions. Her ability td distinguish colors cannot

be accurately determined as she consistently exhibited a lk of normal

curiosity to visually appealing objects. When introduced to a acial

size mirror there was no noticeable reaction.

The child does react to cia4ges in her environment and this behavior

is stropgest when she is being returned to her play-pen.

It can generally be assumed this child is functioning at a very low

level of existence.

PRESCRIPTIVE PROGRAMMING--INTRODUCTION

The version of medical, psychological, social and educational

history into pedagogic terms involves several important variables. The

teacher must connect the diagnostic variable of the syndrome with the
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CASE OF F

situational ,/-riable of present ,,Istitutional care. When this connec-

:ion been adequately satisifed attention must be given to the time

factors involved. the ducat ion ofthe syndrome is lifelon hut the

history of regression has nevcr been satisfactorily verified as having

peen caused by syndrome alone. The consequences of prior treatment

are long term and there is every possibility this child could have been

doomed to her pre-ent life of incapacitation simply by having always been

treated as an incapacitated person. A prescriptive program could not

logically be constructed on the basis of previous medical, c,),chological,

or social inform /Lion. All programming must be based on educational rule-

,'
vanca and success. Prtcriptive teaching be;ias with the child, in the

classroom, with the toucher.

Specific Object ivies- Base 1 Me',

Ob'ective ment of Relationship Betweenween Child a id Teacher.

The therapeutic importance of this objective cannot he over estimated as

all work we11 be fruitless without common working ground. N6 perceivable

relationsh grosqh developed during the fir-t three week. *daily

struction. The mechanical routinizitions of evaluative teflinIques were

carried out n minimal resc-nse by the child. In the fourth week the

child initiated hand holding .41 at one time put her arm akund the ease-
,

writer's neck. These are two accomplishments, but their importance

lie, in that tne,,, are soci,i'respon,,es. *If a base line can 'e establishod

in only four wi,' thinl: of t'le po:,sibilities within tilt/ !school year

Object: Remove Chi .I from Play Pen. With the exception of the sleeping

hours, this child's total life revolves around her party pen. Start by dis-

carding the play pen and plac lay; lie rhild in a suitable relAxation chair.

Activities during the da% wi I I no,/ revolve around removal from and a return

to the relaxation chair. It is hoped the child will develop a more normal



been caused by the syndrome alone. The consequences of prior treatment

are long term and there is ever; possibility this child could have been

doomed to her preent lite of incapacitation simol h having always been

treated as an incapacitoced person. A prescriptive program could not

logically be eon,,trut,.! the of provioul

or social infotmition. nrogra.Ting mui he hased on education.'1 rele-

vance and swce,,. Prk ,rioti-k tea(nin,,, be,;in, with the child, in the

classroom, with the teacher.

Specific Objectives hose 1 in(s

Objective: Development of Relationship lieti,'een Child and Teacher.

The therapeutic importance of this objective cannot he over estimated as

all work will be fruitless without common working ground. No perceivable

relationship growth de,,cloped during the first three week,, of daily in-

struction. The mechanical routinization:, of evaluative teflinique,, were

carried out with minimal resonse by the child. In the fourth week the

child initiated hand holding and at one timelYnt her arm around the case-
-4

writer's neJc. These are two small accomplishments,, but their importance

lies in tnat they are ,ocial responses. If a hose line can te established

in only tour wt,_! , think of tae po,tiihilitie, zithin the ,:thool year.

Object: Remove Child from Playpen. With the exception of the sleeping

hours, this total lift revolves around her play pen. Start by dis-

carding the play pen and pla(ing, lhe child in a suitable relixatien chair.

Activities duriog da I 1 no revolve around removal from anl a return

to the relaxation chair. It i, hoped the child will devel(T a more normal

perception of tine world and what is goimg on in it from an upright position.

This objective sounds easy, but the child's present level of --;itt,ing endu-

rance is approximately one and one-half hours and it will t!1-e time and

effort to increase it to a full day.

-Objective: Improve Physical Endurance and Coordination. This child is
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CASE OF F

familiar with the routines of basic body movements, bur during her long

period of inactivity she has forgotten much and will not initiate move-

ment. Begin with short periods of mat work and try to have the child

initiate movement whether approiriate or not. Any method of vestibular

stimulalpon would also be beneficial toward the improvement of balance

and coordination.

Objective: Promote awareness with tactile stimulation. In the

morning have the child seated with her eyes facing the windows or other

eye-appealing objects. Take a wet paper towel and begin to wash her face,

then move on to the neck and finally to the arms and.legs. Next take a

dry paper towel and repeat the procedure. Begin with a hair brush and

extend your brushing to the army and legs. Take as much time with this/
approach as the child will tolerate. In time introduce different textures

and temperatures, while having the child explore these articles with her

hands. The most :esponse with this child has been realized with tactile

stimulation.

Objective: Proper regulation of meditation. This objective is the

responsibility of the teacher. The child is on a daily regimen of thorazine

and it will take a coordinated effort of both day and night staff to dis-

cover the proper dosage she can best be maintained under. An overdose or

a build-up in the system will present a very difficult child to work with.

It would seem better to have her slightly hyperactive rather than so

drowsy that she must be const.ntly prompted to be kept awake. There is

no history of seizure disorder making it relatively sa'Te to regulate the

proper dosage for an optimum level of consciousness.

Objective: Child will chew small bits of food. As a result of being

fed baby food for the past several years this child haerorgotten how to

chew solid food. Small pieces of a variety of foods were introduced and



stimulation would also be beneficial toward the improvement of balance

and coordination.

objective: Promote awareness with tactile stimulation. In the

morning have the child seated with her eyes facing the windows or other

eye-appealing objects. Take a wet paper towel and begin to wash her face,

then move on to the neck and finally to the arms and legs. Next take a

dry paper towel and repeat the procedure. Begin with a hair brush and

extend your brushing to the arms and legs. Take as much time with this

approach as the child will tolerate. In time introduce different textures

and temperatures, while having the child explore these articles with her

hands. The most response with this child has been realized with tactile

stimulation.

Objective: Proper regulation of medication. This objective is the

responsibility of the teacher. The child is on a daily regimen of thorazine

and it will take a coordinated effort of both day and night staff to dis-

cover the proper dosage she can best be maintained under. An overdose or

a build-up in the system will present a very difficult child to work with.

It would seem better to have her slightly hyperactive rather than so

drowsy that she must be constantly prompted to be kept awake. There is

no history of seizure disorder making it relatively safe to regulate the

proper dosage for an optimum level of consciousness.

Objective: Child will chew small bit: of food. As a result of being

fed baby food for the past several years this child has forgotten how to

cilew solid food. Small pieces of a variety of foods were introduced and

rejected on all occasions. The physiological apparatus for this objec-

tive is functional and by introducing small bits of semi-solid food and

using mechanical hand operation of the jaw it may be possible to regain

this lost skill. The job will be much easier if something that is tasty

to her can be found. If this objective can be met then finger foods

would be the next step.
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Objective: Use of ancillary Services. If it is possible to persuade

any therapist, in any field, to begin even a meager program on a consis-

tent basis, so, and add to the daily schedule.

Evaluation of her visual ability has never been reported. If it is

possible to have her sight assessed by a trained professional, the infor-

mation will be invaluably important to individualizing prescriptive

techniques.

Objective: Coordination ut Personnel. As the child will most pro-

bably be maintained within ner present surroundings, every effort must be

made to coordinate the educational program with all child care personnel.

Anecdotal records of the child's total behavior can more easily be con-

structed and future carry-over procedures will then be placed within d

systematic framework.

Objective: Secure Instructional Materials. Intially materials will

revolve around gross motor activities. A cage ball, bean-bag chair, and

pillows will be the starting point. Secure a large full-length mirror and

carry out the physical_program in front of it. As the child progresses

modify the program to include more sophisticated apparatus such as stairs

or the balance beam. For other resource information consult COMPETor

any similar resource publication.

Objective: Introduce to New Environments. This chill will respond

limitedly when placed in a ne,w environment. Move her daily to any of

several places around the school plant and note which environments have

the most effect. If groups are assembled for a specific activity include

her within the group whether she can participate or not. Higher func-

tioning children could very well have a stimulating effect.

Prescri tive Pro rammin



Evaluation of her visual ability has never been reported. If it is

possible to have her sight assessed by a trained professional, the infor-

mation will be invaluably important to individualizing prescriptive

techniques.

objective: coordination of Personnel. As the child will most pro-

bably be maintained within her present surroundings, every effort must be

made to coordinate the educational program wit all child care personnel.

Anecdotal records of the child's total behavior can more easily be con-

structed and future carry-ovet procedures will then be placid within a

systematic framework.

Objective: Secure Instructional Materials. Intially materials will

revolve around gross motor activities. A cage ball, bean-bag chair, and

pillows will be the starting point. Secure a large full-length mirror and

carry out the physical program in front of it. As the child progresses

modify the program to include more sophisticated apparatus such as stairs

or the balance beam. For other resource information consult COMPET or

any similar resource publication.

Objective: Introduce to New Environments. This child will respond

limitedly when placed in a new environment. Move her daily to any of

several places around the school plant and note which environments have

the most effect. If groups arc assembled for a specific activity include

her within the group whether she can participate or not. Higher func-

tioning children could vet, well have a stimulating effect.

Prescriptive ProgrammingImplementation

Assuming the base-line recommendations are implemented, we arrive at

the child in the modified program. All of the child's responses must he

carefully monitored as this feedback will dictate where changes are

-9?2-
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required. The teacher must analyze and coordinate all feedback with the

existing program or follow up in the prescription will become faulty.

By a cumulative series of approximations the program will become closer

to being appropriate for the child. Any criteria for evaluating res-

ponses with the aim of modifying the base-line program must be measur-

able or observable behavior.



1. STUDENT CODE
F

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer. Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

-TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. Establishment of a working relationship

between child and teacher.

2. Promote a working relationship through
the use of a tactile stimulation.

3. Child will demonstrate a positive and
attentive response to teacher.

Systematic and notated
observation of child

Eye contact

Response of pleasure
or attentiveness by
the child

(Clark)

Simulate the daily
grooming experience
each morning

Wash the face, neck,
arms and legs, first
with a wet paper
towel and then re-
peat procedure with
a dry paper towel.
Brush hair increas-
ing tY- time on each
occasion. Use hair
brush gently on arms
and legs. Increase
time given for this
activity in direct
proportion to child'
response. Continuall
talk to the child &
look for positive
responses.

4 !i4



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD-----'

IE UNIVERSITY
tineeshik Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Elliott J. Clark CODE

ILUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNELS 9. ENVIRONMENTS

CTS /TASKS

EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

tic and notated
tion of child

tact

e of pleasure
ntiveness by
nd

(Clark)
Simulate the daily
grooming experience
eaeh morning

Wash the face, neck,
arms and legs, first
with a wet paper
towel and then re-
peat procedure with
a dry paper towel.
Brush hair increas-
ing the time on each
occasion. Use hair

brush gently on arms
and legs. Increase
time given for this
activity in direct
proportion to child's
response. Continually
talk to the child &
look for positive
responses.

1 wet paper towel

1 dry paper towel

1 hair brush

Regular Teacher Any consistent
location with
either a window
or visually
appealing area

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF PR

1. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 13-0

Sex: Female

II. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical_Development

PR's levels of functioning, obtained from the permanent medical records
were luited-etailed. She is described as "requiring total care and
being blind and deaf." Admission to the present facility was urged
because it was the opinion of the neurosurgical department of a city
hospital that PR "has reached the end point of chronic increased intra-
cranial pressure as displayed by blindness, deafness, right hemiparesis,
left side spasticity and organic brain syndrome." P.R. is diagnosed as

follows:

Encephalopathy
Secondary hydrocephalus
Blind
Deaf

Left sided spasticity
Organic brain syndrome
Major motor seizures
Severe mixed quadriplegia

Medication
Dilantin 50 mg. LLD
Mysoline 125 mg.
Pericolace 10 c.c. hs

Motor,, Development

PR was evaluated as follows: "Bed patient with no physical ability."

She is diagnosed as blind and deaf. PR was not evaluated in terms of

tactile/kinesthetic abilities.

Intellectual Development

PR was evaluated as "giving no response to stimuli," therefore it was
assumed PR did not experience a self concept.

Communication was measured as "none" noting "no response to verbal

stimuli."

PR was evaluated as expressing no conceptual awareness.

Social Development

Self Care
It was noted that PR has no self care skills.

Self Help and Independence
It was noted that PR had no self help skills or modes of independence.

Interaction
It was noted that PR did not interact with anyone, "She lies quietly



Physical Development

PR's levels of functioning, obtained from the permanent medical records
were quite detailed. She is described as "requiring total care and
being blind and deaf." Admission to the present facility was urged
because it was the opinion of the neurosurgical department of a city
hospital that PR "has reached the end point of chronic increased iatra-
cranial pressure as displayed by blindness, deafness, right hemiparesis,
left side spasticity and organic brain syndrome." P.R. is diagnosed as
follows:

Encephalopathy
Secondary hydrocephalus
Blino

Deaf

Left sided spasticity
Organic brain syndrome
Major motor seizures
Severe mixed quadriplegia

Medication
Dilantin 50 mg. T.I.D
Mysoline 125 mg.
Pericolace 10 c.c. hs

Motor Development

PR was evaluated as follows: "Bed patient with no physical ability."
She is diagnosed as blind and deaf. PR was not evaluated in terms of
tactile/kinesthetic abilities.

Intellectual Development

PR was evaluated as "giving no response to stimuli," therefore it watt
assumed PR did not experience a self concept.

Communication was measured as "none" noting "no response to verbal co.
stimuli."

PR was evaluated as expressing no conceptual awareness.

Social Development

Self Care
It was noted that PR has no self care skills.

Self Help and Independence
It was noted that PR had no self help skills or modes of independence.

Interaction
It was noted that PR did not interact with anyone, "She lies quietly
in bed . . . . oblivious of other people."

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Pediatrician
Family physician
An urban hospital
Community service organization
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CASE OF PR

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVFLS

Physical Development

4 4:

The writer never experienced PR seizuring and her records do not indi-
cate their frequency. Therefore, it is assumed that the seizures
are controlled through medication.

Motor Development

Gross Motor

PR is able to turn her head. She is able to move her left arm, and
to a lesser extent, her right arm. Her left leg also exhibits
movement, more than her right leg. She has a small degree of head
control. PR can propel herself over on her side without assistance.

Fine Motor

PR can extend the fingers of her left hand and has developed the
pincer grasp in that ahnd.

Visual Motor

No observation of eye contact.

Auditory Motor

PR did not appear totally deaf She will turn her head in response
to gross sounds--loud voice, pan banging, clap. Her startle reflex
is developed. She appears to have some receptive language.

Tactile/Kinesthetic
PR is able to touch. She seems to respond differently when she feels

grass as opposed to feeling the prick of a diaper pin. She also
reacted positively, eliciting a smile, when she felt water.

Intellectual Development

Self Concept

PR gave no overt indication that she recognized her name, when spoken,
although personally the case writer feels she did. However, there
is no documentation for this observation. She is aware of her en-
vironment to a limited extent.

Communication

PR smiled when she felt the water in the pool and when she was stimu-
lated tactually. She gritted her teeth during feeding and when she
appeared frightened and tense. Three times she struck the writer.
These instances are cited as examples of communication. PR appeared
to listen as the writer constantly spoke to her.

Conceptual

No conceptual ability noted at this time.

Social Development

Self Care

PR cooperated with a feeding program. It is valid to state that she



the writer never experienced PR seizuring and her records do not indi-
cate their frequency. Therefore, it is assumed that the seizures
are controlled through medication. ;

Motor Development

Cross Motor
PR is able to turn her head. She is able tc move her left arm, and

to a lesser extent, her right arm. Her left leg also exhibits
movement, more than her right leg. She has a small degree of head
control. PR can propel herself, over on her side without assistance.

Fine Motor

PR can extend the fingers of her left hand and has develope0 the
pincer grasp in that ahnd.

Visual Motor

No observation of eye contact.

Auditory Motor
PR did not appear totally deaf. She will turn her head in response

to gross sounds--loud voice, pan banging, clap. Her startle reflex
is developed. She appears to have some receptive language.

Tactile/Kinesthetic
PR is able to touch. She seems to respond differently when she feels
grass as opposed to feeling the prick of a diaper pin. She also
reacted positively, eliciting a smile, when she felt water.

Intellectual Development

Self Concept

PR gave no overt indication that she recognized her name, when spoken,
although personally the case writer feels she did. However, there
is no documentation for this observation. She is aware of her en-
vironment to a limited extent.

Communication

PR smiled when she felt the water in the pool and when she was stimu-
late tactually. She gritted her teeth during feeding and when she
appea ed frightened and tense. Three times she struck the writer.
These stances are cited as examples of communication. PR appeared
to list as the writer constantly spoke to her.

Conceptual

No conceptual ability noted at this time.

Social Development

Self Care

PR coope aced with a feeding program. It is valid to state that she
can fe herself with assistance.

Self Help and Independence
No evidence of these skills

Social Interaction

PR interacted with the case writer who felt communication with her.
R was aware of my physical presence. She did smile or grit her
eeth in response to stimuli. This constitutes at least the be-

.
tginning of social interaction.
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1. STUDENT CODE PR

_IslaRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUE E NIVERSITY-

2. LOCATION Summer Trai eeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3

1

4
t

DESCRIPTION 4

1. GROSS MOTOR - FINE MOTOR
PR will hold bar,
feet on bottom of

with
poolk

PR's hands and feet
will be placed in

Ind

swi

head erect for 30 thk correct position. wit

2. Demonstrates Ability for Pre-Swimming

Skills

seconds Then she will stand
unaided, head erect.

3.

a. Ability to enjoy water

b. Ability to grasp bar (in pool)

c. Ability to grasp bar and maintain erect
head with no assistance

/ Much verbal and
tactile stimulation
needed for rein-
forcement.

.

..,



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Kathryn O'Connor

UATIONS 6. METHODS . MAT:R1ALS

CO E

. PERSONNEL 9. NVIRONMENTS

S/TASKS
VALUATE
ESS

hold bar, with
bottom of pool.
ct for 30

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

PR's hands and feet
will be placed in
the correct position
Thep she will stand
unaided, head erect.

Much verbal and
tactile stimulation
needed for rein-
forcement.

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

Indoor, heat4d,
swimming pool equipped

. with bar

INDICATE
POSITION

Lifeguard

whether with
PR or in pool
area
Teacher or
trained
teacher aide

,

INDICATE
LOCATION

Swimming pool,
indoor preferably

heated

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTTON PLANNING REC(

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE PR

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRES(

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIC

1. GROSS MOTOR

2. Ability to Sit Up

3.

a. ability to rotate head

b. ability to cooperate when being pulled
from sitting position

c. ability to attain head control

(Painter - "Teach Your Baby")

PR will be able to
have control of her
head and neck muscles.

She will be able to
hold head up for 30
seconds

Waist twirls,
teacher pulls "PR'
to sitting positi4
and slowly rotate(
her upper extreme-
ties from right t(
left, and then in
a circular patter(

Head up, teacher
pulls "PR" from
sitting position,
letting neck flex
for 10 seconds,

10 times.

4



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Ammer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Kathryn O'Connor CODE

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

PR will be able to
have control of her

Waist twirls,
teacher pulls "PR"

Mat or Blanket
Covering Ground on

Teacher Unit or
Classroom

head and neck muscles.

She will be able to
hold head up for 30
seconds

to sitting position
and slowly rotates
her upper extreme-
ties from right to
left, and then in
a circular pattern.

Floor

Head up, teacher
pulls "PR" from
sitting position,
letting neck flex
for 10 seconds,
10 times.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



I. STUDENT CODE PR

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS mmobs 7. 1

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS ' 1. TITLE 1

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

.

1. AUDITORY DEVELOPMENT "PR" will turn ill Teacher should bang Pan

2. Improve or Evaluate Hearing
direction of sound. pans to evoke

startle reflex.
4

3.

From that baseline,
sound should be Gradually lower

a.Attends to loud noises

b.Turn in direction pf source of sound

decreased. Then it
could be determined at
what sound level "PR"
is capable of hearing

intensity and volume
of banged pan

c.Hears spoken voice

d.Listens to records, radio

e.Responds to soft and loud sound

(Compet, Sister Leonard)

419



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

NE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Kathryn O'Connor CODE

MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTSALUATIONS 6. METHODS _5)7.

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

1.11 turn in

ton of sound.

at baseline,

Olould be
ied. Then it
;le determined at

)und level "PR"
lible of hearing

Teacher should bang
pans to evoke
startle reflex.

Gradually lower
intensity and volume
of banged pan

Pans or other objects
that could produce
loud noise

Teacher

Teacher should
position herself
in different
parts of room
to test for head
turn, which
would indicate
presence of some
auditory develop-
ment.

Quiet Room
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE PR 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRM

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
. EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI1

1 TACTILE, KINESTHETIC

2. Exploring

3.

a. responds when touched or rubbed

b. reacts to scraped fingers

c. reacts to water

d. reacts to gravel

e. reacts to grass

f. reacts to hand contact

(Compet, Sister Leonard)

"PR" will elicit smile,
frown, noise, to
acknowledge receipt of
a stimulus

Textures mentioned
applied to the sk:
of "PR"



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
urzmer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER KAthryn n/Cnnrinr CODE

S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS . PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENT

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

.

INDICATE
LOCATION

w,

11PR" will elicit smile,

frown, noise, to
acknowledge receift of

a stimulus

Textures mentioned
applied to the skin
of "PR"

Water
Grass
Gravel
Hand

Teacher Unit or
Classroom or
Outside

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT, CODE PR

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTTO

. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. SELF CONCEPT

2.

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

a. Ability to respynd to own name when
spoken

b. Ability to turn toward speaker

(Compet)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

"PR" will elicit smile
or awareness when name
spoken

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

Use name frequently
when touching and
working with "PR"



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

NE UNIVERSI1Y
:aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Knrhtyli.o'Quanor

kkaaTIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

;STS /TASKS

1EVALUATE
CCESS

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

1.11 elicit smile

reness when name
Use name frequently
when touching and
working with "PR"

I

None Teacher Classroom or
Unit

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE PR 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRES

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES , 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI

1. FEEDING AND EATING

2. Feed Unaided

3. a. demonstrate ability to chew
b. ability to pick up a spoon
c. ability to hold spoon
d. ability to bring spoon to mouth
e. ability to finger feed
f. ability to hold cup
g. ability to bring cup to mouth
h. ability to swallow

(Compet, Sr. Leonard)

"PR" will feed herself
with a spoon.

"PR" will finger feed
bread.

,

Child should be
sitting in an up-
right position wi
a tray in front o
her.
Teacher will begat
by guiding "PR"'s
hand, positioning
herself behind the
wheelchair

Gradually, teacher
should phase out
assistance and "P1
should feed herse

1

1



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeshjp Pro ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER V.-n_thrynWrnnnnr

S.' EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS
__

8. PERSONNAL 4. Envixiiia

TESTS /TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE # INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE , 4 A

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

. -

"PR" will feed herself Child should be Training spoon Teacher or that 4T
with a spoon. sitting in an up-

right position with
If training 'spoon fs

not available, a
Trained Aide,- Claasr,:luts

"PR" will finger feed a tray in front of small face cloth can k
bread. her.

Teacher will begin
by guiding "PR"'s
hand, positioning
herself behind the
wheelchair

be wrapped around the
handle of a small
feeding spoon.\ This
makes the spoon easier
to hold.

-

Gradually, teacher
should phase out
assistance and "PR"
should feed herself

1

I

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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CASE OF B

IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 15

Sex: Female

II. -RESULTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

1. General health - underdeveloped, undernourished
2. Medication

a. Dilantin 100 mg daily, 50 mg daily
b. Phenobarbital - gr 1 b.i.d.
c. Allbee with capsule 1 b.i.d.

3. Hearing - adequate for conservational speech
4. Vision blind, no vision in right and little vision in left eye

5. Heart Condition - normal
'6. Seizures - adequately controlled

a. Type grand mal and petit mal
b. Onset - early childhood
c. Frequency - one every 2 or 3 months

d. Duration 2 to 15 seconds
e. Appearance involving entire body, eyes blink, head turns

to left side, staring, eyes glossy, body stiff

7. Emotional Stability limited
a. Hyperactive
b. History of frequent temper tantrums
c. Banging head and screaming for long time
d. After first convulsion of 6 weeks there was a noticeable

change in behavior characterized by irritability and crying

e. Parents report
(1) Temper got more uncontrollable
(2) Occasionally destroyed things at home

f. As reported May 1969 for test evaluation
(1) Not cooperative or attentive
(2) Extremely stubborn

8. Other Physical Problems
a. Bowel condition organically impaired from spasms
b. Paralysis at 3 months on right side, now only right foot

paralyzed
9. Diagnostic Evaluations

a. 1958 Hospital Evaluation
(1) Major convulsive disorder
(2) Probable cortical atrophy
(3) Organic brain disease

b. 1963 Hospital Evaluation
(1) Grand mal seizures secondary to brain damage secondary

to birth injury
c. 1964 APA Classification by State Hospital Staff

(1) Chronic brain syndrome of unknown or unspecified cause

with behavioral reaction
(2) Mental deficiency, severe

d. 1964 AAMD Classification by State Hospital Staff
(1) Encephalupathy, other, due to unknown or uncertai

cause with the .tructural reactionQ naalfest ight

hemiplegia, blindness and microcephaly, secon ary)

(2) Microcephaly, secondary
(3) Blind
(4) Major motor seizures



rn sical Jeveio ment

1. General health underdeveloped, undernourished
2. Medication

a. Dilantin 100 mg daily, 50 mg daily
b. Phenobarbital - gr 1 b.i.d.
c. Ailbee with capsule 1 b.i.d.

3. Hearing - adequate for conservational speech
4. Vision blind, no vision in right and little vision in left eye
5. Heart Condition - normal
6. Seizures adequately controlled

a. Type grand mal and petit mal
b. Onset early childhood
c. Frequency - one every 2 or 3 months
d. Duration 2 to 15 seconds
,. Appearance involving entire body, eyes blink, head turps

to left side, staring, eyes glossy, body stiff
7. Emotional Stability \limited

a, Hyperactive
b. History of frequent temper tantrums
c. Banging head and \screaming for long time
d. After first convulsion of 6 weeks there was a noticeable

change in behavior characterized by irritability and crying
e. Parents report

(1) Temper got mo,..0 uncontrollable
(2) Occasionally toyed things at home

t. As reported May 1969 _ test evaluation
(1) Not cooperative or attentive
(2) Extremely stubborn

8. Other Physical Problems
a. Bowel condition organically impaired from spasms
b. Paralysis at 3 months on right side, row only right foot

paralyzed
9. Diagnostic Evaluations

a. 1958 Hospital Evaluation
(1) Major convulsive disorder
(2) Probable cortical atrophy
(3) Organic brain disease

b. 1963 Hospital Evaluation
(1) Grand mal seizures secondary to brain damage seconclary

to birth injury
c. 1964 APA Classification by State Hospital Staff

(1) Chronic brain syndrome of unknown or unspecified c use
-/ith behavioral reaction

(2) Mental deficiency, severe
d. 196/ AAMD Classification by State Hospital Staff

(1) Encephalopathy, other, due to unknown or uncertain
cause with the structural reactions manifest (right
hemiplegia, blindness and microcephaly, secondary)

(2) Microcephaly, secondary
(3) Blind
(4) Major motor seizures
(5) Spastic hemiplegia moderate
(6) Adaptive behavior

4
Motor Development

1. Gross Motor
a. Awkward gait
b. Toe walking
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CASE OF B

1. Gross Motor (Continued)

c. Creeps in alternating fashion
d. Climbs steps with assistance
e. Does not walk balance beam, jump, roll, or somersault

2. Fine Motor
a. Normal gross grasp and pincers
b. Favors left hand

3. Visual Mc Jr
a. Sees objects, but poorly
b. Is aware of light colored objects
c. Cannot see dark objects and frequently stumbles into them
d. Eye-hand coordination poor

4. Auditory Motor
a. Receptive functioning between 12 and 18 months
b. Hearing adequate for conversational speech
c. Responds to rhythmic activities and music

5. Tactile/Kinesthetic
a. Grasps with left hand

Intellectual Development

1. Testing
a. Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale - 1964

(1) C.A. 6-11
(2) M.A. 6-2
(3) I.A. 7

b. Evaluation by Psychologist 1964
(1) M.A. between 6-12 month level
(2) I.Q. -17 minimal ccore

c. Vineland Social Maturity Scale 4, 1968
(1) Functioned to "Self Help", 2 year level

2. Self Concept
a. Limited
b. Observes hands

3. Communication
a. General Communicative Behavior

(1) Unresponsive
(2) Out of contact
(3) 1972 evaluation states that overall communication

skills inadequate for even basic communication
81, Speech

(1) Says several words
(2) Etholalic
(3) Sings phrases of several familiar songs

3. Conceptual - limited

Social Development

1. Self Care

a. Toilet has scheduled toilet training program
b. Safety limited
c. Feeding

(1) Feeds self
(2) Chews well
(3) Needs supervision

2. Self Help and Independence
a. Unable to perform self care activity
b. Often resistant and requires restraining to hold her sti



3. Visual Motor
a. Sees objects, but poorly
b. Is aware of light colored obiects
c. Cannot see dark objects and frequently stumbles into them
d. Eye-hand coordination poor

4. Auditory Motor
a. Receptive functioning between 12 and 18 months

b. Hearing adequate for conversational speech
c. Responds to rhythmic activities and music

5. Tactile/Kinesthetic
a. Grasps with left hand

Intellectual Development

J. Testing
a. Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale 1964

(1) C.A. 6-11
(2) M.A. 6-2
(3) I.A.

b. Evaluation by Psychologist 1964

(1) M.A. between 6-12 month level
(2) I.Q. 17 - minimal score

c. Vineland Social Maturity Scale - 1968
(1) Functioned to "Self Help", 2 year level

2. Self Concept

a Limited\
b. Observes hands

3. Communication
a. General Communicative Behavior

(1) Unresponsive
(2) Out of contact'
(3) 1972 evaluation states that overall communication

skills inadequate for even basic communication
b. Speech

(1) Says several words
(2) Echolalic

(3) Sings phrases of several familiar songs
3. Corceptual - limited

Social Development

1. Self rare

a. Toilet - has scheduled toilet training program
b. Safety - limited
c. Feeding

(1) Feeds self
(2) Chews well
(3) Needs supervision

2. Self Relp and Independence
a. Unable to perform self care activity
b. Often resistant and requires restraining to hold her still

an ugh to give adequate care

Social Interar Lion

1. Unresponsive
2. Out of contact

3. Does not respond to affection

4. Not responsive to group situation
5. Rocks



CASE OF B

III. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING

Physical Health

4,S1

1. General Health - Fair
2. Medication Yes
3. Hearing - Yes
4. Vision - Partial
5. Heart Condition - No
6. Seizures - Yes
7. Emotional Stability

a. Periodically screams, cries, or whimpers
b. Periodically bangs legs on floor and kicks
c. Grinds teeth
d. Sits by self

(1) Rocks
(2) Pats face
(3) Holds objects such as block or paper in hand

8. Other Physical Problems
a. Cerebral Palsy moderate right spastic hemiplegic
b. Microcephaly - secondary

Motor Development

1. Gross Motor
a. Raises and holds head
b. Rolls body
c. Sits erect
d. Crawls in alternating fashion
e. Stands erect
f. Awkward gait

* A
t---

(2) Side sways with each step
(3) Knees and feet point outward as subject steps
(4) Subject rocks as she walks
(5) Likes to step in time to rhythms and music

g. Climbs up and down steps in alternating fashion holding rail
h. Can. run while carrying object
i. Can throw balls

(1) Throws aimlessly
(2) Subject kicks in protest when ball rolled toward her

j. Swings by herself
k. Does not imitate gross motor movements
i. Kicks if one tries to more her arms or legs or hands

2. Fine Motor
a. Normal pincer grasp
b. Uses both hands, but favors left hand
c. Clapped hands by self two times in fou weeks of sessions

(1) Did not imitate clapping hands
(2) Did not allow one to clap hands for her
(3) Subject wanted teacher to clap subject's hand with

teacher's hand
d. Can transfer objects from one hand to the other hand

3. Visual Motor
a. Has partial vision
b. ,Can attend to visual stimuli
c. Will visually track with or without head rotation
d. Both eyes can "focus" and move together
e. Holds objects such as block, paper cup, paper wrapper near

eyes--usually left e e



. Seizures - Yes

. Emotional Stability
a. Periodically screams, cries, or whimpers
b. Periodically bangs legs on floor and kicks
c. Grinds teeth
d. Sits by self

(1) Rocks
(2) Pats face
(3) Holds objects such as block or paper in hand

8. Other Physical Problems
a. Cerebral Palsy - mlderate right spastic hemiplegic
b. Microcephaly - secondary

Motor Development

1. Gross Motor
a. Raises and holds head
b. Rolls body
c. Sits erect
d. Crawls in alternating fashion
e. tands erect
f. Aw ward gait

(1) Stooped from waist
(2) Side sways with each step
(3) Knees and feet point outward as subject steps
(4) Subject rocks as she walks
(5) Likes to step in time to rhythms and music

g. Climbs up and down steps in alternating fashion holding railh. Can run while carrying object
i. Can throw balls

(1) Throws aimlessly
(2) Subject kicks in protest when ball rolled toward her

j. Swings by herself
k. Does not imitate gross motor movements
i. Kicks if one tries to more her arms or legs or hands

2. Fine Motor
a. Normal pincer grasp
b. Uses both h-nds, but favors left hand
c. Clapped hands by-self two- -times -in four weeks of sessions

(1) Did not imitate clapping hands
(2) Did not allow one to clap hands for her
(3) Subject wanted teacher to clap subject's hand with

teacher's hand
d. Can transfer objects from one hand to the other hand

3. Visual Motor
a. Has partial vision
b. Can attend to visual stimuli
c. Will visually track with or without head rotation
d. Both eyes can "focus" and move together
e. Holds objects such as block, paper cup, paper wrapper near

eyes--usually left eye
(1) Will finger objects
(2) Will crush paper

f. Can make visual discrimination from short distances
(1) Can spot paper wrapper from six feet away
(2) From 15 foot distance in a crowded room, subject came

over to teacher and sat by teacher's feet (hearing
might have helped subject find teacher)

927



CASE OF B

Motor Development (Continued)

3. Visual Motor (Continued)
g. Question of whether subject can see far away objects

(1) Once groped for unfamiliar railing by steps
(2) At other times walked straight to railing avoiding

landing area where she might have fallen (it might
have been that she was familiar enough with area)

(3) Subject can walk from cafeteria to her ward unaided
(4) Does not respond to "far away" objects such as

buildings or cars
(5) Did not respond to a tree that she could touch

4. Auditory Motor
a. Will respond tp simple commands - example: "Sit down,"

"Stand up," "Come here"
b. Will respond to rhythms

(1) Step to rhyClins
(2) Step to own rhythms (she says, "1,2,1,2,..." or "1,2,

3,4,1,2,3,4,...")
(3) Steps in rhythm to songs
(4) When subject hears song, can add accent beat with

voice or by stamping feet - example: "If you're
happy and you know it clap your hands." "Ya, Ya."

c. Sings one or two phrases of many different songs
d. Speech is echolalic

(1) Repeats phrases she hears but rarely repeats words or
phrases one asks her to say

5. Tactile/Kinesthetic
a. Demonstrates interest in-exploring objects tactually

(1) Holds objects with either hand but favors left
(2) Grasps, crushes, and fingers paper
(3) Rubs, scratches, bounces, pushes, grasps, and squeezes

balloon

Intellectual Development
1. Self Concept

a. Makes eye contact occasionally
b. Will respond to name
c. Will sometimes say, What's your name, B?"
d. Will point to a few gross body parts occasionally
e. Can point to and say, "Shoes"
f. Responds in a one to one situation
g. In a group situation, must have one to one attention to

participate
(1) T, outdoor group walk, one held her hand so she would

not wander away
(2) In music class, with constant encouragement, there was

some degree of involvement
h. Will call names of various attendants, and teacher ai she

knows
i. Demonstrates ability to show affection

(1) Holds hands
(2) Nits one's hand on her shoulder for a slight hug
(3) Turns cheek up for a kiss
(4) Puts head on one's shoulder

2. Communication
a. Initially unresponsive
b. Will follow simple commands



J. sluing area were she might have fallen (it might
have been that she was familiar enough with area)

(3) Subject can walk from cafeteria to her ward unaided
(4) Does not respond to "far away" objects such as

buildings or cars
(5) Did not respond to a tree that she could touch

4. Auditory Motor
a. Will respond tp simple commands - example: "Sit down,"

"Stand up," "Come here"
b. Will respond to rhythms

(1) Step to rhyt%ms
(2) Step to own rhythms (she says, "1,2,1,2,..." or "1,2,

3,4,1,2,3,4,...")
(3) Steps in rhythm to songs
(4) When subject hears song, can add accent beat with

voice or by stamping feet - example: "If you're
happy and you know it clap your hands." "Ya, Ya."

c. Sings one or two phrases of many different songs
d. Speech is echolalic

(1) Repeats phrases she hears but rarely repeats words or
phrases one asks her to say

5. Tactile/Kinesthetic
a. Demonstrates interest in exploring objects tactually

(1) Holds objects with either hand but favors left
(2) Grasps, crushes, and fingers paper
(3) Rubs, scratches, bounces, pushes, grasps, and squeezes

balloon

Intellectual Development
1. Self Concept

a. Makes eye contact occasionally
b. Will respond to name
c. Will sometimes say, What's your name, B?"
d. Will point to a few gross body parts occasionally
e. Can point to and say, "Shoes"
f Responds in a one to one situation
g. In a group situation, must have one to one attention to

participate
(1) In outdoor group walk, one held her hand so she would

not wander away
(2) In music class, with constant encouragement, there was

some degree of involvement
h. Will call names of various attendants, and teacher aides she

knows
i. Demonstrates ability to show affection

(1) Holds hands
(2) Puts one's hand on her shoulder for a slight hug
(3) Turns cheek up for a kiss
(4) Puts head on one's shoulder

2. Communication
a. Initially unresponsive
b. Will follow simple commands
c. Can make wishes known through gestures

(1) reaches for desired food
(2) Goes to toilet when needed

d. Verbalizes wishes Sometimes
(1) "B go outside?"
(2) "Sing"
(3) "Want some juice, B?"



CASE OF B

e. Echoes simple 3 5 word sentences
(1) "I love your"
(2) "Here your shoes."

f. Rarely repeats what one asks her to repeat
g. Sometimes answers questions with nonsense answer
h. Rarely answers sensibly

3. Conceptual (little, if any, response)

Social Maturity

1. Self Care

a. Toileting
(1) Has a schedule of elimination
(2) Goes to toilet by self, sits on toilet with pants up,

requires assistance to pull pants down
(3) When finished toileting, will stand up, and will occa-

sionally pull up pants
b. Safety

(1) Usually stays on sidewalk
(2) Will step away when she hears a car passing

c. Feeding
(1) Drinks from cup with one hand by self
(2) Holds spoon in fist
(3) Eats food from spoon by self, usually spills food
(4) Chews and swallows quietly
(5) Eats slowly
(6) Stuffs large quantities in mouth
(7) Tears, rather than bites, pieces from toast
(8) Requires supervision during eating

2. Self Help and Independence
a. Will sometimes allow one to hold her hand to wash face and

hands
b. Will sometimes allow one to hold her hand to brush teeth
c. Holds hair brush but needs guiding hand to brush hair
d. Needs help to dress and undress
e. Pulls up pants occasionally
f. Takes off shoes

Social Interaction
1. Usually sits alone, rocking, and holding an object
2. Usually waits for someone else to initiate any interaction
3. Demonstrates ability to respond to other individuals

(a) Will call attendant's name
(b) Will hit or kick people who do things she doesn't want, or

are too close for comfort
(c) Will tell people to sing
(d) Sings with people

4. Demonstrates affection



Social Maturity

1. Self Care
a. Toileting

(1) Has a schedule of elimination
(2) Goes to toilet by self, sits on toilet with pants up,

requires assistance to pull pants down
(3) When finished toileting, will stand up, and will occa-

sionally pull up pants
b, Safety

(1) Usually stays on sidewalk
\ (2) Will step away when she hears a car passing

c. Feeding
(1) Drinks from cup with one hand by self
(2) Holds spoon in fist
(1) Eats food from spoon by self, usually spills food
(4)\ Chews and swallows quietly
(5) Eats slowly
(6) tuffs large quantities it mouth
(7) Tars, rather than bites, pieces from toast
(8) Re uires supervision curing eating

2. Self Help and Independence
a. Will sometiAes allow one to hold her hand to wash face and

hands .

b. Will sometimes allow one to hold her hand to brush teeth
c. Holds hair brush but needs guiding hand to brush hair
d. Needs help to dress and undress
e. Pulls up pants occasionally
f. Takes off shoes

Social Interaction
rC

1. Usually sits alone, rocking, and holding an object
2. Usually waits for someone else to initiate any interaction
3. Demonstrates ability to respond to other individuals

(a) Will call attendant's name
(b) Will hit or kick people who do things she doesn't want, or

are too close for comfort
(c) Will tell people to sing
(d) Sings with people

4. Demonstrates affection
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1. STUDENT CODE B

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. M

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3

4. DESCRIPTION 4

1. Self Concept Compet 24.0 Teacher's systematic A.

observation of student 1.Teacher names and N

2. Demonstrates ability to name/touch parts
of his body Compet - 24.2.0

3.

a. Demonstrates ability to point to gross

exhibiting the behavior

t

touches gross body
parts.

2.Teacher takes
student's hand and
touches parts with

body parts: head, arms, legs, and tummy.
Beachy

student's hand as
she names gross
body parts.

b. Demonstrates ability to point to fine body
parts: facial features, fingers and toes.

Beachy

n 3.Teacher sings
names of gross body
parts as she touches
student's body parts
with student's hand
4. Teacher asks
student to touch
gross body parts
and rewards with
kiss or food.

.

B. Use same methods
as with gross body
.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

E UNIVERSITY
ineeship Pro ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carolene Beachy

t.

CODE

UATIONS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

s systematic
ion of student

ng the behavior

A.

1.Teacher names and
touches gross body
parts.
2.Teacher takes
student's hand and
touches parts with
student's hand as
she names gross
body parts.
3.Teacher sings
names of gross body
parts as she touche
student's body part
with student's hand
4. Teacher asks
student to touch
gross body parts
and rewards with
kiss or food.

B. Use same methods
as with gross body

None

ti

Teacher or Aide Quiet isolated area

dr S. ISeacliy

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE B 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESC

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 15. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS '.

\

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIa

1. Communication (Compet - 26.0)

2. Possesses expressive language skills
adequate for simple social interac ion
on a one to one basis. (Beachy)

3.

a. Makes wishes known through gestures and
simple 3-5 word sentences occasionally

,

Teacher's or Language
Therapist's systematic
observation of student
exhibiting behavior

-

For all specific
objectives: daily
sessions with lan-

\
guage therapist
would be most help-
ful or at least
weekly consultation
from language then
pist with teacher
working with subjec
on a daily bas s.
A.1. Encourage y
verbal vocalizatiot

2. Record con-
versation" and re-
play for subject.

3. Provide _install

ces for subject to
verbalize wishes -
at mealtime don't
give favorite food
immediately, wait
for subject to



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carolene Beachy CODE

S. EVALUATIONS, 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

. 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

eacher's or Language
herapist's systematic
bservation of student
pchibiting behavior

-

For all specific
objectives: daily
sessions with lan-
guage therapist
would be most help-
ful or at least
weekly consultations
from language thera-
pist with teacher
working with subject
on a daily basis.
A.1. Encourage any
verbal vocalization.

2. Record con-
versation" and re-
play for subject.

3. Provide instan-
ces for subject to
verbalize wishes -
at mealtime don't
give favorite food
imme&iately, wait
for subject to

None

Cassette Recorder

Food

.

Language
Therapist,

Teacher, Aide,
and Ward

Attendant

,,

,,

Quiet, pleasant
room.

,,

,,

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLAN G RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIOt

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1 SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICA1T SOURCE TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

2

2

3

4

1. Communication (continued)

b. Make wishes known throw_
sentences regularly

lord

achy)

c. Imitates simple 3-5 word sentences
(beachy)

Teacher's or Language
Therapist's systematic
observation of student
r .hibiting the behavior

express desire for
food, and encourage
vocalization of
desire. (Beachy)

4. In simple
activities, such as
walks, on a one to
one basis, talk
about what is
happening and capit-
alize on any spon-
taneous verbaliza-
tion by repeating it
and repeating it in
different ways.
B.1. When subject
does verbalize wish,
repeat it and repeat
it in different ways
encouraging vocali-
zation rather than
gestures.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

E UNIVERSITY
ineeshi) Pro ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

Carolene Beachy
CODE

UATTONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSCNNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE k
EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
CESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

- or Language

express desire for
food, and encourage
vocalization of
desire. (Beachy)

-t's systematic
ion of student
ng the behavior

4. In simple
activities, such as
walks, on a one to
one basis, talk
about what is
happening and capit-
alize on any !won-
tan-ous verbaliza-
tion by repeating it
and repeating it in
different ways.

None Language
Therapist

Teacher, Aide,
and Ward

Attendant

Quiet, pleasant
room

B.1. When subject
does verbalize wish,
repeat it and repeat

,,

it in different ways,
encouraging vocali-
zation rather than
gestures.

f

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
B

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOI

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. Communication (continued)

d. Answers simple questions (Beachy)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE

2. MAIM
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIO

Teacher's or Language
Therapist's systematic
observation of student
exhibiting the beha-

vior.

C.1.Encourage subjd
to imitate familiat
words.

2. March to fami1
iar rhythms-1,2,1,2

3. Introduce new'
laythms and encourat
ing subject to re-
peat new rbyttini as

she marches.
4. Review famili0

songs.

5. Introduce new
songs.
6. Praise all ed

orts at imitation
D.1. Ask simple qui'

tions that encoural
conversation (Comp/

2. Encourage any
answer to simple
question.

3. Plaise and cal
on sensible_

answers to questiol



,

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY .

mer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carolene Beachy CODE

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE 1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICA1'
LOCATIJt

Teacher's or Language
Therapist's systematic
observation of student
exhibiting the beha-
vior.

C.1.Encourage subject None

to imitate familiar
words.

2. March to famil- "

iarrhoythms-1,2,1,2
3. Introduce new

hythms and encourag- "

ing subject to re-
peat new rhytlTm as

she marches.
4. Review familiar None

songs.

5. Introduce new

songs. "

6. Praise all eff-
orts at imitation

n

D.1. Ask simple ques
tions that encourage
conversation (Comvt

2. Encourage any
II

answer to simple

question.
3. Praise and capl

aieo -n ii e

Language Thera-
pist, Teacher,
Teacher's Aide
and Ward Atten-
dant

La-gauge Thera-
pist, Teacher,
Teacher's Aide,

and Ward
Attendant

/1

II

n

Quiet, pleasant
room

of

n

Quiet, pleasant
room

,

n

II

n

answers to questions NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
B

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3

4. DESCRIPTION 4

I. Toileting (Compet 32.0 a.l. ,Be sure that Toll

observation of student
:::

garments are loose Gan
2. Perform toilet procedures to cleaning self enough to be easily to b

(excludes wiping self and washing hands) removed by subject. subj

(Beachy)

3.

II 2. Place subject's
hands on pants(thumb
on inside), command

a. Remove clothes, command "Pull down Pants" "Pull down your pants"

(Compet-32.3.2) II and assist subject is
pulling down pants.

3. Using method
a.2 (above) assist
subject in pulling
pants half-way down,
and encourage subject
to complete job.
Enthusiastically
praise when smallest
effort is tried.

Note: Subject can go to bathroom when she has
need, will sit on toilet by self, will stay
until finished, and then stand up

(Beachy)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

M UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carolene Beachy CODE

IUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

LESS 3. SoURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

s systematic a.l. Be sure that Toilet Ward attendant Bathroom Area

Lion of student gaLments are loose Garments loose enough or

ing behavior enough to be easily
removed by subject.

to be easily removed byTeaeher
subject.

Aide

1 2. Place subject's
hands on pants(thumb
on inside), command

11 h 11

"Pull down your pants"
and assist subject in
pulling down pants.

3. Using method
a.2 (above) assist
subject in pulling
pants half-way down,
and encourage subject
to.complete job.

11 11 11

Enthusiastically
praise when smallest
effort is tried.

(Beachy)
11

It 11

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT COPE B

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRES

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

I. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI

1. Toileting (continued)

3.

b. Replace clothes, command "Pull up your
pants" (Compet 32.2.10)

Teacher's systematic
observation of student
exhibiting behavior

VI

4. Using method a.
do not assist sub-
ject in pulling p
down. Praise the
smallest effort.
5. When subject c
pull down pants of
hands are placed
pants, command sub
ject to pull down
pants without asst
ance in having han
placed in pants.
Reward with verbal
praise.

b.l. Use same seri
of methods for pul
ing down pants,onl
pulling up pants
instead.

(Beachl

4,



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
per Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carolene,Beachy CODE

S. EVALUATIONS

[

6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

Teacher's systematic
Dbservation of student

4. Using method a.2, Toilet
do not assist sub- Garments loose enough

Ward attendant
or

Bathroom Area

exhibiting behavior ject in pulling pants to be easily removed
down. Praise the by subject.
smallest effort.

Teacher Aide

5. When subject can
pull down pants after
hands are placed on

,'

,Ipants, command sub-
ject to pull down
pants without assist-
ance in having hands
placed in pants.

1, it

Reward with verbal
praise.

b.l. Use same series
of methods for pull- 11

ing down pants,only
pulling up pants
instead.

II 11

(Beachy)

NRIC /P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
B

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. Mr

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3

4. DESCRIPTION 4

1. Grooming (Compet - 36.0) Teacher's systematic Label hairbrush for Name
observation of student identification. brus

2. Brushes Hair (Compet 36.4.2)

3.

a. Holds hair brush (Beachy)

exhibiting behavior a.l. Place hair brush
in hand and help
subject hold hair
brush while command-
ing "Hold the brush"
2. Hand brush to

subject and command
"Hold the brush" and
allow subject to hol
brush independently.

b. Brushes hair with assistance (Beachy) II b.l. Guide subject's
hand with brush on
hair in an establish-
ed routine - example
right side, left
side, front, top,
back.While brushing
talk about where and
how we brush hair.
Emliment on pretty (Beal



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

rE UNIVERSITY
Aneeship Program

&MATIONS

7S/TASKS
EVALUATE
LESS

3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carolene Beachy CODE

6. METHODS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

7. MATERIALS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

8. PERSONNEL

INDICATE
POSITION

9. ENVIRONMENTS

INDICATE
LOCATION

's systematic Label hairbrush for
tion of student identification.

Ing behavior a.l. Place hair brus
in hand and help
subject hold hair
brush while command-
ing "Hold the brush"
2. Hand brush to

subject and command
"Hold the brush" and
allow subject to hol
brush independently.
b.l. Guide subject's
hand with brush on
hair in an establish
ed routine example
right side, left
side, front, top,
back.While brushing
talk about where and
how we brush hair.
Emliment on pretty

Name labled hair
brush

h

(Beachy)

Teacher, teacher
aide, or Ward
Attendant

tt

tt

Bathroom Area or
specified area of
classroom or ward

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE B

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRES

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

. EVALUATIONS . METHODS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI

1. Grooming (continued)

c. Brushes hair independently (Beachy) Teacher's systematic
observation of
student exhibiting
behavior

b.2. While brushin
hair, sing, "This
the way we brush o
hair, brush our h
brush our hal..."
c.l.Command subjec
to brush hair by s
one area at a time
rewarding effort
With praise.

2. Command subje
to brush hair by s
several areas at o
time.

3. Command subje
to brush hair with
out specifying rou
ine areas - reward
effort with praise
accomplishment, wi
much praise and co
pliment on how nic
hair looks.

(Bcach



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Carolene Beachy CODE

115. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENT

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

b.2. While brushing Name-labeled brush
hair, sing, "This is ,

the way we brush our
hair, brush our hair,
brush our hair..."

Teacher, TeacherBathroom
Aide, or Ward
Attendant

area or
specified area
classroom or wa

Teacher's systematic c.l.Command subject
,1 ,1 11

observation of
student exhibiting
behavior

to brush hair by self,
one area at a time,
rewarding effort
with praise.

2. Command subject
to brush hair by self 11

several areas at one
time.

II II

3. Command subject
IIto brush hair with-

out specifying rout-
ine areas - reward
effort with praise;
accomplishment, with
much praise and com-
pliment on how nice
hair looks.

II 11

1

1

(Ronehli)

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF LM

IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 14-0

Sex: Male

II. REPORT'S OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

r-40

4:

In an examination given on_September 11, 1964, LM was described as-T--Microcephalic
Profound Mental Retardation
Spastic Quadriplegia
Amino Aciduria

An oral examination performed December 1972 states that LM has an openbite, very high and narrow palate with an inverted V chipped out ofmaxillary incisors. His mandelular teeth slant posteriorly.

He has an EEG seizure pattern, but has never had a seizure to anyone'sknowledge.

LM was placed on Valium in lune 1968. When re-examined January 15, 1969,he was described as "less spastic."

On September 16, 1969, surgery for replacement of the hips into theirsockets was performed.
Surgery-wise, the res,1;..-s were good, but motoractivity did not improve.

On November 15, 1967, it was felt that although LM had shown no progressfrom a motor standpoint since his surgery, he had the potential to am-b.late and bilateral long leg braces with pelvic and thoracic bands
were ordered fol. him.

Upon the ompletion of his braces in January of 1968, LM was placed onan almost daily physical- therapy program. The purpose of which was toincrease the mobility of his lower extremities, and to work on sittingbalance and reciprocal movements. (After doing the prescribed exerciseshe was graced and an attempt would he made to walk him through the
parallel bars. He was then stood in a walker for a halfthour period.
If time permitted the braces remained on him and in the afternoon he
was walked in the parallel Lir,: and stood in the walker again.)

On re-eviluation on August 18, 1971, it was stated that although LM had nofixed deformity to prevent him from ambulation, he hasn't succeeded.
His major mtler,tone is standing in the parallel bars and braces.

The physical therapy program was di- .continued at this time.

Motor Develo-ment

LM's motor level is that of having estahlt,,hed head control, rolling,
and assuming a torearm rest position. It is in this forearm rest posi-tion that he propels himself around the unit. He has only partly estab-
lished sitting balance and shows no ability to reciprocate in crawlingor walking. He is below a six-month level in motor development.



11_ .)

REVIOUS :;'VALUATIONS

ILPhysical Development

In an examination given on September 11, 1964, LM was described as:Microcephalic
Profound Mental Retardation
Spastic Quadriplegia
Amino Aciduria

An oral examination performed December 1972 states that LM ha, an onvnbite, very high and narrow palate with an inverted V chipped out of
maxillary incisors. His mandelular teethslintpostcriorly.

He nas an EEG seizure pattern, but has never .1"1 1t. 1 a ,.ci:ure to a:v.-one
knowledge.

LM was placed on Valium in lune 19h8. When re-evu,lueu Lin«a,he was described as "less spastic."

On September 16, 1969, surgery for replacement of the hips into theirsockets was performed. Surgery- wise,- the results were good, Fur mottactivity did not im9roye.

On November 15, 1967, it was felt that although i.N had shown nofrom a motor standpoint since his surger\,, he had the petent1
bulate and bilateral long leg braces with pelvic
were ordered for hini.

Upon the completion of his braces in January' of leer, i, 1M wd,
, 'Ai. oran almost daily physical-therapy program. The purpose of re`increase the mobility of his lower extremities, and to won't, on '-ittit;f:

balance and reciprocal movements. (After doing the prescribed Ixeri--,-he was braced and an attempt would he made to walk him throuzh the
parallel bars. He was then stood in a walker for a half hour
If time permitted the braces remained on him and in the aft,rn.sa h,
was walked in the parallel bare and stood in the walker .W.4.:;,f

On re-evaluation on August 18, 1971, it was stated grit ilthotwhfixed deformity to prevent him from ambulation, he hasn't s-utc eedel.His major milestone is standing in the parallel bars

The physical therapy program was discontinced at thi,,

Motor Development

LM's motor level is that of having estahli'ihed head control,
and assuming a forearm rest position. It is in this fore lit': rest p,-tion that he propels himself around the unit. lie has only partl: ei,tai-lished sitting balance and shows no ability to rei tprocate in crawl in,'or walking. He is below a six-month level in motor development.

LM is limited to only 90° bilaterally in hip and knee flexion. rhis 1,mainly due to spastic quadriceps which keep him in extension,. (Ole
quadricep is the large muscle at the front of the thigh whi(h functionsto extend the leg when contracted.) The upper extremities are only
slightly involved and are under voluntary control although little
functional activity is performed.

Intellectual Devel,opment

Psyche Infant Intelligence Scale administered February 17, 1961.
M.A. - 6.4 months severely retarded

-249-



CASE OF LM

Intellectual Development (Conti4uied)

Cattell infant Intelligence Scale - February 17, 1961
I.Q. - 12

M.A. - 7.2 months
C.A. - 5-11

B.A. - 6 month level

R-E-P (Receptive-Lxpressive-Phonetic) Language Scale

November 25, 1968
R - 28 weeks
E - 20 weeks
P - 28 weeks

4:)!

December 6 1972
R- 28 weeks
E- 20 weeks
P- 24 weeks

Overall Communication Skills

LM's overall communication is at an infantile level. He vocalizes
with limited, but differentiated gross sounds. LM's hearing is
within adequate limits for gross sounds (70 decibels); however,
he is functioning at a profound level of retardation.

Social Development

Tests administered March 25, 1966: LM performed at level V of adaptive
behavior.

Tests administ -ed December 10 and December 11, 1968:
LM showed t-ie following six month skills to be present, using Vineland
Social Maturity Scale: sliding, crawling, balancing the'head, reaching
for nearby objects and rolling over.

His social quotient was 5 (profoundly retarded range).

His adaptive behavior was at level I.

0,11Ianuary 15, 1969, Therapeutic Recreation Department noted that LM's
functional on the Social Ii,teraction Scale at level "C."

In November of 1971 it was observed that LM plays independently with
toys, and especially enjoys outdoors. He participates in parallel
play exhibiting no aggression toward the other children. The con
elusion was drawn that his behavior is at infantile level.

On December 6, 1972, it was further observed that:

LM uses a.few gestures relative to basic emotions (i.e., when angry
he shakes his head rapidly and tightens his facial muscles, or
he shakes his hands when happy).

He vocalizes appropriately relative to feelings of plea,ure or anger.
Speech therapy was not recommended due to his low level of func-
tIoning.

Iii. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Deyelopment



Ary

B.A. - 6 month level

R-E-P (Receptive-Expressive-Phonetic) Language Scale

November 25, 1968
R 2o weeks
E 20 weeks
P - 28 weeks

December 6, 1972
R- 28 weeks
E- 20 weekii

P- 24 weeks

Overall Communication Skills
LM's overall communication is at an infantile level. He vocalizes
with _tufted, but differentiated gross sounds. LM's hearing is

, adequate limits for gross sounds (70 decibels)I however,
he is Lunctioning at a profound level of retardation.

Social Development

Tests administered March 25, 1966: LM performed at level V of adaptive
behavior.

Tests administered December 10 and December 11, 1968:
LM showed the following six month skills to be present, using Vineland
Social Maturity Scale: sliding, crawling, balancing the head, reaching
for nearby objects and rolling over.

His social quotient was 5 (profoundly retarded range).

\His adaptive behavior was at level I.

On January 15, 1969, Therapeutic Recreation Department noted that LM's
functional on the Social Interaction Scale at level "C."

In November of 1971 it was observed that LM plays independently with
toys, and especially enjoys outdoors. He participates in parallel
play exhibiting no aggression toward the other children. The con-

- clusion was drawn that his behavior is at infantile level.

On December 1972, it was further observed that:

LM uses a few gestures relative to basic emotions (i.e., whan angry
he shakes his head rapidly and tightens his facial muscles, or
he shakes his hands when happy).

He vocalizes appropriately relative to feelings of pleasure or anger.
Speech therapy was not recommended due to his low level of func-
tioning,

III. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Phy ical Development

LM appears to be a healthy per:,on

He eats well but does not gain wei.-,ht rapidly. (This has been tho case
all of his life.)

LM sleeps well

He appears to he happy,' well-adjusted aad emotionally stable. He is
very easy to manage.
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CASE OF LM

cr

Motor Development

Gross Actor
LM demonsrratcs the ability to raise his head in a coordinated manner

independently.

LM demonstrates the ability to roll his body completely over with ease.

Because of his physical impairment LM can only sit in a slanted Hogg
chair for short periods of time.

LM demonstrates the ability to propel himself rapidly about the floor
of the unit on his stomach by pulling himself forward with his fore-
arms both being placed on the floor simultaneously.

LM demonstrates the ability to be on his back and by using his elbows
and back of his head to thrust himself he first for a distance of
several feet.

LM while on his stomach demonstrates the ability to roll and bounce a
ball with either hand. He stops any ball rolled to him with either
forearm or hand. (Mainly, he uses one of his forearms.)

When rolling, bouncing or stopping a ball LM demonstrates an ability
to shift his weight to'the unencumbered elbow.

Fine Motor
LM demonstrates an ability to use his fine motor skills:

Dy pushing open an unlocked door

By grasping the handle of a mirror in his fist and rotating it from
left to right with a wrist movement

By grasping a toy tractor two inches long, one inch high and a quarter
inch to one inch wide in a pincers movement of his thumb and first
finger. This movement was accomplished by reaching for and lifting
the tractor from a picnic table while he was in sitting position in
a Hogg (hair, indicating the use of eye-hand coordination to some
degree.

Further hand-eye coordination was exemplified by reaching for a sucker
in the ca,,t writei's hand and placing it in his mouth.

Li demonstrar(d an ability to make a turn,ag or screwing movement with
his hands when he wa-, given a Fisher-Price toy replica of a transistor

radio. A tune is played when a knob is turned.

knch wa, -;titf and therefore difficult to turn. Because of this
LM could not turn the knob; however, he did attempt to turn it,
utilizing the turning motion three times.

LM demonstrated an ability to clap his hands to music.

LM was able to reach Hr and bring a small paper cup of juice to his
lips and tilt it so the juice would flow into his mouth.

Visual Motor
LM demonstratd his visual motor training:

Irrirrmorionsimrillillm111.11111.11



Because of hig physical impairment LM can only sit in a slanted Hogg
chair for short periods of time.

LM demonstrates the ability to propel himself ra:idly about the floor
of the unit on his stomach by pulling himself forward with his fore-
arms both being placed on the floor simultaneously.

LM demonstrate-, ability to be on his back hr.-1 by using his elbows
and back of his head to thrust himself hei-,2 fist for a distance of
several feet.

111411,
LM while on his stomach demonstrates the abillcy to roll and bounce a
ball with either hand. He stops any ball rolled to him with either
forearm or ha:id. (Mainly, he uses one of his forearms.)

When rolling, bouncing or stopping a ball LM demonstrates an ability
to shift his weight to the unencumbered elbow.

Fine Motor

LM demonstrates an ability to use his fine motor skills:

By pushing open an unlocked door

By, gra,,ping the handle of a mirror in his fist and rotating it from
left to right with a. wrist movement

By grasping a toy tractor two inches long, one inch high and a quarter
inch to one final wide in a pincers movement of'his thumb and first
finger. This movement was accomplished by reaching for and lifting
the tractor from a picnic table while he was in sitting position in
a Hogg chair, indicating the use of eye-hand coordination to some
degree.

Further hand-eye coordination was exemplified by reaching for a sucker
in the casL writer's hand and placing it in his mouth. a

LM demonstrated an ability to make a turning or screwing movement with
his hands ,,Ifn he was given a Fisher-Price toy replica of a transistor

radio. A tune is played when a knob is turned.

The knob was stiff and therefore difficult to turn. Because of this
LM could not turn the knob; however, he did attempt to turn it,
utilizing the turning motion three times.

LM demonstrated an ability to clap his hands to music.

LM was able to reach for and bring a small paper cup of juice to his
lips and tilt it so the juice would flow into his mouth.

Visual Motor
LM demonstrated hi-. visual motor training:

By watching I.V.
By looking at himself in a mirror
By turning a hand Mhrar and observing the moving reflections
B good eye to eye fixation
By following the case writer's finger held approximately twelve inches
Away from his eyes, in line with the mid-point between his eves to
a point approximately six inches from his eyes

By following to some degree horizontal figure eight motion (00 ) of

the case writer's finger at a distance approximately six inches from
his eyes.



CASE OF LM

Visual Motor (Continued)

By observing the appearance of different pictures in a slot of a
toy,.

By following a moving tractor with his eyes.

Auditory.Motor

LM demonstrated his auditory skills:
By responding to his name when called when he was facing the oppo-

site direction
By imitating the sound of a tractor
By imitating various sound including vowel sounds made by the case'writer

Vrepeating the words: rl ='?, hair, leg, and Davey (Emphasis in the
pronunciation was on the 'irst vowel sound)

By imitating the words: hi, yeah, and yep.

Tactile/Kinesthetic

LM demonstrated his ability to rub his crew cut with the palm of his
hand.

Intellectual Development

Self Concept

LM demonstrated his ability to:
Respond to his own name when called
Name and touch his hair
Name his nose
Name his leg

Identify his own image in a mirror
To show affection

To express feelings (anger, joy, hurt)
Display-sense of humor
Accepts physical handicap

Conceptual

art/LM's only success in this area was his demonstration of his it to
recognize similarity between the tractor that mows the grass and the
toy tractor described earlier. When placed with two inch long toy

k i-4; cars, (one of which was the same color as the tractor, dark red) on
a picnic table; LM chose to pick up the tractor and imitate its sound.

Social Development

Communication

LM'c achievement in this area was at a low level.
LM was able & communicate happiness or sorrow through gestures.

Feeding - Eating Drinking

LM demonstrated the ability to:
Work his jaw and tongue and eventually swallow peanut butter.



Auditory Motor

LM demonstrated his auditory skills:
By responding to his name when called when he was facing the oppo-

site direction

By imitating the sound of a tractor
By imitating various sound, including vowel sounds made by the case
writer

By repeating the words: r'- -, hair, leg, and Davey (Emphasis in the
pronunciation was on the '-first vowel sound)

By imitating the words" hi, yeah, and yep.

Tactile/Kinesthetic

LM demonstrated his ability to rub his crew cut with the palm of his
hand.

Intellectual Development

Self Concept

,t

LM demonstrated his ability to:
Respond to his own name when called
Name and touch his hair
Name his nose
Name his leg

Identify his own image in a mirror
To show affection
To expreqq fc.olings (angar, joy, hurt)
Display sense of humor
Accepts physical handicap

Conceptual

LM's only success in this area was his demonstration of his ability to
recognize similarity between the tractor that mows the grass and the
toy tractor described earlier. When placed with two inch long toy

i cars, (one of which was the same color as the tractor, dark red) on
a picnic table; LM chose to pick up the tractor and imitate its sound.

Social Development

Communication

LM's achievement in this area was at a low level.
LM was able to communicate happiness or sorrow through gestures.

Feeding_ - Eating - Drinking,

LM demonstrated the ability to:

Work his jaw and tongue and eventually swallow peanut butter.
Drink from a small paper cup, although he continues to have liquid

flow into his mouth when it is filled without stopping to swallow.
Can place a sucker in his mouth, chew and swallow the pieces.

Social Interaction

LM demonstrates:

An awareness of other individuals including his peers.
An ability to seek attention by means of pulling peers' hair in d

teasing manner and grasping clothes of others.
To participate in appropriate play exemplified by rolling a ball back

and forth with another participant.



1. STUDENT CODE LM

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. 'RESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

I. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
t'

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVE

To develop the ability to become

ambulatory

Demonstrates assigned
tack

Pull himself over
height of chinning
bar

1. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE

To develop the ability to raise himself Demonstrates assigned Ch

to a standing position

f. GROSS MOTOR

task at

fr.

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVE
To develop the ability to become

ambulatory

Demonstrates assigned

task

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES Massage and mani-

a. To develop flexibility of ankle joints Demonstrates assigned pulate ankle joints

b. To develop flexion in hips and knees

-__

task Exercises done with
cage ball

36"



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeship Program

UATIONS

3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER John Murphy

6. METHODS

CODE

S/TASKS
VALUATE
ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

ates assigned

ates assigned

ates assigned

ates assigned

Pull himself over
height of chinning
bar

7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Chinning hai - Start
at height 6-3 inches
from floor

Massau and mani-
pulate ankle joints
Exercises done with 36" Cage Ball

cage ball

c

Teacher
Aide

Two people

needed

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECON

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE LM- 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR'

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. FINE MOTOR

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVE

To develop the ability to hand feed

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE
To develop the ability to _perform a
pincer grasp

1. VISUAL MOTOR

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVE
To develop ability for whole/part
discrimination

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE

To put together a 3-piece puzzle

Demonstration of
objective

_ _ _ __________

Performs specified
task

Have subject reach
for and grasp
small objects in
one's hand or on a
table

/

Find large picture of
a tractor (preferab,
red in color).Cut ou,
front wheel,rear
heti_ and body of

tractor.At first
scotch tape front 61

rear wheels of tractor
to the main body so
it is one piece.Have
subject insert this



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
-r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER John Murnhv CODE

EVALUATIONS 5. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

nonstration of
jective Have subject reach

for and grasp
small objects in
one's hand or on a
table

Toy tractor
Cars

Sucker
Paper Cup containing

orange juice

Large picture of a
tractor

Scissors
Cardboard
Glue
Scotch tape

Teacher
Aide

forms specified
.k

Find large picture of
a tractor (preferably
red in color).Cut out
front wheel,rear
wheel and body of
tractor.At first
scotch tape front &
rear wheels of tracto
to the main body so
it is one piece.Have
subject insert this
into the outlirw,

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73

L,,) t



1. STUDENT CODE LM

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RE:ORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

VISUAL MOTOR (Continued)

Then remove the
rear (larger)
wheel so that you
have a 2-piece
puzzle. Then remove
the front wheel
and now you have a
3-piece _puzzle._

1. VOCAL MOTOR Demonstrates increased
vocalization of sounds

Bernice Baumgardner
Pa. State Dept. of

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVE Education

To repeat single words

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE

TOdevelop flexion of jaw and tongue Feed subject peanut Pe

muscles. butter. Have him
observe his move-
ments in a mirror

Sp

Mi



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

E UNIVERSITY
ineeshij Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER John Murphy CODE

UATIONS 5. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
CESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

Then remove the
rear (larger)
wheel so that you
have a 2 -piece
puzzle. Then remove /

the front wheel 1

1

and now you have a

rates increased
ation of sounds

3-piece puzzle. __

Bernice Baumgardner
Pa. State Dept. of

_

Teacher
Aide

Education

Feed subject peanut
butter. Have him
observe his move-
ments in a mirror

Peanut butter
Spoon
Mirror

4i..

Y;')'
,
)

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
I. STUDENT CODE LM 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESC

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIO

1. MOTOR - TACTILE-KINESTHETIC

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVE
To develop an interest in exploring
objects tactually

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE

To identify smootlgrough

1. IN°ELLECTUAL - SELF-CONCEPT

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVE

To develop ability to name and touch parts
of his body

3. SP:CIFIC OBJECTIVE
To develop the ability to name and touch
hi- arm, leg, nose and mouth

When subject indicates
an ability to perform
the assigned task

Demonstrates ability to
do assigned task

Have subject reach
into a box and take
out one of two
alphabet size block
of wood. One piece
would be covered
with rayon material
the other with sand
paper.

Touch and say the
specified part of th
body or your own
person.First bring
his hand to the
specified part ofth
body on your person
and say its name.
Then bring his hand
to the specified
part on his body and
say its name.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

'UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Icahn Murphy CODE

..,_

. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

en subject indicates
ability to perform

e assigned task

monstrates ability to
assigned task

Have subject reach
into a box and talce
out one of two
alphabet size blocks
of wood. One piece
would be covered
with rayon material
the other with sand-
paper.

Touch and say the
specified part of the
body or your own
person.First bring
his hand to the
specified part of the
body on your person
and say its name.
Then bring his hand
to the specified
part on his body and
say its name.

Box - 1

Alphabet Blocks - Z
Small piece of rayon
cloth

Small piece of sand-
paper ,

Teacher
Aide

#:1

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNF UNIVERSITY
. LOC\TIoN _Summer Trainee,,h_i_E Program 3. PRLSCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE

5. EVALUATIONS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

6. 1HODS 7.

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

INTELLECTUAL SELF-CONCEPT (continued)

I. INTELLECTUAL CONCEPTUAL

2. GENERAL. OBJECTIVE

To develop the abilit,; t

differences
reeognire

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE
To recognize differene-, in
large/smtall

1

Subioct demonstrates
it ilit ,o do ,,.-signed

Repeat, attempting
to have Ibject

name the wecified
part. Saylme of
part -

Use two models of
each of the objects

While one is small
and the other model
is large, the two
models should be as
identical in oll
other areas as much
as pos-,Ible

0



NRRC/P R1('O!')

NE UNIV1RSITY
aineeAT, Frogra-1

ALUATIOS

STS/FASKti

EV,,EUME
CESS

demon,trates
to d( n,signed

3. PR' WRIIER \iurp),y

MEITIODS 17. MA 1 LR17a.S

I. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3, SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

CODE

8. PERSONNEL ENVIRONMENTS

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Repeat, attempting
to have subject
name th( caper ified

mart Siv name of

itt -lowly

Use two of

etch of ,he objett,
Ii ted.

While mit small

and the other model
large, the two

models should he as
n '-teal in all

other area-, as mu, `,S

as pc,,,-Ihle

One large and one
,mall of oh of the

listed ohjectq:

lo', tractor
Ball

Paper cup
H.Old mirro,

Teacher

Aide

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
LM

2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship!Program 3. PRESC

4. LEARNING 0137.1ICTiVrS 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT ARE (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES -

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4, DESCRIPTIO

1 SOCIA1 FEEDING/EATING/DRINKING

GENERAL OBJECTIVE
To develop the ability to drink .rom a
cup with slot cut in cup

1. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE
To develop tue ability to drink from a
,'up without 1 slot in it

Subject demonstrates
ability to perform the
objective

Bernice Baumgardne
Pa. Dept. of
Education

Cut a slot from a
paper cup and plac
small amount of
orange juice in it
Increase amount
gradually until he
learns to swallow
when his mouth is
full, before takin:
m')re juice. Upon
achieving this,
switch to a larger
paper cup, then
hack to the small
cup without a slot
cut in it, then to
a large cup without
a slot in it.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE uNlvERs[rY
er Traineeship Program

EVALUATIONS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER
John Murphy

CODE

7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

I. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

I. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

ubject demonstrates
bility to pertorm the
bjective

Bernice Baumgardner
PA. 'Out. of
Education

Cut a ,;lot from a

paper Lint and place

,mall mount: of
orange )nice in it.
Increase amount
gradually until he
learns to swallow
when his mouth is
tull, before taking
more juice. Upon

thp,
,yitth to 1 larger

paper cup, then
ha, k to the small

cup wi t now a ;1'/C

cut in it, thro to
1 I arse wi ut

a ,,lot in it.

Four paper cups
2 large

2 - small
orange Juice
Scissors

Teacher
Aide

NRRC!p FttPM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
EN

2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRTPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Program

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS

3. PRESCRIPTI

6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2, AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. SOCIAL GROOMING

1. GENERAL OBJECTIVE
To develop the ability to brush his n,ii

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE
To identify the purpose of a hair brush

1. SOCIAL SOCIAL INTERACTION

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVE
To develop participation in appropriate
play

SPECIFIC OBIECTIVE
To pia: bon2,o dn. in comert with
another partic,pant

Observation

Observation

Brush own hair
Brush subject's hair
with the other brush
using a mirror so Mi
he can observe what
you are doing

Three drums, one
for each child and
one for yourself.
Play appropriate
record on record
player. Show, by
example. Assist by
moving their hands
if necessary

Th

Re

Re



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PEA:.;INc, RECoRD

E UNIVERSITY
ineeship Prilgram

LUATIONS b.

3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER John Murphy

ME1HODS

CODE

MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE
2, AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

tion

tion

Brush own hair
Bru-.h suhlectHhair
-,Tith the other brust

11,,ing a mirror

he can observe what
you are doing

Three drums, one
for each child and
one for yourself.
Play appropriate
record on record
player. Show, Ivy

A;-;n; i,-;t by

movIng their hands
it nece,o;ary

Two Hair Brushes

(identical)

Mint or

Three Drums
Record

Record Player

Teacher

Aide

Teacher

Aide

Another t_hild

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASI OF S

1. IDLNIIFICAFION

C.A. 15-5

Female

REPORIS OF PRVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

S weighed 4 pounds 7 ounce,, at birth and did not breathe spontaneously.

Larimine was used as a stimulant to start breathing and oxygen administered

for the following ten days. Ccre'0 1 hemorrhage was diagnosed at birth.

Dentition occurcd at eight months and also at eight months S developed a

fever Lhlch reached 105° and laste l 48 hours, during which time S e:Terienced

grand mal seizures, alternatiru, from one side of the h rd- to thy other.

it w,th support at 10 mont;,,,, without support at 14 Tent_1,, all' cript ,rt

1 4 r,ontb-r. Worrr ill with support 1), at Inont at .11,-P+ ,It /,

li le ' 1 1 it borne S -rut f ered a , many I', I 7 ;,,rand mat ,

crrrihle of anticipating them and holding on to parents lint 11 sei-/Aire

compited, `. S act:LI ,rn 4 t tr.. 1 1' 1+1 I Ont. . 1 . .

.11)1 Ph -nohrrhit 11 2 r.

hilted In rr I Yntirl in,titution t ( r,-ii ,y),1 i

t 11 I et4rd It ion die io .1no birth, i et , our':

1: rr'I tloll. AP..1 t',1 1 i t 1( +I:- 1 On tIf t 1-+,11 1 1r.1 in ''lilt tilt Iitid

ot.,1 ,orlt-r it 'I 1,r or' I rt tit t I OP it1.1

u-1 it r
. riled no

"it;, hii tr. no tern Idt'n' 1.1r r1

1.-4nr1 rr ,rort ' In i r:11 ;rid

r 'I. ,0 I

1.' I It t

1'

1

'no ,11 . 1 1 rr 11

1 1, no

i

11, . ,frit I, r-1

41d ta amo ul at ot noL



Physical Development

S weighed 4 pounds 7 ounces at birth and did not breathe spontaneously.

Cat pnino was used as a stimulant to start breathing and o\vgen administered

fur the following ten days. f'kre'q 1 hemorrhage was diagnosed at birth.

Dentition occured at eight months and also at eight months S developed a

fever which reached 105° and lasted 48 hours, during which time S experienced

grand mal seizures, alternating tram one :ide of body to the other.

S sat with support at 10 months, without support at 14 monts and crept At

14 month,,. Walking with support at 24 months and a!one at 31) months.

While still at home S suffered many as 12 grand vial ,

hein capable of at.'-icipating them and holding on to parents until seizure

completed, usually 30 60 seconds. S was placed on 4 tps. Frilohe b.i.d.

and Phanmbarbital 2 L;r. b.i.d.

S was placed in residential institution at C.A. 6-6 and AAMP

mentAl retardation due to anovenia 'it birth, niiior motor 'tire, And

behAvior reaction. APA Cla,,sification of chronic brain ,,vndrome actsociated

ionvul-,ive disorder with behiorial reaction and sevcr. mental eficiency.

Ph,,,iaal examination at C.",. 1 2 revealed no gro,-e; stigmat. ,

lepsy with seizure pattern considered fairly well ,ontiolled as of

May 1'4%1, with 1) grand mals reported in 1970 and only 2 in PM!. "1-dication-

cmn-i-.ted of Oilatin gr. 3/4 1 'l"soline 250 mg. 1.1.0. and Mollaril

C) ;.T.D.

Physical examination at C.A. I ,-2 revealed S to be At anptonimatel; the

lOts Parientile for a 1') year old emal2 and the 3rd height oelmintili lttr a

13 ',tar old ftmle. Results indicated a fairly well developed rj nourmhod

female ithout gross physicAl stigmata, Ambulatory, non-verh,al, ani not

toilot trained. Eve contact difficult to obttin--extrAocalr memant It t!-

cult to evaluate and Flu stionable left e'otropia. t,alloi I movement. notod.

a,normalitia , of or throat, however tympanic mi.mhrane-- 11,t aAequmol,,

II tH) (elluir dohri. lecth mil fligned and n,,orlv clt veloped and

showc,) mulct; it cratih mAil, and inch 111(11 it iroa, of r,4.11



CASE OF S

Physical Development (Continued)

impressions concluded mental retardation (profound), secondary microcephaly,

and known seizure pattern. Present health is good.

Motor Development

S is ambulatory and can move freely on her own throughout the ward, is

capable of picking up and throwing small toys and balls but has no pincer

movement. S attends to visual stimuli and follows a moving object for a

short time only. An.litory responses consist of a startle to a loud noise,

turning head toward sound source, and attending when her name is called.

S dismantles block towers and picks up small objects with the right hand

only. S is very curious of objects placed in front of her but does ,Dt

distinguish them in terms of shape or texture.

Intellectual Develozent

Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale administered at C.A. 6-5 with results

of I.Q. 9; M.A. 6-8 months; and d basal age of 5 months with sc,(esses on

tst items up to the 7th and Stil month level. At the tine wai; lassified as

mentally defective--profound rc tardation by two examining psycholoists.

Potential ,aid to be pos-dblv hither but hyperactivity prevented her from

functionil,t with Clpahtlity at thi., time was responso to the

simple.;t of envirenvientd1 stimulation.

Vin. land Social l'laturitv `,tale' admini,-tercd at C.A. hi) n1,-1,1 S.A. of

Ind d rid }tient of i din hvperactivitv domindtcl t ing situa-

tion in , 1t t( it nt was ne essarv. Unrirnt test I`1;' s nsed

,11 the ri:;lit h in,l ,VI <irn nt Ion span wd,- VE'ry

f' I 1 ;11)St- ic I 1; cvalii Vett it C.A. 8-2 resulted in

tf, 111.1,,r.tou 1 \,r 1 i t t Ian 'II h't' And w,h, t 1(,111114, At_ Jn I' t

t int inti', level In to,':u11( ation level .. liirenhent t(' -ding

situation S laugned inappropriately and auditory reco lition was oor -demon-



Motor Development

S is ambulatory and can move freely on her own throughout the ward, is

capable of picking up and throwing small toys and balls but has no pincer

movement. S attends to vi,ual stimuli and follows a moving obiect for a

short time only. Auditory rcsponses consist of a startle to a loud noise,

turning head toward -;ound source, and attending when her name is called.

S dismantles block towers ant picks up small objects with the ri,!ht hand

only. S is very curious of objects placed in front of her but does not

distinguish them in terms of size, shape or texture.

Intellectual Development

Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale administered at C.A. 6-5 with results

of I.Q. 9; M.A. 6-8 months; and a hasal age of 5 months with stn,esses on

test items up Le the 7th and 8th month level. At the time was tlassiiied as

mentail) defectivc--profound retardation h; two examining psvchlogists.

Potential -zaid to be pos,;iblv higher but hyperactivity prevented her from

;Functioning with e,,:aminers. Capability at this time wus respon,,e to the

simplest of environmental stimulation.

Vineland Social Maturity Scale administered at C.A. 6-6 S.A. of

1-3 and a social quotient of 38. Again hyperactivitN, dominated to sing situa-

tion and restraint an attendant was necessary. During testing S used

only the right hand and arm and attention span was very limited.

A diagnostic speeJ, evaluation given at C.A. 8-2 resulted in impression

that S understood very little larmafe and was functioning at an extremely

restrict,'i infantil., level in communication levels. Throughout tasting

situation S laagned inappropriately and auditory recognition waf, poordemon-

strated no inner language ,onc_erning obje(t function in em,fronmcnt. No

vocalization clivit:d and no imitation of either vethat ,r non-erb,11 tasks.

Therapy not re,_!ommeldcd.

EEG done at C. . of 13-1 under no sedation with int,:rpretation if aa

abnormal record demonstrating bilateral spike activity predominftliw ,n the



Intellectual Development (Continued)

left temporal ,lrea and epileptogenic activity at the right posterior regions.

Another diagnostic speech evaluation at C.A. of 14-8 revealed S's hearing

to he adequate for at least gross sounds with the lowest intensity responded

to being 80 db. on the Infant Audiometer. The Receptive-Expressive-Phonetic

Language Scale achieved the following levels: Receptive language age of 7

to 9 months; Expressive language of 3 months; and Phonetic language of 4 to 6

months. the Mecham Verbal Development Scale (an extension of the Vineland

Social Maturity Scale) achieved a language equivalent of .29. Overall ex-

pressive speech was described as inadequate for communication. Receptively

S :shows gross awareness of sound, responds appropriately to friendly and/or

angry tone-, and stops activity at the sound of her name. Expressively S

produces small, throaty noises, chuckles, and cries (only when hurt). Con-

clusions were that hearing acuity is adequate for conversational speech and

the prognosis for S to ever establish any meaningful form of communication

(even gesticulation) is extremely poor. No speech or hearing therapy was

indicated. Presently S has no eve contact nor does she smile in response to

another person's smile, however she does smile when her name is called and

she talked to. S does not denote any needs nor does she make Av sounds

r ,e,,ture,4 to get attention. Sne has no conceptual skills.

'oc 1,11 De \,e1

is not tei Udine:: hitt is Lapable of feed ing her,e 1 f a ,,nooti

aud tilt. aid of .1 motif h.tod h fa';tt red around the 1)1 at_,. She

1 i c, t 1 e ins' of r ,1 t )It Ind temov but need., help to

ad, 1 : ham' and 1 ac ind hriv ii t t h. 11 1 f ht 1 t1,1 indupen-

n i I done :it

by t;irowing tt Into i and ttll n ;no in ttt t p 1 I t

1:1 tl ro', in :oon ;et , wor, I d At t 'n I I I t

t d ,ind 1)1 ti 1.1, F ot her 11 t I d . At t t \ ear-, in 1-

tut ion S no longer harmed other reAdents and would roll a ball back and



to being 80 db. on the Infant Audiometer. The Receptive-Expressive-Phonetic

Language Scale achieved the following levels: Receptive language age of 7

to 9 months; Expressive language of 3 months; and Phonetic language of 4 to 6

month,,. the Mecham Verbal Development Scale (an extension of the Vineland

Social Maturity Scale) achieved a language equivalent of .29. Overall ex-

pressive speech was described as inadequate communication. Receptively

S shows gross awareness of sound, responds appropriately to friendly and/or

angry tones and stops activity at the sound of her name. Expressively S

produces small, throaty noises, chuckles, and cries (only when hurt). Con-

clusions were that hearing acuity is adequate for conversational speech and

the prognosis for S to ever establish any meaningful form of communication

(even gesticulation) is extremely poor. No speech or hearing therapy was

indicated. Presently S has no eve contact nor does she smile in response to

another person's smile, however she does smile when her name is called and

she is talked to. S does not denote any needs nor does she make any sounds

or gestures to get attention. She has no conceptual skills.

Social Development

S is not toilet trained but is capable of feeding herself wit_h a spoon

and with the aid of a metal band which is fastened around the plate. She

is also capable of taking off a coat and removing shoes, but need-, help to
r

adluitely wash hands and face and brush teeth. All self help and indepen-

der-e r i l 1 s must he done with assistance.

S plays alonc by throwing toys into a pile and then moving to the pile

and thr,,wtnz, them elsewhere. l%rhen ounger, S would sit on the floor most

of the day and bite and kick other children. After two years in the insti-

tution S no loner harmed other residents and would roll a hall back and

orth, hut only with much encouragement. At one time S WJ, rtported to he

able to color and assemble simple puzzles, but after a seri., t st izure

in 1')70 ittendant-, feel her abilities have been adversely i,fected by



CASE OF S

Social Development (Continued)

the seizures. S does not interact with other residents.

Emotional Development

S was evaluated by a team of psychologists at a C.A. of 6-6 in order

to curb hyperactivity. The hyperactivity was considered to be impulse-

ridden, meaning that the rapid series of actions she goes through starts

£4.A,

from within instead oflbeing a reaction to distracting environmental
a>4

stimuli. It was felt necessary to curb some of the internally Vsing

impulses with drugs and instead of resorting to restraint she should be

placed in an area where She is well protected, relatively free from dis-

traction and causes of injury. Current limitations in function due to

mental and emotional impairments call for assistance in washing, bathing,

toileting, dressing, and eating. Skilled observation is also needed in

the administration and ,-egtilation of prescribed medication for the patient

\

incapable of assuming this responsibility.

`,.;ESSMENI OF PRESENT FUNCTIONIING LEVELSIII.

Motor Develonmen'

Ore,-, Motor. ,Ias the ability to rai5c head in coordinated manner

indepealintly, roll :,odv, s;t erect without support, crawl in a k_ontrolln

mAnner, indcl,cndcntiv, and maintain balance, en(ompassing

1.1;, to 14.7 in out-,idc and r,)Iliti,; Ahmit in

Zto nn 1 i.tt . lIlirtit s i not iii ,11 1 y developed but S can t browih

r i Inc t , I hct 1,, he 1(1 t,,

t . In 1,1d' , Ina p, t it t ncr-

dinato rc,t, ,111 7, 1,0 in t ()11.-1 I. I,lt r.. lti 0,) 1,in, "t .1

,Imr-1 Ina t



S was evaluated by a team of psychologists at a C.A. of 6-6 in order

to curb hyperactivity. The hyperactivity was considered to be imnulse-

ridden, meaning that the rapid series of actions she goes throu.;11 -tirt-,

from within instead of being a reaction to distracting environmental

stimuli. It was felt necessary to curb some of the internally ari in:

impulses with drugs and instead of resorting to restraint she ,,twi,1

placed in an area where she is well protected, relatively free from di

traction and causes of injury. Current limitations in function Ple to

mental and emotional impairments call for assistance in washing,

toileting, dressing, and eating. Skilled observation is also n,, :n

the administration and regulation of prescribed medication " 1

Incapable of assuming this responsibility.

III. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Motor Development

Gross Motor. S has the ability to raise head in a coordinat,d '..inner

indeporplently, roll hoc!, sit erect without support, crawl in rel

manner, stand' erect, wlk independently, and maintain ha lance, an'

up to pcint 14.7 in COMPET. S enjoys walking outside and roll:r, t in

the grass or on a mat. Balance is not highly developed but S can tir

a straight line of F to S tire whit= hc, hand is held inl -hi

Fine Motor. S can tr=,e hands, r.'ach, and grasp, altheno:h

dinated manner, reaching point lh.; in COMPEL. There is no p

nor eve hand coordination.

11) r

Visual .)tor. ALL-end-, to vi ual stimuli and can vi,,nalL tr D.

Object but doer, not tixate on an ohleet or male any

level 113.2 in COMPEL Doe, not ,,e-m aide to 1,,arr, ever,.

Auditory Motor, i)c.lpn,,tr,ite,-. only the ability to te



I
/



CASE OF S

Auditory Motor kContinued)

or name, point 20.1 in COMPET. Laughs and claps when music is_played_but

will nnt march, raise arms, or make other bodily movements to music., ReS-

pond, to simple commands.

Tactile/Kinesthetic

S demonstrates an i crest in exploring objects tactually but does not

differentiate, match or rank'objects by texture, reaching point 22.1 on

COMPET. Is very curicus about objects but will/ only fondle for short period

and hand object back or place it on table or floor.

,

Social Development

Self Concept. Capable of responding to own name, and does show affection

whenever praised. Cannot identify body parts or recognize image in mirror.

Reaches point 24.1 in COMPET.

Communication; Conceptual; Math; Nasal Hygiene; Clothing Care; Per§onal

Safety; Pre-Vocational; Vocational. Demonstrates no ability relating to

comprehension of these areas.

Toileting.' Presently in toilet training program but does not remain

unsoiled for extended periods, indicate need, or perform toileting procedures.

Feeding/Eating/Drinking,. Demonstrates abilities from sucking, drinking,

and feeding self with spoon, up to point 34.7 in COMPET. Has been in occu-

pational therapy program with emphasis on self feeling.

Grooming. Washes hands and face and brushes hair with assistance.' En-

couragement needed because becomes stubborn at times. Reaches point 36,2

on COMPET.

Self Help and Independence. Demonstrates only ability to remove shoe.

Social Interaction. Demonstrates awareness of other individuals but



;

'Tactile/Kinesthetic

S demonstrates an interest in exploring objects tactually but does not

differentiate, match 4r rank objects by texture, reaching point 22.1 on

COMPET. Is very curious about objects but will only fondle for short period

and hand object back or place it on table or floor.

Social Development

Self Concept. Capable of responding to own name, and does show affectio

whenevei' praised. Cannot identify body parts or recognize image in mirror.

Reaches point 24.1 in COMPET.

Communication; Conceptual; Math; Nasal Hygiene; Clothing Care; Personal

Safety; Pre-Vocational; Vocational. Demonstrates no ability relating to

comprehension of these areas.

Toileting. Presently in toilet training program but does not remain

unsoiled for:extended periods, indicate need, or perform toileting procedures.

Iding/Eating/Drinking. Demonstrates abilities from sucking, drinking,

and feeding self with spoon, up to point 34.7 in COMPET. Has been in occu-

pational therapy program with emphasis on self feeding.

Grooming. Washes hands and face and brushes hair with assistance. En-

'ouragement needed because becomes stubborn at times. Reaches point. 36.2

on COMPET.

Self Help and Independence. Demonstrates only ability to remove shoe.

Social Interaction. Demonstrates awareness of other individuals but

does not seek attention. Will participate in appropriate play if enc,mraged

but interaction with others is very minimal.

IV. PRESCRIPTION

The following prescription for S concentrates in the areas of gross,

-265-



CASE OF S

IV. PRESCRIPTION (CONTINUED)

,1

fine, visual, and auditory motor skills; tactile/kinesthetic; self concept;

toileting; grooming; and feeding/eating/drinking. Ideas prescribed in one

area may also be complimentary to the objectives in another area. The pro-

gram should be administered by teacher's aide with on-going superviSion of

a teacher or supervisor and consulting advice from a physical

nurse, attendant, and any other personnel in contact with S.

would ideally be done on a one-to-one basis with emphasis on

therapist,

The program

interaction

occuring later in a small group setting.

Patience, perseverance, and affection must be shown with great emphasis

on repetition of tasks and reward for correct responses. The program must

also be kept as consistent as possible.

4

,M1



1. STUDENT CODE S

e

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program, 3. PRESCRIPTI(

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS
4

7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

-----'

1. GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMEN1 1. Compet 1.

2. Pa.Dept. of 2.

2. Establish, refine, and maintain skills per- Base line data compiled Education 4.

taining to the useful movement of the during each session on 4. Use large doll

head, torso, and extremities. each step of progress- to demonstrate roll-

\ ion. Successful when ing or move "S" in

3.

a. Roll body in a controlled manner. Roll
task carried through
to completion accord-

designated manner

from prone position to side. In supine ing to command or Discussion of IA 1.

position, moves feet up and down. Rolls

from front to back; back to front, side

example shown "S". parts while rolling
along with concepts

to side; to left or right side; rolls
over completely.

such as side/front/
back

b. Crawl in a controlled manner. Hand objects Completion of task Toy or reward can be

to "S" when'in a crawling position so one
hand must be used to obtain object while
other maintains balance in crawling
ciosition. .

according to objective given to encourage
crawling toward a
target

-- .



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
tineeship Program

1UATIONS

3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER David Horner CODE

METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

;TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
,CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

dhCATE
POSITION

INDICATE

LOCATION

ne data compiled
each session on
ep of progress-
uccessful when
cried through
letion accord-
command or
shown "S".

ion of:task
ng to objective

1. Compet

2. Pa.Dept. of
Education

4. Use large doll
to demonstrate 11-

ing or mov S" in

designated manner

Discussion of body
parts while rolling
along with concepts
such as side/front/
back

Toy or reward can be
given to encourage
crawling toward a
target

O

1. Compet

2. Pa.Dept. of

4. ,Large area mats
Incline mats
Tunnels to crawl

through

k

. Sister M. Leonard
McGuire Memorial

Home

Teacher's Aide Residential area

with supervisiorwhich is relatively

from Teacher anc
consultation of
physical

therapist

free from distract-
ions and well equip-

ped with mats
Or

Outdoors

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE S ' 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESC

4. LEAING OBJECTIVES
\\ 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GEERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DECRIPTIO

.

GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT (continued)

c. Detonstrates ability to maintain balance
1. Stands on one foot with aid
2. Stands on one foot without aid
3. Swings and sways while on one foot
4. Walks balance board
5. Walks inclined surface
6. W'.lks inclined balance board
7. Wlks on narrower incline boards

d. Demonstrates ability 4o t row and catch
1. DATelopment of eye/hand c ordination to

roll ball
2. Development of grasp to h ball over

had with full arm extension
3. 11;3e of both hands in rolling ball

Completion of task as
designated without
losing balance.

Throwing and catching
Of ball, rolling to
designated person or
target

2. Compet

4. Use of mats, ve
tabular boards, ba
ance beam. Also

walking through tit
sand bounding on
edges of tires

Encourage "S" to
hold ball with hand

extended away from
body and make asap
iations as to when
to throw the ball,
such as to me or
toward the toy, eti
to develop other
concepts



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeshi. Pro ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER David Horner CODE

. EVALUATIONS 6. ME MODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRGNMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
TO EVACUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
SUCCESS* . 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
, TEACHER MADE it

.

2. Ompet Mats, harness placed Teacher Aide Area Of little
4. Use of mats, ves- aroundfwaist with and attendant distraction

ompletion of task as tibular boards, bal- ropes on two sides to
iesignated without
.osing balance.

ance beam. Also
walking through tire

preventtfalling.
Inclinelboards and

Two people are
needed to pre- ..

and bouncing on
edges of tires

balancing beams
ranging from widths of

vent falling

10" to 2".

Several used tires.

%rowing and catching Encourage "S" to Start with soft foam Teacher's Aide Play area where
I ball, rolling to hold ball with hands balls or ballt of a possible inter-
esignated person or extended away from larger size and bright action with others
arget body and make assoc-

iations as to where
to throw the ball,
such as to me or

colors. Texture of
balls should also be
varied. Records stress-
ing activity may also

may occur

toward the toy, etc.,
to develop other
concepts

be used.
,

LW) NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD ,

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY.
S 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIC

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS

"4

6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

-

2. Establish and expand the capability of the
hands and fingers in accomplishing
functional tasks and expand eye/hand
coordination. '

3.

a. ability to move hands together in unison
b. ability to reach with both hands grasp''

ing an object
c. development of pincer grasp
d eye/hand coordination while using grasp

movements
e. building block towers

Completion of task
according to designatec:xlapping
objective

,

,

Grasping of moving
objects.

Completion of tower
and removing of tower

(

Flay pat-a-cake,
hands,

tickle plam of hand,
place objects just
oilt of reach of "S"

aid encourage her to
mach for and grasp
th m.

So ething that makes
no ses such as a
small bell was
effective.

t

J
(Horner)

.

Pul

Stai

scqt

t

f

sim

rh3

Pal

all

41J:0;)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD
, .

. ,
a i .

NE UNIVERSITY 1

sineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER David Horner CODE

., gl

ALUATIONS 6. METHOD 7. MATERIALS f 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

,

STS /TASKS

EVALUATE
PUSS

-

I. TITL
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

J/1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR ..

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE

,

LOCATION

tion of task
ling to designatecclapping
'ive

r

mg of .moving
s.

Rion of tower
moving of tower

Play pat-a-cake,
hands,

tickle plain of hand,

place objects just
out of reach of "S"
and'encourage her to
reach for and grasp
them.

Something that makes
noises such as a
small bell was
effective.

(Horner)

t

Puppets, rattles
small toys, peg boards,
squeeze toys which
make noise when
squeezed

small bells,,balls,
rhythm band instruments

Paper to crumble was
also effective

Teacher's Aide

,

,

Play area where j

little distraction
occurs and well-
lighted.

.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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4
NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO:.

. .0.

S -. DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY'
.

1. STUDENT COE 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES \ IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

_ .
.

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

.

1. -TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIO1

t

.

I

1. VISUAL MOTOR TRAINING

2. Esta lish and maintain ability to visually
trac and fixate, expansion of visual
disc imination skills, development of
visu 1/motor coordination in conjunction
with gross and fine motor development

3. Demonstrates ability to fixate on objects

.

,

.
.

,

Recognition of objects
when presented and
sorting or matching
them

,

.11
)

Use familiar object
such as small toys,
pictures, or even
movement of face of
aide or attendant
in front of "S".

Worker should hold
objects at eye leve
and fairly close to
"S"

(Horner)

,

r 49,,



JRKRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

tIQUE-SNE UNIVERSITY
der Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER David Horner

CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

VESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

i

INDICATE
POSITION

.

i

I-

INDICATE \

LOCATION

k

cognition of objects
hen presented and
orting or matching
hem

;

'

ab.

-

1

c

t

Use familiar objects
such as small toys,
pictures, or even
movement of face of
aide or attendadt
in front of "S".

Worker-should hold
objects at eye level
and fairly close to
"S"

(Horner)

A:

Small toys, blocks,

brightly colored balls,
wind-up toys which
move and emit noise to
develop fixation.
Shine different color-
ad lights in yeses and
move them ab t slowly

I

Teacher's Aide

,

.

.

/

Quiet' Area which

can be darkened
foi visual dis-

criminating df
various lights
and movements

It

.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE,

NRRC/P PRESQRI6I0b1 PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNF UNIVERSITY
2. CATION Summer Traineeship Program 143. PRESCRIPTIX

41. ,LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

,

.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/MSKS 1. TITLE
.

....

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS
.

3. SOURCE /

. 4.' DESCRIPTION

--.------
.

\

\ :
.

. .
.

1. AUDITORY DEVELOPMENT . Responds to simple, Sequencing sound in Sit

4----,-- command "co e here" reference to'diffbr- st
\

2. Kaiablish and refine auditory discrimination and "sit _do 1 , ent,types of activit- so
Skills and expand auditory)recall skills ies to stop or start

1
Shows chan e in an activity. ' Ob,

3. / activity with change . th,

a. Demonstration dB ability to respond to of sound iplysiCal activity to no

. sound pattern assocaited with various s' Music should be
activities. Completion of task stressed with "S"

according to object tHorneir
b. Reproduction of _claps in aplayfulmanner ive.

Use assembly or "sit

I

c. Reproduction of a pattern or set of down" music and
i clapping, such as repeating three success- rhythm band activit-

ive clap ( ies where coordina-
tion and grasping

d. Demonstration of ability to reproduce objects are also
sounds such as a clap, bang, slap or a I necessary.
laugh -, - //

.

.

. 0 1

. .



NgRC/P1PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

. .

c..7.1n....,......

SNE UNIV RSITY
fainees p Program 3. PRESCiIPTION WRITER David Horner CODE

'VALUATIaiS 6. METHODS I7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

- _
ESTS/TASKS,-
0 EVALUATE
.UCCESS

)
/ .-

1. TITLE,

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE ,

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

,

onds to simple
and "come here"
"sit down".

s chaftge in

vity with change
ound

letion of task
rding to object-

.

Sequencing sound in
reference to differ-
ent types of activit-
ies to stop or start
an activity.

'Physical activity to
music should be
stressed With "S"

(Horner) ,

Simple rhythm records
stressing varying
sounds and tempos.

Objects to bang or tap
that elicit pleasant
noises.

_

Teacher's Aide

_

Intpraction in a
small group for
this activity would
encourage more
movement and sound
reproductions would
be louder.

Modeling from other
group members may
also oc-eux--- .

6

-

Use assembly or "sit
down" music and
rhythm band activit-
ies where coordina-
tion and grasping
objects are llso
necessary.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDE"T CODE S

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO.

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Sommer Traineeship Program 3. PRESC

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
. EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

*MP

1. TACTILE-KINESTHETIC DEVELOPMENT

2. Establishment and refinement of the
sense of touch

3.

TESTS/TASKS
/TO EVALUATE

SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIO1

a Demonstrates interesc in exploring
objects tactually

b. Demonstrates -the ability to- identify
abjects using tactile cues,

q,c. Identifies materials when blindfolded

Exploration of objects

Correct use given or
mimicked for that
object

Exploration of en-
vironment, touching
various textures
and consistencies.

Objects in water
play, such as spongy
and plastic toy

(HorrIta__

"S" showed use of Blindfold "S" and
hair brush when present objects and
presented blindfolded observe reactions t(

objects.

(Compet)

4
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NRRCPP PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD.
,..

,

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER David Horner CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS__

TESTS/TASKS
T9 EVALUATE
StCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

I. TITLE
2., AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

.

.ploration.ofobjects

rrect use given or
micked for that
.ject

4

Exploration of en-
vironment, touching
various textures
and consistencies.

Objects in water_
play, such as sponge
and plastic toy

(Horner)

,

Soft, fuzzy, rough,
hard, any textural
variables - sandpaper
glass, hot and cold
water, fur, wood,
sticky materials,
light and heavy objects

Teacher's Aide Exploration of
environment, out-
doors, arty area

which provides a
new and unique
situation

_

-" showed use of
it brush when

esented blindfolded

Blindfold "S" and
present objects and
observe reactions to
objects.

(Compet),

Blindfold, other ob-
jects of varying tex-
tures, temperatures,
weight

Teacher's Aide
--

Distraction-free
area

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE S

NKRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

1-
DUQUESNEUNIVERS1TY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIC

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
i

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. SELF-CONCEPT

2. Perception of own identity

3.

a. Makes eye contact with speaker, turns
toward speaker.

b. Makes eye contact with image of self in
mirror

Establishment of eye
contact with speaker
and turning toward'
speaker

s
.

Call name from
various positions
around "S" and re-
ward for correct
response.

Also hold objects in
front of eyes or
stand very close to
"S" in face-to-face
position, repeating
her name and rein-
forcing any eye
contact.
A toy or noise emit-
ting object was
effective in getting
I"S" to look at me.

Mir
ing

gam

men
par
Bod
fla
man
Did

Rep
whe
'ing

Poi
whe
dre
whe
tak
tiv
are
ass
nit

\
.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD-

UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER David Horner CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

S/TASKS
.ALUATE
ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

hment of eye
with speaker
ing toward

Call name from
various positions
around "S" and re-
ward for correct
response.

Also hold objects iri
front of eyes or
stand very close to
"S" 4 face-to-fac
position, repeating
her name and rein-
forcing any eye
contact.
A toy or noise emit-
ting object was
effective in gettirm
"S" to look at me.

Mirror, records stress-
ing body parts, group
games encouraging move-
ment of specific body
parts.
Body puzzle, dolls,
flannel boards with
mannequins.
Did not react to mirror

Ripeat name of "S"
wheneyer moving, chang-
ing activities, etc.
Point out body parts
whenever washing and
dressing. Group games
where name calling
takes place is effec-
tive and when body parts
are mentioned. Must be
assisted in body recog-
nition at this time

(Horner)

Teacher's Aide

I

4

Area with floor

length mirrors
well situated
so that "S" can
see all of body

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE S

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO;

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCI

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIOI

1. TOILET TRAINING

2. To establish and maintain self care in
the area of toileting

3. Establish pattern of elimination

Baseline evaluations
during inception of
program and follow-up.

Success when self-
/toileting is achieved.

Baseline should in-
clude the date,
time, condition of
pants, type of
elimination, use 01
toilet (yes or no)

Following routine
should be used:
Lead "S" to toilet
gently; say name
and guide "S" hands
in pulling down
pants; place "S" of
toilet, remain wits
"S" and give reward
if voiding'occurs
within 5 minutes.
If no result after
5 minutes, remove
"S" from toilet
gently; encourage
child to wipe self;



[ NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

OUQUESNEIUNIVERSITY
per Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER David Horner CODE

. EVALUATIONS

\

6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS /TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTBOR POSITION LOCATION
SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3., SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4.' DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE .

laseline evaluations Baseline should in- Mother's Patience key Ward Residential or
luring inception of

program and follow-up.

elude the date,
time, condition of
pants, type of

to toilet training

I.U.08

Attendant institutional bat
room

luccess when self- elimination, use of Should be rel:tiv
:oileting is achieved. toilet (yes or no)

Following routine
should be used:

1

ly free from dis-
traction and main
tain a clean and
pleasant atmosphe

Lead "S" to toilet
gently ;_

and guide "S" hands
in pulling down
pants; place "S" on
toilet, remain with

__ _

"S" and give reward
if voiding occurs
within 5 minutes.
If no result after
5 minutes, remove
"5" from toilet
gent0; encourage
child \to wipe self;

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7



1. STUDENT CODE
S

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

.1., SUBJECT' AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

..=-2. GENERAL' OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

...
4. DESCRIPTION

TOILET TRAINING (continued) Baseline evaluations
during inception of
program and follow-up

Success when self-
toileting is achieved

encourage pulling
up of pants by
guiding hands;
assist "S" in wash-
ing hands. "5"

should 13 placed on
toilet at ular
intervals unt a

pattern of elimi -

-"'s.--

Mo
to

I.

andand then. taken about N-

5 minutes before
elimination usually
occurs.
Praise for correct
procedure should be
given immediately.

--oh

''---,

Meals must also be
kept at consistent
times. Avoiding
buttons,snaps,straps
rand zippers may be

r--

t)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

1 E UNIVERSITY

ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER David Horner
CODE

ALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE

CCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

_____1. TITLE
2.__AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

lie evaluations

inception of
0 and follow-up

when self-
,rig is achieved

-encourage pulling
up of pants1,57

guiding hands;
assist "S" in wash-
ing hands. "S"
should be placed on
toilet at regular
intervals until a
pattern of elimina-
tion is establishe_d_

and then taken about
5 minutes before
elimination usually
occurs.

.

Praise for correct
procedure should be
given immediately.
Meals must also be
kept at consistent
times. Avoiding

buttons,snaps,straps
and zippers may be

Mother's patience key
to toilet training

I.U.08

Ward

Attendant

.

Residential or
institutional
bathroom

Should be relative-
ly free from
distraction and
maintain a clean
and pleasant
atmosphere___

%..,....)

IN. -

.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
S

a
NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORI

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

TOILET TRAINING (Continued) Baseline evaluations
during inception of
program and follow-up

Success when self-
toileting is achieved

more effective -
elastic is much
more manageable.

Program must be .

kept very consist-
ent to become
effective.

(Compet)

(I.U.08) Toileting
Procedure



UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER David Horner CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE' INDICATE INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

Rseline evaluations more effective Motherts patience key Ward Residential or
wring inception of elastic is much to toilet training Attendant institutional
rogram and follow-up more manageable. bathroom

I.U. 08
access when self- Prot-ram must be Should be relativ(
)ileting,is achieved kept very consist-

ent to become
effective.

ly free from
distraction and
maintain a clean
and pleasant

(Compet) atmosphere

(I.U.08) Toiletir.g
Procedure

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73

r
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD
"-

. DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE S

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship PrograM 3. pRESCRIP/Ill

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS . 6. METHODS 7.

I. SUBJECT AREA- (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. FEEDING/EATING/DRINKING

2. To build sequential eating skills
necessary for eventual independence and
development of socially acceptable
manners and eating habits

3.

a. Demonstrates ability to use other utensils
"S" uses only the right hand in feeding

Ability to drink from
cup and feed self with
spoon

Use of other utensils
in self-feeding

Feeding the Child Eat

ed
cie

Met
pla

pre

on

A v

1"
dev
hab

_

with a Handicap
Compet
U.S. Dept of Health
Education & Welfare

Introduce fork only
after "S" maintains
good control of
spoon. Beginning
-foodsor other activities.

b. Demonstrates appropriate manners and
social graces at mealtime-

,

a

should be soft
and mushy and grad-
,wally progress to

pieces of potato &
meat and lastly such
items as peas and
corn.

Encourage "5" to
maintain good pos-
ture and sitting
balance
(Marie Moore

Project-6)

)



NRRC/P PaESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

WE UNIVERSITY ,

lineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER David Horner
CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS .8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

1

qS/TASKS
EVALUATE
;LESS .

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3.'- SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. ,SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

to drink from
feed self with

other utensils
-feeding

Feeding tbe Child ' Eating utensils design-
ed for the most effi-
cient use by "S"

Metal ring must b
placed around plate
presently to keep food'
on plate as "S" eats.

A variety of healthful

Occupational
.Therapist

.

.

Cafeteria where
correct eating ,

skills are , .

stressed and
consistent obser-
vation of meal-A,
times are made

. with aoHandicap

Compet
U.S. Dept of Health
Education & Welfare

Introduce fork only
after "S" maintains
good control of
spoon. Beginning

r7

-foods should be soft foods also encourages
and mushy and grad- development of eating

ually progress to habits

pieces of potato &
meat and lastly such
items as peas and
cor %n.

&

Encdurage "S" to
maintain good pos-
turg and sitting
-balance-
(Marie Moore

Project 6)

__

0

,

_ _

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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vNRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC011
t

y
.

,, , . DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY .

1. STUISNT CODE S 2. LOCATION Summer' Traineeshtj Program 3.- PRE5CR,
.

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
..4.,

S. EVALUATIONS b,. METHODS

1....N

1. SUBJECT AREA ,, (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

imalk

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

-.

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

n

1. GROOMING

2. Establishment and refinement of basic
wills pertaining to the care of the body

3.
,

a. Ability t) wash own hands and face

Completion of objective
by achieving goal

i

_ _

Pegin by subjecting
"S" to water play
in which_miCh use
of jhe hands is '

-stressed. Standing
behind "S" get her
to pick up sponges
then wash cloth and
then familiarize hel
with it. After water

---play-is-familiat--t-cr

"S", take her to
bathfoom and wh e
standing behin "S"'

prepare wate soap
and wash cl h whili
guiding " through
these mo ements.
Encour e "S" to
then ash face and
han - and to then
dri self, Thi`b

program should be
.

.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

WESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER David Horner CODE

EVALUATIONS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

4

pletion of objective

achieving goal,
Begin by subjecting
"S" to water play
in which much use
of the hands is
stressed. Standing
behind "S" get her
to pick up sponges

then wash cloth and
then familiarize,, her
with it. After water
play is familiar to
"S", take her to
bathroom and while
standing behind "S"
prepare water, soap
and --7ash cloth while

guiding "S" through
these movements.
Encourage "S" to
then wash face and
hands and to then
dry self. This
program should be

Small plastic NI)* with

sponges, small floating
plastic toys, and wash
cloth placed in water.
Towel

Occupational

Therapist
Water play out-
doors

All other activity
in washroom area

NRRC/2 FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
S

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPtII

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDI:-ATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

. METHODS 7.

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

A

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROOMING (continued)

Ability to care for hair Brushii.g of hair on
own

11

repeated after each
toileting and after
every meal, after
"S" has become
accustomed to wash
room area.

Select a brightly
colored and durable
brush which "S" is
able to hold
adequately

(Horner)

Hal



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
lineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

ODUATIONS

aSTIASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

6. METHODS

David Horner CODE

7. MATERIALS . PERSONNEL ENVIRONMENTS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

I. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE'
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

9

g of hair on

repeated after each
toileting and after
every meal, after
"S" has become
accustomed to wash-
room area.

Select a brightly
colored and durable
brush which "S" is
able to hold
adequately

(Horner)

Hair Brush Occupational
Therapist

Washroom

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO1
1

,

f

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT CODE S 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCI

f

4. Alirly. NG OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. iUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTIO?
\,..

1. SELF-HELP AND INDEPENDENCE Completion of task Use reverse chain-
ing process

2. Establish and maintain independence in
putting on and removing basic clothing
articles. .

i.e. place S's pant
almost to waist and
help her move them
into position.

3. Remove pants; put; on pants Gradually move pant
to a lower poiition)
then placement of
legs in pants by
self and pulling
them up.
Also encourage
removal by "S"

'

f

It



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER David Horner CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

mpletion of task Use reverse chain- Pants without buttons Occupational Bathroom and
ing process
i.e. place S's pants
almost to waist and
help her move them

or zippers

Use felcron fasteners
of elastic bands in
pants for case of

Therapist bedroom

into position. dressing/undressing _

Gradually move pants
to a lower position;
then placement of
legs in pants by
self and pulling
them up.

Also encourage
removal by "5"

1

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE S

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO1

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. 1

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS!'"ASKS 1. TITLE i

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR A

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
....

4. DESCRIPTION 1

Have "5" play in

1. SOCIAL INTERACTION Interaction with others small groups such Smal

as rolling the ball recc

2. Establish and maintain the ability to be activities and have rhyt

acceptable and accepted in the immediate her roll the ball tom
social environment toward a designated

person.

inte

3. Demonstrates the awareness of other
individuals Social reinforcement

must be given very
liberally. "S"
smiles and claps
whenever involved
in an activity with
others but ,'oes not
join the activity one
her own. Have "S"
and another child
roll a large ball
together or clap in
uni on.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER David Horner CODE

UATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

S/TASKS
ALUATE
ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

ion with others

Have "S" play in
small groups such
as rolling the ball
activities and have
her roll the ball
toward a designated
person."

Social reinforcement
must be given very
liberally. "S"
smiles and claps
whenever involved
in an activity with
others but does not
join the activity on
her own. Have "S"
and another child
roll a large ball
together or clap in
unison.

Small group games,
records which stress
rhythmic clapping and
touching, holding, and
interacting with others

Teacher's Aide Small group
situations such as
activity time

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



I. IDENTIFICATION

CASE OF G

G is an eighteen year old in the trainable retarded range of intellectual

development who, from reports, has always been retarded and inarticulate in

speech. 7

The mother reports that pregnancy with G was uneventful. However, though

birth was spontaneous, G was born four weeks premature after twelve and one

half hours of labor accompanied by bleeding. At birth she weighed 4 pounds

2-1/2 ounces. The mother further reported the following early developmental

stages:

Sat and crept 9 months
Walked with support 13 months
Dentation 13 months
Walked without support 27 months
Fed self 2-1/2 years
Toilet trained 3 years
Spoke single words 3 years

e.g., mama`, dada

Able to understand but
cannot reply

From an early examination she was diagnosed as cerebral palsied at the

age of five months

Admission to a residential facility was April 18, 1963, when G waslepproxi-

mately eight years old.

II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

(3

_e Physical Development

5:

General Health. On admission (1963) G was well developed, well nourished,

fairly alert, ambulatory, quite withdrawn;-and described as a dysphasic child.

Gross retardation was obvious. There was hypertonicity with spasticity of the

left side. There was also incoordination during the fine movement of the hands.

On a recent medical evaluation (February 27, 1973) updating of height and

weight indicated:

Weight percentile

Height percentile

50th for 11-1/2 year old
female

30th for a 3 year old
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speech.

The mother reports that pregnancy with G was uneventful. However, though

birth was spontaneous, G was born four weeks premature after twelve and one

half hours of labor accompanied by bleeding. At birth st4lweighed 4 pounds

2-1/2 ounces. The mother further reported the following early developmental

stages:

Sat and crept 9 months .

Walked with support 13 months
Dentation 13 months
Walked withiiut support 27 months
Fed self 2-1/2 years
Toilet trained 3 years
Spoke single words 3 years

e.g., mama, dada
Able to understand but

cannot reply

From an early examination she was diagnosed as cerebral palsied at the

age of five months

Admission to a residential facility was April 18, 1963, when G was approxi-

mately eight years

II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

P"f

15_4 I

Physical Development

General Health. On admission (1963) G was well developed, well murished,

fairly alert, ambulatory, quite withdrawn; and described as a dysphasic child.

Gloss retardation was obvious. There was hypertonicity with spasticity of the

left side. There was also incoordination during the fine movement of the hands.

On a recent medical evaluation (February 27, 1973) updating of height and

weight indicated:

Weight percentile 50th for 11-1/2 year old
female

Height percentile 30th for a 3 year old
female

Vision Good
Hearing Adequate at least for gross

sounds
Neurological Deep tendon reflexes
Oral hygiene Good

ImpreiSions concluded G to be mentally retarded. Microcephaly, secondary

(X-ray evidenced).

-283-



CASE OF G

rs
01")

Medication. None reported; however, diagnosis indicates hyperactivity

without prescription of medicine. Allergy to chocolate without prescriptive

meditation.

Other, phyical problems. Cerebral palsy-hypertonicity with spasticity

of the left side. Febrile illness-spasms.

Emotional Stabi1it1. Withdrawn, hyperactive.

Motor Development

Gross Motor. G is fully ar 1 tory. Reports from February 4, 1971,

to June 1971, indicated that G: (1) Does not jump, hop, or turn somersaults,

(2) Does walk on boatds, climbs steps, creeps in cross pattefns, and rolls
A

sideways in either direction, (3) Loves music and marches to it, and (4)

Attempts the record exercises.

Fine Motor. Reports show C to be able to feed self with use of spoon

and Pork. She can also string beads, tear paper according to instructions,

and arrange (buiad) blocks:

Visual Motor. To do many of the activities mentioned under Gross and

Fine Motor, G would need to have some ability of visual-motor ability, par-

ticularly in the stringing of beads, block building, paper tearing, and

feeding.

Auditory Motor. As a result of brain damage G has been diagnosed as

dysphasic-an impairment of the ability to speak, or sometimes to understand

language. However, once more due to many of the skills she possess, her

(neception is developed to the degrer, of understanding simple directions.

Tactile/Kinesthetic. None reported except those previously mentioned.

Intellectual Development

Conceptual/Self-Concept/Communication. These following tests were

administered with results:

1. Binet, Form 1. No basal was reached because of G's lack of
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er p ys ca pro' ems. Cerebral palsy-hypertonicity with spasticity

of the left side. Febrile illness- spasms.

Emotional Stability. Withdrawn, hyperactive.

Motor Development

Gross Motor. G fully arh 1 tory. Reports from February 4, 1971,

to June 1971, indicated that C: (1) Does not jump, hop, or turn somersaults,

(2) Does walk on boards, climbs steps, creeps in cross patterns, and rolls

, -sideways in either direction, (3) loves music and marches to it, and (4)

Attempts the record exercises.

Fine Motor. Reports show C to be able to feed self with use of spoon

and fork. She can also string beads, tear paper according to instructions,

and arrange (build) blocks.

Visual Motor. To do many of the activities mentioned under Gross and

Fine Motor, G would.peed to have some ability of visual-motor ability, par-

ticularly in the stringing of beads, block building, paper tearing, and

feeding.

Auditory Motor. As a result of brain damage G has been diagnosed as

dysphasic-an impairment of the ability to speak, or sometimes to understand

language. However, once more due to many of the skills she possess, her

tl; (eception is developed to the degree of understanding simple directions.

Tactile/Kinesthetic. None reported except those previously mentioned.

Intellectual Development

Conceptual/Self-Concept/Communication. These following tests were

administered with results:

1. Binet, Form 1. No basal was reached because of G's lack of
speech. All tests were passed except No. 2 at Year II, No's
2 and 6 at Year TI-6, and No. 3 at Year III.

M.A. 2-2

C.A. 7-9

I.A. 28

2. Vineland. With mother as the informant a Social Quotient of 41
was obtained. In 1966 a Social Quotient of 28 was obtained.
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CASE OF G

3. Leiter International Performance Scale. G did only Item I at
Year III.

A

From test results G was considered a handicapped low grade retardate.

4. Frew a Speech Evaluation done November 3, 1972, the following
information was obtained:

Hearing. Adequate for at least gross sounds.

Oral and Nasal Examination. (1) Revealed a marked disability in
voluntary lingual exercises, (2) a moderate distoclusion, (3)

High narrow palatial vault and some protrusion of tongue

On the R.E.P. by informant. ReceptiVe Language Age - 24 months.
Expressive Language Age - 15 months. Phonetic Language Age -
15 months.

Mecham Verbal Language Development Scale. (An extension of the
Vineland Social Maturity Scale) G received a Language Age Equi-
valentof 1.33 years.

Conclusions. (1) Hearing acuity adequate, (2) Significant oral abnor-

malities, (3) Limited verbally and will, use less than five words appropriately.
111

Recommendation. (1) No speech and /or hearing, (2) To' be re-evaluated.

Social Development

Self Care/Self-Help and Independence. G takes part in the educational

setting of this facility that consists of and follows the following schedule:

Feeding and Self Care 7:30-8:30 Moncilay - Friday

11:00-12:00 Monday - Friday

Gross Motor Development 9:00-10:00 Monday - Friday

An Occupational Progress Report on June 1, 1973, indicates:

G participates in simple exercises and does join in the signing
of nursery rhymes.

G walks to the diming room and stays in line.

She carries her own tray, silver, food, and beverage and carries
it back to table.

She recognizes her name at the table and sits in the correct place.

Puts toothpaste on brush and tries to brush her teeth.

Puts stopper in sink, pushes button for water, takes washcloth and
puts soap on it, washes face and hands.

Is toilet trained.



Hearing. Adequate for at least gross sounds.

Oral and Nasal Examination.. (1) Revealed a marked disability in
voluntary lingual exercises, (2) a moderate distoclusion, (3)

High narrow palatial vault and some protrusion of tongue

On the R.E.P. by informant. Receptive Language Age - 24 months.
Expressive Language Age - 15 months. Phonetic Language Age -
15 months.

Mecham Verbal Language Development Scale. (An extension of the
Vineland Social Maturity Scale) G received a Language Age Equi-
valent of 1.33 years.

Conclusions. (1) Hearing acuity adequate, (2) Significant oral abnor-

malities, (3) Limited verbally and will use less than five words appropriately.

Recommendation. (1) No speech and/or hearing,(2) To be re-evaluated.

Social Development

Self Care/Self-Help and Independence. G takes part in the educational

setting of this facility that consists of and follows the following schedule:

Feeding and Self Care

Gross Motor DeVelopment

7:30-8:30 Monday - Friday
11:00-12:00 Mopday - Friday

9:00-10:00 Monday - Friday

An Occupational Progress Report on June 1, 1973, indicates:

G participates in simple exercises and does join in the signing
of nursery rhymes.

G walks to the dining room and stays in line.

She carries her own tray, silver, food, and beverage and carries
it back to table.

She recognizes her name at the ,ble and sits in the correct place.

Puts toothpaste on brush and tries to brush her teeth.

Puts stopper in sink, pushes button for water, takes Washcloth and
puts soap on it, washes face and hands.

It toilet trained.

Emotional Stability and Social Interaction. Hyperactive--withdrawn.

OTHER CONTACTS

Cerebral Palsy Clinic of Children's Hospital
Board of Public Education
The Child Center
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CASE OF G

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development

General health - good
Not on medication
Ambulatory

Cerebral Palsy - yes, slight
Hearing - good
Vision - good
Possible overbite accompanied by ton ue thrust
Small stature

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Walks independently
Walks through tire obstacle (7)
Walks stairs
Catches ball with two hands, arms and
Throws ball underhand with two hands,.
Moves body to music - not necessarily

rigid)
Does not run on command
Runs with assistance
Fear of movement in seacc
Carries food tray

body (fair)

arms and body (fair)
in time to it (body movements

Fine Motor
Grasps objects = fair

Fine pincer grasp - picked up small rolled Aper, 'slze of pea
Wads paper
Builds blotcks in tower (10)
Buttons clothes

Visual Motor
Attends to visual stimuli'
Eyes follow moving o),ject

Matches colors, size, shapes
Performs taskVpg gross eye-hand coordination movements

Auditory Motor
Turns head to noises
Moves toward sounds

44,

Tactile,Kinesthetic
Touches, picks up, and holds objects

. Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Responds to name
Eye contact - poor
Demonstrates the ability to name/touch parts of body after command

(knows hair, ears, eyes, nose, teeth, elbow, fobt, fingers, and, hand)
Responds to oneto-one relation ip (best for G) -

4

r..

4



it.

Not on medicaticn")
Ambulatory
Cerebral Palsy - yes, slight
Hearing - good
Vision - good

Possible overbite accompanied by tongue thrust
Small stature

Motor Development

1

Gross Motor
Walks independently
Walks through tire obstacle (7)
Walks stairs .

Catches ball with two hands, arms and body (fair)
Throws ball underhand with two hands, arms and body (fair)
Moves body' to music - not necessarily in time to it (body movements

rigid)

noes not run on command
guns with assistance
Feu of movement in space
Carries food tray

Fine Motor[
Grasps objects - fair

.Fine pincer grasp - picked up small rolled paper, size of pea
Was paper

'Builds blocks in tower (10)
ButtonS clothes

Visual Motor
Attends to Visual stimuli
Eyes follow moving object
Matches colors, size, shapes
Performs task using gross eye-hand coordination movements

r- Auditory Motor
a j Turns head to noises

Movcs -towardsounds--

Tactile, Kinesthetic

Touches, picks up, and holds objects

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Responds to name
Eye contact - poor

Demonstrates the ability to name/touch parts of body after command
(knows hair, ears, eyes, nose, teeth, elbow, foot, fingers, and hand)

Responds to one-to-one relationship (best for G)
Identifies by pointing (e.g., teacher)

Identifies a few others by pointing when asked "Where is ?"
Responds to teacher

Communication
Inarticulate speech
Possibly knows five to six words
Indicates awareness of being addressed
Responds appropriately to a simple commission ("Hold my hand." "Put

your hands on the table." "Throw the ball.")
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CASE OF G

Intellectual Development (Continued)

Communication` (Continued)
Does not use gestures to make wish known

Conceptual
No recognition of specific\shapes
No recognition of large or\small
No recognition of basic col rs (red, blue, yellow, gre'n)
Could not identify numbers -10

Social Development

t;

Self Help Care

Toileting
Trained
Indicates when she needs to eliminate (at time)

Performs all toilet procedures (COMPET- 32. .0 to 32.3.12)

Feeding/Eating/Drinking
Slow
Picks up own tray, silver, napkin, and drinks
Uses spoon and fork in fingers
Cuts with knife and fork with assistance
Drinks from cup and glass with correct finger placement
Can do COMPET 34.9.0 to 34.9.8
Carries out tray

Grooming
Can do in COMPET 36.1.0 to 36.2.11 with assitance

Brushes-and-combs-hair-with-accitance
Uses talc powder

.Does not demonstrate ability to care for female hygiene (informan
Bathes or showers (infor.-..1t)
Dresses self
Buttons clothes
Zips clothes
Does not tie shoes

Oral Hygiene
G is capable of doing with assistance in COMPET 38.1.0 to 38.2.16,

Self Help and Indepdnence

Dresses self except for bra
Does not tie shoes
Makes bed with assistance

Social Interaction

t) \.

0 Plays alone
Sallies when persons she knows, such as case writer, enters room and at

times approaches
Follows simple directions

V. PRESCRIPTION

Having observed G in her self-help skills in feeding, washing, brushing

teeth, and brushing/combing her hair and then having worked with her .in these 1



3

o recognition of basic colors (red, blut, yellow, green)
Could not identify numbers 1-10

Social Development

fi,.i Self Helms Care

Toileting
Trained
Indicates when she needs to eliminate (at any time)
Performipall toilet procedures (COMPET- 32.3.0 to 32.3.12)

Feeding/Eating/Drinking
Slow
Picks up own tray, silver, napkin, and drinks
Uses spoon and fork in fingers
Cuts with knife and fork with assistance
Drinks from cup and glass with correct finger placement
Can do COMPET 34.9.0 to 3'.9.8
Carries out tray

Grooming

Can do in COMPET 36.1.0 to 36.2.11 with assitance
Brushes and combs hair with assitance
Uses talc powder
Does not demonstrate ability to care for female hygiene (informant)
Bathes or showers (informant)
Dresses self
Buttons clothes
Zips clothes
Does not tie shoes

Oral Hygiene
C is capable of doing with assistance in COMPET 38.1.0 to 38.2.16

Self Help and Indepdnence

Dresses self except for bra
Does not tie shoes
Makes bed with assistance

tl

Social Interaction

Plays alone
Smiles when persons she knows, such as case writer, enters room and at

times approaches
Follows simple ditections

V. FRESCRIPTION

.Having observed G in her self-help skills in feeding, washing, brushing

teeth, and brushing/combing her hair and then having worked with her in these

areas, the following prescription is written in order to improve these skills,

and also gross motor coordination skills.

POINT. In the feeding skills it should be mentioned that G had diffiCulty

in feeding herself because: (1) She kept her head down, (2) She has an over-

bite, (3) Her tongue thrusts forward while eating and drinking, (4) The spoon
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CASE OF G /
//

. ,

she ate wit.h when ne,2essary was too large. Therefore, as she ate, the

spoon slanted backwards which resulted in the food slipping to the back

of the Fpoon, and this accompanied with her overbite made it difficult
.

ii

to obtain small amounts of food, and at times none at all.

We worked: (1) With a smaller spran, (2) On keeping her head up,

/

/ (3) On bringing the food up to the mouth, (4) And on opening the mouth

5.ji wider to accept the food. This was done by demonstration, command, and

touch.

(



1. STUDENT CODE
G

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNEUNIVERSZY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIf

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
. EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE .

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. Self-Help Skills Book:
Understanding and
Teaching the De-
pendent Retarded
Child - Chpt.3
Page 62 I.A.(5)

2. G.O. Ability to feed oneself

3:9.O. To use eating utensils to eat with a

o

I\oon and fork
cut or spread with a knife

TeaCher selects a medium-sized shallow spoon
and also__SelectALeLknife and fork. Student

can select own after correct identification

through repetitive acts.

Judgment of teacher
through observations

Use book mentioned
in Column 4 by
Louise Rosenzweig

and
Julia Long

Walk with student
down line of cafe-

teria. See if

student' selects
correct size spoon,
fork, knife. Class-
room work on large/
small utensils first
so student can
discriminate in
cafeteria line



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

ESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

Lee Davis CODE
N..

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

,TESTS /TASKS

TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR "

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

pnent of teacher

high obsOrvations

Use book mentioned
in Column 4 by
Louise Rosenzweig

and
Julia Long

Walk with student
down line of cafe-
teria. See if

student selects
correct size spoon,
fork, knife. Class-
room work on large/
small utensils first
so student can

As indicated in
Method.

Spoon
Fork
Knife

Teacher
Teacher

Aides
Aides

Occupational
Therapist .

Parent

Classroom
Diningroom
Classroom
Dining Area

Bath Area

Home

discriminate in
cafeteria line

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73

5 s



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOI

1.
DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION Summer 'iraineeship Program

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
. EVALUATIONS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

SUCCESS

1. Self-Help Skills (Davis) Judgment of teacher
through observation2. G.O. Demonstrates the ability to feed

oneself

3. S.O. To use utensils correctly. To be
in proper position for eating

3. PRESCI

METHODS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

(Davis)
Allow "G" to pick ul

own tray and stay ii
correct position in
the cafeterial line
As she walks down
line observe to see
if she chooses cor-
rect & all 3 utensil
(small or medium
spoon is best for "C
Observe to see if sb
gets food including
beverage. "G" can
distinguish between
r. u1Ar food trove

& diet food trays.
In eating, try to
have "G" drink her
juice first. Next
into area of solid
food. "G" has to be
reminded to ke4) her

5. (7



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

)UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
ter Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Lee Davis CODE

EVALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL

TESTS/TASKS
TO EMUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

\INDICATE

POSITION

. ENVIRONMENTS

INDICATE
LOCATION

udgment of teacher
hrough observation

(Davis)
.Allow "G" to pick up
own tray and stay in
correct position in
the cafeterial line.
As she walks down
line observe to see
if she chooses cor-
rect & all 3 utensils.
(small or medium
spoon is best for "G")
Observe to see if she
gets food incltAing
beverage. "G" can
distinguish between
-r trays
& diet food trays.
In eating, try to
have "G" drink her
juice first. Next
into area of solid
food. "G" has to be
reminded to keep her

(Davis)

Spoon
Fork
Knife
Food

Teacher
Aide

Occupational
Therapist

Parent

Classroom
School cafeteria
Home dining area

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1., STUDENT CODE

-,NRRUP PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

.DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPT

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

TESTS/TAS
TO EVALUA
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

Book: Understanding and
Teaching the Dependent
Retarded child - Chpt.3

1. Self-Help Skills Pg. 66 ID(1-4)
2. G.O. Ability to wash and groom
3. S.O. To wash hands

To wash face
To dry hands & face
To empty basin and dispose of towels

-(Compet 36.1.0 to 36.2.111--
Pg. 83-84 - Pg. 2 of 7

Pg. 3 of 7

To establish, refine and maintain basic skills
pertaining to care of body

Judgment of teacher
through observation.
Follow instructions as
set up in guidelines
either under suggested
activities for teacher
and child

Compet "Possible"Possible
Methods & Materials
(to be expanded by
teacher)

head up and bring
food up to it. Some-
times a command is all
that is necessary.
Other times placement
of index fingers un-
der chin with com-
send to bring the
food up and eat it
was necessary. After
two weeks "G" was Ar

modified through the
type of behavior. S:

Needs to be carried Si

through. 111

Book By:

WI

Tc

Compet

I



-,NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION P ING RECORD

PESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program PRESCRIPTION WRITER Lee Davis CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIO

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

--.-----

INDICATE
POSITION

,

INDICATE
LOCATION

.of

nt of teacher
gh observation.

I:e

ow instructions as
up in guidelines
mr under suggested
vities for teacher
child

-- -or

et "Possible
ods & Materials
be expanded by
cher)

head up and bring
food up to it. Some-
times a command is all
that is necessary.
Other times placement

index fingers un-
\fker chin with com-

mind to bring the
food up and eat it
was necessary. After\
two weeks "G" was
modified through the
type of behavior.
Needs to be carried
through.

Book By: .

Rosenzweig & Long_

Compet

As indicated in Method

,

Sink
Soap
Hot & Cold Water

a. Child to distinguish
b. Child to turn on
_ by 'self

Wash cloth
Towel

Teacr
.

Teacher
Aide
Aide

Occupational
Therapist

Parent
'

Classroom
Bath Area
Classroom
Bath Area

Bath Area

Home

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING 1ECO1

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE 9 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES k

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

r

1. Self-Help kills

2. G.O. Demonstrate Good Oral Hygiene

3. S.O. To use own toothbrush
To use proper movements

Book: -Understanding and Teaching Dependent
Retarded Child - Chapter 3, Pg.. 66
I.E. (1-2)

To establish and maintain skills pertaining
to a hygienic care of teeth

Compet: 38.1.0' to 38.2.16 - Pg. 91-92
Pg. 2 of 4
Pg. 3 of 4

Judgment of teacher
through observation

Follow instruction in
guidelines either under
suggested activities
for child and teacher

Compet "possible MethodECompet
and Materials (to be
expanded by teacher)

Book: By Rosenzweig
& Long

N

,



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Miler Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER LPF. nAlltS CODE

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATETO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATIONSUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

tudgment of teacher Book: By Rosenzweig As indicated in Method Teacher Classroom
trough observation & Long Teacher 6.Bath Area

Nollow instruction in
uidelines either under
uggested activities Sink

Aide
,

Aide

Occupational

Classroom
Classroom BathAx

br child and teacher Cup Therapist Bath Area
Toothpaste
Toothbrush Parents Home Bath Area

Nurse Classroom & Bath
Area

. .

"possible MethodiCompetec
d d Materials (co be

ended by teacher)

\.
.

"NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPT

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

Book: Functional Teaching of the Ment.Retarded
1. Basic Physical - Perceptual Development

2. Gross Motor

3. Objectives

a. To develop the child's awareness of his
kinesthetic and visual abilities

'b. To aid the child to become aware of and
\ develop the bodily movements involved

in getting and maintaining equilibrium

c. To aid in the development of an adequate
body image.

Judgment of teacher
through observation

Folio procedure in Li

- ges 76-77
A-9 T1

(Sinking irea: RE

Pe

Pi

d. To develop a reassurance in activities
involving locomotion.

3. Physical exercise

Page 76 -71 A-9 "Sinking Tires"



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

ESNE UNIVEISITY
Traineeshi Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Davis CODE

EVALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS'

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
lAndloN

ent of teacher
gh observation

Follow procedure in
book - pages 76-77

A-9

(Sinking Tires:

Listed on Page 76

Tires

Railing
Pegs

Picture - Page 71 A-9

TeaCher*
Therapist
Physical Ed.

Instructor

Outdoors

r.

1,

4

NRRC/P FOIM XIV 74i. tt*



w
NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOR1

DIATIFSWR UNIVRRSTTY
Traineeship-Program 3. PRESCR1., STUDENT CODE G 2. LOCATION Summer

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

I. F 'BJECT AREA ' (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

IT:TS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

, 1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. Basic Physical Perceptual Development

2. 'Gross Motor . .

3. Objectives

a. To aid in the development of r .e sense of
balance.

b.A To aid the child to become aware of the
'need to rely on abstract perceptual clues

c. Tcraid child to utilize visual,
kinesthetic and labyrinthine sensations
to maintain body adjustment

d. To develop en awareness of the physical
self and the potentialities of body
movement

Book: Functional Teaching of the Mentally
Retarded.

Page 73 A- 7- "Balance Beam" with mirror

L

Judgment of teacher
through observation

0

Procedure given in
book as indicated:

Page 73 A-7

"Balance Beam"(with
mirror)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
6e Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Lee Davis CODE

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. 'TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE ,

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE '

LOCATION

udgment of teacher
hrough observation

N

'rocedure given in
ook as indicated:

r\
'age 73-A-7

'Balance Beam"(with
mirror)

Listed on Page 73

"Balance Beam"(with
mirror)

Description of both
given along with
picture A -7)

Teacher
Therapist
Physical Ed.
Instructor

Outdoors

'1"

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

-_

1. STUDENT

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

CODE G 2. LOCATkON Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 0 S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT
2. GENERAL
3. SPECIFIC

--

EA INDICATE SOURCE

OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

_

1. Basic Physical Perceptual Development

2. Gross Motor
3. Objectives

Judgment of teacher
through observation

udgment of teacher
hrough observation

Follow procedure in
3ook Pages 82-84
A-14
"Stepping Ladder

(Davis)

.tarting with one
ire (then progress
o 2,4,6,8,10) assist
:t first, the child
nto the center of
he tire. Demonstrate
Ms first. Say "step
in with left foot,
then right foot" (See

a. To develop posture and balance through
. walking exercises
b. To develop motor coordination
c. For exercise in walking and negotiating

barriers .

Book: Functional Teaching of the Ment.Retarded

(\Davis)

1. Basic Physical Perceptual Development
2. Gross Motor

_

3
a. To dettelop the child's awareness of his

physical environment
b. To develop and aid in the sense of

balance
c. To develop the child to become aware of

and develop body movements

5,9

7.

1

1



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

VERSITY
WRITER Lee DavisTraineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION

_
CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

//"----

C
1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

ent of teacher
gh observation

Follow procedure in
book Pages 82-84
A-14

Listed on Pages 82-83

Ladder
Piping
Cotter Pins

Picture Page 83 A-14

Tires (approximately 10'

Of various sizes and
degrees of flexibilities

Teacher
Therapist
Physical Ed.

Instructor

Teacher
Therapist
Physical Ed.

Instructor

Outdoors

1

1

Outdoorsnt of teacher
gh observation

"Stepping Ladder

(Davis)

Starting with one
tire (then progress
to 2,4,6,8,10) assist
at first, the child
Into the center of
the tire. Demonstrate
this first. Say "step
In with left foot,
then right foot" (See

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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. --STUDENT-CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESC

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1.

2.

3.

--/

SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE-SOURCE
GENERAL OBJECTIVES IFAVAILABLE)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

.41.

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIO

s

(Davis)

d. To develop equilibrium

-

Judgment of teacher
through observation

which foot child
wishes to use first
and go by this for

instruction. Then
have child step out
May wish to hold

instructor's hand a
onset of instructin
After competency is
obtained with one
tire increase the
task by ,using

2,4,6,8,10. Howevc
instead of placing
oth feet in the tir

alternate with one
foot per tire.

Child cmay also
n, around, or boun
n tires.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
er ra neeshi -Pro ram PRESCRIPTION WRITER Lee Davis CODE

. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTF-a
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEAL} ER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Ntgment of teacher

trough observation

%

which foot child
wishes to use first
and go by this for

instruction. Then
have child step out.
May wish to hold

instructor's hand at
onset of instructing.
After competency is
obtained with one
tire increase the
task by using

7,4,6,8,10. However
instead of placing
both feet in the tire,
alternate with one
foot per tire.1

Child may also walk
on, around, or bounce
on tires.

Tires of various sizes
and degrees of
flexibilities.

Teacher

Therapist
Physical Ed.

Instructor

Outdoors

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF R

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 18-0

Sex; Female

II. SUMMARY OF FUNCTIONING LEVELS

A
1 4

5 I

Physical Development

General health - good. There is no past history of frequent colds or
other illness. Does have a rash about the mouth that comes and goes,
but medical personnel cannot determine the cause.

Medication Currentlyreceiving phpnobarbital and dilantin for seizure
control.

Other physical problems - Cords of ankles were not sufficiently developed
thus causing her feet to curl and give an appearance of club footedness.
Records Andicate_that she has had as_mmulyaa_16 seizures per day but
that this'has been controlled by medication. She is a microcephalic
with her head measuring 18 -3/4 inches in diameter. Suffered brain

damage at birth due to perinatal anoxia. All other body parts appear

to be normal in growth and development.

Emotional disturbances - None apparent or listed in medical and psycholo-
gical records.

Motor Development

Gross Motor
She can move her head and move into a semi-sitting position, i.e.,
leaning on her elbows. Is able to draw 1.1gs up and cross them.

Fine Motor
This is negligible. Is not able to grasp objects or hold objects.
When a clean diaper was placed on her head she made a semi-fist and
brushed the cloth off. She did not make an attempt to pick it up
and lift it off.

Visual Motor
Attends to light, but not to colored cards. Will track food and people
walking by her.

Auditory Motor
Will attend to loud noises, but does not respond to her name being

called. NOTE: During trips to the pool she would react both on
auditory and visual level to cars and trucks passing by.

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Makes no effort to touch or handle any items placed in front of her.

This appears to be one of her lowest areas.

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Appears to have none. No reaction noted to mirror image. Has no

conception of body parts.

Communication
On three occasions while in the water she made a soft "ah" sound. much
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General health - good. There is no past history of frequent colds or
other illness. Does have a rash dbout the mouth that comes and goes,
but medical personnel cannot determine the cause.

Medication - Currently receiving phenobarbital and dilantin for seizure
control.

Other physical problems - Cords of ankles were not sufficiently developed
thus causing her feet to curl and give an appearance of club footedness.
Records indicate that she has had as many as 16 seizures per day but
that this bas been-controneZ-Ey medication. She Is a microcephalic
with her head measuring 18-3/4 inches in diameter. Suffered brain
damage at birth due to perinatal anoxia. All other body parts appear
to be normal in growth and development.

Emotional disturbances - None apparent or listed in medical and psycholo-
gical records.

.

Motor Development

U

She can move her head and move into a semi-sitting position, i.e.,
leaning on her elbows. Is able to draw legs up and cross them.

Fine Motor
This is negligible. Is not able to grasp objects or hold objects.
When a clean diaper was placed on her head she made a semi-fist and
brushed the cloth off. She did not make an attempt to pick it up
and lift it off.

Visual Motor
Attends to light, but not to colored cards. Will track food and people

walking by her.

Auditory Motor
Will attend to loud noises, but does not respond to her name being

called. NOTE: During trips to the pool she would react both on
auditory and visual level to cars and trucks passing by.

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Makes no effort to touch or handle any items placed in front of her.

This appears to be one of her lowest areas.

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Appears to have none. No reaction noted to mirror image. Has no

conception of body parts.

Communication
On three occasions while in the water she made a soft "ah" sound, much

similar to cooing. Attendants indicate that this is a happy sound.

On four occasions during her lunch feeding she began to giggle for no
apparent reason. After giggling she would take food off of the
spoon.

When engaging in gross motor activities she Mould show pleasure by
laughing when placed on her stomach on a 36 inch cage ball and
bounced.
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CASE OF R

Intellectual Development (Continued)

Conceptual,

No development or readiness noted in these areas.

Social Development

Self Care Items
She is total care and solely dependent on others.

Safety Rules

tt4)
No concepts

Self Help and Independence
None

Social Interaction
There is none. Even in the water and placed near another child, she

did not appear to notice the other child.

III. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical

At birth she was diagnosed as microcephalic, encephaly, brain damage due
to perinatal anoxia and profound mental retardation.

Speech and Hearing

R.E.P. given April 19, 1973. Following rating given:
R - 12 weeks
E - 12 weeks
P - 12 weeks
Mechan Verbal Language Development Scale

L.A.E. dated April 19, 1973. L.A.E. rated at .29. Communication
Skills placed at 12 weeks.

Intellectual
In June of 1964 the Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale was administered.
C.A. 8-6; M.A. 2.0; I.Q. 1.8

Social

516
During July of 1970 the Vineland Test of Social Maturity was administered.

R had a social age of .65; C.A. 15-7; and S.Q. rated as 4.

IV. OTHER CONTACTS

Routine contacts with social services, family medical doctor, psychologists,
institution medical staff including speech therapists and audiologists.

V. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development
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Self Care Items

She is total care and solely dependent on others.

Safety Rules
No concepts

Self Help and Independence
None

Social Interaction
Them --Ls -- -none. Even in the water-and-piaced near another child, she

did not ?-pear to notice the other child.

III. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical

At birth she was diagnosed as microcephalic, encephaly, brain damage due
to perinatal anoxia and profound mental retardation.

Speech and Hearing

R.E.P. given April 19, 1973. Following rating given:
R - 12 weeks
E - 12 weeks
P - 12 weeks

Mechan Verbal Language Development Scale

L.A.E. dated April 19, 1973. L.A.E. rated at .29. Communication
Skills placed at 12 weeks.

Intellectual

In June of 1964 the Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale was administered.
C.A. 8-6; M.A. 2.0; I.Q. 1.8

16
Social

5'
During July of 1970 the Vineland Test of Social Maturity was administered.
R had a social age of .65; C.A. 15-7; and S.Q. rated as 4;

IV. OTHER CONTACTS

Routine contacts with social services, family medical doctor, psychologists,
institution medical staff including speech therapists and audiologists.

V. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development

Compatible to that of a 1.5 year old infant. Has no ability to crawl or
creep. Has no grasp; and there is no evidences of survival instincts.
NOTE: When in the pool we would submerge her, and there would be no
effort to go for air. She merely lay on the bottom of the pool in a
fetal position. Muscles are soft from non-use and there is no flexi-
bility in the feet and very little in the hands.

Motor Development

Is able to hold her head up when in a prone position suspended over the
cage ball. She can sit up in a flexed knee position without help, but



CASE OF R

Motor Development (Continued)

but must be placed in this position. Began to show some balancing
traits while sitting on the cage ball the last two days. Can move
into a sitting position from the supine without help. Is able to

sit in a kneeling position with help. Will move head forward and

sideways to attain food from a spoon.

Intellectual Development

No marked changes noted, however, she has become more aware of her
surroundings and attends to mace noise and people than she did in

the first week.

Social Development

Is more aware of others in an area. Does not reach out to touch other

children, but enjoys others touching her.

Self Help
Is now able to take food off of the spoon by herself. She will also

move her head to the spoon and there is no need to "shovel" the
food into her. It-was noted that when she takes the food off of the
spoon by herself she is able to swallow better and does not roll the

food around in her mouth.

This mini-program is placed here as it can be accomplished with a
minimal amount of effort. She can eat and already holds these

skills. Follow up is all that is needed here.

1. Aide or teacher will not "shovel" food into her mouth.
2. Food is to be held in front of face no less than six inches away

3. No food is to be given until the child moves forward and places
spoon in her mouth.

4. No food is to be ahoveled off the spoon. The child will take

the food off by hOrself.
5. No more food is to be offered until the mouth is clear.

OBJECTIVE: Offered food on a spoon the child will move head forward
six inches, open mouth and take food off of the spoon by herself
and will swallow the food.

Pool Activities
Emphasis here will be on getting R to straighten her legs and to have
her hold them in a straight position.

OBJECTIVE: To maintain legs in stretched out position for no less
than five minutes while in a swimming pool.

t):ij:
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No marked changes noted, however, she has become more aware of her
surroundings and attends to more noise and people than she aid in
the first week.

Social Development

Is more aware of others in an area. Does not reach out to touch Other
children, but enjoy& others touching her.

Self Help
Is now able to take food off of-the spoon by herself% She will also

move her head to the spoon and there is no need to "shovel" the
food into her, It was noted that when she takes the food off of the
spoon by herself she is able to swallow better and does not roll the
food around in her mouth.

This mini-program is placed here as it can be accomplished with a
minimal amount of effort. She can eat and already holds these
skills. Follow up is all that is,needed here.

teacner wi no s ove oo' n o er mourtt
2. Food is to be held in front of face no less than six inches away
3. No food is to be given until the child moves forward and places

spoon in her mouth."
4. No food is to be shoveled off the spoon. The child will take

the food off by herself.
5. No more food is to be offered until the mouth is clear.

OBJECTIVE: Offered food on a spoon the child will move head forward
six inches, open mouth and take food off of the spoon by herself
and will swallow the food.

Pool Activities
Emphasis here will be on getting R to straighten her legs and to have
her hold them in a straight position.

OBJECTIVE: To maintain legs in stretched out position for no less
than five minutes while in a swimming pool.



. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DuQuEstmmainsirr _ _
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPT!

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. GROSS MOTOR

2. To Increase Protective Skills

3. The Student will Thrust Hands Forward in
Protective Manner when no less than 12"
from the Ground,when rolled forward while
in a Prone Position on a 36" Cage Ball

4. The Child, when placed in a Prone Position
on the Cage Ball and rolled forward, will
lift and hold head upright for no less
than 10 seconds.

5. While in a Prone Position on the Cage Ball,
the Child will be rolled t3 a Standing
Position, both feet on the ground, and
will remain it the staildlug position, with

support, for two minutes

Teacher's systematic
observation of student
exhibiting the behavior

1: TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

(3)
Teacher will remain
at face of child
holding the hands.
The aide will hold
ankles of child
(the child will have
been placed on the
36" cage ball)
The aide will roll
the child forward
and the teacher will
extend the hands and
arms, placing the
palws flat on the
ground.
Exercise continued
until child is able
to open palms and
reach for the floor
herself

(Holiday)

(4)

Teacher & aide will

3.1

b:
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.
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CCESS .

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION!

, 1. 'TITLE'

, 2. AUTHOR,
3. , SOURCE
4., DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE.
.

,

POSITION
,

,

.

- -

0

*INDICATE
LOCATION

. .

.

et; systematic
ation of student
tang the behavior

k

t2

!

.

'Exercise

3

Teacher will remain
at face of child
holding the hands.
The aide will hold
ankles of child
(the child will havg
beep placed on the'
36" cage ball)
The aide will. roll

the child forward
and the teacher will
extend the harpds and

arms, placing the
illms flat ,on the
ground.

continued
until child is able
to open palms and
reach for the floor
herself N,

(Holiday)

(4).-
Teacher, IS aide will

t

36"*Cage Ball built
by Everlast

^,

.... I

. '

t
.

,

/-

.

.

,

.

A

-,.! ,

,,R4Ular. Teacher

Aide

..

p

4
4

.

Special Classroom

0

.

\ .

'N

\N

!
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1. STU1ENT CODE R

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUOrSNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRl

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2, GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

CROSS MOTOR (Continued)

(To increase protective skills)

Teacher's systematic
observatIon of student
exhibiting the behavior

worktoge.:11er.Teache

at head and aide
holding the ankles.
Child will be rolled
forward toward teach,
er until shoulders,
are pointing dour.
and head is 14" from
ground. Teacher will
lift head and hold
it up 'for child.

Reward the effort
with. appropriate

reinforcement; prais
the child. Continue
procedure until
child can lift head
by self.

5. Roll the'child
backwards into'a
standing position -
feet flat and knees



NRRC /P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeshi. Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER James E. Holiday CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

,

1. .TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER- MADE

36"'Cage Ball built
by Everlast

4,

4

!

\
INDICATE
POSITION

",

Teacher
Aide

INDICATE
LOCATION

,

Special Classroom

.

acher's systematic
\

servation of student
hibiting the behavior

0

h-

worktogether.Teache

at head-and aide /

holding the ankles,.

Child will be rolled
forward toward virche-
er until ahoulde s
are do

.

%

c

_pointing

and, head is 14"Mrom
ground. Teacher will
lift head and :mold
it up for chit .

Reward the of ort
with appropr to

reinforcemen ; praise
the child. Continue
procedure until
child can ift head
by self.

5. Roll the 'child
backward into,a
standing posi ion -
feet flat and knees(

.

_

,

e

\

)
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTIOTLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

STUDENT CODE
R 2;,,LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPT](

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1.

2.

3.

SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROSS MOTOR (Continued)

(To increase p rotective skills))(

Teacher's systewatic
observation of stu011.
exhibiting behavior

locked. At first
teacher will hold
child by upper arms
and rock child
about 2-4 inches to
_c_reatesomemuszle_
movement in legs &
back. The aide must
hold feet firmly on
the ground. Continue
process until child
can be rocked with-
out the aide hoAing
the feet. Time will
differ with each
child. As child
grows stronger,
teacher can begin to
hcld by forearms,
then by hands. Hope-
fully as the exer-
cises proceed, the

3!

b]

,

. y

.
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E UNIVERSITY /

ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER James E. Holiday
CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 1. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

I. ITLE
'2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE
---'

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

's systematic
tion of student
ing behavior

locked. At first----li"-Cage-Ball
teacher wilt hold
child by upper arms
and rock child
about 2-4 inches to
rrparp gnmp muse.la

--------------

built
by Everlast

Teacher
Aide

Special Classroom

.

movement in legs &
back. The aide must
hold feet firmly on
the ground. Continu0
process until child
can e rocked with-

to the aide holding
t e feet. Time\will
d ffer with each
ch ld. As child
grows stronger,
teacher can begin to
hold by forearms,
then by hands. Hope-
fully as the exer-
cises proceed, the

K.

.
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1. STUDENT CODE R

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOF

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCS

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT-AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROSS MOTOR - (continued)
(To increase protective skills)

1. GROSS MOTOR

2. To Stimulate Large Muscles

3. While lying on a blanket in prone position,
the child will complete one log roll
without help.

4. A log roll is defined by the child lying
on his stomach, on back, legs straight,
arms extended above head, and rolling
from stomach to back.

Teacher systematic child will be able
observation of student to stand and rock
exhibiting behavior by himself.

6. All above exer-
cises can be dupli-
cated with chi-14-mt
his/her back.

1. The teacher will
grasp the edge of
blanket under the
child.
2. The teacher will
gently pull the
blanket in an up-
ward manner causing
child to roll in a
log-li4 manner.

r



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeshi Pro ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER James E. Holiday CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATETO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATIONSUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

eacher systematic child will be able 36" Cage Ball, built Teacher
,

Special Classroom/bservation of student
hibiting behavior

to stand and rock
by himself.

by Everlast Aide

6. All above exer-
cises can be dupli-
cated with child -on-

his/her back.

1., teacher will Blanket should be Teacher Special Classroom/
grasp the edge of heavy enough to stand Aide

1
blanket under the
child.

activity

C
2. The teacher will
gently pull the
blanket in an up-
ward manner causing
child to roll in a
log-like manner.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE R 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPT

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROSS MOTOR -(continued)

(To stimulate large muscles)

/

Teacher systematic
observation of student
exhibiting behavior

,

3. The aide standing
at the other end
will duplicate the
process rolling the
child back to the
teacher._____

4. Using judgment
to determine when
child is ready, the
teacher will assist
the child in making
a log roll, without
the blanket being
lifted.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

SNE UNIVERSITY
raineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER James E. Holiday CODE

ALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
0 EVALUATE
UCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

er systematic
vation of student.will
iting behavior'

3. The aide standing
at the other end

duplicate the
process rolling the
child back to the
teacher.

4. Using judgment
to determine when
child is ready, the
teacher will assist
the child in making
a log roll, without
thp blanket being
lifted.

Blanket - Should be
heavy enough to stand
activity

v

Teacher
Aide

Special Classroom

.
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CASE OF CD

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 18-0

Sex: Female

II. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

General health - good
No medication
Hearing seems normal
Vision apparently adequate, but both eyes are sunken, with amblyopia

suppression and estropia of left eye
Mild spastic quadriplegia with stick-like lower extremities, laxity of

all joints, and knee and ankle jerks

/I
Arrested hydrocephaly associated with microcephaly
Reactive behavior disorder

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Ambulatory, but with stilted walk
Needs assistance going-up and down steps
Alternates feet going up
One-foot lead coming down

Cannot creep, but can slide across floor on one hip
Rolls from side to side

Fine Motor
Grasps objects
Scribbles
Plays with clay, balls, beads, magazines
Bangs two objects together

Visual Motor
Focuses eyes one object
Kicks, throws, catches ball

Auditory Motor
Gross reaction to loud environmental sounds
Enjoys music
Sometimes follows simple commands

Tactile/Kinesthetic
No information recorded

Intellectual Development

Results of Psychological Tests

Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale

Tested July 1961
M.A. 6. months

C.A. 5-9

Severely retarded



. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

t r) Zri

Physical Development

General health - good
No medication
Hearing seems normal
Vision apparently adequate, but both eyes are sunken, with amblyopia
suppression and estropia of left eye

Mild spastic quadriplegia with stick-like lower extremities, laxity of
all joints, and knee and ankle jerks

Arrested hydrocephaly associated with microcephaly
Reactive behavior disorder

Motor Development

r;
tt,)

Gross Motor
Ambulatory, but with stilted walk
Needs assistance going up and down steps
Alternates feet going up
One-foot lead coming down

Cannot creep, but can slide across floor on one hip
Rolls from side to side

Fine Motor
Grasps objects
Scribbles
Plays with clay, balls, beads, magazines
Bangs two objects together

Visual Motor
Focuses eyes on object
Kicks, throws, catches ball

Auditory Motor
Gross reaction to loud environmental sOunds
Enjoys music
Sometimes follows simple commands

Tactile/Kinesthetic
No information recorded

Intellectual Development

Results of Psychological Tests

Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale

Tested July 1961
M.A. 6 months
C.A. 5-9

Severely retarded

Tested January 1965
M.A. 10 months
C.A. 9-3

Profoundly retarded

Self Concept
Responds to name
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Intellectual Development (Continued)

Communication

Vocal, but nonverbal
Results of examination by speech pathologist:
Child has no meaningful communication
Makes gross responses to loud environmental noises
Produces throaty sounds
Smiles at social approach

Screams

Undifferentiated crying
Temper tantrums
Sometimes obeys simple commands

Conceptual
No information recorded

Social Development

Self Care
Feeds self with fingers or spoon, but very slow and messy
Drinks from glas
Totally dependent for other needs

Self Help and Independence
Removes coat

Social Interaction
Fearful of examiners
Withdrawn
Temper tantrums

Isolates self, with or without activity, often remaining in one spot
all day unless coaxed to move

Only destructive and abusive interaction toward peers

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Child evaluation center
Public nursing agency
Family-child services agency
Two hospitals
School for exceptional children
Psychologist

t3
" .

Caseworker
Institution
No direct contact between family and child. Parents say CD is too
destructive and hard to manage

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONAL LEVELS

The general format of this assessment, showing CD's abilities, was taken

from COMPET, pages xxiii-xxvii. It was modified or augmented only when

necessary to give a more complitte and accurate description of the child.



on
Makes gross responses to loud environmental noises
Produces throaty sounds
Smiles at social approach

Screams

Undiffprentiated crying
Temper tantrums
Sometimes obeys simple commands

Conceptual
No information recorded

Social Development

Self Care

Feeds self with fingers or spoon, but very slow and messy
Drinks from glass
Totally dependent for other needs

Self Help and Independence
Removes coat

Social Interaction
Fearful of examiners
Withdrawn
Temper tantrums

Isolates self, with or without activity, often remaining in one spot
all day unless coaxed to move

Only destructive and abusive interaction toward peers

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Child evaluation center
Public nursing agency
Family-child services agency
Two hospitals
School for exceptional children
Psychologist

.; Caseworker
Institution
No direct contact between family and child. Parents say CD is too

destructive and hard to manage

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONAL LEVELS

The general format of this assessment, showing CD's abilities, was taken

from COMPET, pages xxiii-xxvii. it was modified or augmented only when

necessary to give a more complete and accurate description of the child.

Physical Development

Very small feet and legs from the knees down, possibly making walking
any distance uncomfortable

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Demonstrates ability to raise head in a coordinated manner independently
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Motor Development (Continued)

Gross Motor (Continued)

Demonstrates ability to
Demonstrates ability to
Demonstrates ability to
Demonstrates ability to
Demonstrates ability to
Demonstrates ability to
Demonstrates ability to

roll body

sit erect

stand erect
walk independently.
maintain balance
throw and catch, with coaxing
shift weight

Fine Motor

Demonstrates abilit to use hands
Is able to reach
Is able to grasp ',ejects

Has ability to u e hands in 'a coordinated manner
Demonstrates ab ity to perform all types of pincer grasp, but bends
thumb at out knuckle, making the grasp awkward and inefficient

Shows eye-han coordination while using grasp movements

Aud'i'tory Motor

Possesses ability to attend to loud noises, but is often withdrawn,
either unaware of or unresponsive to sounds around her

To a limited extent, demonstrates ability to differentiate between
sounds:
Rocks or claps to music

Enjoys pounding objects or hard surfaces to make noise
Follows simple commands
Usually responds to firm or affectionate tones of voice

Does not reproduce sound. However, if instructor makes throaty sound,
which CD is already capable of making, in a simple pattern up to three
times in a row, CD will sometimes repeat the pattern she has just heard.

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Shows interst in exploring objects tactually
Demonstrates ability to identify a few common objects by using tactile
cues

Enjoys rubbing soft objects against face

Intellectual Development

Self Concept

Demonstrates ability to respond nonverbally to own name when called,
Exhibits poor eye contact. Because of CD's crossed eyes, it is'often

difficult to determine whether or not she is looking right into
speaker's eyes.

Very infrequently demonstrates ability to show affection
Demonstrates ability to express feelings, but in a very immature and

nonverbal manner

Communication
Possesses receptive language skills adequate for basic environmental

interaction, but usually must be coaxed or physically aided to
respond

Is vocal, but nonverbal

Uses no sounds or gestures to denote needs
Frequently hyperventilates or makes throaty sounds when upset, excited,
or angry

Frequent tantrums when angry or frun_trakad

ar



-116 saumpemenriy
Detmonstrates ability'tomaintain balance
Demonstrates ability to throw and catch, with coaxing
Demonstrates ability to shift weight

ts- . Fine Motor .
/

(.) $ 3 Demonstrates ability to use hands.
'Is able 'to reach

Is able to grasp Objects

Has ability to Oge hands in, a coordinated manner
Demonstrates ability to perform all types of pincer :rasp, but bends

thumb at outer knuckle, making the grasp awkward a d inefficient
ShOws eye -hand coowd nation while using grasp movemen

il

Auditory Motor 1
,

1 i
.

\
'Possesses ability to attend to loull noises, but is oft

either unaware oE or
i
unrespdnsive to sounds around he

lTo a limited extent, demonstrates ability to differentiate betweensounds:
Rocks or claps to music
,Enjoys pounding objects oz. hard surfaces to yak noise
Follows simple commands

Usually responds to firm or affection 'tones voice
Does not reproctuce sound: However, if structor makes throaty sound,
which CD.is already capable of ng, in a simple pattern up di three.
tImes in a raw, CD will some es repeat the patte n she has just heard.

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Shows interst in ex ring objects tactually
Demonstrates ab ty to,identify a few cdTmon objects fiy using tactile

t.

Enjoys rAlAM4-soft objects against fac

Intellectual Development

Self Concept

Demonstrates abilj.ty to respominonver ally
Exhibits poor eye contact. Because of CD's

difficult to determine whether or nbt\she.
speaker's eyes.

Very infrequently demonstrates ability to shOw affection
Demonstrates ability tb express feelings, but in a very immature and

nonverbal manner

a

to own name when called
crossed eyes, it is often
is looking right into

Communication
J . \, . 6

."''Possesses receptiye language skills adequate for basic environmental
.

interaction, but usually must be coaxekor physically aided to
respond

. \,

Is vocal, but nonverbal
i

Uses no sounds or gesture9to'denote needs /
,

Frequently hyperventilates or makes throaty sounda<cahen upit, excited,
or angry

. ,

Frequent tantrums when angry or frustrated'
,..

Conceptual
''/

Demonstrates ability to recognize many objects common to her environment,
such as toothbrush, spoon, clothing, comb, dishes, etc.

AI
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Social Development

Self Care

Toileting

Remains dry'and unsoiled for fairly long periods of time
Occasionally demonstrates knowledge of being wet or dirty
After wetting or soiling will sometimes go and sit on toilet,
without pulling pants down

\

Feeding/Eating/DrAnking
Demonstrates sucking reflex
Drinks from a cup 4
Accepts food when being spoon fed
Is able to finger-feed self

Demonstrates abilit), to use.a spoon
Is able to use fork, but t','t = not like to and must be coaxed
In dir..ng room, is able to get and return dishes and tray with
assistance

Ora iene
Demons tes ability to recognize items used in brushing t'eeth

. Demonstrat- ability to coniplete teeth bruShing routine, with
close supervision and assistance,

4

Personal Safety
. Displays an awareness,of the concept of danger

Refrains from putting inedible and unsanitary objects in her mouth
Withdraws from physical discomfort, such as prick of pine nebdle

or peer.aggr,ession

Self Help and Independence
-Able to remove pants, but must be helped because bulky diapers make

it difficult &IA- her
Is able to remove shirt when given the opporterity
Demonstrates ability to remove shoe (loafer type)
Is able to pull, pants up erom ankles with a great deal of coaxing
Removes jacket

Pulls pants up-from ankles, With great deal of coaxing
Demonstrates knowledge of general idea of putting on T-shirt, but

requires great deal of help
Has ability to put on shoe (loafer type)

VIE '

Social Interaction

Demonstrates an awji reness of other people

4monstrates abiliy,.to seek attention on very rare occasions
Has ability to follow directions but often req;res coaxing rind /or

assjstance

Often isolates h&self for long periods of time, with or without activity
Only rarely approaches adult
No independent peer interaction
The author has never withessed CD act aggressively or abusively toward

any peer or personnel
CD sometimes becomes self-abusive when angry,or'frustrated
Child usually responds readily (with smile, hugYeye-contact, imitation,

)or vocal zing) to theAfollying:-

Stroking, tickling, patt ng, or hugging
Personnel repeating CD's own throaty sound when chile mik/s it



.Aft.lr wetting or soiling will sometimes go and, sit on toilet,
aithout pulling pants down

Feeding/Eilting/Drinkiag

Demonstrates suckingrefle
Drinks from a cup

Accepts food when being spoon fed
Is able to finger-feed self

(r
(.),* i Demonstrates ability to use a spoon

Is able 4i use fork, but (.2( 3 not like to and must be coaxed
In dining room, is )a hie to get and return dishes and tray with
assistance

Oral Hygiene
Demonstrates ability to recognize items use4 in brushing teeth
Demonstrates ability to complete teeth brushing routine, with

close supervision and assistance

Personal Safety

Displays'an awaireness of the concept of danger--`,
Refrains from putting inedible and unsanitary objects in her mouth
Withdraws from physical discomfort, such as prick of pine npedle

or peer aggression

Self Help and Independence
-

Able to remove pants, but must bd helped because balky diapers ma e
it difficult for her

Is able to remove shirt when given the opportunity
D4monstrates ability to remove shoe (loafer type)
Is able to pull pants up from ankles with a greiA deal of coaxing
Removes jacket

Pulls pants up from ankles, with great deal of coaxing
Demonstrates knowledge of genei.altidea of putting on T-shirt, but

requires great deal 15f help
Has ability to put on shoe (loafer type) K

Social Interaction

Demonstrates an awareness of other people
Demonstrates ability to seek attention on very rare occasions
Has ability to follow directions but often requires coaxing and/or

assistance

Often isolates herself for 1 ng perioOs of time, with or without activity
Only rarely approaches adult
No ineependent peer interaction
The author has never witnessed CD act aggressively or abusively toward

'any peer or personnel
CD sometimes becomes self-abusive when angry or frustrated
Child usually responds readily (with smile, hug, eye-contact,imitation,

or vooalizitg).to he following: c
Stroking, tickling, patting, or hugging
Personnel repeating CD's own throaty sound when child makes it
Pounding on objects to make noise (table, chair, pipes, etc.)

Any of the activities from the preceding statement may be used as
immediate :einforcement for appropriate behavior, working as
effectively as food or drink rewards

r..
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1., STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Pfogram 4.,, 3. PRESCRIPT]

.

,cn
4 .

Q
4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROSS MOTU DEVELOPMENT .

1.% Child will be able to go up stairs
independently (May) 6

i

a
a.Child will be able to surmount obstacles
which are only slightly\elevated, lower

. \than steps (May)

b.Child will show ability to mount steps
wi-h decreasing support, first gaining
independence at top of staircase

(May)

1

Child must be able to
step up onto low
obstacles independently

Continually observe
amount of help child
needs to 'get up steps

Continually observe
amouht of help'child
needs An geL up steps

Place obstacle 4t
foot of staircase;
have "CD," mount it
while looking up
stairs, to overcome
fear and accustom
her to the idea

(M,y)

Give physical sup-
port first;graddall
decrease aid(May)

f

Have child kickball
or break bubbles
with feet

(May)

Allow "CD" to place
one hand on banister

(May)

Have her carry ob-
ject in other, makin
holding hands with

.0

Fii,

Boi

St

;

Ma
by
me

A
m

to



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

SNE UNIVERSITY
raineeshi Pro ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Nancy May CODE

VALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

\

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. /TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. 'AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4: DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
; TEACHER MADE /

,d must be able to Place obstacle
(at Folded rugs Attendants t

Foot of Staircase

up onto low foot of staircase; Board placed on two Teachers

acles independently have "CD" mount it
while looking up

stacks of books or
.blocks, making height

Teacher Aides

inually observe
Int of help child

stairs, to overcome
fear and accustom

easily adjustable

s to get up steps her to the idea ,
Maierials made obvious

inually observe
pt of help child

. (May)
Give physical sup-,
port flist;gradua4/
decrease aid(May)/

'by objectives and
methods

6 to get up steps
Have child kick balls As indicated in Teacher Staircase with rail

or eak bubbles methods Teacher Aides

w h feet 1 Attendants

(May)

Allow "CD" to place
one hand on banister

(May)

Have her carry ob-
ject in other,wkin
holding hands with

.

NRROO FORM XIV 7-73
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE .

CD
,2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESC

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. .GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

.

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

4 4. DESCRIPTIO

...--.

.

GROSS MOTOR DE1JE4OPMENT (continued)

(Child to go up stairs independently)

.

/

'

Have child stand on
top of obstacle, then
step off

Continually observe
amount of help child
needs to get down
steps

her impossible(May)
'Go behind "CD" givi
support on her back
or elbow (May)
Eventually lessen
support as top of
stairs is reached,
so child will go up
last few steps alon
Gradually allow .

independence closer
to bottom (May)

Method same as for
stepping onto ob-
stacles, but workin:
at top of stairs ma
be unadvisable(May)
Methods same as for
going up, but go in
front of child to
eliminate fear;grant
first independence
at bottom of flight

2. Child will demonstrate ability to go down
steps independently

. (May)

a. Child will be able to step down from
low obstacles (May)

b. Child will-show -ability to go down steps
with decreasing support, first gaining
independence at the bottom of the stairs

. (May)
.

May
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD
(."

.

J

'UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
.er Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Nancy May CQDE/....,

%

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. ONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIJN

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

:ve child stand on
op of obstacle, then
-tep off

tinually observe
unt of help child
ds to get down

Fs

her impossible(May)

Go behind "CD" giving
support on her back
or elbow (May)

Eventually lessen
support as top of
stairs is reached,
so child will go up
last few steps alone
Gradually allow
independence closer
to bottom (May)

Method same as for
stepping onto ob-
stacles, but workin
at top of stairs ma
be unadvisable(May)
Methods same as for
going up, but go in
front of child to
eliminate fear;grant_

first independence
at bottom of flight

\

Same as for stepping
onto obstacles

-..,

Teachers
Teacher aides
Attendant

.

,

Foot of Stairs'

Staircase with
railing

(May)
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
CD

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION

t
-A. - 'LEARNING OBJECTIVES

.

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. I MA

,

1., SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

3

4

FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT
Give child large
objects to manipulate,
observing to see if

Give her a balloon
to stroke to make
noise by rubbing it

Clay,

bead!

cray(

1. CD will perform pincer grasp without she bends joint with her straight knobs

bending her thumb under at the outer joint thumb (May)

Have her remove lids
piece

elasl

a. Child will not bend joint under when from jars which are Matel

manipulating large objects (May) large enough to
necessitate extend-
ing her thumb (May)

meth(

Use play and craft
activities to exer-
cise fingers

,

h. Child will not bend joint under when Same as above Use same methods & Same
manipulating small objects (May)

,

materials, gradually
decreasing site of
objects (May),

Supply child with
finger foods, allow-
ing her to put them
in her mouth only
when handled proper-
ly.

Mato
meth(



[

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
eeship Program 3. PRESCRIP WRITER Nancy May CODE

UATIONS
.

6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS
..--

8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

5/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
VALUATE
ESS

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

2. AUTHOR,

3. SOURCE
POSITION LOCATION

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

Ld large Give her a balloon Clay, magazines, large Attendants Ward

iP

manipulate,
to see if
joint

to stroie to make
noise by rubbing it
with her straight

beads, blocks, pegs,
crayons, puzzles with
knobs attached to

Teacher
Teacher Aides

Playground
Working at table

' thumb (May)

Have her remove lids
pieces, strips of
elastic to stretch.

from jars which are
large enough to

Materials indicated in
methods .

' necessitate extend-
ing her thumb (May)

^.

Use play and craft
activities to exer-
cise fingers

Lbove Use same methods & Same as above -Attendants S e as above
materials, gradually Materials indicated in Teacher
decreasing size of
objects (May)

methods Teacher aides

Supply child with
finger foods, allow-
ing her to put them
in her mouth only
when handled proper-
ly.

ri
4

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE CD

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESC

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLF\
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO VALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIO

SELF-CONCEPT

1. CD will establish eye contact with pe,son
addressing her. (May,

Speaker should be a
eye level with the

Look at child and talk child
to her, noticing if she (Brown,Univ.of Wisc
has eye contact Speaker holds attra

tive objects near
own eyes, attractin
CD's gaze in right

(Ibid)

II-necessary, physi
ally turn child's
head and look into
her eyes (Ibid)
As s' ,n as DC's, eye

make contact with
speaker's, remove
object and give
reward (Ibid)

Gradually increase
length of contact
time before reward-
ing (Ibid)

Talk in pleasant man
ner, saying CD's na
'f ten (May)



.
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION FLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY *
er Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Nancy May CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

I. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

ok at child and talk
her, noticing if she
s eye contact

'

1

Speaker should be at
eye level with the Any objects which will
child attract child's gaze
(Brown,Univ.of Wisc.) in proper direction.
Speaker holds attrac
tive objects near (Examples: bright toys,
own eyes, attracting pocketbook, rattle,
CD's gaze in right pictures)
direction (Ibid)_

If necessary, physic- Objects to be used as
ally turn child's rewards .

head and look into
her eyes (Ibid)
As soon as DC's eyes
make contact with
speaker's, remove
object and give
reward (Ibid)

Gradually increase
length of contact
time before reward-
ing (Ibid)

Talk in pleasant man-
ner, saying CD's name

Teacher
Teacher Aide\
Attendants

_

Any appropriate
place where these
persons come into
contact with chil

.

'f ten (Nay) Vi',
tf,i r; NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE CD 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. 1

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE).

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

\_i

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

2

3

4

-
SELF-CONCEPT (continued)

2. CD will be able to touch parts of her own
body upon verbal command.

a. She will develop ability to touch gross
body parts upon command: head, arms,

legs, tummy. (Compet 24.2.1)

ir

,

Issue verbal command,
recording CD's appro-
priate responses

r

.

Standing in front of
mirror, point to
parts of student's
body, naming each
(Compet 24.2.1 -
24.2.2)

Standing in front of
mirror, move child's
own hanls to each
part as it is pro-
nounced (May)

Stay with each major
section until child
learns it.(Cowet-
Ibid)

Stroke, tickle, rub
each part as' it is

pronounced (Front,
low functioning?)
Standing in, front of

child, touch and say
your' body parts:

child imitates motiors

As

(May)

r:,,
.

, .
.

__
.
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO9

UNIVERSITY
eeship Pro ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Nancy May COTE

ATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE, INDICATE
ALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION - LOCATION
SS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF C.

TEACHER MADE

Standing in front o
mirror, point to

.

al command, parts of student's As indicated in methods Attendants . In front of full -
CD'sCD's appro- body, naming each $ Teachers length mirror
ponses (Compet 24.2.1 ,- - Teacher Aides

.

24.2.2) ,

Standing in front of
mirror, move child's
own hands to each
part as it is pro-
nounced (May)

,

Stay-with each major
section until child
learns it.(Compet-

rt

Ibid)

Stroke, tickle, rub
each part as it is
pronounced (Front,
low functioning?)
Standing in front of
child, touch and say
your body parts:
child imitates motiors

ay
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO'

. DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE

CD
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCR

4. LEARNING OBJECTI1ES 5. EVALUATIONS. 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3.- SPECIFIC OBJECTI ES

_ \

..
.

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

.

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

SELF-CONCEPT \, (continued)'

(Child will develop ability to touch gross
body parts upon command)

--

-:

b. Child will be ale to touch fine body parts
upon verbal. command:/ acial features,
fingers, toes (Compet 4.2.2)

i

\

\

1 1

.

.

/

1

, ,

o

Same as for grog
body parts .

.

'Cover one of herbod
parts with hands,
towel, sand - have
child find it. (May)
Place her in large
box with holes in i.
put it in font of
mirror. Command her
to put out various'
body parts through
the holes

(Compet-Ibid)

Sale as for gross .

parts, except forbo
activity. Provide
actiliities to *tima-
late and cause aware.
mess of sensory part
(blindfold eyes,
whisper in ear,smell
ing things, eating
things, fingering
objects) May)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

VUESNE UNIVERSITY
,

cc Troeineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIONWRITER Nancy May
, :

, .

CODE
----tit

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS .

.

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION-

/

1. TITLE
/2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

-.
.

.

,

-

,

.

as for gross
parts

.

,

Cover one of her body

parts with hands,
towel, sand - have
child find it. (May)
Place her in large
box with holes in it;
put ,Lt in front of

mirror,. Command her
to putout Various
kiqdy parts through

Oe holes
(Compet-Ibid)

Same as for gross
parts, except for box
activity. Provide
abtivities to stimu-
late and cause aware-
ness of sensory parts
(blindfold eyes,
whisper in ear,smell-
ing things, eating
things, fingering

.

Indicated in Methods
Records: Sensorimotor

-

o

,,

.

Attendants
Teacher

Teacher Aide

,

.

,

.

.
.f

,

In front of full-
length mirror

-.

Training in the Class-
room, by Educational
Activities, Inc.,
Freeport, New York
Learning Basic Skills
Through Music by Hap
iPalmer;same source as'
above
Concept Records series'
Center,Conway, N. H.-

,

Same as for gross body
parts /

Indicated in Methods

Q

,

objects) (May)
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7 -73
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1. STUDENT CODE
CD

NRRC/P-PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIOI

LEARNING OBJECJ.,vES . EVALUATIONS METHODS

1. . SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURC
IF AVAILABLE)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

I

4

SELF-CARE

1. When commanded at the appropriate time,
CD will take herself to the bathroom,
pull pants dawn, and eliminate in toilet

--Check/compile-fed cnart
against CD's present
schedule of eliminating

t

a. Establish frequency chart of child's
elimination
(Teaching the M.R. - Bensberg)

b. Put child in training pants, making it

(,.._.)

unnecessary for her to wait for help
with pulling down diapers (May)

c. Take child to toilet at times specified
by chart C

(A Helpful Guide -in the Training of
a M.R. Child

i

NARC)
o

/

Require CD to pull pants
down when not wearing
diapers

Under normal conditions
CD should have no
accidents when schedule
is followed

Kecord time of day
CD habitually
eliminates
(Bensberg, Ibid)

She is already able
to do this - she
may require
prompting

During entire proces
use proper and con-
sistent terms and
commands, so they
will become meaning-
ful to child(NARC,Ib
Allow her to pull
her own pants down
Reward success (May)

Indi

d)



a

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3.-PRESCRIPTION WRITER Nancy May .CODE

UATIONS METHODS MATERIALS, . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

S/TASKS
ALUATE
ESS

4/1

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
J..00ATION

Meted chart
CD's present
of eliminating

CD to
n not

Record time of day
CD habitually
eliminates
(Bensberg, Ibid)

pull, pants She is already able
wearing to do this - she

rural conditions

d have no
s when schedule
wed

may require
prompting

During entire proces
use proper ilnd con-
sistent terms and
commands..so they
will become meaning-
ful to child(NARC,Ib
Allo her to pull
her own pants down
Reward success (May)

Indicated in Methods

d)

Attendants
Teachers
Teacher Aides

t

Bathroom

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-731



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECOR1
g

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE CD--

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESLAI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
P

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA ,, (INDICATE. SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3-. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4.' DESCRIPTION

SELF-CARE (Eating)

1. In dining room, child will demonstrate
ability to get and return her own dishes -

and tray (this objective has been set by
ward personnel apd institution education
departmentY I

a. Before meal, the will be able to get
her own tray, aishes% and utensils.

(Ibid.)

.

-..-

b. After meal, she will return dishes and
tray to window (Ibid)

Have child complete
task

.

Have child complete
task

-,-

At first, take child
through line, guid-
ing her hand.to pick
up articles (per-.
sonnel & ed. dept.)
Sometime duiing day,
practice with empty
frays,and dishes.
Gradually offer les=
assistance (Ibid)

Do not allow her to
eat until complei-
ing tasks to best of
her ability at any.
given time (May)

*



-- - -, ,

e .

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD.

ti- NE UNIVERSITY
-r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Nancy May CODE

\./

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/ KS
TO EVALU TE
SUCCES

1. TITLE

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

\

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

i

-ve child complete

ask

.

:ve child complete

ask

At first, take child
through line, guid-
ing her hand to pick
up articles (per-
sonnel &\ed. dept.)
Sometime during day,

practice with empty
trays and dishes.
Gradually offer less

assistance (Ibid)

Do not allow her to
eat until complet-
ing tasks to best of
her ability at any
given time (May)

Indicated in objectives

.

Indicated in objectives
_..

..

Teachers
Teacher Aides
Attendants
Kitchen

personnel

It

._..

Dining Room

II

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73 .



1. STUDENT CODE CD

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY'
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

1

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. 1

.
.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE- I

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS . '3. SOURCE 1

4. DESCRIPTION 4

_
.

SELF-CARE - (Continued)

(toileting)

------

d. As CD becomes accustomed to procedure,
,,,, simply issue verbal command at

From distance, observe
efficiency with which

At appropriate time,
command child to go

Indl

appropriate time (NARC, Ibid) child completes task at first observing
her from distance -

(Bensberg, Ibid.)

Check for results
I (May)

Reward success

ecause of CD's short attention span and low
rustration level, the prescription writer feels
hat, except for pulling up pants, proper tolletin:

.

Have her pull up her
pants, since she is
already able to do
this

abits after elimination shduld not be taught unti
he child has mastered this procedure. ' .

. .



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD
I

. .

NE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Program '3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Nancy May CODE/)

\
;

ALUATIONS
.

6. METHODS I 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE

CCESS

4

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

stance, observe
nky with which
ompletes task

At appropriate time,
command child to go,
at first observing
her from distance
(Bensberg, Ibid.)

Check for results
(May)

Reward success
Have her pull up her
pants, since she is
already able to do
this

Indicated in Me+ods Attendants
Teachers
Teacher Aides

Bathroom e

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE
CD

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

4 ft NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LO0TION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESC

EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE/ SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

SOCIAL INTERACTION

1. Child will demonstrate ability to interact
with peers in supervised group superv±sing

(May)

a. Child must relate to personnel
supervising- these situations

(May)

b. Child must be more aware of the
presence of peers

Observe her reactions
to the personnel-,

Observe child for any
reactions she may
show towards other
residents

Simply try to win
her friendship and
trust, by being
affectionalte,givin
as much attention
possible, and mak-
ing interaction
rewarding (May)

Involve her in grow
games and situation
giving her as much
individual atten-
tion as necessary
at first to have he
react to others in
group (May)

Make group situatio
enjoyable (May)

Encourage higher
level residents to
make friendly
approaches to CD °

5w;



NRRC/P"PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Nancy May CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TTTLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIOL

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

-9. ENVIRONMENTS

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOOATION

serve her reactions

the personnel

serve child for any
actions she may
ow towards other
sidents

Simply try to win
her friendship and
trust, by being
affectionalte,givin
as Rich attention ac
possible, and mak-
ing interaction
rewarding (May)

Involve her in group
Imps and situations
gffing her as much
individual atten-
tion as necessary
at first to have het
react to others in
.group (May)

Make group situation
enjoyable (May)

Encourage higher
level residents to
make friendly
approaches to CD

(May)

Any toys and rewards Teachers
necessary to cause CD Teachers Aides
to become more aware Attendants
of personnel, moti-
vating her to respond

Those used in the
group games.
(Examples: records,
balls, playgrpund
equipment)

Any place where
' these personnel
\come into contact
with child

ft

a

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE CD

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

, DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTiO

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

14, SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES' IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

. EVALUATIONS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

. METHODS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

2

3

4

SELF-HELP AND INDEPENDENCE (Dressing)

1. Child will demonstrate ability to put on
pull-over T-shirt .

a. After shirt is on, child will pull
shirt tail to waist (May)

b. When shirt is over head, child will
insert arms through sleeves

(I.U.8)

c. Child will pull shirt down over her
head when it is placed in proper
position above her head

(I.U.8)

Put shirt on CD; have
her complete task

Put her head through
neck-hole; have her
insert arms

Position shirt above
her head; have her pull
it down

Put,shirt on her;do Ind

not pullAt down
Guide her hands'
through necessary
steps of task
Decrease help as
improvement is
shown (May)

Pull shirt over her
head and hold out
sleeves (I.U.8)
Same as last 2 above

Position shirt above
het head and help
her pull it down

(I.U.8)

Same as last 2 above



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTI N PLANNING

4
1 UNIVERSITY

mgeshlp Program

RECORD

, ,

3. PRESCRIPTION

J
-,

.41

-..
,

WRITER Nancy May CODE

,UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

'S /TASKS

VALUATE
ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

\l. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION"IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

.

INDICATE
LOCATION

a.

Any place where
dressing is
necessary or
appropriate

I II -14

,

II
.

t on CD; have
Lete.task

lead through
0; have her
gyms

shirt above
have her pull

Put shirt
not pull
Guide her
through n
steps of task
Decrease
improveme
shown
Pull shirt
head and hold
sleeves (I.U.8)
Same as last_

Position shirt
her head and
her pull it

(I.U.8)
Same as last

on her;do
t down
hands
cessary

elp as
t is

(May)

over her
out

2 above

above
help

down

2 above

Indicated from
objectives

A

n

II

Attendants

Teachers
Teacher Aides

I'

.

II

NRRC/P FORM XIJ 7-73
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CASE OF T

IDENTIFICATIONI.

T is 'a 17 year old female currently enrolled ins5esidential school.

She has been diagnosed as severely mentally retarded associated with'.

serebrcl palsy, microcephaly, spasticity, diplegia,-and compulsive disorder.,

to The probable cause of mental retarCition was brain damage at birth. T is

adequately develope4 and nourished, ambulatory with assistance, has minimal

and is not toilet-trained.

II. SUMMARYk OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

General Health - good -

Medication
Phenobarbitol and Mysoline b control seizures. It was noted in the

V medical 'records that alon with grand mal seizures, T alsohas s
series of hiccups that so etimes last as long as 10 days'at a time.
Since being put on medication T has not had any seizures for several
yeafs. 7,

* \ .
i

Motor Development
,

Gros Motor
1 can raise'her head indep7Ondently
Tecan roll over completely from,her back to her,stomach
T can sit with supportive straps
T can stand if braced under' her arms by wo adults
T can walk with the support; of two peo le. The medical records stated

that when T was younger she could wa k independe tly, when briaced.
T is unable to control or sustain limb movements.

Fine Motor
Moyes hands
Moves hands ip unison
Reaches for hands or feet of-people near her
T can grasp objects for a few seconds in a non-pincer fashion,
T can use her hands in a coordinated fanner when clapping
T demonstrates little eye-hand&wordination while using grasp movements. '

Visual Motor
Ptosis of the sight upper lid
T can fix her eyes on objects -- predominately her left eye.
T can follow moving objects wita eye.
T recognizes familiar people.
T reacts to light in near zone and in far vision.
T tracks midline tp left four inches
T can fixate from left to right, but not right to left.

Auditory Motor
Turns head toward seurce of noise
Hears sound and regards face of speaker
Turns head right andlleft



r a on was ura,n uamage at .irt

adequately developed and noJrished, ambulatory with assistance, has minimal

verbaliiation, and_ is, not toilet-trained.

II. ' SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

Gen ealth - good

Medication
--_-

Phenobatbitol and MySoline to control seizures. It was noted in the
medical records that along with grand mal seithres, 'T also has
series of hiccups that sometimes last as long as 10 days at a time.

. Since, being put on medication T has not had any seizures for severial
years.

Motor Development t ,

Gross Motor
, ,

T can raise her head independently
1

i

c..-- T can roll over completely from her back to her sitomach
T can sit with supportive straps

T can stand if braced under her arms by two adults
T can walk with the support of two people. The giedical recordS stated

that when T was younger she could walk independently, whentraced.
T is unable to control or sustailitp movements.

o

'Fine Motor
Moves hands
Moves hands in unison
Reaches for hands or,feet of people near her
T can grasp objects for a few seconds in a non-pincer fashion
T can use her hands in a coordinatept manner when clapping,

T demonstrates little eye-hand coordination while using grasp movements.-

Visual Motor ,i
t- - Ptosis of the right upper lid ,

t)Mi ..
T can fix her eyes on objectspredominately her left eye.,
T can follow moving objects With eye.,
T recogniies familiar people. \
T reacts to_light in\neir'zone and in far vision.
T t icks midline to left four inches
T can fixate from left to right, but not right to left.

Auditor Motor
Turns head toward source of noise
Hears sound and regards face of speaker
TurnAlhead fight and left
Turns toward noise made behind her
Responis to name with a smile

Tactile/Kinesthetic

Responds when rubbed or touched on any part of her body
Responds to hug
\ heacts to hand contact by grasping for one's hand

eft

1

it

V
4 4
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...A CASE OF T

591

(

Tactile/Kinesthetic (Continued)
Explores objects tactually
Touches objects
,Holds objects briefly

Feeding and Eating

T can drink from a cup when the cup is held by ah a.
T accepts food when being spoon=fed
T accepts semi-solid and semi-liquid flood when served on a spoon

Intellectual Development

Test Results

Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale - July 5, 1969
.12 -0

I.Q. 5

The Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale also repotted:
T.is functioning' receptively at the 40 week leVel
'T is'functioning expressively at the'36 week leyel
T functioning phonetically at the 28 week level

s.,

4

A-langtlage Ability test that ,was administered to T, but not named,
revealed her overall level'of language as being in the 7 -10 month
level. Test date: July 19, 1971. Age: 15.

The nford.Binet, Form L was administered to T upon admission to
ool, Jut no score could' be -obtalited.

T will respond to her own name when called.
T will make eye contact with the speaker
T will roll toward,

T Can identify heraelf when her name is called through a nonverbal
,t,espOnse

T responds in a one-to-one situation

Communication

T'indiestjes

T makes her
awareness of being addressed.

es known through gestures, mainly arAm movements.
She squeals nd Babbles when excited
T can say " at," "Da:Da--,-1-La&kcl "car-car."
Overall comm niCation skills: aftatieLlate for communication.

Social Interaction

T smiles whe a familiar person gets near her
She reaches _far familiar people
T reruth-§-g 61thitE---

T watches the movethenee of others
She will move her wheelchair close to familiar people

III. OTHER CONTACTS



591

Feeding and Eating-
I can drink from a cup when the cup is held by an 'cult
T accepts food when being spoon-fed
T accepts semi-solid and semi-liquid food when served on a spoon

Intellectual Development

Test Results

Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale - July 5, 1969
C.A. 12-0 .t
I.Q. 5

'It

The Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale also reported:
T is functioning receptively at the 40 week evel
kiT is functioning expressively at the 36 wee level
T is functioning phonetically at the 28 wee)c, level

/

A language Ability test that was administered to T, but not named,
revealed her overall level Of language as being in the 7-10 month
level. Test date: July 19, 1971. Age: 15. .

The Stanford Bjnet, Form L was administered to T upon admission to
school, but no score could be obtained.

Self Concept

T will respond to her own name when called.
T will make eye contact with thespeaker
T will roll toward speaker

T can identify herself when her 'name is called through a nonverbal
response

T responds in a one-to-one situation

Communication-

1

I indicates an awareness of being addressed.
T makes her knishes known through gestures, mainly arm movements:
She squeals and babbles when excited
T can say "Ma -Ma," "Da-Da," and "car-car."

Overall communication skills: inadequate for communication.

Social Interaction

T smiles when.a familiar person gets near her
She,reaches for familiar people
T r turns a smile
T atches the movements of others
Sh will move her wheelchair close to familiar people

THER CONTACTS

T was kept in the home until she was 8 years old. During this time she

visited a physical therapy center regularly. It was felt that T would benefit

by an intensive physical therapy program designed to teach her t7 use the motor

' skills she has. 'he was heavily braced for 12 years during which time she

could ambulate with minimal assistance. At age 8 years 10 months, T was ad-

mitted to a special education classroom and remained there for four years, but

her enrollment was terminated because she made absolutely no progress. The



CASE OF T

e

OTHER CONTACTS (CONTINUED)

parents then kept T at home, and devoted themselves to her constant need of

care. Because T needs help with washing, bathing, toilet functions, dressing,

eating, and ambulating, this put a great strain on the family, especially

her mother. Under the advisement of the family physician and a caseworker

from the Mental Health and Mental Retardation Association, T was referred

to her current placement. It wasstroogly suggested by everyone involved

that T be admitted as soon as possible to a complete care center mainly be-

cause of the inability of her family to care for her.

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development

T appears to be well developed for her age. She is extremely thin, but

very solid. She has fairly goodstrength, predominately on her left side.

She is cerebral palsied and has a collapsed right eye lid. Her right eye is C

regular, and reacts to light. T cannot focus with her right eye. It remains

closed 90 per cent of the time. She also seems to have some degree of hearing,

loss in the right ear. She is spastic diplegic; she has a thickened index

finger of the left hand. T appears to have total palsy of all extremetles.

She lacks central control. During the period the case writer worked with

her she had a series of hiccups that lasted for a period of two weeks. At

times they became very heavy, and caused T to moan. This affected her ability

to eat solid food, or drink liquids.' As stated in her medical records the

phenobarbitol and mysoline seem to have controlled her seizures. She is

medicated after every meal. The medication makes her very drowsy and 'listless.

; She generally falls asleep within an hour after medication. She is then very

difficult to awaken.

Motor Development

Gross Motor

When put on the floor, T will roll over on her stomach and lift her
head to get eye contact with the person nearest to her.



her mother. Under the advisement of the family ph "sician and a caseworker

from the Mental Health and Mental Retardation Association, T was referred

to her current placement. It was strongly suggested by everyone involved

that T be admitted as soon as possible to a complete Ldre cent mainly be-

cause of the inability of her family to care for her.

I

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Fnysical Development

T appears to be well developed for her age. She is extremely thin, but

very solid. She has fairly good strength, predominately on her left side.

Sheds cerebral palsied and has a collapsed right eye lid. Her right eye is

regular, and reacts to light. T cannot focus withrher right eye. It remains

closed 90 per cent of the time. She also seems to have some degrec. of hearing

loss in the right ear. She is spastic diplegic; she has a thickened index

finger of the left hand. T appears to have total palsy of all extremetie§T-

She lacks central control. nuring the period the case writer worked with

her she had a series of hiccups that lasted for a period of two weeks." At

A times they became very heavy, and caused T to moan. This affected her ability

to eat solid food, or drink liquids. As stated in her medical records the

phenobarbitol and mysoline seem to here controlled her seizures. Sh

medicated after every meal. The medication makes Xgr very drowsy an

is

listless.

0.4, '7
. She generally falls asleep within an hour after medication. She is Itiben very

diffic6It to awaken.

Motor Development

Gross Motor

1

\;

t

i "

When put on the floor, T will roil over on her stomach and lift her
head to get eye contact with he person nearest to her.

After T rolls over on her stomach, and establishes eye contact, she
will reach out and grasp the font of the person she is coununicating
with.

/ f

T was placed in a box-swing and strapped minimally. She 4as able to
obtain her balance in unison with the motion of the swin.

T can stand with the support of two adults holding her unler her arms.

-325-



CASE OF T

Motor Development (Continued)

Gross Motor (Continued)

T can stand by herself if she is braced against something substantial
to her height.

T has fairly good control with stepping. She can alternate her legs
in a controlled manner. Her right leg appears weaker than the left.
She compensates for this by occasionally dragging it.

Fine Motor

T will clap her hands together briefly when she becomes excited, or
when she hears someone singing.

T will reach out and strongly grasp the hand of a person familiar to
her. When the case writer held out his hand near her, or placed it
on a tray in front of her she would grasp it, and continue to hold
on to it for a long period of time.

T is predominately left handed. If a large object is placed in front
of her, i.el-T-hallorbluck, she reach for it with her left
hand 90 per cent of the time.

T will grasp and briefly hold a ball, block or cup. Usually seconds
after she gets hold of something she lets it fall out of her hand;
she tosses it aside, sometimes hitting herself with it. T has very
little control of her hands. She lacks controlled coordination.

The case writer took T out of her wheelchair and put her down on the
grass, The writer then pushed a large ball towards her, and she
would slap it back.

T does"not have pincer grasp so she cannot hold any objects smaller
than something 4 inches in diameter.

Visual Motor

Because of T's collapsed right eye lid, all her focusing and the t sting
was done main4,y'with her left eye. When an object, such as a bal or

bell, is placed in front of T, she will horizontally track it withi
a 90 degree are. She can also diagonally track objects within a
90 degree arc.

tf:if) After getting T's attention, if the writer w uld walk around her, she
would follow visually by turning her head toward the writer.

After several days she began to recognize the writer without hearing my
voice.

T can follow objects moving on the floor.

T can follow objects moving in the air.

T sights familiar objects.

\ 1

N
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Visual Motor

to her height.

T has fairly good control with stepping. She can alternate her legs
in a controlled manner. Her right leg appears wealcer than the left.
She compensates for this by occasionally dragging it.

Fine Motor

T will clap her hands together briefly when she becomes excited, or
when she hears someone singing.

T will reach out and strongly grasp the hand of a person familiar to
her. When the case writer held out his hand near her, or placed it
oni tray in front of her she would grasp it, and continue to hold
on to it for a long period of time.

T is predominately left handed. If a large object is placed in front
of her, i.e., ball or block, she will reach for it with her left
hand 90 per cent of the timt.

T will grasp and briefly hold a ball, block or cup. Usually seconds
after she gets hold of something she lets it fall out of her hand;
she tosses it aside, sometimes hitting herself with it. T has very
little control of her hands. She lacks controlled coordination.

The case writer took T out of her wheelchair and put her down on the
grass. The writer then pushed a large ball towards her, and she
would slap it back.

T does not have pincer grasp so she cannot hold any objects smaller
than something 4 inches in diameter.

Because of T's collapsed right eye lid, all her focusing and the testing
was done mainly with her left eye.When an object, s:Ch as a ball or
sell, is placed in front 'of T, she will horizontally track it within
a 90 degree arc. She can also diagonally track objects within a
90 degree arc.

ty:i; After getting T's attention, if the writer would walk around her, she
would follow visually by turning her head toward the writer.

After several days she began to recognize the writer without hearing my
voice.

T can follow objects moving on the floor.

T can follow objects moving in the act'.

T sights familiar objects.

T reacts to any light.

Auditory Motor

T will turn her head in the direction of a loud noise. She reacted
particularly well when the writer sat an alarm clock. Gradually the
writer moved to a softer sound, i.e., ball with a bell, and she res-
ponded to it by turning to the sound.

When introduced to sounds, T generally shakes her head in a negative
manner.
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CASE OF T

Motor Development (Continued)

Auditory Motor (Continued)

T responds positively to music and singing. She claps and babbles.
She will turn herself, in her wheelchair, to the source of the sound.

T can detect sound in different areas of the room, as is evidenced by
the fact that she will move herself close to it.

During music class, T would tap on the tray on her wheelchair. She

likes to reproduce clapping or tapping.

Tactile/Kinesthetic

T likes physical contact with people. Sh responds positively to being
touched or rubbed.

T will reach out, grasp, and then rub the arm or leg of a familiar person
sitting next to her.

When handed objects, T will hold them for several seconds and then throw
them away. She does not have enough muscle coordination to control a
definite grasp of objects. She will only attempt to enclose her hand
around large things such as a 4 inch diameter ball, cup, bell or spoon
wrapped with a towel several times around the handle.

We worked several mornings on reaching for large kernels of cereal. She

would move her hand toward them, but would only push them off her tray.
She does not have pincer grasp.

Feeding and Eating

The case writer worked with T on eating breakfast. T-fdees not like to

eat and shk is extremely difficult to feed unless she has not,had
anything td\ eat for several meals, and *is very hungry. Her main

preference \I.n food is cereal. This -is the only food that the writer

could get to at least try.

T will drink several glasses of juice or milk if the cup is held by an
adult. She does not attempt to help hold the cup, but will reach for
the feeder's hand and push it towards the cup. The writer tried
having her hold the cup, but she would just push it-aside, or else
toss it out of her hand.

T cannot grasp a spoon, Neven when it was wrapped with a towel around
the handle. Because of r spasticity she could not control her arm

movements enough to raise them to her mouth. The writer tried to

hold her hand and arm for guidance, but the motor control could not
be established.

T has difficulty chewing solid food, but will occasionally accept it/.

She prefers liquid o. semi -solid food because it is easier for her

to swallow. She does very nicely when eating a baby-food tray.

Intellectual Development

Self Concept/Social Interaction

T responds with a lar e smile when she he w



the fact that she will move herself close to it.

During music class, T would tap on the tray on her wheelchair. She
likes to reproduce clapping or tapping.

Tactile/Kinesthetic

T likes physical contact with people. She responds positively to being
touched or rubbed.

T will reach out, grasp, and then rub the arm or leg of a familiar person
sitting next to her.

When handed objects, T will hold them for several seconds and then throw
them away. She does not have enough muscle coordination to control a
definite grasp of objects. She will only attempt to enclose her hand
around large things such as a 4 inch diameter ball, cup, bell or spoon
wrapped with a towel several times around the handle.

We worked several mornings on reaching for large kernels of cereal. She
would move her hand toward them, but would only push them off her tray.
She does not have pincer grasp.

Feeding and Eating

The case writer worked with T on eating breakfast. T does not like to
eat and she is extremely difficult to feed unless she has not had
anything to eat for several meals, and is very hungry. Her main .

preference in food is cereal. This is the only food that the writer
could get her to at least try.

T will drink several glasses of juice or milk if the cup is held by an
adult. She does not attempt to help hold tLe cup, but will reach for
the feeder's hand and push it towards the cup. The writer tried
having-her hold the cup, but she would just push it aside, or else
toss it out of her hand.

T cannot grasp a spoon, even when it was wrapped with a towel around
the handle. Because of her spasticity she could not control her arm
movements enough to raise them to her mouth. The writer tried to
hold her handand arm for guidance, but the motor control could not
be established.

T has difficulty chewing solid food, but will occasionally accept it.
She prefers liquid or semi-solid food because it is easier for her
to swallow. She does very nicely whetreaing a baby-food tray.

Intellectual Development

Self Concept/Social Interaction'

T responds with a large smile wherkshe hears her name. When the writer

(1-..

e`irsstarted working with her, she questioned her hearing because she
never responded with any kind of reaction.

i
.

I will track speaker with her left eye and keeps good
,

eye contact when
she is spoken to.

T will usually sit in the back of the unit. When the writer would walk
in an call her name she would smile and move toward the speaker. .
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CASE OF,T

Intellectual Development(Continued)

Self Concept/Social Interaction (Continued)

T likes to be near people. When lying on the floor she lies so that
she can reach out and hold on to someone that is close to her. She
would also move her wheelchair around so that she could have eye
contact with people around her.

Communication

T squeals and babbles when she is excited.
099

When a familiar person is near her and doing something for her, she
continually repeats "ma-ma-ma."

When we went out for a walk she would chant "car-car."

The last day the writer.was there T was very sick. She made this known
to:the writer by moaning and reaching for her hand to put to her face.
She had no other reaction to the writer being there that day.

T will pucker her lips and make a sound similar to a sucking no se when
she is happy or content. She likes to look at a person and make this
sound. She waits for one to imitate it.

V. OBSERVATION

A
Feeding and Eating

In any program designed for T, this area should be the prime goal. If

T's fine motor can be controlled she should have no problem with feeding.

She knows that when holding a spoon with food on it, it goes to the mouth.

She knows to lift her arms to her face. Constant practice of holding a spoon

with kernels of cereal on it can be used to strengthen her arm muscles and,

since she likes cereal, this could be the starting point of getting her to

spoon-feed herself. With minimal effort on the part of any instructor, this

concept could be ascertained. She knows what to do, and wants to do it, but

the problem lies in getting her arms to do what her head says shouP be done.
'11)

Once strength and control have been developed, the rest should be fairly easy.
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would also move he,kwhelchair around so that she could have eye
contact with people around her.

Communication

T squeals and babbles when she is excited.

When a familiar person is near her and doing something for her, she
continually repeats "ma-ma-ma."

When we went out for a walk she would chant "car-car."

The last day the writer was there T was very sick. She made this known
to the writer by moaning and reaching for her hand to put to her face.
She had no other reaction to the writer being there that day.

T will pucker her lips and make a sound similar to a sucking noise when
she is happy or content. She likes to look at a person and make this
sound. She waits for one to imitate it.

V. OBSERVATION

Feeding and Eating

In any program designed for T, this area should be the prime goal. If

T's fine motor can be controlled she should have no problem with feeding.

She knows that when holding a spoon with food on it, it goes to the mouth.

She knows to lift her arms to her face. Constant practice of holding a spoon

with kernels of cereal on it can be used to strengthen her arm muscles and,

since she likes cereal, this could be the starting point of getting her to

spoon-feed herself. With minimal effort on the part of any instructor, this

concept could be ascertained. She knows what to do, and wants to do it, but

the problem lies in getting her arms to do what her head says should be done.
the

Once strength and control have been developed, the rest should be fairly easy.
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1. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. GROSS MOTOR

2. To be able to walk with minimal support
(i.e. Walker)

3.

a.Child takes steps while being held by
both arms (Compet 14.6.1)

1)-1:hild_takesszeps-wbile being held by

Parent, teacher,
Physical Therapist
observation

one arm (Compet 14.6.2)

c.Child walks around object's while holding
on for support (Compet 14.6.3)

d.Child walks with the support of a walker

Method is implied
through specific
objectives. Each
area will have to be a
developed slowly and c

built up according
to the increasing
strength of the chi4



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

WE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Pamela Kovacs CODE

ALUATIONS 6., METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE

CCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

P

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

teacher,
kl Therapist

ktion

.

Method is implied
through specific
objectives. Each
area will have to be
developed slowly and
built up according
to the increasing
strength of the child

As indicated in method,

The eventual usage of
a walker could be any
commercial product
made specifically for
this purpose.

Parents
Physical

Therapist
Teachers
Aides

.

This task can be
practiced anywhere
so long as the
surface where the
child is walking
is regular and
smooth.
(i.e. carpet, tiles
cement etc.)

_

,

Grass or rqugh
surfaces should be
avoided at first

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY ,

1. STUDENT CODE T 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIOI

1. FINE MOTOR

2. To establish and expand the capability of
the hands and fingers in accomplishing
functional tasks
(Compet 16.0 - Primary Objective)

3.

a. Demonstrates the ability to reach
(Compet 16.2.0)

Child can successfully
reach for, grasp, hold,
and release objects.
i.e. ball, bell,spoon,
etc.

Parent or Teacher
observation of child
performing task

1. Use objects of
interest to child .
things that will'
capture attention.

2. Place objects of
tray in frOnt of
child or place chi:
on floor.
Hopefully, if intel
ested, child will
move toward object
reaching for them.

1

3. Coordinated ham
movement can be
practiced using
music - child can
clap to beat.

b. Reaches towards an object
(Compet 16.2.4)

c. Demonstrates ability to grasp
(Compet 16.3.0)

d. Squeezes items placed in hand
(Compet 16.3.2)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

)UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
ler Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Pamela Kovacs

EVALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS

CODE

. PERSONNEL sENVIRON/4EKTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

ild can successfully
each for, grasp,hold,
nd release objects.
.e. ball, bell,spoon,
tc.

arent or Teacher
bservation of child
erforming task

1. Use objects of
interest to child -
things that will
capture attention.

2. Place objects on
tray in front of
child or place chilc
on floor.
Hopefully, if inter-
ested, child will
move toward objects,
reaching for them.

3. Coordinated hand
movement can be
practiced using
music - child can
clap to beat.

Small toys

Rattles
Stack toys
Blocks
Rhythm band instrument
Pegboard and peg,
Balls
Bells
Balloons
Rubber Sponge

(Compet 16.0)

Parents

Teachers
Aides
Ward Attendant

3

Home
Classroom -

Unit,

v

NRRC/P. FORM XIV 7,-73



___ 1. STUDENT CODE T 2. LOCATION

.1

NRRCIO PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Program . PRESCRIPTI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1.

2.

3.

SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES' . ° ,

.

TESTS /CASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR

. 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

.

.

FINE MOTOR (continued)

e. Releases objects from grasp
(Compet 16.3.4)

f. -Uses hands in a coordinated manner
(Compet 16.4.0)

g. Performs a pincer grasp
(Co.ipet 16.5.0)

h. Uses fingers with pincer movements

,,

(Compet 16.5.3)

i. Demonstrates eye/hand coordination
while using grab') movements
(Compet 16.6.0) .

.

.

.

.

,

Child can successfully
reach for, grasp,hold
and release objects
i.e.. ball, bell,

speion, etc.

Parent or Teacher
observation of child
performing task

.

.

. .

Hand

06

.

.Hand child
toys or anything of
interest to the
child
(Compet 16.3.1)

Use pegboard - pull

pegs
Manipulative toys
(Compet 16.5.1)

.

S/

Ri

SI

UI

RI

P
B
B

'EW

Rm

i

(01

,

05-
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

-NE UNIVERSITY
aineeehip Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Pamela Kovacs CODE

ALUA1IONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS t 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
' EVALUATE
'CCESS

I. TITLE
/2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

/ 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

m

can successfully
for, grasp,hold
lease objects
all, bell,
etc.
1-''

or Teacher
ation of child
ning task :'

:

Hand

Hand child small
toys or anything of
interest to the
child
(Compet 16.3.1)

Use pegboard - pull
pegs
Manipulative toys
(Compet 16.5.1)

Small toys
Rattles
Stack toys
Blocks
Rhythm band instrument
Pegboard and pegs
Balls
Bells
Balloons
Rubber Sponge

(Cempet 16.0)

Parents
Teachers
Aides
Ward Attendant

I

Home
Classroom
Unit

NRRC P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE T 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
3. PRESCR

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. FEEDING AND EATING

2. To build eating skills necessary for
eventual independence (Compet 34.0)

3.

a. Child reaches for spoon (Compet 34.7.1)

b. Child grasps spoon (Compet 34.7.2)

Child demonstrates the ability to hold
spoon with controlled movement and
coordination

Parent or teacher ohsPr-
vation.
(When child develops the
motor coordinatioa and
can move a spoon filled
with food tq his mouth,
thelchild will have
attained this objective

d. Child fills spoon (Compet 34.7.5)

e. Child brings spoon to mouth (Coinpet 34.7.4)

f. Child inserts spoon in mouth(Compet 34.7.3)

g. Child returns spoon to bowl.

All basic training
shoul( be done with
spoon.
Stand behind studen
Place your hand ove
his hand. Guide his
hand into bowl, fil
spoon, guide spoon
to mouth, return
spoon to bowl.
Continue until this
skill is reached.
Gradually eliminate
amount of guidance
student receives

(Compet 34.7.6)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship-Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Pamela Kovacs CODE

EVALUATIONS METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITL 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHO 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURC 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4: DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

ent or teacher obser- All basic training Spoons with enlarged Teachers Home or any settin

Aon. should be done with handles should be usetl Pareuts where the child

-n child, develops the spoon. at first. Aides would be eating
or cootdination and Stand behind sttdent A regular spoon can be Ward Attendants

mole a -spoon filled Place your hand over used, but should be

h food to his mouth,
child will have

his hand. Guide his
hand into bowl, fill

wrapped with something
i.e. towel around the

ained this objective spoon, guide spoon
to mouth, return
spoon to bowl.

handle.

(As /indicated in method

Continue until this
skill is reached.

7

Gradually eliminate
amount of guidance
student receives

\.

.

(Compet 34.7.6
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CASE OF Y

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 17-0

Sex: Male

II. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

Y is profoundly retarded, spastic quadriplegia due to birth injury;

cerebral palsied and microcephalic. Circumference of the head is nineteen

and one-half inches.

He is non-verbal, non-ambulatory, and needs total care. There is no

convulsive disorder present and no speech.

69.9 In August 1967, a mat program began with goals of inhibiting extensor

hypertunus while specifically improving sitting balance and encourLging

crawling pattern.,

In April 1968, braces were received in addition to the mat program;

there was slow progress. Braces were discontinued as of 1970.

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Propels self by incoordinated body movements independently.
Has sitting balance of short duration
Shows left hand preference
Has fair reach with left arm, poor with right
Raises head without support
Sits with aid (Hogg chair)
Holds head erect while sitting with support

Fine Motor
Extends fingers
Flexes neck against gravity
Grasps objects, but not maintained, wrist flexes and fingers close
before contact is made

Uses crayons
Points to objects on command
Matches objects to pictures
Ability to grasp candy (moves head to food)

Visual Motor
Focuses on moving objects briefly and occasionally
Head to eye coordination is poor due to cerebral palsied condition

6-if)

Appears to use more peripheral than central vision
Attends to visual stimuli
Follows objects in moving path
Ability to fixate eyes on objects

due to unknown or nneertnin CRIMPS with structural reactions being manifest.



Physical Development

Y is profoundly retarded, spastic quadriplegia due to birth injurY;

cerebral pal i d and microcephalic. Circumference of the head is nineteen

and one -h 1 inches.

He is non-verbal, non-ambulatory, and needs total care. There is no,

convulsive disorder present and no speech.

In August 1967, a mat program began with goals of inhibiting extensor

hypertonus while specifically improving sitting balance and encouraging

crawling pattern.

In April 1968, braces there received in addition to the mat program;

there was slow progress. Braces were discontinued as of 1970.'

Motor Development

Gross Motor

Propels self by incoordinated body movements independently.
Has sitting balance of short dvration
Shows left hand preference
Has fair reach with left arm, poor with right
Raises head without support
Sits with aid (Hogg chair)
Holds head erect while sitting with support

Fine Motor
Extends fingers
Flexes neck against gravity
Grasps objects, but not maintained, wrist flexes ane fingers close

efore contact is made
Uses crayons
Points to objects on command
Matches objects to pictures
Ability to grasp candy (moves head to food)

Visual Motor
Focuses on moving objects briefly and occasionally
Head to eye coordination is poor due to cerebral palsied condition
Appears to use more peripheral than central vision
Attends to visual stimuli
Follows objects in moving path
Ability to fixate eyes on objects
Identifies bAsic- facial parts of a picture of a little boy
Matches objects to picture on command

Auditory Motor
No apparent hearing handicap
Turps head to left
Demonstrates ability tc attend to loud noise
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CASE OF Y

0

Motor.Development (Continued)

Auditory Motor (Continued)
Enjoys watching television, yells for right st,ation, points to have

it turned on
Hearing acuity appears adequate for reception of conversational

speech

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Touches objects with left hand
Picks up and holds object
Pushes large objects
Holds toy but really doesn't play with it

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Nonverbal, has eye contact
Demonstrates ability to respond to own name when called
Makes eye contact with speaker; turns toward speaker
Smiles in response to another person's smile
Complies with one or two simple commands
Identifies basic facial parts of picture of little boy
Distinguishes and matches geometric forms
Auditory memory span consistent for five words in serial order
Color concept not good
Enjoys group activities

Communications
Nonverbal
Uses movements and gestures to denote needs
Recognizes presence of people
Responds to physical contact and verbal stimuli
Makes sounds to get attention
Recognizes own name
Has receptive language ability of unknown potential
Doe*n't relate to his peers

Conceptual
Demonstrates ability to recognize differences
Matches geometric forms
Color concept not good
Shown some ability to recognize similarities

Social Development

Social Maturity
Total care
Requires total care of his needs by aides

tray)

Doesn't verbalize in presence of others ,

Never programmed for occupational therapy
Basic skills--fair to good

Social Interaction
Enjoys taking part in group activities
Appears to be aware of what is going on

, fed ground diet (mechanical

due to severity of handicap

P(1,11-
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speech

Tactile!Kinesthetic
Touchesipbjects with left hand
Picks up and holds object
Pushes large objects
Holds toy but really doesn't play with it

Intellectual Development

Self Concept

Nonverbal, has eye contact
Demonstrates ability to respond to own name when called
Makes eye contact with speaker; turns toward speaker
Smiles in response to another person's smile
Complies with one or two simple commands
Identifies basic facial parts of picture of little boy
Distinguishes and matches geometric forms
Auditory memory span consistent for five words in serial order
Color concept not good
Enjoys group activities

Communications
Nonverbal
Uses movements and gestures to denote needs
Recognizes presence of people
Responds to physical contact and verbal stimuli
Makes sounds to get attention'
Recognizes own name
Has receptive language ability of unknown potential
Doesn't relate to his peers'

Conceptual
Demonstrates ability to recognize differences
Matches geometric forms
Color concept not good
Shown some ability to recognize similarities

Social Development

Social Maturity
Total care
Requires total care of his needs by aides, fed ground diet (mechanical

tray)

Does 't verbalize in presence of others
Neverlprogrammed for occupational therapy due to severity of handicap
Basic skills--fair to good

'Social Interaction
Enjoys taking part in group activities
Appears to be aware of what is going on
Personable, seems shy at times, easily distracted, enjoys watching

television. May be functioning on higher leiel than previous tests
indicated

Presently functioning at "c" level of Social Interaction Scale

Testing Results

Vineland Social Maturity Scale - August 6, 1960
C.A. 4-.9

S.Q. 9 months

E.E.G. - September 10, 1969 and December 6, 1972
Normal for age



"CASE OF Y

Testing Results (Continued)

Cattell Infant Intelli ence Scale - March 1964
8-4
3

C.A.

I.Q.

August 1969 -- Test repeated. I.Q. - Negligible

R.E.P. Language (No
Receptive Age
Expressive Age
Phonetic Age

Date Available)
21 months
20 weeks
16 weeks

Mecham Language Development Scale
Language Age .86

II. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Propels self independently by uncoordinated body movements
Has fair reach with right arm

. Grasps objects-

Matches objects to pictures
Points to objects-on command
Identifies basic facial parts
Grasps and uses crayon

Able to pick small objects and put in large box
Will grasp any toy of interest to him
Likes being rewarded
Had some success with coloring simple pictures
Showed ability to finger feed (m-m-cereal)
Showed over-bite on candy sucker; difficulty in biting and chewing;
enjoyed reinforcement of peanut butter and orange juice

nc an. -results functioning sub war.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE Y 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

.

1. FINE MOTORS
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES

a. To establish and expand eye/hand
coordination

'

b. Establish concepts of pickiUg up aad
releasing (Lupone)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
/

a. To demonstrate ability to perform a
pincer grasp.

Orb. Demonstrates eye/hand coordination while
using grasp movements. /

(1) Uses fingers in p/ncer movements
(2) Releases objects from grasp
(3) Uses thumb and first two fingers
(4) Builds blocks into towers

Evaluation and Judg-
ment by personnel

Uses rattles, toys,
blocks.

1. Use pegboard,
pulls pegs or rings
and a peg (Lupone)

Building blocks to
make two block
towers and 3-4 block
towers.

Lacing shoes may also
be used

Ri

P4

ri

614



NRRC/P PRE*RIPTION PLANNING RECORD

SNE UNIVERSITY 1

Traineeshjp Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Joseph Lupone CODE
$

,

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
I EVALUATE

,-ICCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

4

'INDICATE

LOCATION

tion and judg-
by personnel

Uses rattles, toys.
blocks.

I. Use pegboard,
pulls pegs or cings
and a peg (Lupone)

Building blocks to
make two block

towers and 3-4 block
towers.

Lacing shoes may also
be used

Rattles, toys, blocks,
pegboard, peg,
rings & pegs

,
.

(Lupone)

\

Regular teacher
Resource

1

/teacher
Parent
Physical

Therapist

Regular classroom
Home

Resource room
Special classroom

,
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y
1. STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECI

\
DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

\Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
_._

1 5. EVALUATIONS
.

6. \METHODS

6

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI

\

FINE MOTOR (continued)

GENERAL OBJECTIVE:

1. Capability cf hands in accomplishing
functional tasks

.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

1. Demonstrates ability to reach

2. Demonstrates ability to move hands

3. Demonstrates ability to grasp

Teacher's observation
of student exhibiting
behavior and teacher
judgment

,

\

1. Bend fingers-
fist and release.
Repeat exercise.
Tickle palm or h

(Compet)

2. Grasp hand and
mcme in an,exercis
fashion.

(Compet)

1. Use balls, bell
balloon on string,,
foam rubber or
sponges.

(Compet)
Use rattles, small
toys, blocks. Use
candy reinforcemen0

(Lupone)

6'



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

Joseph Lupone
CODE

S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Iroeacher's observation
f student exhibiting

behavior and teacher
judgment

I

1. Bend fingers into
fist and release.
Repeat exercise.
Tickle palm or hand.

(Compet)

2. Grasp hand and
move in an exercise
fashion.

(Compet)

3. Use balls, bells,,,

balloon on string,
foam rubber or
sponges.

(Compet)
Use rattles, small
toys, blocks. Use
candy reinforcement

(Lupone)

3. Balls, bells, ;

balloons on strings,
Foam rubber or
Sponges, Rattles,
Small toys,

Blocks and candy
reinforcement

t

Physical
Therapist

Resource
Teacher

Regular
Teacher

Parent

Regular classroe
Gymnasium
Home
Resource room

.

__.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7 -73



\,1. STUDENT CODE

4 LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Y

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION"PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

. EVALUATIONS

3. PRESCRIP

. METHODS'

1.

\

\ SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES
J. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. GR(SS MOTOR

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVE:

To establish, refine and maintain skills
to meaningful use of head and neck
muscles.

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

1. To strengthen head and neck muscles.

T. To raise head with and wiihoutssupport

(Compet)

TE
TO
SU

TS /TASKS

EVALUATE
CESS

Teacher judgment, and.
observat\ion

.,

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

se,scooter board to Sc
evelop, head control
lace student on

d in prone posi-o

ion. Holefeet and
urn him in dircle
lowly.

0
acb ball or cage i

all used also for
eveloping head
ontrol. Student
ies on ball, teache
Ads hand with arms
n extension and
otking moVement. .

tudent can develop
eck muscles for
ead

(Compet)

61
4
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7

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

ESNE UNIVERSITY
Ttaineeship Program

EVALUATIONS

_ -

3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Joseph Lupone ,

CODE

. METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL_ ENVIRONMENTS

tl
TESTS /TASKS
10 EVALUATE
SUCCESS

r judgment_and
*ion

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

Use scooter boardto
develop head control
Place stUdent on
board prone Posi-
tion. Hold feet and
rnrt_him in- circle
slowly.

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

ISDICATE
POSITION

.1

INDICATE
LOCATION

Beach ball or cage'
ball used also for
developing bead
control. Student
lies on ball, teacher
holds hand with arms
in extension and

.--rocking movement.
Stu dent can develop

neck"mur'les for
head control.

(Compet)

Scooter board, cage
ball

(Lupone)

Beach bail
- (Compet)

Others - as,indicated
in Method

Physical

Therapist

Regular
Teacher

Parent

Gym

Resource room
Ward
P.T. Area
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1. STUDENT CODE Y

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

4

1. CONCEPTITAL

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
(Compet)

a. To foster ability to perceive differences,
similarities and commonalities.

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

a. To demonstrate ability to recognize
differences

b. Demonstrate abilities to recognize
similarities.

c. Demonstrate ability to recognize
commonalities.

Sub-DiVide General Objectives:

1. Match gjects to pictures.
2. Enhance puzzle performance of "big" and

"little"

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

Teacher judgment and
obs ation

3. PRESC

. METHODS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIG

a. Use large and
small items familia
to student. Use toy
which are square,
circular and rec-
tangular,-trianguls

2. HaVe student
drilled.ir matching
size, shape & color
Use commo toys and
classroom materials

3. Begin ith one
variable (size,shap
color) twn diff,

erent ki ds big as

little balls,,tri-
angular, square bloc
red and yellow penci

(Compet)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
r iraineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Joseph Lupine CODE:__

EVALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 19. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

acher judgment and
servation

I. Use large and
small items familiar
to student. Use toys
which are square,
circular and rec-
tangular, triangular

2, Have student
drilled in matching
size, shape & color.
Use common toys and
classroom materials.

3. Begin with one
variable (siie,shape

diff-

erent kinds, - big and

little balls, tri-
angular, square block
red and yellow penci s

(Compet)

Any classroom mater-
ials, toys, balls,

blocks, pencils (red
and yellow), hovehold
Items.

(Compet)

Regular
Teacher

Physical
Therapist

Resource
Teacher

Regular or Specia,

Classroom

Resource Room

Home

NRRC/? FORM XIV 7-73



SE OF Z

I. IDENTIFICATION

/1Z is a female of 20, years of age, diagnosed as severely mentally retarded

due to brain atrophy, being a quadriplegic cerebral palsied girl coupled with

miroce,,haly without fracture. Reports indicate that the encephalopathy was

'due to unknown or uncertain causes with structural reactions being manifest.

II REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS7

Physical Developthent

In general Z has had good h(:' 'h before and throughout placement eight
years ago.

Z was considered normal at birth, with dates indicated for the physical
development progressions. Relevant notes include: formula fed 11
months; crawled 7 months; sat alone 9 months;, walkdd alone 11 months;
single words 1 year; sentences 1-1/2 year; toilet trained 1 year;
initial self help with feeding and dreasing also noted At 1 year.

Records indicate Z receives Dilantin daily, mysoline 250 mg. three time
per day, and 400 mg. metrobromate at bedtime. Discussions with nur e
indicate use of Valium daily.

Z has had seizures, Grand Mal and Petit Mal since age of four months. The
onset of the first convulsion was dated a month after Z fell from a table
while being bath-ed-at the age ot-tiffee months. Her-Grand-Mals are
typified by stiffening of entire body with rocking ffbm side to side.

At two years of age Z was hospitalized for "continuous convulsions" two
hours in length, with the resulting diagnosis of cerebral cortical
atrophy, related to encephalitis. Diagnosis indicated febrile convul-
sions, acute otitus media, acute pharyngitis and possible epilepsy. At

th's time 2 had about three seizures per day,,lasting about 30 seconds
to one minute. Seizures were termed more frequent and less severe as
Z ged. From this time Z has regressed in all areas. This year 2 has

few seizures.

Electroencephalogram in 1966 indicated a positive compulsive disorder.
second examination in 19-1 also showed an abnormal record indicating
bilateral epileptogenic activity.

Upon admission mother indicated Z was sensitive to temperatures under 80°.

In 1955 Z underwent the neurological surgery termed Bilateral Frontal
Burrs accompanied by a Ventriculogram. The X-rays showed symmetrical

6! dilatation of the lateral ventricles, thus ruling out the possibility
of a brain growth as the root of much disability.

During the period one year when Z was sixteen years of age, she underwent
enovid therapy, which was terminated due to normal menses.

In September ol 1971 diagnosis was made-of--Morton!s__Neuromasof the right
foot, with surgery being recommended. Two months later, after surgery,
it was recommended Z be returned to full activity and motility.



due to unknown or uncertain causes with structural reactions being manifest.

II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

In general Z has had good ht.' h before and throughout placement eight
years ago.

Z was considered normal at birth, with dates indicated for the physical
development progressions. Relevant notes include: formula fed 11
months; crawled ;7- months; sat alone 9 months; walked alone 11 months;
single words 1 year; sentences 1-12 year; toilet trained 1 year;
initial self help with feeding and dressing also noted at 1 year.

Records indicate Z receives Dilantin daily, mysoline 250 mg. three times.
per day, and 400 mg. metrobromate at bedtime. Discussions with nurse
indicate use of Valium daily.

Z has had seizures, Grand Mal and Petit Mal since age of four months. The

onset of the first convulsion was dated a month after 2:fell from a table
while being bathed at the age of three months. Her Grand Mals are
typified by stiffening of her entire body with rocking from side to side.

At two years of age Z was hospitalized for "continuous convulsions" two
hours in length, with the resulting diaghosis of cerebral cortical
atrophy, related to encephalitis. Diagnosis indicated febrile convul-
sions, acute otitus media, acute pharyngitis and possible epilepsy. At

this time Z had about three seizures per day, lasting about 30 seconds
to one minute. Seizures were termed more frequent and less severe as
Z aged. From this time Z has regressed in all areas. This year Z has
had few seizures. .

Electroepcephalogram in 1966 indicated a positive compulsive disorder. A

\second examination in 1971 also showed an abnormal record indicating
bilateral epileptogenic activity.

was senb ve- u t enrperat-ares-under-W.

In 1955 Z underwent the neurological surgery termed Bilateral Frontal
Burrs accompanied by a Ventriculogram. The X-rays showed symmetrical
dilatation of the lateral ventricles, thus ruling out the possibility
of a brain growth as the root of much disability.

During the period of one year when Z was sixteen years of age, she underwent
enovid therapy, which was terminated due to normal menses.

In September of 1971 diagnosis was made of Morton's Neuroma of the right
foot, with surgery being recommended. Two months later, after surgery,
4twas recommended Z be returned to full activity and mobility.

Motor Development

Gross Motor
During admissions examination in 1955 reports indicated that Z could
walk well alone.
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CASE OF Z

Motor Development (Continued)

Gross Motor (Continued)

Has slight spacticity of calf muscles, knocking elbows, poor composition
and organizLtion of movement.

Poor balance and equilibrium reaction.

Later note indicates ambulatory gait with impairment, i.e., throws
right foot out and uses sliding type movement.

Seems to offer no response to stimulus.

Sits up in wheelchair but must be tied in so she won't fall out.

March 1972, note indicates attempts to walk have been discontinued.

Report indicates Z has reached plateau and would need extensive motor
stimulation to advance.

Fine Motor

Admissions report shows hands held in fisted position with thumbs out.

Is able to grasp objects, as reports note Z throwing objects onto
floor.

Visual Motor
Questioned upon admission.

Reports indicate Z recognizes mother and father.

Auditory Motor

Admissions reports show Z would not listen to music nor watch a movie.

In 1953 examination by agency personnel--no speech nor hearing therapy
were recommended due to the fact that Z was too low functioning.

In 1965 note indicates that the tympanic membranes were not visualized .

due to cerumen in canals.

In 1968 speech therapist indicated Z responds to 70-100 db. by putting
ear to phone and touching it with the lobe of her ear consistently
after each tone. 1969 report indicates repeat of test with no xes-
ponse to 100 db., showing results as inconsistent.

1969--Z is functioning as a deaf child.

Acute otitis media and measles during childhood causes hearing impair-
ment to be strongly indicated. Loss is believed to be severe as Z
usually responds only to loud noises.

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Z can pick up objects.

Reports note very little response to stimuli.

Intellectual Development



Poor balance and equilibrium reaction.

Later note indicates ambulatory gait with impairment, i.e., throws
right foot out and uses sliding type movement.

Seems to offer no response to stimulus.

Sits up in wheelchair but must be tied in so she won't fall out.

March 1972, note indicates attempts to walk have been discontinued.

Report indicates Z has reached plateau and would need extensive motor
stimulation to advance.

Fine Motor

Admissions report shows hands held in fisted position with thumbs out.

Is able to grasp objects, as reports note Z throwing objects onto
floor.

Visual Motor
Questioned upon admission.

Reports indicate Z recognizes mother and father.

Auditory Motor

Admission's reports show Z would not listen to music uor watch a movie.

In 1953 examination by agency personnel--no speech nor hearing therapy
were recommended due to the fact that Z was too low functioning.

In 1965 note indicates that the tympanic membranes were not visualized
due to cerumen in canals.

In 1968 speech therapist indicated Z responds to 70-100 db. by putting
ear to phone and touching it with the lobe of her ear consistently
after each tone. 1969 repot indicates repeat of test with no res-fi
ponse to 100 db., showing results -as- inconsistent.

1969--Z is functioning as a deaf child.

Acute otitis media and measles during childhood causes hearing impair-
ment to be strongly indicated. Loss is believed to be severe as Z
usually responds only to loud noises.

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Z can pick up objects.

Reports note very little response to stimuli.

Intellectual Development

Test Results

Psychological in 1963 showed an I.Q. and S.Q. sub 30. During testing Z
indulged in heavy breathing, frequent staring off as though in a world
of her own. No speech could be elicited. Recommended continuous
medical nursing care for survival.

Vineland in 1963 with mother as informant indicated severe retardation,
I.Q. and S.Q. as sub 30. No items past one year level. Much rocking
and rolling of head. In a world of her own--indicated continued
nursing care.
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CASE OF' Z

c

Intellectual Development (Continued)

Test Results (Continued)
Cattell Infant Intelligence Sep1e--1963 credited with first year items,

due to tracking objects:

1965--Z was reported as untestable, no projectives given.

1972 Vineland--results functioning sub one year.

Admissions, Z was reported as very dif.ficult to work with. Not included
in education evaluation due to low level.

1969--Occupational therapy evaluation notes child as having made no
apparent change since admission.

1970--No self help skills.

1971--Z does not appear to understand what is said, but smiles when
talked to.

1971--Z is not in any program.

1972--Attendant ap informant indicates Z has reached a plateau and would
need extensive perceptual-motor stimulation to advance.

Self Concept

No notable data on the recognition of self.

Z responds to a loud verbal noise, but not necessarily to name.

Communication

Reports indicate Z as vocal but not verbal.

Does not respond to verbal nor gesticulated directions.

Conceptual
Not applicable

Social Development

Self Care Skills
Not applicable.

Self Help and Independence
Cannot feed nor dress self.

4,1,

t)_ At age of two, reportedly could put on underclothes and could partially
.c feed herself. ,

Reports indicate Z to have been toilet trained at one and one-half years.

Social Interaction
Admission reports of 1965 indicate Z is not aware of activity around

her. Z has low level of social interaction. She has no obvious
relationship to any person or thing. Occupational therapy evalua-
tion notes Z as being out of contact, continuously whining and
moaning. She disregarded toys, was nonverbal and ;Arid not inter-
act with the residents.



ne an --results functioning sub one year.

Admissions, Z was reported as very difficult to work with. Not included
in education evaluation due to low level.

1969--Occupational therapy evaluation notes child as having made no
apparent change since admission.

/4

0 t; 1970--No self help skills.

1971--Z does not appear to understand what is saidbut smiles when
talked to.

1971--Z is not in any program.

1972--Attendant as informant indicates Z has reached a plateau and would
need extensive perceptual-motor stimulation to advance.

Self Concept

No notable data on the recognition of self.

Z responds to a loud verbal noise, but not necessarily to name.

Communication

Reports indicate Z as vocal but not verbal.

Does not respond to verbal nor gesticulated directions.

Conceptual
Not applicable

Social Development

Self Care Skills
Not applicable.

Self Help and Independence
Cannot feed nor dress sell..

At age of two, reportedly could put on underclothes and could partially
feed herself.

Reports indicate Z to have been toilet trained at one and one-half years.

Social Interaction
Admission reports of 1965 indicate Z is not aware of activity around

her. Z has low level of social interaction. She has no obvious
relationship to any person or thing. Occupational therapy evalua-
tion notes Z as being out of contact, continuously whining and
moaning. She disregarded toys, was nonverbal and would not inter-
act with the residents.

Reports indicate Z wearing protective headgear for a period of time.

1953 report--very difficult child to work with.

Noted that Z would only accept a plastic block with a bell in it to
play with.

1969 recreation report shows Z to have "ocen included once a week in a
45 minute period recreation period. In summer, she was included in
a wheelchair walk and patio story telling.
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CASE OF Z

Social Development ontinued)

Social Interaction ontinued)
Z1972 report shows as included in unit activities but that she would

not participate.

Isolates herself with activity.

Does not respond to perns nor environment.

III. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Motor Development

Gross Motor

Demonstrates ability to hold head erect while sitting with support.
Can roll body with much effort and time.
Can sit erect with support.

Z is tied to wheelchair. No

Tie is necessary to prevent falling and hurting head as done
previously on occasion.

At times requires help to get into sitting position in chair.
Requires two or three women to move her from one position to another.
Can take sliding steps, dragging leg while being totally supported

under arms, one person under each arm.
Balance in sitting position is markable. Z displays no balance what- -

soever out of sitting position.

6!)

Can "throw ball" in horizontal movement.
Demonstrates ability to drop objects by releasing them from the

left hand.

Does not demonstrate any concept of catching.
In wheelchair, Z displays ability to both push and pull chair to and
from objects which she can reach.

According to attendants in charge, Z has seizures if in a position
other than sitting for any prolonged period of time. Suggested to
keep in chair to prevent seizures.

When placed into a swing-chair she tucked up her legs and allowed
herself to be pushed. She did not seem to lose equilibrium from
sitting position throughout swinging.

Fine Motor

Z demonstrates ability to move left hand in a partially fluent movement.
Can move left arm within 180° arc.
Can move left arm towarBs an object.

A simulated type of thumb, first finger grasp is widened, though it\ is
a more lateral than pincer type grasp.
Thumb and other fingers also used to pick up objects.
Direct opposite pincer motion is not persistent.
Is able to-manipulate dry finger food, such as toast, if placed

out in front of her in pieces able to be ea en.
A demonstrates no ability to stack blocks nor to crayon.
Can hold dial rod in hair brush fashion, but immediately puts dial

rod into mouth.

Can lift cup from over an object which she wants to get.
Is not able to replace cup over same object even after being shown



\Isolates herself with no activity.

Does not respond to persons nor environment.

III. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Motor Development

Gross Motor

Demonstrates ability to hold head erect while sitting with support.
Can roll body with much effort and time.
Can sit erect with support.

Z is tied to wheelchair.

Tie is necessary to prevent falling and, hurting head as done
previously on occasion. ,

At times requires help to get into sitting position in chair.
Requires two or three women to move her from one position to another.
Can take sliding steps, dragging leg while being totally supported
under arms, one person under each arm.

Balance in sitting position is markable. Z displays no balance what-
soevA, out of sitting position.

Can "throw ball" in horizontal movement.
Demonstrates ability-to-drop objects by releasing them from the

left hand.
4Does not demonstrate any concept of catching.

In wheelchair, Z displays ability to both push and pull chair to ana
from objects which she can reach.

According to attendants in charge, Z has seizures if in a position
other than sitting for any prolonged period of time. Suggested to
keep in chair to prevent seizures.

When placed into a swing-chair she tucked up her legs and allowed
herself to be pushed. She did not seem to lose equilibrium from
sitting position throughout swinging. ,

Fine Motor

Z demonstrates ability to move left hand in a partiallyfAmmtmovemtukt
n wave left art-within 180° arc.

Can move left arm towards an object. .

A simulated type of thumb, first finger grasp is widened, though it is
a more,lateral than pincer type grasp. .

. .

Thumb and other fingers also used to pick up objects.
.Direct opposite pincer motion .snot persistent.

Is able to manipulate dry finger food, such as toast, if placed
out in front of her in pieces able to be eaten.

demonstrates no ability to stack blocks nor to crayon.
Can hold dial rod in hair brush fashion, but immediately puts dial

rod into mouth.
Can lift cup from over an object which she wants to get.
Is not able to replace cup over same object even after being. shown
the action a number of times in sequence. °

Is not-able to transfer objects from hand to hand.
Would not tap hand nor play in pat-a-cake with her hands.
Would take hold of worker's hand when arms are lifted out of her-lap.
Would let mobilization of wheelchair b) holding onto hand and being

pulled in a direction.
Will reach for objects with left hand only--will not handle objects
with right hand at all.

Would pat large ball with left hand and then push it to the left off'
the tray.
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CASE OF Z

Motor Development (Continued)

Fine Motor (Continued)

Would move hand to a paper bag containing objects but would not reach
inside, only look into it.

If bag was rolled up, would push it off the tray without even trying
to see what was inside of it.

Would grasp spoon with enlarged handle and lift it to her mouth.

Visual Motor
Can attend to visual stimuli.
Can track within 180° arc.

Displays ability to follow moving objects both across floor and sus-
pended-in air.

Is able to pick out an object from a group.
Z picks out a red ball with a blue band around middle from out of a
group of balls. It is vocable that this is a plastic, textured
ball with a bell inside. Mother indicated at admission that Z
would only take a plastic block with a bell in it to play with.
This fact was discovered after Z's obvious interest in choosing
this particular object. -

This choice indicates some ability for visual discrimination..
Does not demonstrate eye-hand coordination nor fine motor development
required for matching and stringing objects.

Can track a small top spinning across table top--reaches out and picks
it up.

Auditory Motor
.Indiscriminarely turns head toward loud noises.
No response to soft noises.

Throughout working, Z-sh-Wea-no interest in locating nbise, evert if change
in location.

Appears to tune out surroundings after working for a short period of
time. Turfig head away from worker.

Would respond-to squeaking noises both above and behind her head.

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Shows ability to pick up objects.
Picks up object and rolls across fingers with left hand.
Puts object onto lips or into mouth.
Throws object onto floor when done with it.

Demonstrates ability to discriminate between a pat/rub to a quick tap.
Responds with semi-smile to first two.
Scowls at a quick tap.

This indicates proprioceptive input with adequate transmission to
Betz cells of sensory motor cortex, with interpretation.

On admission mother indicated that Z did not like temperatures
beneath 80°, which could indicate a realization of temperatures.

Intellectual Development

p Self Concept
U ; Sometimes responds to name when called in a loud voice.

Responds mostly to loud sounds.
Will not respond to 'name spokEn in conversational tone.

Will visually attend to speaker after attention is captued, for a
short period.

Z shows very little other response at all.
Does not respond to other people..
Does not participate in group situations.



Visual,Motor
Can attend to visual stimuli.
Can track within 180° arc.

Displays ability to follow moving objects both across floor and sus-
pended in

Is able eo pick out an object from a group.
I Z picks out a red ball with a blue band around middle from out of a

group of balls. It is nucable that this is a plastic, textured
ball with a bell inside. Mother indicated at admission that Z
would only take a plastic block with a bell in it to play with.
This fact was discovered after Z's obvious interest in choosing
this particular object.

This choice indicates some ability for visual discrimination.
Does not demonstrate eye-hand coordination nor fine rotor development

required for matching and stringing objects.
Can track a small top spinning across table top--reachout and picks

it mp.

Auditory Motor

Indiscriminately turns head toward loud noises.
No response to soft noises.

Throughout working, Z showed no interest in locating noise, even change
in location.

Appears to tune out surroundings after working for a short period o
time. Turns head away from worker.

Would respond to squeaking noises both above and behind her head.

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Shows ability to pick up objects.
Picks up object and rolls across fingers with left hand.
Puts object onto lips or into mouth.
Throws object onto floor when done with it.

Demonstrates ability to discriminate between a pat/rub to a quick tap.
Responds with semi-smile to first two.
Scowls at a quick tap.
This indicates proprioceptive input with adequate transmission to

Betz cells of sensory motor cortex, with interpretation.
On admission mother indicated that Z did not like temperatures
beneath 80', which could indicate a realization of temperatures.

Intellectual Development

'4 Self Concept

Sometimes responds to name when called in a loud voice.
Responds mostly to loud sounds.
Will not respond to name spoken in conversational tone.

Will visually attend to speaker after attention is captued, for a
short period.

Z shows very little other response at all.
Does not respond to other people.
Does not participate in group situations.

Looks at self image in mirror but gives no glimpse of recognition.
According to reports, 2 responds to sight of mother and father.
Has begun to visually attend to worker after about 4 weeks of daily

contact.

Will demonstrate irritation over an unpleasant tap on leg.
Will demonstrate affection when hugged.

Returns hug.
Smiles.

Needs constant supervision to prevent biting of left thumb.
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CASgAF Z

Communication
,

Demonstrates little or no awareness of being addressed. When response
is present it is difficult to distinguish if iiit is to name pr to
sound.

.

Vocalizes deep throaty "NUH" sound while rocking% Physician has tetinA'
,,.- ire,

hyperventilation as a typeoof masturbation.

Conceptual
By picking a particular ball from
recognize differences.

Other than this choice, which could
rvable indication of the ability

Social Development

three balls Z shows some

also be erratic, there
to recognize differences

ability to

*

is no obspr-
in objects%

Toileting

Z is totally dependent on outside care for-taking care of this personar_
need.

Programming in other areas would be more beneficial, as this disability
is organically oriented.

,

0Feeding/Eating/Drinking
Can drink from a cup if someone holds it up to her mouth.
Eats well when spoon fed.
Will hold onto special enlarged handled spoon. Willraise spool to ".

. .

mouth and they drop it.
In actual eating situation will lift spoon with help. Need's assistance . %, N

\

.

t

in lifting spoon, getting it to mouth without spilling and with
turning spoon so that food goes into her mouth. j

Lunch feedings.

Enjoyed eating after she got started.
Ate beans and meat from spoon, holding onto the spoon throughout

feeding movement.
`Ate potato chips and pieces of breLl on own.
Drank two glasses of milk which is notsupposed to be-normal her.

Morning feedings.

Moved, Z's arm throughout feeding motion.

Drankglasses of milk and juice and a cup of coffee.
If spoon is not held for Z, all or nearly all.of the food is poured down
over the front of her.

Would sit for long periods, waiting for the worker to feed her.
Can feed with fingers if food is placed out. Z required frequent
reminding to pink up food.

, ti. A

Can hold spoon with enlarged handle after it is placed in her hand:
Can move hand upwards toward mouth.

Spoon revolves and the food tumbles off if she is not worked with
hand in hand.

Self Help and Independence

Displays ability to remove shoe from right foot.
This is the foot that had surgery earlier.

Social Interact on
Displays som( \wareness of others present.
Randomly smile when spoken to or touched.
Randomly atten to the movements of others.
When workin wi h her she wou

e
1,1



hyperventilation as a type of masturbation.

Conceptual

By picking a particular ball from three balls Z shows some ability to
recognize differences.

Other than this rhoice,which could also be erratic, there is no obser-
vable indication of the ability to recognize differences in objects.

1Z13-. o

Social Development

Toileting

Z is totally dependent on outside care for taking care of this personal
need.

Programming in other areas would be more beneficial, as this disability
is organically oriented.

FeedinglEating/Drinking

Can drink from a cup )1 someone holds it up to her mouth.
Eats well when spoor Teri.
Will hold onto special larged handled spoon. Will raise spoon to

mouth and-then-4eep--:,.

In actual eating situation will lift spoon with help. Needs assistance
in lifting spoon, getting it to mouth without spilling and with
turning spoon so that food goes into her mouth.

Lunch feedings.

Enjoyed eating afte- ut started.
Ate beans and meat . spoon, holding onto the spoon throughout

feeding movement.

Ate potato chips and nieces of bread on ywn.
Drank, two glasses of Wilk which is not supposed to be normal for her.

1
Morning feedings.

Moved Z's arm throughout feeding motion.
' Drank glasses of milk and juice and a cup of coffee.
If spoon is not held for Z, all or nearly all of the food is poured down
over the front of her.

.- Would sit for long periods, waiting for the worker to feed her.
1.1

- 0 Can feed with fingers tf food is placed out. Z required frequent
reminding to pick up food.

Can hold spoon with enlarged handle after it is placed in her hand.
Can move hand upwards toward mouth.

Spoon revolves and the food tumbles off if she is not worked with
hand in- hand.

Self Help and Independence

Displays ability to remove shoe from right foot.
This is the foot that had surgery earlier.

Social Interaction
Displays some awareness of others present.
Randoffily smiles when spoken to or touched.
Randomly attends to the movements of others.
When working with her, she would turn head from a person if they were

trying to talk to her.

In early program, unit workers drew attention to the fact that Z watched
the case writ( as she moved throughout the unit. This is not con-
sidered as usual.

According to report Z will fake seizures, then laugh when someone
comes to help her.

After a week of contact, Z smiled upon approach of unit worker. By
end of program, Z'was smiling much more frequently than earlier.

On one walk Z slept throughout the entire time.

r
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1. STUDENT CODE

NRRCTP PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

-DUQUESNE-UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. GROSS MOTOR (Compet 14.0)

2. To increase control of arm and leg
movements through muscle education.

(Lydic)

3. Specific

a. To walk daily with total support

(Compet 14.6.1)
b. To grasp and life- object within field

of reach. (Compet 14.9.0)

c. To push and pull large muscles of arms
And legs. (Compet 14.11.1/2)

d. To move arms throughout 45° arc without
assi.tance (Lydic)

All evaluation to be
done by systematic
observation of task

1. Hol4ing "Z", under
each 2 people
Will support her
physically while "Z'
moves legs through
walking motions
across a smooth
surface.
2. Extend dial rod
to "Z" within scope
of reach, moving it
towards her until it
is grasped and held.
Actual finger place-
ment may be necess-
ary.

3. Pushing pa pull-
ing rod from "Z" she
should resist the
pressure in the
opposite direction.
4. Movement through
arc until "Z" is able
to copy as a game.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD
--.,

-,.

UNIVERSITY
_

CODEpeeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Margaret Ann Lydic

e
UATIONS b. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

S/TASKS
ALUATE

ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE-

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

uation to be

systematic
ion o task

.

.

1. Holding "Z" under
each arm, 2 pEople
will support hr
physically while "Z"
moves legs through
walking motions
across a smooth
surface.

2. Extend dial rod
to "Z" within scope
of reach, moving it
towards her until it
is grasP'Nap nd held.
Actual finger place-
ment may be necess-
ary.ary.

3. PushinE or pull-
ing rod from "Z" she
should rest the
pressure in' sthe

opposite direction.
4. Movement through
arc until "Z" 4able
to copy as a Mme.

One inch and one-half

inch dial rods, twelve
inches long.

(Lydic)

Any object easily
grasped with one band
in which student dis-
plays interest.

..

1

Teacher or
person under
direction of
teacher.

i.e. Physical
Therapist,
Aides, Parent,
Attendants

Anywhere student
may receive

individualized
attention with
minimal distraction

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1,___STUDENT-CODE Z _

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RE

DU([JESNE UNIVERSITY
. LOCATION---gur Traineeship Program

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. SUBJECT AREK (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFI" OBJECTIVES

3. PRES

EVALUATIONS . METHODS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI

1. FINE MOTOR

2. To expand ability of hands and fingers in
completing task.. (Compet 16.0 A-1)

3. Specific

a. To hand object back to giver (Lydic)

b. To feed self pieces of dry
food

(Compet 16.3.3)

c. To place one large block on top of a
second block (Compet 16.6.1)

d. To transfer object from hand to
hand

(Compet 16.4.1)

e. To lift cfrinking cup to mouth (Lydic)

1.With "Z" holding
All tasks are to be onto an object,hav
evaluated by direct her return it to t
observations giver rather than

throwing-it
floor

2. With dry food
pieces 'placed in
front Of her "Z" wi
feed herself, re-
fining pincer move-
ment.

3. Given 2 big tac-
tile blocks "Z" wil
place the one on to
of the other after

repeated observatio
of the task

4. Given an item in
one. hand, "Z" will

transfer it to the
other hand.
5. Holding a cup wit
help, "Z" will help
lift it up.



/ NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

OESNELUNIVERSITY=
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Margaret Ann Lydic

CODE

EVALUATIONS
. METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS /ASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

1.With "Z" holding
tasks are to be onto an object;have

iluated by direct her return it to the
lervations giver rather than

-throwing it onto the
floor

Any objects of interest
to student which are
small enough to be held
by one hand

2. With dry food Dry food. i.e., toast,
pieces plsceu in bread, chips
front of her "Z" will
feed herself, re-
fining pincer move-
ment. , Drinking cup with spill
3. Given 2 big tac- resistance - like a
tile blocks "Z" will tippy cup
place the one on top
of the other after
repeated observations
of the task
4. Given.an item in
one hand, "Z" will
transfer it to the
other hand.

Holding a cup with
help, "Z" will help

Teacher or
person under
diiection of
teacher

i.e. Physical
Therapist
Aides

Two large tactile block4 Attendants
Parents

Any area wherein

student.may receiv
individualized
attention with
minimal distractio

lift it up.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



-1. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
-2- 4.0CATION---Summer Trainee-ship-Pregra. 3i

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI

1. VISUAL MOIOK

2. To extend abilities to track, tixate
and attend

3.

a. To track a moving object across field
of vision following various movement
patterns (Compet 18.2.7)

b. To attend to visual stimuli for
extended periods of time

(Lydic)

Tasks to be evaluated
by systematic ob-
servations

1. Shown an attrac
tive object,stude
will visually trac
the object through
an increasingly
complex movement
pattern

2. Shown an attrac
tive object,studen
will visually atte
for longer periods
of time



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION

ESNE UNIVERSITY
Trainee-shi-Program

PLANNING RECORD

PRESCRIPTION-WRITER Margaret Ann Lydic
3. CODE

ALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
0 EVALUATE
UCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3.- SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

i

to be evaluated
stematic ob-
tions

_

.

1. Shown an attrac-
tive object, student
will visually track
the object th;ough
an increasingly
complex movement
pattern

2. Shown an attrac-
tive object, student

will visually attend
for longer periods
of time

/

Colorful, textured
object of interest for
child to track

.

Teacher or
person under
direction of
teacher
i.e. Physical
Therapist
Aides
Attendants
Parents

Any area wherein
student may receive
individualized
attention with
minimal distraction

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73 .,



T. STUDENT CODE Z

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3.

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS.

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI

1. AUDITORY

2. To increase auditory acuity

3. Specific

a. To track loud noises through a 180° arc

(Compet 20.1.1)

b. To track soft noises through a 180° arc
(Compet 20.1.1)

c. To track noises for extended periods
of time (Compet 20.1.1)

d. To attend to verbalized name with some
recognition (Compet 20.2.4)

1. With loud bang
noise moved throu

All tasks to be evalu- out 180° arc,stud

ated by systematic will follow path

observations with head or eyes
2. With soft nois
moved throughout
180° arc student
will follow path
with head or eyes
3. Working for 1
er periods of tra
ing, student will
able to attend foss

extended periods 9
time
4. Called by name
with each initia-
tion of activity,
student will begit
to respond with
some form of
recognition

6 40



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD
. *

ESNE UNIVERSITY
Ann LydicTraineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Margaret -CODE-

EVALUATIONS 16. METHODS [7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

_

tasks to be evalu-

a by systematic
ervations

[

1. With loud bangin:
noise moved through
out 180° arc,studen.
will follow path
with head or eyes
2. With soft noise
moved throughout
180° arc student
will follow path
with head or eyes
3. Working for long
er periods of track
ing, student will b:
able to attend for
extended periods of
time
4. Called by name
with each initia-
tion of activity,
student will begin
to respond with
some form of
recognition

1. Small wooden blocks,
metal clicker

2. Soft rubber blocks,
bells, baby rattle

.

3. Same as 1 and 2

.

Teacher or
person under
direction of
teacher

i.e. Physical
Therapist

Aides
Attendants
Parents

Anywhere student
may receive
individualized
attention with
minimal distractiol

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC

7 DUQUESNE utiftEmsrrt-

1. STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRES

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES' IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3.

4. DE RIPTI

1. TACTILE-KINESTHETIC

2. To develop sense of touch through
exploring objects tactually

(Compet 22.1.0)

3. Specific

a. To pick up, hold and explore objects
(Compet 22.1.1 and

22.1.2)

b. To develop some discrimination between
objects using temperature as a kine.mw
thetic cue

(Compet 22.2.0)

All tasks are to be
evaluated by systematic
observations

1. Shown a group o
objects "Z" will
investigate them
tactually.

2. Repeatedly giv
hot and cold objec
"Z" will show some
awareness of the
difference between
the two



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

Margaret Ann Lydic
WRITER

iSNE UNIVERSITY
traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

PESTS /TASKS

CO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR '

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

TEACHER MADE

:asks are to be

rated by systematic
Nations

1. Shown a group of
objects "Z" will
investigate them
tactually.

2. Repeatedly given
hot and cold objects
"Z" will show some
awareness of the
difference between
the two

Objects of varied
colors, shapes, tex-
tures and temperatures-

.

Teacher of

person under
direction of
teacher

i.e.Physical
Therapist
Aides
Parents
Attendants

Anywhere student

may receive
individualized
attention with
minimal distraction

.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



a

1. STUDENT CODE

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING R

DUQUESNE UNIVERSIIT
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3.

. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. SELF-CONCEPT

2. To develop perception of her own identity

3. Specific

,TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPT

Systematic observations
of tasks

a. To respond to name called in a
conversation tone with visual
reinforcement (Compet 21.1.1) '

b. To respond to name called in a
conversation tone without visual
reinforcement (Compet 21.1.0)

1. Sitting in frl

of student projel

name in conversw
tion -t-one -on---eael

contact initiatio
reinforcing any
recognition

2. Standing behii

student, project
name in conversal
tone on each conl
initiation, rein.
forcing any recoi
nition

6 I/



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

FSNE- UNIVER

Traineeship Proram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Margdrel Ann Lydic CODE

VALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL '9. ENVIRONMENTS

0 'STS/TASKS

io EVALUATE
,UCCESS

1. TITLE
2.' AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE'

LOCATION

TEACHER MADE

matic observations
sks

1. Sitting in fron
of student project
name in conversa- I

tion tone on each I

contact initiation
reinforcing any
'recognition

2. Standing behind
student, project
name in conversation
tone on each contact
initiation, rein-.
forcing any recog4
nition

Does not apply

'4.

Teacher or
persons under
teacher direct-
ion.

i.e. Physical
Therapist
Aides
Parents
Attendants

Amy area wherein
student may

receive individua'
ized attention wi
minimal distractio

I

1

NRRC/P FORM XIV 73



1.)%

1. STUDENT CODE

I

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECO
0

,

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program.' 3. 4'RES

.

44. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF -AVAILABLE)- 4

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

EVALUATIONS

TESTS /TASKS

TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

M HOD-

A
1. TITLE.

'2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

DESCRIPTIO

1. FEEDING/EATING/DRINKING
.

2. To develop some independence of
sequential eating skills

3. Specific

a. To help'tip glass todrink when glass
is held by an adult

(Compet 134.3.3)

la b. To grasp large handled spoon in fist.

(Compet 34.7.2)

c. To place dry food particles into
mouth (Compet 34.6.2)

t.

Systematic'observation . With drinking
of'.tasks grass supported by

1 adult, student wil
place hand in posi
tion to:offer lift
ling support to cup

2. With large hand
led spoon placedi
front of her,stude
wil reach out and
gr sp it with fist

3. With dry fccal

pl ced in front of
her student will
lift partfcles of
food o mouth and' 1

place t em therein



r)

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

NE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Frogram

ALUATIONS

3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Margaret Ann Lydic

6. MET"OuS 7. MATERIALS . PERSONNEL

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE

CCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. Sr ACE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

CODE

. TNVIRONMENTS

INDICATE'
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

tic obServation
s

..

1. With drinking

glass supported by
adult, student will
place hand in posi-
tion to offer lift-

ing support _to zup

2. With large hand-
led spoon placed in
front of her,student

will reach out and
grasp it with fist

3. With dry fOod
placed in front of
her, student will
lift particles of
food to mouth and
place them therein

1. Drinking glass or Teacher or
similar drinking, utensil person under

direction of
2. Spoon with cloth

, teacher
wrapped and taped around i.e. Physical
handle, so -ai.; to -make a Therapist
large handled spoon Aides

Parents
Attendants

(Lydic)

N.

Area where student
may receive indivi-
ualized attention
with minimal dis-
traction

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CCDE

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Piogram 3.

. EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCalS

1. TITLE
2 AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRI

I. SOCIAL INTERACTION

2. To develop an awareness o being 7ewarded
for positive behavioral p tterns

(tydic)

/

3. Specific

a. To interract with -me person through a
smile (Co pet 48.1.0)

b. To respond to being hUgged or cuddled

/ (Lydic)

c. To limit hyperventilatior to titres
during which she not being worked with

J/
(Lydic)

1

Systematic observations 1. Upon approac
a familiar pers
student will sm
indicating reco
nition.

---2411sen- hugged-

cuddled, studen
will resPlaInd by

returning hug a
smiling.

3. When exclude
from an activit
while hYPervent
ting, student w
cease the unacc
able behavior t
be included whe
she is done



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

ESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Margaret Ann Lydic

CODE

EVALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

matic observations 1. Upon approach of
a familiar person,
student will smile,
indicating recog-
nition.

2.-When hugged-o-f
cuddled, student
will respond by
returning hug and
smiling.

3. When excluded
from an.activity
while hyperventila-
ting, student will
cease the unaccept-
able behavior to
be included when
she is done

Does not apply A person fami-
liar and con-
genial with th
student is
absolutely
essential to
this area, re-
gardless of
professional
classification

L

Any area wherein
student may receive
individualized
attention with
minimal distraction

%fi NRRC/P FORMHXIV 7-72



CASE /.1F 0

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 26

Sex: Female

II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

Not on medication
Spastic quadriplegia
Gross physical impairments--------

Knocked
Pronated feet
H2avy thighs

Hearing normal

Vision
Severe myopia with a resultant secondary bilateral optic atrophy
Partially to legally blind

L.,

Go()

Motor Development

Gross Motor
,Ambulatory
Paraplegic
Walks with army abducted, flexed elbows
Shuffling gait

Fine Motor
Spasticity of fore-arms
Left upper extremity more involved than right

Visual Motor
Myopia thinning of the retina of both eyes
Discrimination between light and dark
Unable to fix upon light

Auditory Motor
E B Clinical Audiometer - normal limits

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Uses sense of touch

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
1955 and 1953 Stanford Binet

Merrill Palmer

Communication
1972 and 1965
R-E-P (Receptive-Expressive-Phonetic) Language Scale
Mech'm Verbal Language Development Scale (Communication portion of

Vineland S.M.)
Verbal Expression Sub-Test of Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic

Abilities
Auditory Reception Sub-Test of ITPA

4.1miminirmmomed



iQUS EVALUATIONS

6o0

Physical Development

Not on medication
Spastic quadriplegia
Gross physical impairments

Knocked knee
Pronated feet
H2avy thighs

Hearing normal
Vision

Severe myopia with a resultant secondary bilateral optic atrophy
Partially to legally blind

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Ambulatory
Paraplegic

Walks with arms abducted, flexed elbows
Shuffling gait

Fine Motor
Spasticity of fore-arms
Left upper extremity more involved than right

Visual Motor
Myopia thinning of the retina of eyes
Discrimination between light and dark
Unable to fix upon light

Auditory Motor
E B Clinical Audiometer normal limits

Tactile /Kinesthetic

Uses sense of touch

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
1955 and 1953 Stanford Binet

Merrill Palmer

Communication
1972 and 1965
R-E-P (Receptive-Expressive-Phonetic) Language Scale
Mecham Verbal Language Development Scale (Communication portion of

Vineland S.M.)
Verbal Expression Sub-Test of Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities

Auditory Reception Sub-Test of TTPA
Templin-Darley Screening Test for Articulation

Conceptual
No records

Social Development

Self Care Skills
Toilet trained
Capable of self care - requiring assistance with bathing and dressing
Can feed with a spoon

/1

-355-



CASE OF 0

Social Development (Continued)

Self Help and Independence

Appears bossy with smaller residents
Complains of noise
Pleasant, cooperative
Relates to peers and staff
Need of heterosegdal contact
Senses lack of acceptance
Rejects people in advance--uses omnipotence as defense, superior to

others

d

III. OTHER CONTACTS

1950-1962

Attended special trainahle-classes-at-e college,
public school

1963

4

Clinic for eye evaluation and class for the blind

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical DeveloQment

General physical condition - good
Spastic

Gross physical impairments
Limited use of her hands
Unsteady on feet

Hearing
Very good

Relies heavily on auditory clues
Vision

Impaired vision_
Works with items 3 inches to 4 inches from her eyes

Motor Development (Taken from the levels in COMPET)

Gross Motor

Demonstrates ability to:
Raise head in a coordinated manner
Roll body

"-
Sit erect

01) Crawl in a controlled manner
Stand .erect

Walk independently
Maintain balance
Run

Throw and catch (limited catching to large object at close range)
Jump while maintaining balance
Shift weight



Pleasant, cooperative
Relates to peers and staff
Need of heterosexual contact
Senses lack of acceptance
Rejects people in advance--uses omnipotence as defense, superior to
others

III. OTHER CONTACTS

1950-1962

Attended special trainable classes at a college, church schools, and
public school

1963

Clinic for eye evaluation and class for the blind

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development

General physical condition - good
Spastic

Gross physical impairments
Limited use of her hands
Unsteady on feet

Hearing
Very good

Relies heavily on auditory clues
Vision

Impaired vision

Works with items 3 inches to 4 inches from her eyes

Motor Development (Taken from the levels in COMPET)

Gross Motor

Demonstrates ability to:
Raise ead in a coordinated manner
Roll b dy
Sit er ct
Crawl in a controlled manner
Stand erect
Walk independently
nintair balance
Run

Throw and catch (limited catching to large object at close range)
Jump while maintaining balance
Shift weight
Skip (a hop, jump-like)

Fine Motor

Demonstrates ability to:
Use hands

Passes ball from hand to handy,'
Throws bean bags
Plays Patty-Cake
Reach
Able to find items placed near her body
Grasp
Shapes clay



CASE OF 0

j.

Motor Development (Continued)

Fine Motor (Continued)

Use hands in coordinated manner
Strings large wooden beads
Performs pincer grasp
Puts pegs into and removes them from a peg board using thumb and
middle finger

Visual Motor

Demonstrates ability to:
Attend to visual stimuli

Very close range of 3 inches to 4 inches with head bent down to
object or sometimes object raised to eyes

-1*

Auditory Motor

Demonstrates ability to:
Attend to loud noises

Appeared firghtened by loud noises such as a backfire from a tractor
cItting grass or a car passing, steam from the laundry pressers
heard on a walk, and loud trucks on the road

Differentiate between_ sounds
Common household sounds recorder, on a cassette tare recorder
Identify sounds in relation to distance
Bus, cars, and trucks approaching outside.
The sounds of footsteps and voices
Identify categories of sounds
Reproduce sounds
Sings songs such as Row, Row Your Boat; If You're Happy, Bingo,
Wheels on the Bus, My Country 'Tis of Thee, Nursery Songs when
in a group or when with the case writer. Sings the songs of the
Beatles done on a tape while performing tasks

Repeat single words when speaking

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Demonstrates:

I'm interest in exploring objects tactually
Any object if pointed out such as furniture, leaves, the grass
The ability to identify objects using tactile cues
Use of a touch box with items placed in it

Intellectual Development (Taken from the level.; in COMPET)

Self Concept

Demonstrates ability to:
Respond to own name when called
Name/touch parts of his body

/Identify self when name is called

Communication
Possesses:

Receptive language skills adequate for basic environmental interaction
Expressive language skills adequate for basic environmental interaction

Conceptual

Not COMPET levels, but she also:
Knew the eight basic colors from crayons with marks on a piece of paper
Counted 1 to 38 and then skipped to 100
Knew shape recognition of circle, square fr)m small wooden shape
cutouts

Knew alphabet A to G then W X-Y-7



Visual Motor

Demonstrates ability to:
Attend to visual stimuli
Very close range of 3 inches to 4 inches with head bent down to

object or sometimes object raised to eyes

Auditory Motor

Demonstrates ability to:
Attend to loud noises

Appeared firghtened by loud noises such as a backfire from a tractor
citting grass or a car passing, steam from the laundry pressers
heard on a walk, and loud trucks on the road

Differentiate between sounds
Common household sound) recorded on a cassette tape recorder
Identify sounds in relation to distance
Bus, cars, and trucks approaching outside.
The sounds of footsteps and voices
Identify categories of sounds
Reproduce sounds
Sings songs such as Row, Row Your Boat; If You're Happy, Bingo,
Wheels on the Bus, My Country 'Tis of Thee, Nursery Songs when
in a group or when with the case writer. Sings the songs of the
Beatles done on a tape while performing tasks

Repeat single words when speaking

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Demonstrates:

An interest in exploring objects tactually
Any object if pointed out such as furniture, leaves, the grass
The ability to identify objects using tactile cues
Use of a touch box with items placed in it

Intellectual Development (Taken from the levels in COMPET)

Self Concept

Demonstrates ability to:
Respond to own name when called
Name/touch parts of his body
Identify self when name is called

Communication
Possesses:

Receptive language skills adequate for basic environmental interaction
Expressive language skills adequate for basic environmental interaction

Conceptual

Not COMPET levels, but she also:
Knew the eight basic colors from crayons with marks on a piece of paper
Counted 1 to 38 and then skipped to 100
Knew shape recognition of circle, square from small wooden shape

cut-outs

Knew alphabet A to G then W,X,Y,Z

Social Development (Levels accomplished by student)

Self Care Skills
Rpmains dry and unsoiled . . .

Indicates the need to eliminate
Performs toileting procedures
Demonstrates ability to:
Sucking reflex
Drink from a bottle
Drink from a cup
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CASE OF 0

Social Development (Continued)

Self Care Skills (Continued)

Demonstrates ability to:
Use a straw

Accept food when being spoon-fed
Finger-feed
Use spoon
Wash hands
Wash face
Take a shower bath

Identify items used in brushing teeth
Complete teeth brushing routine (with help)

Displays an awareness of concept of danger
Refrains from putting inedible objects in mouth
Reports injury or pain to an adult

Self Help and Independence

-Demonstrates ability -"°to.

Remove pants

Remove blouse (help needed with buttons)
Remove shoe
Remove sock
Remove sweater
Put on pants (help if buttons, zipper)
Put on blouse (help needed with buttons)
Put on sock

Put on shoe (needs it tied)
Put on sweater

Accept task and follow it through.(tries to give up too soon without
taking time)

Be mobile

Make decisions and choices
Perform skills of home and family living--Talks of her visits at home
Participate in recreation activities
Take part in recreation program and dances

Social Interaction
00/ Demonstrates:

An awareness of other individuals
Ability to seek attention

Participation in appropriate play
Ability to behave within defined limits
Ability to follow directions

V. COMMENTS

This student has a very limited attention span and does the activities very
quickly without following the complete directions. She takes short cuts,
but finishes the task.

In working together the case writer found that a quiet place away from
interruptions is best because she relies heavily on auditory clues and
being a most verbal sociable person, she would call out "Hi" to all who
might be near or approaching. This breaks the continuity of any lesson
that was begun.



Finger-feed
Use spoon
Wash hands
Wash face
Take a shower bath

Identify items used in brushing teeth
Complete teeth brushing routine (with help)

Displays an awareness of concept of danger
Refrains from putting inedible objects in mouth
Reports injury or pain to an adult

Self Help and Independence

Demonstrates ability to:
Remove pants

Remove blouse (help needed with buttons)
Remove shoe
Remove sock
Remove sweater
Fut on pants (help if buttons, zipper)
Put on blouse (help needed with buttons)
Put on sock

Put on shoe (needs it tied)
Put on sweater

Accept task and follow it through (tries to give up too soon without
taking time)

Be mobile

Make decisions and choices
Perform skills of home ardfamily livingTalks of her visits at home
Participate in recreation activities
TAR-6-"Oakt in recreation program and dances

Social Interaction
00/ Demonstrates:

An awareness of other individuals
Ability to seek attention

Participation in appropriate play
Ability to behave within defined limits
Ability to follow directions

V. COMMENTS

This student has a very limited attention span and does the activities very
quickly without following the complete= directions. She takes short cuts,
but finishes the task.

In working together the case writer found that a quiet place away from
interruptions is best because she relies heavily cl..1 auditory clues and
being a most verbal sociable person, she would call out "Hi" to all who
might be near or approaching. This breaks the continuityof any lesson
that was begun.

The two areas worked on--a Fine Motor Program to get the fingers used more,
leading up to buttoning and unbuttoning her own clothes,and a Gross Motor
Frogram for physical fitness, were two areas she seemed concerned about.
She would always talk about not being as fat as beforeand wanting to lose
weight.

Motivation was music as she loves to sing. Popular songs which she knew
were recccded on a cassette tape recorder and played while performing tasks.
This was also used heavily in the physical fitness program, as we die

bending and stretching to music.
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1. STUDENT CODE 0

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
. EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. GROSS MOTOR (Compet 14.0)

2. To establish an exercise program for a
limited vision person to keep physically
fit (Harmon)

-Demonstrates the-ability to-take walks
with someone to guide him
(Compet variation 14.6.2)

a. Demonstrates the ability to use body
movement to show free expression to
music rhythm (Harmon)

b. Demonstrates the ability to do
exercises to songs or records

(Harmon)

The ciild will be able
to walk to and from a
planned destination

The child will be able
to perform his own free
movement to music

The child will be able
to do one exercise
activity

Walk with the child
inside the building
up and down hall-

ways and outside to
various places on
the grounds (Harmon)

Let the child move
his body to the
music any way he
chooses to do so

(Harmon)
Do exercise activi- R
ties with the child
such as: Romper
Room Bend and Streit
Song



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

SNE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Mary Anne Harmon, CODE

ALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
- LOCATION

Id will be able
to and from a
destination

ld will be able
orm his own free
t to music

ld will be able
e exercise

y

Walk with the child
inside the building
up and down hall-
ways and outside to
various places on
the grounds (Harmon)

Let the child move
his body to the
music any way he
chooses to do so

(Harmon)
Do exercise activi- Romper Room Song
ties with the child
such as: Romper
Room Bend and Stretch
Song

None

Records, record player,
piano or recordings op
a cassette player

Teacher
Aide
Parents

Volunteer Help

Teacher
-Aide

Volunteer help

Teacher Aide
Teacher

Inside a building
or outside on the
grounds

Special classroom
Gymnasium
Ward

Special Classroom
Gymnasium
Ward

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY -41

Summer Traineeship,Program 3. PRES

e

1. STUDENT CODE, , ,LOCATICN
F

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
,

'
I 51. EVALUATIONS f . METHODS '

r

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES .

.

,

.TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE\
SUCCESS t

1
1

,- 1

t

'1. TILE,
2. AUTI1DR

,3. SOURCE
*. 4. DESGRIPTI

.....

GROSS MOTOR '(continued)

.
.

(Ability to do exercises to songs or cords)

,,,--

----

,

,

,6

.

.

.

.

i .

.

/
.

The

to do
activity

.

t,

,

', .

child will be able
one exercise

i ?

.

.

._
-,

,

'

.

Work with nylon ne
(one yard) with
student holding on
side, instructor o
the other side to
wave _armsup_and__
down .to rhythm of

music; to bend fro
waist-forward; and
bending knees goin
up and down'

Work with a punch-
ipg ball with fing4
wrist strap to pun
it to the music
rhythm-in front,
back, side pf his
body or over head
to instpction

. (Harmon)

600
t



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING\RECORD

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program

MI/

3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Marl,Ann Harmon
CODE

EVALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

child will be able
do one exercite
ivity

4

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

4.
12.

4.

TITLE
AUTHOR
SOUECE
DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

INDICATE
POSITION .

INDICuTE
LOCATIO/i

41

is

Work with nylon net
(one yard) with

student h3tding one
side,,Wtiuctor on
the othe de to
wave arms te..4g
down to rhythm of
music;'to bend from
waist forward; and
bending knees going
up and down

Work with a punch-
ing ball with finger,

wrist strap to punch
it to the music
rhythm in front,
back,'"side of his
body or over head
to instruction

(Harmon)

Recorded music and nylon
net (one yard)

Recorded music and
punching ball with
finger/wrist strap

,
00

Teacher
Aide

Special0S1assroom
Gymnasidk
Ward

I I

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE 0 2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Ti'aineeship Program

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

3. PRESCRIPT

. EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABI1E)
3. SPECIFIC OBJCTIVE$

(INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

GROSS MOTOR (continued)

Demoristrates the ability of dancing
to the rhythm of music and dance songs
staying 'Rear one place or by guiding
him (Harmon)

The child will be able
to do one simple dance
and dance steps

.

'Do dances togethe
such as:

Hokey Pokey
Looby Loo

/Modify thesd to say
this hand, etc.,
instdad of left/
right

Modify dance steps
to the Twist, Alley
Cat

t (Harmon)

Ho
Ca
Ra

Al
AT
Be

Le

Or

Wcr.

To
Fol
Gro



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

NE UNIVERSITY\
aineeship Program

ALUATIONS

3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

. METHODS . MATERIALS

STS /TASKS

EVALUATE
CCESS ,

id will be able
nesimple dance
ce steps

'

a

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

Do dances togdther
such as:

Hokey Pokey
Looby Loo

Modify these to say
this hand, etc.,
instead of left/
right

Modify dance steps
to the Twist, Alley
Cat

(Harmon)

Mary Anne Harmon

2

1. TITLE
AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

Recorded dance songs:
1

Aokey Pokey

Capitol Record 6026
Kay Anthony

Alley Cat
ATCO Record 6226
Bent Fabric

Let's Do the Twist
or any *Twist record

8. PERSONNEL

CODE

. ENVIRONMENTS

Words to Looby Loo

Tom Glazer-Treasury of
Folk Stings

Grosset and Dunlap ,

,

kb(' ;

INDICATE

,POSITION

Teacher
Aide

INDICATE
LOCATION

Special Classroom
Gymnasium
Ward

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. .,STUDENT CODE
0

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNINGtRECO

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. FINE MOTOR (Compet 16.0)

2. To establish and expand the capability
of the hands and fingers in accomplishing
functional tasks (Compet 16.0)

3. Demonstrates ability to move hinds
(Compet/16.1.0)

a. Demonstrates the abliity'to grasp
(Compet 16.3.0)

. EVALUATIONS

3. PRESC

. METHODS

TESTS/TASKS '

TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIO

The child will be able
to play simple games

The child will be able
to shape two objects

Grasp hand and move
in an exercise
fashion
(Compet 16.1.0)

Working with clay
to make objects
(Compet 16.3.3)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeshi' Pro ram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Mary Anne Harmon CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2.- AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION /LOCATION
SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF ___-

TEACHER MADE

1

child will be able

_ _

Grasp hand and move

_ -. .

Nurf (foam) ball

,

Teacher Special Classroom
play simple games in an exercise Bean bags Aide

I Ward

child will be able
shape two objects

fashion
(Compet 16.1.0)

Pat-a-Cake Game Parents Home visitations

Working with clay ,Milton Bradley Teacher Special Classroom
to make objects Modeling Clay Aide Ward
(Compet 16.3.3) Occupational O.T. Area

Therapist Home visitations '

_ --- Parents

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE 0 2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Prograr 3. PRSCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS [7.

1.

2.

, 3.

SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE

. SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

FINE MOTOR (continued)
(To establish and expand the capability
of the hands and fingers)

b. Demonstrates the use of hands in a
coordinated manner (Compet 16.4.0)

c. Demonstrates the ability to perform
a pincer grasp (Compet 16.5.0)

_
.

1

The child will be ab_e
to transfer 10 small
objects from place to
place with his hands

The child will be able
to place 10 pegs in a
pegboard and remove
them

The child will be able
to string and unstring
10 wooden beads

Transferring objects
from one container
to another.
Start with a large
opening container,
then decrease the
opening size

(Harmon)
Place pegs into
holes in a pegboard
and remove them
(Compet 16.5.1)

String and unstring
wooden beads .

(Compet 16.6.3)

Chec

milk
some

conti
Whiz

plasl

1/2"
board

1/4"

board

1-1/1

woods

1/4"
braid
plast

,
14,r0;

1



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Mary Anne Harmon CODE

UATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LLOCATION

ld will be able
sfer 10 small
from place to
th his hands

d will be able
10 pegs in a
and remove

d will be able
g and unstring
n beads

Transferring objects
from one container
to another.
Start with a large
opening container,
then decrease the
opening size

(Harmon)
Place pegs into
holes in a pegboard
and remove them
(Compet 16.5.1)

String and unstring

wooden beads
(Compet 16.6.3)

Checkers, dominoes, or
milk bottle caps and
some form of plastic
containers like Cool
Whip, oleo, and a
plastic drinking cup

1/2" round pegs and
board
1/4" round pegs and
board

1-1/2"long wooden beads

wooden beads with almost
1/4" opening. Cotton
braided string with 2"
plastic tip

Teacher
Aide
Occupational

Therapist
Parents

Teacher
Aide

Occupational
Therap ist

Teacher
Aide

Occupational
Therpist

Special Classroom
Ward
O. T. Area
Home visitations

Special Classroom
hard
O. T. Area

Special Classroomt.

Ward
O. T. Area

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE 0 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRES

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
. EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIC

FINE MOTOR (continued)

(To establigh and expand the capability
of the hands and fingers)

d. Demonstrates the ability to button
and unbutton clothing

(Harmon)

The child will be able
to button and unbutton
his clothing when
dressing \

Show how to tip
button to slip it
into and out of an
opening

(Harmon)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

MIUESNE UNIVERSITY
liner Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Mary &Ziarmon CODE

EVALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS
. PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. -SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. ""THOR
3. SOURCE--
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

le child will be able
button and unbutton
s clothing when
'essing

Show how to tip
button to slip it
into and out of an
opening

(Harmon)

Upside down paper cup
with slit cut in bottom
to drop buttons into
Retarded Child From
Birth to Five - P. 107)

Neck scarf or tie with
2 sizes' of large buttons

sewn on one side with
button holes on the
other

Retarded Child From
Birth to Five - P.107

Own clothing for smaller
buttons or man's shirt
slipped over own cloth-
ing.

Teacher
Aide

Teacher
Aide

Special Classroom
Ward

Special Classroom
Ward

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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CASE OF BE

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 22

Sex: Female

Diagnosis:

Encephalopathy due to anoxemia at birth
Microcephay secondary
Spastic quadriplegia - moderate
Mental retardation

II. , REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

I 4

- 0 !

1953 - C.A. 2-3

et

Vineland Social Maturity Scale -- 11 month level
Social Quotient 28

Gesell Developmental Scale - overill development at 48-52 week level

1969 - C.A. 18-0

Stanford Binet - I.Q. 5-10, profoundly retarded

1971 - C.A. 20-0

Vineland Social Maturity Scale

M.A. 4 months
S.A. 2.7 years
S.Q. 13

Recommendation: Self care skills such as washing; brushing hair,
feeding

Infant Audiometer adequate for conversational speech

Receptive Language - 30-48 months
Expressive Language -.24-36 months
Phonetic Language - 4-5 year level

Mecham Verbal Language Developmental Scale

Age equivalent - 2.72

Gies many signs of having more language skills than demonstrated.
No prOgram offered.

Occupational Tnerapy

No program offered due to low level

Therapeutic Recreation

No program offered due to low level

Medical

Stigmata of spastic diple ia with hip and knee contractures



Imephalopathy due to anexemia at birth
Microcephaly - secondary
Spastic quadriplegia - moderate
Mental retardation

REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

..

1953 - C.A. 2-3

Vineland Social Maturity Scale'-- 11 month level
Social Quotient 28

Gesell Developmental Scale overall development at 48-52 week level

1969 - C.A. 18-0

Stanford Binet - I.Q. 5-10, profoundly retarded

1971 C.A. 20-0

Vineland Social Maturity Scale

M.A. 4 months
S.A. 2.7 years
S.Qg 13

Recommendation: Self care skills such as washing, brushing hair,
feeding '

Infant Audiometer - adequate for conversational speech

Receptive Language - 30-48 months
Expressive Language - 24-36 months
Phonetic Language - 4-5 year level

Mecham Verbal Language Developmental Scale

Age equivalent - 2.72

Gives many signs of having more language skills than demonstrated.
No program offered.

Occupational Therapy

No program offered due to low level

Therapeutic Recteation

No program offered due to low level

Medical

Stigmata cf spastic diplegia with hip and knee contractures
Unable to walk - locomotion by crawling until 18 years of age
Essentially non-verbal
Edentulous - all teeth removed in 1969 due to caries
General health - good
Surgery performed in 1971 - bilateral femoral shortening - in hip spica

cast with abduction bar for 3 months
Physical therapy:

Post-surgery - taught to walk tAth walker--able to ambulate with gait

-365-



CASE OF BE

III. OTHER CONTACTS

Age 2-3 years

Developmental clinic evaluation family non-cooperative;, did not follow
through.

Age 18 Years 4

County Mental Health and Mental Retardation Agency
Evaluation
Dental surgery

Placement in state institution for orthopedic surgery and physical
therapy

Age 21 years
I

Permanent,placement in residential-institUtion
4

IV. PRESENT LEVELS OF FUNCTIONING

Physical Development

tst

General health - good
Crippled - Talks with walker
Edentulous no teeth
Not on medication
Hears well
Vision - sees, but does not focus well

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Walks with walker
Legs bent - feet crippled
Limiced use of legs, arms and hands
Cannot stand erect - hunches forward,
Moves to music hands and feet
Will dance if held up

Fine Motor
Fair coordination,of fingers - has difficulty with pincer grasp
Has eye-hand coordination

/Visual Motor
Will attend to stimuli
Cannot focus well

ft 'Follows moving object
Has visual-motor coordination
Does not make visual discrimination'
Does not know colors or shipes

Auditory Motor
Follows simple directions
Responds to name
Can repeat single words



Age 18 Year,

County Mental Health and Mental Retardation Agency
Evaluation
Dental surgery

Placement in state institution for orthopedic surgery and physical
therapy

Ake 21 years

Permanent plac ment in residential institution

IV. PRESENT LEVELS OF 1UNCTIONING

Physical Development

General health good

Crippled - walks\ with walker
Edentulous - no eeth
Not on medicatio
Hears well
'Vision - sees, but does not focus well

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Walks with walke

\

Legs bent - feet\crippled
Limited use of le s,Avrms and hands
Cannot stand'erec - hunches forward
Moves to music ands and feet
Will dance if hel up

Fine Motor 4

Fair coordination f fingers has difficulty with pincer grasp
Has eye7hand coordination

Visui Motor
Will attend to stim
Cannbt focus well

./ 'Follows moving objec
\Has visual-motor coo dination
Does not make visual discrimination
Does not know colors or shapes

Auditory Motor
Follows simple .direce ans
Responds to name
Can repeat single wor s
Likes music sings s ngs

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Very little; will pick up objects

Intrlectual Deve.opment

Self Concept
Responds to own name
Can identifyself by name in mirror

ti

-366 -
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CASE OF BE

Intellectual Development (Continued)

Self Concept (Continued)
Vaguely knows parts of body
Shows affection

Communication
Very short attention span

Speech poor - defective due to lack of teeth
Verbalizes some needs - toileting
Repeats' words

Names some objects
Responds to directions/
Attempts to cOmmunicate with others
Does not read
Scribbles with p)eiseveration

Conceptual .

None'

Social Development

Self Care

Toilers trained with few accidents--does not clean self or flush toilet -

SomeAressing--crippling a,Lindrance
CanAqash hands
Combs hair poorly
Refuses nail care
&nnot bathe self
Refuses mouth care

Self Help and Independence
Some dressing with help
Feeds self

Social Interaction

Appears aware of others--can be in a group taking turns with direction
Will play on merry-go-round b'y self--sits and propels with feet
Plays ball poorly
Enjoys singing and dancing

V. COMMENTS

This girl, as, noted before, did not walk until surgery was performed

on her legs two years ago. At present, she is-not receiving any type of

therapy--physical, occupational or recreational. Re-evaluatibn is recom-

men-ded, especially in the area Of physical therapy. With intensive work,

,

she could. become much more 'elf-sufficient.

/t

NO



A



Speech poor - defective due to lack of teeth
Verbalizes some needs - e.g., toileting
Repeats words
Names some objects
Responds to directions
Attempts to communicate with others
Does not read

Scribbles with perseveration

Conceptual

)
Social Development

Self Care

Toilet trained with few accidents--does not clean self or flush toilet
Some L.slingcrippling a hindrance
Can wash hands
Combs hair poorly
Refuses nail care
Cannot bathe self
Refuses mouth eare

Self Help and Independence
Some dressing with help
Feeds self

Social Interaction

Appears aware of others--can be in a grow taking turns with direction
Will play on merry-go-round by self--siti and propels with feet
Plays ball poorly
Enjoys4ginging and dancing

VI COMMENTS1

This girl, ass\noted before, did not walk until surgery was performed

on her legs two years ago. At present, she is not receiving any type of

therapy--physical,/ occupational or recreational. Re-evaluation Is recom -'

mended, especially in the area of physical therapy. With intensive work,

she could become much more self-sufficient.
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1. STUDENT CODE BE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS . 7. MA

1.' SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE la
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2.
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES' SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3.

.
._

4. DESCRIPTION 4.

Degree of Interaction
1. SEL -CARE SKILLS

..

Teacher judgment # As ind

2. Toileting: To establish and maintain
self-care in the area of toileting

(Compet 32.0)

1

m
paper

wordword back from stu-
dent through repeti-
tion

3. SpecifiC Objectives
2. Follow procedure
outlined in Compet

a. Wiping self with paper

(Compet 32.3.6 - 32.2.7 - 32.2.8) \

Student will wipe self,
flush toilet and wash
hands unassisted after

'32.3.6 - 32.3.8
3. During procedure
use the song "This

b. Flushing toilet (Compet 32.3.11) each use of toilet is the way we (wipe
ourselves) so early

c. Washing hands ( Compet 32.3.12) Student will say appro-
priate words:

in the morning".
4. Identify flushing

d. Verbalizing key words (Compet 26.2.3)

.

i.e. flush, wash hands attempt to elicit
word back from stu-
dent through
repetition
5. Follow procedure
outlined in Compet

/ .

32.3.11

rjv.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD ,, .

E UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program -,., 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER . Anne M. Vaughan CODE

LUATIONS 6. METHODS - 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

rS/TASKS
EVALUATE
MSS

.

1. TITLE
. 2. AUTHOR

.4.1h SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4., DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

,

INDICATE
LOCATION

/

judgment

,

will wi self,
let and wash
Issisted after
of toil t

rill sa appro-
rds:
h, wa hands

Degree of Interaction

1. Identify paper
attempt to elicit
word back from stu-
dent through repeti-
Lion
2. Follow procedure
outlined in Compete

As indicated in Methgds

.

.

-

.

Parent

Teacher
Aide
Ward attendant
Nurse

Home
Ware -

Bathroom in special
school

_

.

.

.

i

32.3.6 32.3.8 i

3. During procedure
use the song "This
is way we (wipe
ours lves) so early
in the morning".
4. Identify flushing
attempt to elicit
word back from stu-
dent through
repetition
5. Follow procedure
outlined in Compet
32.3.11

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING R

DUQUESNE U(IVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE RR 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRE

.

,

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 1

,

1. °SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENE OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIF OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR'--

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI

1

1. SELF-CARE SKILLS
(Toileting - continued) '

0

2. Grooming: to establish, refine and main-
tain basic skills pertaining to the care
of the body (Compet 36.0)

3. Specific Objectives

a. Washes own face .(Compet 36.2.0)
.

b. Combs own hair

.

Teacher judgment .(Compet

..

Student will auh face
unassisted.
Student will comb hair
unassisted
Student will say appro-
priate works. i.e.
face, hair, comb

6. Instruct etude,
to wash hands

32.3.12)
7. Continue using
song "This is the
way" for each pro
cedure
8. Repeat after e
use of toilet usi
praise and 'approv
as incentive

1. Washing face -
student is phye'c-
ally handicapped
sit in frooc of si
or use standingta
a. Identify mate
ials used. i.e. s
cloth - attempt t
elicit words back j



1

Ga.

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

OUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
per Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Anne M_ Vahan CODE

.

S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

.

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE *

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE .

LOCATION

'eacher judgment

/

tudent will wash face
assisted.

comb hair
assisted ,

udent will say appro-
iate works. i.e.
ce, hair, comb

6. Instruct student
to wash hands
(Compet 32.3.12)
7. Continue using
song "This is the
way" for each pro-
ceOure
8. Repeat after eac
use of toilet usin
praise and approval
as incentive

1. Washing face -
student is

sit in front of sink
or use standing table
a. Identify mater-

ials used. i.e. soap
cloth - attempt to
elicit words back

As in method

.

_

Parcl.c

Teacher
. Aide
Ward attendant
Nurse

,

Home, ward, bath.
room in special
school

.

. 6 ( !)
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73

_ .

.

.



1. STUDENT CODE BE

A NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI

L 4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES J 5. EVALUAIIONS b. METHODS 7.

1. :ABJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

1. SELF-CARE SKILLS

(Grooming - continued)
40K

Teacher judgment from student through
repetition
b. Follow procedure
as outline in

As i

Compet 36.3.0 thru
36.2.11

c. Use song "This
is the way (we wash
our face) so early
in the morping",
d. Use praise and
approval as incen-
tive

c

/

2. Combing hair -
sit in front of sink

or use standing
table and mirror
a. Identify mater-
ials. i.e. comb
attempt to elicit
words back from
student through
repetition

.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Anne M. Vaughan CODE

UATIONS . METHODS

S/TASKS
ALUATE

ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

. MATERIALS . PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

4
INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

udgment

a

from student through
repetition
b. Follow procedure
as outline in
Compet 36.3.0 thru

36.2.11
c. Use song "This
is the way (we wash
our face) so early
in the morning".
d. Use praise and
approval ao incen-
tive

2. Combing hair -
sit in front of sink
or use standing
table and mirror
a. Identify mater-
ials. i.e. comb
attempt to elicit
words back from
student through
repetition

lib in method Parent e'
Teacher
Aide
Ward attendant
Nurse

Home
Ward
Bathroom in special

school

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73

;'
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC
. - .

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE
BE

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program - 3. PRES

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS
c

1. SUBJECTSUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
I

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

, 4. DESCRIPTI

1. SELF-CARE SKILLS

)
(Grooming - continued)

c. Verbalize key words (Compet 26.2.3)

d. Overcome fear.of having nails filed or
cut

(7

.

Teacher judgment

Student will allow
her nails to be
groomed

\....1}a

b. Follow procedi
outlined in Comps

36.4.1
4. Guide student'
hand in combing

d Use song "This
ie the way (we
cdmb our hair) at

in the morn
in "

e. Use praise and
approval as incet
tive

3.Hp.k1 Care ,

ap pvercome fear
having hands tout
ed and held
Play hand games -
i.e. clapping to-
gether. Hold stu-
dent's hand when



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
timer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Anne M. Vaughan CODE

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS . 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
l' TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 1:. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION-IF -

TEACHER MADE

Teacher judgment
b. Follow procedure
outlined in Compet
36.4.1

Student will allow
her nails to be
groomed

C. Guide student's
hand in combing
hair

d. Use song "This
is the way (we
comb our hair) so
early in the morn-
ing"

e. Use praise and
approval as incen-
tive

3.Nail Care
a. Overcome fear of
having hands touch-
ed and held
Play hand games -
i.e..clapping to-
gether. Hold stu-
dent's band when

,

. ,

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING,RECO

1. STUDENT
0 DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY Y/
2. LOCATION Traineeship Program...Sumer

'
O. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF-AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS

1. SELF-CARE SKILLS Teacher judgment
(Grooming - continued)

3. PRESC

6. METHODS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIO

she will allow it.
Ask her tc hold
your hand - Wait
'til student is
secure in abo'e be
fore continuing
b. Identify mater-
ial. i.e. nail fil
Attempt to elicit
words back from
student th4ough
repetition
c. Teacher demon-
stratee on own
nails the use of
file or scissors
(Compet 36.5.3).
d. Use song-, "This
is the way-(we fil
our nails).so earl
in the morning."
e. Have student use
file on teacher's

(



I

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

,SNE UNIVERSITY
rain eeship ProgrAm

4'
3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Anne.M. Vaughan

CODE

VALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

ESTS/TASKS
$ EVALUATE
JCCESS

1. TIME
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATI9N

er judgment she wil1 allow it.
Ask herIto hold
your had - Wait
'til st dent is

secure in above be
fore continuing
b. Identify mater-
ial. i.e.\nail file
Attempt tO elicit
words back from
student through
repetition'
c. teacher demo!'
strates on own
nails the use of
file ox sOtssors
(Compet 36.5.3)
d. ,Use song, "This
is the way* (we file

our nails) so early
in the morning."
e. Have student use
file on teacher's

As indicated in method Parent
Teacher
Aide
Wayd attendant
Nurse

Home*

War))

FORM IV /7-73



1.- STUDENT CODE
BE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING R

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY ,
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3.

.4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

IJESTS /TASKS

TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

0

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCR

1. SELF -CARE SKILLS

(Grooming - continued)

2'. Oral Hygiene: to establish and maintain
skills pertaining to a hygienic and
cosmetic care of the teeth and gums.
Student is edentulous

(Compet 38.0)

3. Specific Objectives

a. Verbalizes key words (Compet 26.2.3)

Teacher judgment

1

Student will, say

appropriate words
i. e. Mouth

nails
f. Guide studen
hand to file o

g.,Apytime stud
shows fear by r
sistauce; atop,
turn_tmstep 1
when-task in re

-initiated.
h. Use praise A
approval' as ilk

tive

1. Identify mate
ials.i.e: swabs,
attempt to elici
words back frpm
dent through rep
tion.

a

1..11 311



NRRC/P RRESCRLPTION PLANNING RECORD

ESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program' 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER.

-r

4. ,

Anne M. Vaughan
CODE

EVALUATIONS . METHODS MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS ,

TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE \\._
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIP;ION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

her judgment

nt will say
priate words
Mouth

nails
f. Guide student's
hand' to file own

g. Anytime studdnil
shows fear by re-
sistance; stop, re-
turn to step 1
when task in re-

initiated.
h. Use praise and
approval as incen-
tive

1. Identify mater-
ials.i.e. swabs,
Attempt to elicit
words back from stu-
dent through repeti-,
'tion.

As indicated in
methods

Swabs
Mouthwash

Parent

Teacher
Aide
Ward attendant
Nurse

Home
Ward

O

Home
Watd
Bathroom in specie

school

NRRC /P FORM XIV 7-73 1



. STUDENT CODE

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

. EVALUATIONS ,METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS/
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
. 2. AUTHOR

3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. SELF-CARE SKILLS
.(Oral Hygiene - continued>

c. Overcome fear of having mouth
Gums cleaned.a

Student will allow her
mouth to be cleaned

and

2. Allow student to
play with swabs -
touch herself with
thei, touch teacher
with them
3. Teacher demon-
strates use of swabs
and mouth wash on
own mouth
4. Use the song "Thi
is the
our mouth) so early
in the morning"
5. Allow student to
use swabs on teach-
er's mouth
6. If student object
to taste of mouth
wash, start with
sweet-tasting liquid
i.e. juice



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

E UNIVERSITY'
ineeship Pro iam 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Anqa M Vanelan CODE

LUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS.

ES/TASKS
EVALUATE
'.:ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

will allow her
be cleaned

2. Allow student to
play with swabs
touch herself with
them. touch teacher
with them
3. Teacher demon-
strates use of swabs
and mouth wash on
own mouth
4. Use the song "This

i

Swabs
Mouthwash \\

V

Parent-

Teacher
Aide
Ward attendant
Nurse /

I

___

Home
Ward
Bathroom in special

school

\

,

.

----s_he

4

- -i.e.

wr e1Call

our mouth) so early
in the morning"
5. Allow student to
use swabs on teach-
er's mouth
6. If student objects
to taste of mouth
wash, start with
sweet-tasting liquids

juice

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE BE

NRRt, /P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC

DUQUESNE UNJVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRES

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS

1. SELF-CARE SKILLS Student will allow her
(Oral Hygiene - continued) mouth to be cleaned

6. METHODS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI

7. Guide student'
hands to use swab
on own gums
8. Anytime studen
shows fear by re-
sistance, stop -
return to step 1
when task is re-
iitiated
9. Use-praise and
approval as incen
tive



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

ESNE UNIVERSITY
Trainee ship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Anne M. Vaughan CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

ISUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF _

TEACHER MADE
1

nt will allow her 7. Guide student's Swabs Parent Home
to be cleaned hands to use swabs Mouthwash Teacher Ward

on own gums. Aide Bathroom in specie'
8. Anytime student
shows fear by re-
sistance, stop -
return to step 1
when task is re-
initiated

Ward attendant
Nurse

school

9. Use raise and
approval as incen-
tive

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73

(;



CASE OF W

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A 20-5

Sex: Female

II. SUMMARY OF PR4VIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical Development

General health - good
Small congenital heart problem
Mild to moderate kyphosis
Poor bridgework which might interfere with speech
Hearing - good

flit Vision - adequate

Motor Development

6 9

Gross Motor
Ambulatory
Poor coordination

Fine Motor
Poor hand coordination
Can thread a large eye needle and sew a running stitch

Visual Motor
Failed to copy any figures from geometric designs test

Auditory Motor
. Auditory memory span adequate for two digits or for four to six

syllable sentence

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Explores new things

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Responds to name
Adequate perception of body imagery

Communication
Voice weak and masculine
Speech hard to underitand
Tends to swallow when talking
Limited to one or two word utterances

Conceptual
Knows biggest, smallest
Understands terms of space such as between and under
Counted correctly from 1-13

Social Development

Self Care
Toilet trained
Feeds self



Physical Development

General health good

Small congenital heart problem
Mild to moderate kyphosis

Poor bridgework which might interfere with speech
Hearing - good 0

61
Vision - adequate

V

Motor Development

Gross Motor

Ambulatory
Poor coordination

Fine Motor
Poor hand coordination
Can thread a large eye 'needle and sew a running stitch

Visual Motor

Failed to copy any figures from geometric designs test

Auditory Motor

Auditory memory span adequate for two digits or for four to six
syllable sentence

Tactile/Kinesthetic
Explores new things

Intellectual Development

Self Concept
Responds to name

Adequate perception of body imagery

Communication
Voice weak and masculine
Speech hard to understand
Tends to swallow when talking
Limited to one or two word utterances

Conceptual
Knows biggest, smallest
Understands terms of space such as between and under-
Counted correctly\ from 1-13

Social Development

Self Care
Toilet trained
Feeds self

Self Help and Independence

Feeds and dresses self but needs supervision and help with personal
hygiene

Participates in recreational 'activities



CASE OF W

Social Development (Continued)

Social Interaction
Smiles when sees someone she knows
Shows no initiative in either relating to others or occupying herself
with some activity

III. OTHER CONTACTS

69

Family

Was hospitalized soon after birth. Diagnosis: possible septal defect
and mental retardation

Later hospitalization yielded diagnosis of congenital aortic stenosis,
mild.

Attended three private schools.before admission to present residential
facility

Caseworker

Contacts, though few in number, were made through the maternal grandfather

Medical'

Weighed 5 pounds 14 ounces at birth - outlet forceps used
Mother was taking thyroid medication during pregnancy
Diagnosis - congenital heart defect
AAMD classification - mental retardation due to unknown cause with the
functional reaction alone manifest

APA classification - mental deficiency - idiopathic, severe
Ambulatory, verbal, toilet trained
Scoliosis too small to measure
Visibly nervous and apprehensive

Psychological

Merrill Plplmer -7-June 6, 1957
I.Q. 42

M.A. 21 months
C.A. 52 months

Vineland'Social Maturity Scale gave identical results
Perseverative
Attention easily distracted
Right handed

Stanford Binet Form L-M - March 1965
I.Q. 23

C.A. 12-1

Basal Age Year II with success through year IV
Graphomotor ability at year III
WRAT Arithmetic grade 0.3

Recommended concrete instruction
Classified mentally defective, severe

EduCatinnsa



uu LUL er re a ng to of ers or occupying herself
with some activity

III. OTHER CONTACTS

;

Family

Was hospitalized soon after birth. Diagnosis: possible septal defect
and mental retardation

Later hospitalization yielded diagnosis of congenital aortic stenosis,'
mild

Attendea three private schools before admission to present residential
facility

Caseworker

Contacts, though few in number, were made through the materna. grandfather

Medical'

Weighed 5 pounds 14 ounces at birth - outlet forceps used
Mother was taking thyroid medication during pregnancy
Diagnosis - congenital heart defect

AAMD classification - mental retardation due to unknown cause with the
functional reaction alone manifest

APA classification - mental deficiency - idiopathic, severe
Ambulatory, verbal, toilet trained
Scoliosis too small to measure
Visibly nervous and apprehensive

Psychological

Merrill Palmer - June 6, 1957'
I.Q. 42

M.A. 21 months
C.A. 52 months

Vineland Social Maturity Scale gave identical results
Perseverative .

Attention easily distracted
i

JRight handed

Stanford Binet Form L-M - March 1965
I.Q. 23

C.A. 12-1
Basal Age Year II with success through year /V
Graphomotor ability at year III
WRAT Arithmetic grade 0.3

Recommended concrete instruction
Classified mentally defective, severe

Educational

Included in personal social development class
Activities: One-half day social development, one-half day sensory-
motor activities

Recreation

Eager to participate but skill level is only fair
Speech difficult to understand
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CASE OF W

Recreation (Continued)

Participates in musical games but goes into fantasy--swaying from
side to side even after song is over

Participates in individual and small group activities; walks, hikes,
singing, swimming and large group activities such as movies and
dances

Occupational Therapy

Out of contact
Passive and withdrawn
Did not relate to other residents
Poor workmanship in various basic skills
Recommended to receive further training in self-care aad sensory motor

skills

Physical Therapy

Muscle development fair
Hands poorly developed
Mild to moderate dorsal kyphosis

Nursing

Ambulatory but doesn't help on unit or feed residents
Regular diet - nice table manners - neat
Gets along with other residents - quiet and pleasant
Attends social dance, recreation, swimming and movies

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development

Ambulatory
Congenital heart - no problem
No medication
Good general health

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Jerky walk
Will not run
Does not alternate feet when descending steps
Unaware of her body in space
Does not enjoy most gross motor activities
Will kick a ball with encouragement
Can catch and throw with two hands

Fine Motor
Points to objects
Feeds self
No control of crayon or pencil - scribbles
Manipulated plastic nuts and bolts - screwed on and off
Unable to trace either a large straight line or circ!P
Strings large beads



Occupational Therapy

Ouc of contact
Passive and withdrawn
Did not relate to other residents
Poor workmanship in various basic skills
Recommended to receive further training in self-care and sensory motor

skills

Physical Therapy

Muscle development fair
Hands poorly developed
Mild to moderate dorsal kyphosis

Nursing

Ambulatory but doesn't help on unit or feed residents
Regular diet - nice tdble manners - neat
Gets along with other residents - quiet and pleasant
Attends social dance, recreation, swimming and movies

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development

Ambulatory
Congenital heart - no problem
No medication
Good general health

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Jerky walk
Will not run a
Does not alternate feet when descending steps
Unaware of her body in space
Does not enjoy most gross motor activities
Will kick a ball with encouragement
Can catch and throw with two hands

Fine Motor
Points to objects
Feeds self
No control of crayon or pencil - scribbles
Manipulated plastic nuts and bolts - screwed on and off
Unable to trace either a large straight linA or circle
Strings large beads

Visual Motor
Attends to stimuli
Some tracking
Matches according to size, shape, color, fabric with some help
Cannot trace or copy simple shapes or designs

Auditory Motor
Discriminates between two grossly different sounds_
Follows simple commands

Tactile/Kinesthetic

Discriminates between rough and smooth with eyes open and shut
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CASE OF W

Intellectual Development

Self Concept

Responds to first and last name

Smiles at self in mirror - says "That's W. I'm pretty."
Identifies face parts with help if looking in mirror
Some knowledge of body parts - arms, legs, tummy

Communication
Speaks mostly in phrases
Tries to speak in sentences when reminded
Poor eye contact
Uses a lot of gestures

Easily frustrated if not understood the first time
Names objects - attempts short sentences, "That is a ball."
Responds to directions if tley are both verbal and gestural
Listens when spoken to and usually verbally responds
Speaks with other children - usually telling them to behave

Conceptual

Matching - matches according to coloi and shapes independently when
choices are limited to three or four

Sorting - sorts buttons and.fabrics
Counting - counts by rote to ten; one-to-one correspondence up to seven
Recognition - big, little

Social Development

Self Care
Toilet trained
Feeds self

Knows that matches make a fire
Overly cautious of steps and other children

Self Help and/Independence
Needs help ,Buttoning buttons on clothing

Participates in group activities (i.e., signs, plays bill
Perseveraves on assigned tasks - but works well when reminded
Goes to known places independently
Makes chOices about what she wants to do

Social Interaction

Wk)
Takes turns in a group
Talks to children in a group
Needs initially to be drawn into a group
Feels success for other members of group
Gets along with children but constantly reprimands them



vwxx sag macaw wars Ls L 5 W. L-m pretty.
Identifies face partti with help if looking in mirtor
Some knowledge of body parts - arms, legs, tummy.

Communication
Speaks mostly in phrases
Tries to speak in sentences when reminded
Poor eye contact
Uses a lot of gestures

Easily\frustrated if not understood the first time
Names objects - attempts short sentences, "That is a ball."
Responds to directions if t!ey are both verbal and gestural
J.4stens'when spoken to and usually verbally responds

Speaks with other children - usually telling them to behave
S

Conceptual

Matching - matches according to color and shapes independently when
choices are limited to three or four

Sorting - sorts buttons and fabrics
Counting - counts by rote to ten; one-to-one correspondence up to seven
Recognition - big, little

Social Development

Self Care

Toilet trained
Feeds self

Knows that matches make a fire
Overly cautious of steps and other children

Self Help and Independence
Needs help buttoning buttons on clothing
Participates in group activities (i.e.., signs, plays ball
Perseverates on assigned tasks - but works well when reminded
eirm-s-ca-known--pes----hidependerit y
Makes choices about what she wants to do

Social Interaction
Takes turns in a group

0.1') Talks to children in a group
Needs initially to be drawn into a group
Feels sticedss for other members of group
Gets aloug with children but constantly reprimands them

.
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Air
NERC /P PRESCRIPTION P ING RECOR

.
i. . .

.

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
W 3. PRESCRSTUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program

-

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. MFHODS

1.

2.

3.

SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS -,

TO EVALUATE ',

SUCCESS

-

\

'1 TITLE
AUTHOR 1-..

3. 'SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

I.

1.

.

MOTOR DEVELOPMENT -

Gross Motor (Compet #14)

a. Demonstrates the ability to walk
independently (Compet 14.6)

b. Walks down stairs alternately
with aid (Conet 14.6.8)

Purdue Perceptual
Motor Survey

Observation
..

Observation - usually
they only do it on a
few steps at first
Teacher must be aware
of first success

encourage

Use this test'as a
tool wiNth which to
gain arroverview of
the entire motor
functioning ---"'

..0

.--

Hold child's hand -
remind him which
leg to lead with -

4o-stick
leg out and then
down onto next step

(Lively)
This occurs after
much practice an
teacher encour e-

ment
(Compet .6.8)

c. Walks down steps alternately without
aid

.



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

11E UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Linda Lively CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7.' MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL_ 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

I. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

'

I. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

.
TEACHER MADE

.

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION ,

.

.

Perceptual
rvey

.

,

ion

ion - usually
y do it on a
s at first
must be aware
success

Use this test as a
fool with which to
gain an overview of
the entire motor
functioning

Hold child's hand
remind him which
leg '-o lead with -

encourage to stick
leg out and then
down onto next step

(Lively)

This occurs after
much practice and
teacher encourage-
ment

(Compet 14.6.8)

Purdue Perceptual
Motor Survey
Kephart

.

Stairs with a railing

'

Stairs 41th a railing

_

.

Psychologist
Teacher

,

Itin. Teacher
P.T.

Resource or
regular teacher
'Aides
Prents

u

Gymn and
,Classroom

Any area with steps

or in the gymn nn
portable steps

u

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

1. STUDENT CODE
W

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRES

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5 EVALUATIONS
'.

6. METHODS
1

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF =AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

/

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTX

1. Gross Motor
(To walk independently - continued)

d. Demonstrates ability to maintain balance
(Compet 14.7.0)

e. Maintains balance while walking on a
straight line

'

Observation

1. Child walks fo
ward alternating
feet

2. Child shuffles,
forward always le
ing with same foo
keeping other fool
behind
3. Child walks sii
ways on line with
feet at 90° angle
to line
4. Walk backward ;

alternating feet
5. Child walks ba
ward shuffling fe

(Lively)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

JESNE UNIVERSITY
,Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Linda Lively CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS
.

.. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

I

TESTS/TASkS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE I

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

1. Child walks for-
ward alternating
feet

2. Child shuffles
rvation forward always lead- A masking taped or Itin. Teachet Gymn or Classroom

ing with same foot,

keeping other foot
painted line which is
easy to see

P.T.

Resource or Any level floor
behind regular teacher surface
3. Child walks side-
ways on line with
feet at 90° angle
to line

Aides
Parents

4. Walk backward
alternating feet
5. Child walks back-.
ward shuffling feet

(Lively)

/

NRRC/P FOgM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P. PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRII

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. Gross Motor.
(To walk independently - continued)

f. Maintains balance while walking on an
elevated beam (Lively)

Observations
"Rail-Walking Test"
Smith

Teacher Diagnosis of
Ed. Difficulties P.60

Use the activities
found in (Compet
14.7.8)
Begin with board
level on ground. As
child becomes more
confident, rai3e
board '2"

If child shows fear
at first, allow him
to walk with one foot

on board and one on
floor

(Lively)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

.NE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Linda Lively

CODE

ALUATIONS 6. METHODS 17. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE

CCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

tions
alking Test"

Diagnosis of

Use the activities
found in (Compet
14.7...8)

Begin with board
level on ground. As
child becomes more
confident, raise
board 2"
If child shows fear
at first, allow hit
to walk with one foot
on board and one on
flocc

(Lively)

Balance beam or any
strong plank of wood,
2 - 4" wide

,

.

Same as
above

Gym

ficulties P.60

.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE W 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRE

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS /TASKS

TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTX

1. GROSS MOTOR
(To walk independently - continued)

g. Demonstrates ability to run

(Compet 14.8.0)
(Sister Mary Leonard - McGuire Mem.Home)

h. Walks fast alone (Compet 14.8.3)

Observation

Observation and written
time records to compare
the walking speed

1.

Walking races wit
another child
2 teams _(Lively)
2.

Individual game
"Beat the Clock" -,

the child walks am
fast as he can to
marked area and
back - this is tim
He then walks agai
If he is taster; h
is rewarded with i
!v v1 or an appropri
reward (Lively
3.

Someone is "it" an
he walks around a
circle of children

jf;



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

QUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program '3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Linda Lively e CODE

EVALUATIONS . METHODS 7. MATERIALS . PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
'3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

ervation

ervation and written
e records to compare
walking speed

1.

Walking races with
another child
2 teams (Lively)
2.

Individual game
"Beat the Clock" -
the child walks as
fast as he can to a
marked area and
back - this is timed
He then walks again
If he is faster, he
is rewarded with an
hell or an appropriate
reward (Lively)
3.

Someone is "it" and
he walks around a
circle of children,

Stop watch or watch
with a sweep hand

Rewards set up on a
contingency program

Teacher
P.T

Resource or Any open flat area
regular teach- either inside or
er, Aides outside
Parents

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODS

NRRC /P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS )

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. GROSS MOTOR touching a child
(To walk independently - continued) and says "Duck': He

then touches a child
and says "Goose".

- The Goose must catch
"it" before "it"
walks around the
circle to Goose's
place. This can be
adapted to running

i. Walks fast with aid while raising feet or walking so long

adequately (Compet 14.8.4) as they all do the
Sistei Mary Leonard Observation same thing. (Lively)

Play a fast marching
record and help child

1

move to the music.
Hold hand and march
fast showing him how
to raise feet and
how high - choose a
record with a strong
drum beat or the



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

ESNE UNIVERSITY ".

traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER 'tinda Lively CODE

kVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS .------

7
8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

PESTS /TASKS

10 EVALUATE
SUCCESS

.

I. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURC;
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

.

Ovation 'I

touching a- child
and says "Duck: He
then touches a child
and says "Goose".
The Goose must catch
"it" before "it"
walks around the
circle to Goose's
place. This can be
adapted to running
or walking so long
as they all do the
same thing. (Lively)

Play a fast marching
record and help chiU
move to the mpsic.
Hold hand and march
fast showing him how
to raise feet and
how high - choose a
record with a strong
drum beat or the

Marching record
ReCurd player
Drum or tan -tan'

Teacher
P.T
Resource or
regular teacher

Aides
Parents

Any open flat area

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE W

.
,

_ NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRES

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES __

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE=
4. -DESCRIPTV

1. GROSS MOTOR
(To walk independently - continued)

j. Walks fast with aid while taking larger
strides (Compet,14.8.5)

.

Sister Leonard

. A

Observation

teacher can beat 1
drum as they march

(Lively)

Place rubber foot -

steps or squares A
any bright surfac4
that the child MI
easily see a strid
apart. While you
hold his hand, tel
him to walk fast 4
put one foot on OA
rubber square. Pla
these further apat
as the child per-
forms successfully
Put the closest b14

next to the foot b
leads with



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Linda Lively CODE

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE 1. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
----TO-EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION

SUCCESS. 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

teacher can beat the
drum as they march

(Lively)

nervation Place rubber foot- Commercially-made or Teacher% Any open flat area
steps or squares or teacher-made rubber P.T. either inside or
any bright surface (non-skid) footsteps Rescsurce or outside
that the child can or squares of old regular teacher
easily see a stride
apart. While you
hold his hand, tell
him to walk fast and
put one foot on each
rubber square. Place
these further apart
as the child per-
forms successfully.

linoleum tiles

\

Aides
Parents

Put the closest block
next to the foot he
leads with

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE W

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD
v,

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIP'

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE) TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

1. GROSS MOTOR
(To walk independently continued)

k. Runs, hands held 14.8.6 (Leonard) Observation 1. Run in place
2. Run a certain

1. Runs alone 14.8.7 (Leonard) Observation distance
3. Running games as

"Duck,Duck;Goose"
"Beat the Clock"

.

/

.
_



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

SNE UNIVERSITY
aineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Linda Lively CODE

ALUATIONS 6. METHODS 17. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE

CCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE

LOCATION

ation

ation

_ .

1. Run in place'

2. Run a certain
distance

3. Running games as

"Duck,Duck,Coose"
"Beat the Clock"

. .

.

Rewards set up on a
contingency program

...

.

Teacher
Aides

Parents

I

Any open flat area
either inside or
outside

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7 -73



1. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION ING RE(

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Trainedship Program 3. PRE

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS : METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
GENERAL OBJECTIVES

\3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1

1. TITLE
2. 'AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI

I. MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

2. Fine Motor (Compet 16)16)

a. Demonstrates eye /hand coordination while
using grasp movements (Compet 16.6)

b. Uses crayons (Compet 16.6.2)

c. Uses crayons to scribble (Compet 16.6.2.1)

(Lively)

Obse vation

Comparing papers

Encokrage child t(
scribble in any
directionjle plea4
on a large paper

Encourage child t
scribble vertical
,

SCribble horizon
ally.

Scribble to music
(Livel



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
eTiaineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Linda Lively CODg

S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS . . REIISONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS /TASKS

TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

r* 1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
34 SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

(

INDICATE
LOCATION

1

'

bservation

omparing papers

I

Encourage child to
scribble in any
direCtion he pleases
on a large paper

Encourage child' to
scribble vertically

Scribble horizont-
ally ,,,

Rewards set up on a
contingency program

'

Thick crayons, heavy
large paper
Tape to tape down
paper if child cannot
control it

"

Itin.Teacher
P.T

Resource or
regular teacher
Aides
Parents .

Also Art
Teacher

.

....

Classroom or any
where where the
child can be seat
ed properly and
work on a flat
hard surface '

.

. .

Scribble to music
(Lively)

A variety of records to
elicit varettius moods

Record player

H
NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1

1

1

Ar.

$

/ W
1. STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC.

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES S. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

I
1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURC

2.. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS,
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

r

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI$

.

2. Fine Motor
(Eye/hand coordination - continued)

d. Uses crayons to color a picture
(Compet 16.6.2.2)
(Lively)

Observation and com-
paring papers

Select a large sin:

object which is
drawn or dittoed o
heavy paper. This
irawing is the t) ou

lined with hes*
yarn. (Elmer's glu
holds it best) As
the child becomes
more profic eni, u
-thinner yar -he
outline onl with
glue this still
stops the rayons
and finall outlin
in dark crayon or,

magic marker
(Livel



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

SNE UNIVERSITY
raineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Linda Lively

ALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL

STS/TASKS
0 EVALUATE
UCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DE' RIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

CODE

9. ENVIRONMENTS

INDICATE
LOCATION

at ion and com-
g papers

Select a large single

object which is
drawn or dittoed on
heavy paper. This
drawing is then out-
lined with heavy
yarn. (Elmer's glue
holds it best) As
the child becomes
more proficient, use

Dittos on heavy large
paper of an apple,
circle, square, flower
etc.

Yarn in various widths
Elmer's glue
Magic Markers
Thick crayon

thinner yarn - then
outline only with
glue - this still
stops the crayons -
and finally outline
in dark crayon or
magic marker

(Lively)

Same as above Same as above

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
w

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION 1LANNING RI

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRI

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

METHODS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIP

/2. Fine Motor
(Eye/hand coordination - continued)

e. Uses a crayon to cross the mid-line
(C-mpet 16.6.2.3)
( Lively)

Observation and com-
paring papers

On a very large
heavy paper, dra
of the following

1, 0, U, X
with a bright cr
Use x's to show
starting and sto
point - i.e. x --

Give the child
another colored
crayon and tell
to move his cray
back and forth a
your line. The
teacher may have
move the child's
arm

(Lively)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UQUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Linda Lively

CODE

EVALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL ENVIRONMENTS

I

mel

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

servation and com-
ing papers

On a very large
heavy paper, draw one
of the following:

1, 0, U, X
with a bright crayon
Use x's to show the
starting and stopping
point - i.e. x----x
Give the child
anothef colorgd
crayon and tell him
o move his crayon

b ck.and forth across
yotiline. The
teacher may have to
move the child's
arm

(Lively)

Large, heavy paper
Thick crayons

Same ag above .Same as above
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1. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIP

4. LEAkNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE

TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

2. Fine Motor
(Eye/hand coordination continued)

f..Uses.a crayon to trace shapes

(Compet 16.6.2.4)
(Lively)

Cut shapes from
heavy cardboard-glue
on a knob or light
block so that child
can easily hold.
Shape, trace around
it on construction
paper. (Lively)
Mount x-ray paper on
washable surface on
heavy cardboard - on

the x-ray paper make
the basic shapes,one
per sheet, out of a
mixture of glue and
sand. The child trac

over the surface
shapes with fingers
and crayons. The
crayon not on the
sand mixture can be
erased with a paper

towel. (Lively)



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

SNE UNIVERSITY
raineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Linda Lively CODE

VALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIF.ONMENTS

STS/TASKS
EVALUATE

CCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Cut shapes from
heavy cardboard-glue
on a knob or light
block so that child
can easily hold.
Shape, trace around
it on construction
paper. (Lively)
Mount x-ray paper on
washable surface on
heavy cardboard - on
the x-ray paper make
the basic shapes,one
per sheet, out of a
mixture of glue and
sand. The child traces

Heavy cardboard
Light-weight blocks

Or bought)
Shape templates
DLM shape stencils

Dubnoff Kit

X-ray paper
Heavy cardboard
Sand
Elmer's glue
Thick crayon

Same as above Same as above

over th suffice
shapes with fingers
and crayons. The
crayon not on the
sand mixture can be
erased with a paper
towel. (Lively)

Beginning Pictures and
Patterns

Frostig 1966

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE W 2. LOCATION

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Traineeship Pro dam 3. PRES

. EVALUATIONS . METHODS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI

II. INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

1. Self-Concept (Compet #24)

a. Demonstrates the ability to name/touch
parts of his body (Compet 24.2)

b. Names gross body parts: head, arms,
legs, tummy (Compet 24.2.1)

Observation

Observation

Trace the child or
a large sheet of
papeT - child cola
body, then paste bo
on cardboard (part
of refrigerator bo
Cut body apart and
child puts togethe
as a puzzle, naming

the parts as he do
it (Lively)
Daily Sensori-moto
Training Activitie

W.T. Braley
"Body Image" - See
manual P.3-6

Sing and play "Hole
Pokey" and "If You
Happy and You Know
it"



r
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UESNE UNIVERSITY

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Linda Lively CODE

EVALUATIONS . METHODS . MATERIALS . PERSONNEL . ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

servation

servation

Trace the child on
a large sheet of
paper - child colors
body, then paste body
on cardboard (part
of refrigerator box)
Cut body apart and
child puts together
as a puzzle, naming
the parts as he does
it (Lively)
Daily Sensori-motor
Training Activities

W.T. ,Braley
"Body Image" - See
manual P.376

Sing and play "Hokey
Pokey" and "If You're
happy and You Know
it"

Large paper

Big cardboard box
Rubber cement
Scissors
Crayons

Daily Sensorimotor
Training Activities

W.T. Brailey
P. 3-6

Record, if possible
Record player,

Same as above

Itin teacher

Resource or
regular teacher
Aides

-Nwent-le,

Same as above

Any open area
where child can
work on floor or
large table

Any area

Any area

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
.\ LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program PRESCRIPT!

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE S CE TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABL TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES SUCCESS 3. 'SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION

rLook in mirror
and show me your .4

1. Self-Concept
' (continued) Observation eyes" etc. (Lively) Mi

2. Have child draw Pa
c. Names fine body parts: facial features,

fingers, toes
(Compet 24.2.2)

a picture of him-
self or if he can't
to this, the teach-
er can draw the
picture as the child
indicates what and
where to draw feat-
ures - it helps to
have a mirror handy

Cr

3.Make a head from
pink flannel-mount

Co

Ca
__on cardboard-make

t---

other facial feat-
ures from various
colored flannel.
Child assembles face
naming parts as he
does so (Lively)

4. Make face and/or



NRRC/R PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. *PRESCRIPTION WRITER Linda Lively CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

-TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. -AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

tion

l'Look in mirror
and show me` your

eyes" etc. (Lively)
2. Have child draw
a picture of him-
self or if he can't
to this, the teach-
er can draw the
picture as the child
indicates what and
where to draw feat-
ures - it halps to
have a mirror handy
3.Make a head from
pink flannel-mount
on cardboard-make

Mirror
Paper
Crayons

Colored flannel
Cardboard

Same as above Same as above

other facial feat-
ures from various
colored flannel.
Child assembles face

naming parts as he
does so (Lively)

4. Make face and/or

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE W

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2:- LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRES

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI

1. Self-Concept .

(Name fine body parts - continued) Observation
,Keep moving onto
harder puzzles

body puzzle - ch
selects large pic
tures from magaz
Mount on cardboar
and cut into easy
puzzle. (Lively

7, 6



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
r Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Linda Lively- CODE

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENT

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4'. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSIT N

.

INDICATE
LOCATION

Observation
Keep moving onto
harder puzzles

body puzzle - child
selects large plc-
tures from magazine.
Mount on cardboard
and cut into easy
puzzle. (Lively

Magazine
Cardboard
Rubber cement

or
DLM people puzzles

Same as above

--..

S as above

.

,

.
.

7./ NRROP FORM XIV 7+73
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY *

1. STUDENT OW W . 2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. :-P RESCRIPTI

. LEARNING. OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS sv 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCES G
4. DESdIPTION

III. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

1. Self-help and independence (Compet #46)

a. Demonstrates ability to put on pants
(Compet 46.6)

b. Puts on pants when placed in front of
him (Compet 46.6.6)

c. Can button own blouse (Lively)

Observation 1.. _Place some k ind oj

cuvon the back oit
the -pants so chAld S
can distinguish back
for himself. (

i.e. a red piece -of

materill about 3"'69.,
where the tag would ,
be on the back of
the pants

(Lively)

2. Encourage the
child' to rk on 4',

tut-ton
board

(Lively



HRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD
.

. .

NE UNIVERSITY
aineestiip Progr.r1-1 3. PRESCRIPTION WRIAR Linda Lively CODE

. ,

ALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

VS/TASKS
EVALUATE

CCESE
,

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. ^ESCRIPTION IF

TNDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

T' MR MADE

Lion

1
'the

f

1. Place some kind of
cue op the back of

pants so child
can 4istinguish back
for tiimself.

i.e. a led piece of
material about 3" sq.
there the tag would
be on the back of
the pants

(Lively)

2. Encourage the
child to work on a
button Or zipper
board

(Lively

Colored swatch of
material
Safety r'

t

(sew material into
pants)

Button or zipper board
(These can be bought
or made)

Same as above

Same as above

A afessing area

Classroom or any
area where the
child can work

NRRC/P TORN XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE

111

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING REC(

DUQUESNE pNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESC

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTIq

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
(Self-help and Independence - continued) Observation

3. Allow child to
practice on a large
doll, with button
clothing. urn doll
around so Oat chit
J.s buttoning doll's

clothing as if it
were her own (butte
from the back of th
doll)

(Lively)/

4. Work with blouse
which have large
buttons & buttonhol
such as a smock



.
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeship Program . PRESCRIPTION WRITER Linda Lively CODE

----,,

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

4. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

,-

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

Observation

3. Allow child to
practice on a large'
soil, with button
clothing. Turn doll
-round so chat child
is buttoning doll's
lothing as if it
ere her own (button
'rom the back of the
.oll)

(Lively)

. Work with blouses
hich have large
'uttons & buttonhole-

=uchAt a smock

Large doll with button
clothing

1

N)

Front button blouses
with large buttons and

buttonholes

Same as above

Same as above

Same as above

Same as above

toi , ,

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
0 %
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CASE OF ST

I. IDENTIFICATION

ST, born January 2, 1953, is a 20 year old, white undernourished,

total care, non-verbal male. He weighed 8 pounds, 3 ounces at birth which

was an instrument delivery. At 8 months he began taking seizures, several

a day, and at that time was diagnosed mentally retr-ded and cerebral palsied.

He did not sitpp until 4 years old; he has never walked or talked. Parents

good health. Siblings include three sisters and one brother. The

dtd(2:ister. born January 15, 1954, died in August 1967 of Mediterranean

Anemia. The second sister, born February 29, 1956, suffers from Mediter-

ranean Anemia for which she must receive blood transfusions every 4 to 6

` 4-t.reeks. The third sister, born January 8, 1959, is apparently in good health

but probably carries recessive genes for Mediterranean Anemia. The youngest

sibling, a male born January 23, 1967,"is in good health.

II., REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical. The most recent physical examination was performed on January

29, 1973 and includes the following:

ST is a 20 year old, white, male, total care, non-verbal, undernourished

child. He has severe scoliosis of the entire spine, mainly thoracic to the

right. His abdomen reveals a large scar from the xiphoid to pubic area- -

resulting from surgery for a gastric perforation (1967). Extremities are thin

and spastic; endocrine system is that of a mature male; receives phenobarbitol

to control seizures; last seizure was in 1967.

Impression. Spastic quadriplegia; major motor seizures; cerebral palsy.

Intellectual. In October 1954, the Vineland Social Maturity Scale was

administered to ST who at that time was 21 mwths old. Results indicate a

ijel;Social Quotient (SQ) of 17 and a Social Age (SA) of 4 months.

In December 1963 the Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale was administered

to ST. Results of this evaluation assign to ST an I.Q. of 2; an M.A. of 2.4

months; C.A. was 10 years 11 months. This psychological evaluation includes



a day, and at that time was diagnosed mentally retarded and cerebral palsied:-

He did lot sit up until 4 years old; he has never walked-or-talked. Parents-

are in geod health. Siblings include three sisters and one brother. The

oldest sister, born January 25, 1954, died in August 1967 of Mediterranean

Anemia. The second sister, born February 29, 1956, suffers from Mediter-

ranean Anemia for which she must receive blood transfusions every 4 to 6

creeks. The third sister, born January 8, 1959, is apparently in good health

but probably carries recessive genes for Mediterranean Anemia. The youngest

sibling, a male born January 23, 1967, is in good health.

II. REPORTS OF PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

Physical. The most recent physical examination was performe on January

29, 1973,0pd includes the following:

ST is a 20 yearite, male, total care, non-verbat,_undernourished

child. He has severe scoliosis of the entire spine, mainly thoracic to the

right His abdomen reveals a large scar from the xiphoid to pubic area- -

resulting from surgery for a gastric perforation (1967). Extremities are thin

and spastic; endocrine system is that of a mature male; receives phenobarbitol

to.control seizures; last seizure was in 1967.

Impression. Spastic quadriplegia; major motor seizures; cerebral palsy.

Intellectual. In October 1954, the Vineland Social Maturity Scale was

administered to ST who at that time was 21:' months old. Results indicate a

4;Social Quotient (SQ) of 17 and a Social Lge (SA) of 4 months.

In December 1963 the Cattell Infa t Intelligence Scale was administered

to ST. Pczults of this evaluation asst to ST an I.Q. of 2 an M.A. of 2.4

months; C.A. was 10 years 11 months. This psychological evaluation includes

the following: ST does not walk or stand, has no language development, plays

very little, does not respond to his name, appears to be in a world of his

own; eats well but must be fed; is not toilet trained; does not relate to

anyone; quiet but babbles and cries at times. All that could be suggested is
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CASE OF W

nursing care; possibly engage in sensory-motor activities.

Conclusions. Mental defective, profound retardation; cerebral palsy.

Social Evaluation. ST is a completely disabled wheelchair patient;

unaware of surroundiu6s; sits in chair or lies on a mat. On Vineland Social

P'1

`

ca e, S'r scored a Social Quotient (SQ) of 17 and a Social Age (SA)

of 4 months. ST functions at level A on the Social Interaction Scale and as

such would not be included in a formal recreation program; ST functions at,

the profoundly retarded level and is totally dependent on unit personnel for

self-care. He shows very little interest in gaining contact with things in

his environment and rarely grabs or attempts to touch things.

Other Evaluations. 1. Report of re-evaluation interview with parents,

June 1966: ST will not be programmed in many activities because of his pro=

foundly severe level of retardation; main concern will be in areas of pcnd

health; nursing care. Child's motivation is extremely low.

2. Occupational Therapy Evaluation,` May 13, 1970. ST is severely

-limited and unresponsive to most objects and people; OT programming is not

foreseen.

3. Department of Therapeutic Recreation Evaluation, May 13, 1970.

ST is not currently scheduled in a Therapeutic Recreation Program due to his

low functioning ability. During the mcnthiof his birthday he does attend the

birthday party on a 1:1 basis. The Therapeutic Recreation Department feels

that, at this time, they have no program available from which ST could benefit.

III. OTHER CONTACTS

1953 ST born in an urban hospital

1957 Hospitalization for tonsil, adenoid operation

1959 Juvenile Court: referral, attempted placement

1959 Catholic Charities: referral, attempted placement



Social Evaluation. ST is a completely disabled wheelchair patient;

unaware of surroundings; sits in chair or lies on a-iai. On Vineland Social

Maturity Scale, ST scored a Social Quotient (SQ) of 17 and a Social Age (SA)

of 4 months. ST functions at level A on the Social Interaction Scale and as

such would not be included in a formal recreation program; ST functions at,

K °4 the profoundly retarded level and is totally dependent on unit personnel for

self-care. He shows very little interest in gaining contact with things in

his environment and rarely grabs or attempts to touch things.

Other Evaluations. 1. Report of re-evaluation interview with parents,

June 1966: ouzo, se or nis pro-

foundly severe level'of retardation; main concern will be in areas of good

health; nursing care. Child's motivation is extremely low.

2. Occupational Therapy Evaluation, May 13, 1970. ST is severely

limited and unresponsi4Ge to most objects and people; OT programming is not

foreseen.

3. Department of Therapeutic Recreation Evaluation, May 13, 1970.

-'%1 ST is not currently scheduled in a Therapeutic Recreation Program due to his

low functioning ability. During the month of his birthday he does attend the

birthday party on a 1:1 basis. The Therapeutic Recreation Department feels

that, at this time, they have no program available f-om which ST could benefit.

III. OTHER CONTACTS

1953 ST born in an urban hospital

1957 Hospitalization for tonsil, adenoid operation
./

1959 Juvenile Court: referral, attempted placement

1959 Catholic Charities: referral, attempted placement

1960 Residential home: custodial care

1961-63 Another residential home: custodial care

1963- Permanent placement in residential setting
present

IV. ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONING LEVELS

The following assessment draws from the foregoing summary of evaluations,



CASE OF ST

and also includes observations during field work with this student.

Physical Assessment. ST is a frail, obviously undernourished 20

year old. Aside from the scoliosis previously referred to, and ais small

size and weight in view of his age, he is very normal looking. lie is alert,

awake, and aware of his surroundings, yet for the most part withdrawn from

them. During the day he sits, tied into a chair or lies on a ma7.--he doesn't

seem to have a preference. His vision is good, he can follow with both eyes.

It appears he sees everything but only infrequently focuses on any thing.

His hearing is good; he will turn when the case writer calls him,_but not

all the time. ST makes lots of noises; in the few weeks that the writer has

been with him three different patterns and sounds have been identified for:

happiness--such as while eating "NEE,NEE;" crying when frightened or startled;

and various low sounds when excited, as in the swimming pool. Tle major motor

seizures are apparently kept under control with phenobarbitol; last seizure

in 1967. It should be noted that the undernourished condition is not a func-

tion of his appetite. He has an extremely good appetite, and the writer found

him to eat everything, and lots of it.

Motor Development. Gross motor ability is very poor, limbs are rigid,

especially the legs. While towing ST in the water at the swimming pool, a

thrashing from the hips (while on his back) was elicited. ST will also stand

in chest deep water, supporting himself on his legs while holding to the rail

fr., at the side of the pool.

There might be an even greater potential in the arms and hands. We

were able to manipulate ST's arms through a full range of movement: (this could

not be done with the legs, hips). He certainly is not in the habit atjully

extending his arms, but is capable of doing so.

When placed on the mat ST can move from front to back or back to front

with little effort and often will change position. His preferred position on

the mat is on his side, supported or propped by his elbow. He will extend his



awake, and aware of his surroundings, yet for the most part withdrawn from

them. During the day he sits, tied into a chair or lies on a mat--he doesn't

seem to have a preference. His vision is good, he can follow with both eyes.

\It appears he sees everything but only infrequently focuses on any thing.

His hearing is good; he will turn when the case writer calls him, but not

all the time. ST makes lots of noises; in the few weeks that the writer bast

been with him three different patterns and sounds have been identified for:

happiness--such as while eating "NEE,NEE;" crying when frightened or startled;

and various low sounds when excited, as in the swimming pool. The major motor

seizures are apparently kept under control with phenobarbitol; last seizure

in 1967. It should be noted that the undernourished condition is not a func-

tion of his appetite. He has an extremely good appetite, and the writer found

him'to eat everything, and lots of it.

Motor Development. Gross motor ability is very poor, limbs are rigid,

especially the legs. While towing ST in the water the swimming pool, a

thrashing from the hips (while on his back) was elicited. ST will also stand

in chest deep water, supporting himself on his legs while holding to the rail

A, at the side of the pool.

There might be an even greater potential in the arms and hands. We

were able to manipulate ST's arms through a full range of movement; (this could

not be done with the legs; hips). He certainly is not in the habit of fully

extending his arms, but is capable of doing so.

When placed on the mat ST can move from front to back or back to front

with little effort and often will change position. His preferred position on

Ow mat is on his side, supported or propped by his elbow. He will extend his

trunk and arm to some 3 to 4 feet to grasp food.

ST's fine motor ability can be observed when he picks up small pieces

of food or candy (M 6 Ms) and delivers them t4 his mouth. He has surprisingly

good pincer action and ability in either hand, but especially in his left hand.
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CASE OF ST

1 _ '

He can also manipulate food such as bread by turning it around to assure that

it goes into his moth. He stuffs the food into the left side of his mouth.

He chews little if at all.

Intellectual Development. ST does respond to his name, but not all

the time. His only attempts to communicate include the sounds previously

mentioned, when he is happy, frightened or excited, and occasionally he will

grasp one's hand and hold it or pull it to his mouth.

Social Development. ST will assist in putting his shirt on or off

by extending his arm and pushing it through or pulling it out of the shirt

sleeve. ST made tremendous progress in feeding himself. He can guide one's

hand and spoon with food to his mouth every time. He can pick food from

one's fingers and place it into his mouth, and does so readily. He had just

begun to pick pieces of food from his tray and feed himself. He needs help

with this skill as he seems to be aware of the food only if his attention is

drawn to it.

ST essentially does not interact . . . yet. He has recognized the writer.

He loves to be held and rocked much as you would an infant. The writer

realized this when once, by chance he picked ST up after changing him and he

pulled his head very close to the writer's and put his lips on the write.-'s

cheek.



Intellectual Development. ST does respond to his name, but not all

the time. His only attempts to communicate include the sounds previously

mentioned, when he is happy, frightened or excited, and occasionally he will

grasp one's hand and hold it or pull it to his mouth.

Social Development. ST will assist in putting his shirt on or off

by 'xtending his arm and pushing it through or pulling it out of the shirt

sleeve. ST made tremendous progress in feeding himself. He can guide one's

hand and spoon with food to his mouth every time. 7e can pick food from

one's fingers and place it into his mouth, and does so readily. He had just

11 hit tray and teed himself. e nee 's help

with this skill as he seems to be aware of the food only if his attention is

drawn to it.

ST essentially does not interact . . . yet. He has recognized the writer.

He loves to be held and rocked much as you would an infant. The writer

realized this when once, by chance he picked ST up after changing him and he

pulled his head very close to the writer's and put his lips on the writer's

cheek.



1. STUDENT CODE ST

4RC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRI

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVE
Gain mobility in water (modified swimming)

(Renne)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE
Execute a "doggy paddle"

(Renne)

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

When placed in the
swimming pool in a
prone position with a
small flotation device
on his back - around
his arms, will propel
himself to the side
rail by moving his
arms forward and then
pulling them back

1.Get him to respon
to the rail at the
side of the pool
2.S and him near
rail - let him go
under - then place
his hands on rail
3.He will hold rail
4.Move a few feet
from rail - face
rail - hold him
from behind, gradu-,
ally let go
5. He will reach
for the rail
6. iuerease distance
from rail
-7. Add the flotario.
device

7400



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

,

Renne CODE
ESNE UNIVERSITY
Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Wilson

EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCES$

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

placed in the
ing pool in a

e pcNition with a

1.Get him to responc
to the rail at the
side of the pool

Styro-foam football
shaped flotation

---diavicir-wiltitraTness

Teacher Swimming pool

1 flotation device
is back - around
avms, will propel
elf to the side
by moving his
forward and then

ing them back

2TStand him near
rail - let him go
under - then place
his hands on rail
3.He will hold rail
4.Move a few feet
from rail - face
rail - hold him
from behind, gradu-
ally let go
5. He will reach
for the rail

6. Increase distance
from rail
7. Add the flotatiur
device

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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1. STUDENT CODE ST

*NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PIANN,ING RtC
...

DUQUgSNE UNIVERSITY -

2. 'LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program / -3. PRES

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2, GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE}

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

. EVALUATIONS mEnidips

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
succAps'

1.

2. THOR
3.6 SOURCE
4. DESCRIP'ZI

1. GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

2.- GAIN MOB IL I TY

Movement self-initiated

3. 'Scoot' arouneon a Scooter Board

6

(Renne)

)

Ultimately the,child-
will travel across the
uu ce-i-n-e- a- , > ,

treatby pulling or
pushing with his arms
and Wands.

o

ft

.%
2.

et -c to re

for food or tr
Place him in a
comfortable po
tion on the
Scooter

3. Get child to
reach for food.
treat

0

4. As he reaches f
the treat and
grasps it, you
grasp or pull
from the other
en

5. Be sure he gets
the treat when
th scooter movl

an not when it
do n't move

1E,

:)



1,1NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
er Traineeshis Prclram 3. PRESCRIPTION WRIER Wilson Renne CODE

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS . PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENT

TESTS /TASKS L. TITLE I. TITLE ' INDICATE- INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION -LOCATION

SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF

TE=HER MADE

1. Get child to react 1. Scdoior Board Teacher
Ultimately the child for food or treat Smooth, hard f

will travel across the 2. Place him in a 2.)Commercially avail-
room to receive a comfortable posi- 3.)able. Source
treat by pulling or
pushing with his arms

tion on the
Scooter

unknown

-and-hands 3. Get child to
reach for food or
treat

.

4. 1/2" Plywood
18" wide

4. As he reaches for
the treat and
grasps it, you
grasp or pull
from the other
end

36" long
Equipped with wheels
which will roll in any
direction, much like
the "dolly" for moving
furniture

5. Be sure he gets
the treat when
the scooter moves
and not when it
doesn't move

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE ST

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. SUBJECT AREA
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

5. EVALUATION$ 6. METHODS 7.

(INDICATE SOURCE
IF AVAILABLE)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESdRIPTION

I. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

2. OBTAIN SELF-CARE :ILLS

3. WILL FINGER FEED HIMSELF
(Renne)

Given a finger tray, 1. Use your fingers Fo
"ST" will empty the to feed child. th
tray by using his 2. Use food he likes wit
ftLgers to feed himself 3. Show it to him

each time
4. Make_him move his

head, mouth, to
get the food

5. Hold the food up
for him to see
but away from him

6. Have his hand
guide your hand
(food) to his
mouth

7. Continue until he
will take it from
your hand and put
it in his mouth



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Wilson Renne CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TS/TASKS
EVALUATE
CESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

finger tray,
1 empty the
using his
to feed himself

1. Use ybur fingers
to feed child.

2. Use food he likes
3. Show it to him

each time
4. Make him move his

head, mouth, to
get the food

5. Hold the food up
for him to see
but away from him

6. Have his hand
guide your hand
(food) to his
mouth

7. Continue until he
will take it from
your hand and put
it in his mouth

Food prepared and cut
that it can be grasped
with fingers

Teacher
or

Aide can assist

Anywhere

.

/

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
ST

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RE

DUQUESNE UNIVERSIr:

2. LOCAtION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRE

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS v. METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPT

1. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

2. GAIN SELF-IMAGE
Recognize - Respond to another

3. Individual will Visually Attend to a
Person- and Readi out to, or make contact

with, that Person
(Renne)

1. Hold, cuddle,
rock child wh
softly talkin
to him

2. If he respond
(making noise
imitalw -t

noises - "tal
to him

3. Begin this in
cheek-to-chee
position

4. Continue and
attempt to ge
eye contact 0/
close)

5. Gradually in-
crease the di
tance until y
are no longer
holding or
touching

It;



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUECNE UNIVERSITY
mmer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Wilson Renne CODE

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENT!)

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

r. TITLE
_2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1.

2.

3.

4.

TITLE
AUTHOR
SOURCE
DES IPTION IF
T HER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

I

1. Hold, cuddle,
rock child while
softly talking
to him

2. If he responds,
(making noises)
imitate those
noises - "talk"'
to him

3. Begin this in a
cheek-to-cheek
position

4. Continue and
attempt to get
eye contact (very
close)

5. Gradually in-
crease the dis-
tance until you
are no longer
holding or
touching

i

(_
Teacher
Aide, or
Unit Personnel
who have daily
contact with
the child

(

.

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



CASE OF P

I. IDENTIFICATION

C.A. 20

Sex: Female

II. SUMMARY OF FUNCTIONING LEVELS

Physical Development

General physical condition - very healthy girl
Not on medication
Known seizure pattern

Oral - drooling, mouth breathing, problem gums
Hearing - within normal limits for conversation and speech
Visual - good - eyes waader due to short interest span
Verbal - One and two word sentences. Verbally limited. Grunting
4oises
Brain damaged - premature rupture of' membrane at birth
I.Q. 18 - Ca'ttell Infant Intelligence Test
Very _Little_ interest span

Motor Development

Gross Motor

Slightly ataxic - shuffling gait - no known reason for it
Poor coordination - gross and fine motor
Moves all body parts unattended

Fine Motor

Can grasp objects ( poor grasp)
Can hold objects such as dolls, radio, etc.

Visual Motor

Attends to close visual stimuli
Visually poor to distant stimuli

Eyes move from one object to another due to.short interest span

Auditory Motor
Responds to normal sounds
Loves music and animal sounds - she responds to these the best
Loves people to talk to her

Tactile /Kinesthetic

Fair development; in touching, pushing, and picking up objects

Intellectual Development

Self Concept

Smiles in response to others
Very affectionate

Aware that others find her-pretty
Recognizes herself in the mirror
Wears very nice clothes

Communication

U,ws movements, gestures, and grunting sounds to denote
Uses one and two word sentences to denote expression and needs



Physical Development

General physical condition - very healthy girl
Not on medication

Known seizure pattern

Oral - drooling, mouth breathing, problem gums
Hearing - within normal limits for conversation and speech
Visual - good - eyes waader due to short interest span
Verbal - One and two word sentences. Verbally limited. Grunting
noises

Brain damaged - premature rupture of membrane at birth
I.Q. 18 Cattell Infant Intelligence Test
Very little interest span

Motor Development

Gross Motor
Slightly ataxic - shuffling gait - no known reason for it
Poor coordination - gross and fine motor
Moves all body parts unattended

Fine Motor

Can grasp objects ( poor grasp)
Can hold objects such as dolls, radio, etc.

Visual Motor
Attends to close visual stimuli
Visually poor to distant stimuli

&" . . s arc interest span

Auditor' Motor
Respon to normal sounds
Loves music and animal sounds she responds to these the best
Loves people to talk to her

Tactile/Kinesthetic

Fair development in touching, pushing, and picking up objects

Intellectual Development

Self Concept

Smiles in response to others
Very affectionate
Aware that others find her pretty
Recognizes herself in the mirror
Wears very nice clothes

Communication

Uses movements, gestures, and grunting sounds to denote
Uses one and two word sentences to denote expression and needs

Concep. al

Can point to things such as names-, body parts, and pictures
Can name very Pew objects when pointed to by the instructor
Follows simple direction

Knows very few concepts except light and heavy



CASE OF P

Social Development

Self Care
Toilet twined
Can feed self
Hygiene habits (needs help)

Self Help and Independence
Partial

Social Interaction

Plays well alone and with others

1

apt

O
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NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
1. STUDENT CODE

P
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTIO

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT (Compet 14.0)

2. Demmatrates ability to maintain'balance,
co-ordinating all body parts

3. Demonstrates ability to run, throw., catch.

Can child do skill
with or without the
music - 75% of the
time

Can child do simple
exercises

Pi.

1. Compet
2. Gross Motor
(Ed. Hinchberger)
4. Do any of the
specific objec ives
-to-appr piano-

music. record .

games. or s ple
commands
1. Compet
2. Fine Motor
(Ed. Hinchberger)

4. Finger plays
Move fingers to music
in a slow, fast, loud

(squeeze) and soft
(hold) manner
Clap hands in differ
net ways to music
String beads
Use crayons in scrib4
able fashion

Rec

Mu

Bea
Pap
Cra
Mus

---1i

t2

skip, hop, jump and walk in all different
ways and directions

1. FINE MOTOR

2. To establish and expand the capabilities of
the hands and fingers in accomplishing
functional tasks.

To establish and expand eye/hand co-ordina-
tion in relationship to activities of daily
living

3. Ability to move hands. Ability to reach,
grasp and use hands

'..1t



INRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
neeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Ann C. Hinchberger CODE

,UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

%/TASKS
CVALUATE

ESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOCATION

0 do skill
Without the
75% of the

1. Compet

2, Gross Motor
(Ed. Hinchberger)
4. Do any of the
specific objectives
tz_appraftriate--plano---
music, records.
games. or simple
commands
1. Compet
2. Fine Motor
(Ed. Rinchberger)

4. Fingex plays
Move fingers to music
in a slow, fast, loud

(squeeze-) and soft
(hold) manner
Clap hands in differ-
net ways to music
String beads
Use crayons in scrib-'
ble fashion

Records

Musical instruments

Anyone who has
a knowledge of
games or music
for children

Large uncluttered
area

.

do simple Beads
Paper
Crayons

Musical instruments Anyone
(all personnel)

Anywhere

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73



1. STUDENT CODE
P

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRE;

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES . EVALUATIONS . METHODS 1

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTI

1. VISUAL MOTOR TRAINING (Compet 18.0)

2. To establish and maintain ability to
visually track and fixate

To develop visual motor with gross
and fine motor

Can the child pick out
object that the ins-.
tructor depicts 75% of
the time

3. Demonstrates ability to attend to visual
stimuli

1. AUDITORY

.2. Basic auditory perception

3. Discrimination between sound and silence

Discrimination between fast and slow

Observation

1. Compet
2. Visual Motor
(Ed. Hinchberger)
4, Teacher shows
student object or
student picks up
points to the obj

exl in simple c

1. Auditory
3. Music experien

(practical)
4. Simple pieces
ye played (or rec
layer) on piano 1
'usical instrumen
`eacher to provid4
timulus of sound
ilence, fast El s;

lave child'sing u4

L
is own vocal sout

ve child respone
ur voic.x.- .



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Sumner Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Ann C. Hinchberger CODE

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRO

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE'
LOCATION

Can the child pick out
object that the .ins-

tructor depicts 75% of
the time

1. Compet

2. Visual Motor
(Ed. Hinchberger)

4. Teacher shows
student object or
student picks up or
points to the object

Food
Toys ,

Pictures

Places inside and out -
side of the institution

Music and Sound left to
the discretion of the
instructor

Anyone
(all personnel)

Anyone
(all personnel)

Anywhere

AnywhereObservation

depicted by fheteach-
er in simple command

1. Auditory
3. Music experience

(practical)
4. Simple pieces can
be played (or record
player) on piano or
musical instrument by
teacher to provide
stimulus of sound,
silence, fast & slow
Have child'sing using
his own vocal sound.
Have child respond to
Uour444446.

NRRC/P FORM XIV



1. STUDENT CODE P

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY' \I

2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program's 3. PRESCRIPTI

4. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 5. EVALUATIONS
0

'6. METHODS
.

7.

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. TITLE
. . 2. AUTHOR

. 3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

,

i

,

.

1. SELF HELr AND INDEPENDENCE (Compet 46.0

2. To be able to dress and undress

3. Demonstrates ability to put on and emove
pants, shirt and socks

Can dress and undress
75%

1. Compet

2. Self Help and
Independence

(Ed. Hipchberger)
4. Repetition by
student with minimal

,A

Cla

stu

on
sit

/

1. SELF CONCEPT (Compet 24.0)

2. To enable student to perceiv his own
identity

3. Ability to identify self when name is
called

_ _
.

Student does tasks 75%

,

help of teacher to
put on and take off
clothes in progress-
ion (Compet)

1. Compet
2. Self Concept
(Ed. Hinchberger)

4. Knows self when
image is seen in the
mirror
Identifies self
among others.
Sees self in a
Facture

Mir,

Pic

Envl



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION

iE UNIVERSITY
ineeship Program

PLANNING RECORD

,

WRITER, Ann C. Hinchberger CODE3. PRESCRIPTION

. .

1UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS
I.,

ITS /TASKS

EVALUATE

rCESS

1. TITLE
2: AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE . .

2. AUTHOy q

3. SOURCE
,4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

,.. INDIQATE
POSITION

.

f

INDICATE
LOCATIM

.

Es and undress , 1. Compet

2. Self Help and
Independence

.

(Ed. Hinchberger) .

4. Repetition by
student with minimal

Clothes suited for
student - depending
on weather and living
situation

,

-
Teacher,-

Aid

..

Bidroom 4
,...t

st

does tasks 75%

/

i

help a teacher to
put on and take off,
clothes in progress.-
ion "(Compet)

1. Compet

2. Self Concept
(Ed. Hinchberger)
4. Knows self when
image is seen in the
mirror
Identifies self
among others.
Sees self in a
piCiure

,

. , ,

.

, .

.

,,

Mirror

Pictures .

Environment

.

4

.

lyo e
(all personnel)

.

.,

,

'

. .

Anywhere

,

--

4
4.-:-..

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73

.



I. STUDENT CODE

leIRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RE

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. LOCATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRE

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES EVALUATIONS . METHODS

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

1. SOCIAL SKILLS

2. The child needs these skills 4 exist in
th:4 environment

3. The child should demonstrate awareness of
himself and er individuals

a. Shows ability to see ttention

b. Participates alone or in a group

o-

e--

Child exhibits skills
75% .

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. S(T1RCE

4. DESLIIIPTI

1. Social lkillA
2 (Hinchberge0
'4. Walks on grou
of institui:ion a
with teacher or

with a grou04

This will add int
action, reinforc
ment, respond to
environment and
peciple



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
mer Traineeship Program

EVALUATIONS

3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER

. METHODS

Ann C. Hinchberger

. MATERIALS

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

t

Child exhibits skills
75%

I

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1.. Social Skills

2. (Hinchberger)
4. Walks on grounds
of institution. alone
with teacher, or
with a group.

This *ill add inter-
action, reintoxce-
ment, respond to
environment and its
people

1. TIT1.E

2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TRACKER MADE

. PERSONNEL

2. (Hinchberger)

3. As described in
methods

, 4. Environment made by
nature;

trees

grass

flowers
people

love of being

#`0

INDICATE
POSITION

Anyone
(All personnel

CODE

INDICATE
LOCATION

Anywhere

-.\''-sNRRCIP FORM XIV 7-73



I. STUDENT CODE P

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
2. L CATION Summer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTI

. LEARNING.OBJECTIVES
. EVALUATIONS . METHODS

P

I. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE
2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES IF AVAILABLE)
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. GROOMING r
2. To establish, retine and maintain basic

,skills pertaining to the care of the body

3. Ability to wash hands, face and body

a. ability to take wash cloth, turnon
water and wet cloth, using soap

b. ability to wash body parts

c. ability ts.) wipe off soap, rinse and
towel dry

d.,ability to comb and brush hair

TESTS /TASKS

TO, EVALUATE

SUCCESS

I. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

Can student do these
tasks 75% of the time

I. Compet

2. Grooming
(Ed. Hinchberger)

4. Chid learns
these skills by
repeatedly imitating
the teacher.

Once the child has
established the
pattern the teacher
should offer minimal
help

,So

Wa

To
Co
Bru



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

UNIVERSITY
.

.neeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Ann C. Hinchberger CODE

UATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. -ENVIRONMENTS

/TASKS
ALUATE
SS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE
4. DESCRIPTION IF

TEACHER MADE

INDICATE
POSITION

INDICATE
LOti,ATION

ont do these
t of the time

1. Compet
2. Grooming

(Ed. Hinchberger)

4. Child learns
these skills by
repeatedly imitating
the teacher.

Once the child has
established the
pattern the teacher
should offer minimal
help

/

Soap
Wash cloth
Towel

Comb
Brush

Teacher
Aides
Nurses
Par ,ts

Bathroom

4

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7/-73

/



. STUDENT CODE 2. LOCATION

. LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. SUBJECT AREA (INDICATE SOURCE

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES ( IF AVAILABLE)

3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. ORAL HYGIENE (Compet 38.0)

2. To establish and m9dntain skills
pertaining to gienic and cosmetic
care of teeth and bums

Ability to brush teeth_appropriately and
rinse mouth

NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RE

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
Summer Train Program 3. PRE

ATIONS752EVALU

TESTS/TASKS
TO EVALUATE
SUCCESS

Instructor checks on
cleanliness of teeth
and condition of gums

. METHODS

1. TITLE
2. AUTHOR
3. SOURCE

/4. DESCRIPT1

1. Compet

2. Oral Hygiene
(Ed. Hinchberger)

4. Teacher gives
student brush and
tooth paste.
Teacher shows stu
dent ho., to brush

teeth by doing it
for her. Imitatiq
the teacher, the
student brushes
teeth while looki
in the mirror
Teacher gives, stu

dent gargle spray



NRRC/P PRESCRIPTION PLANNING RECORD

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
mer Traineeship Program 3. PRESCRIPTION WRITER Ann C. Hinchberger CODE

5. EVALUATIONS 6. METHODS 7. MATERIALS 8. PERSONNEL 9. ENVIRONMENTS

TESTS/TASKS 1. TITLE I. TITLE INDICATE INDICATE
TO EVALUATE 2. AUTHOR 2. AUTHOR POSITION LOCATION
SUCCESS 3. SOURCE 3. SOURCE

4. DESCRIPTION 4. DESCRIPTION IF
TEACHER MADE

-- I

Instructor checks on 1. Compet Tooth Brush Teacher Bathroom
cleanliness of teeth
and condition of gums

2. Oral Hygiene
(Ed. Hinchberger)

Tooth Paste
Spray Gargle

Aides,
Nursep
ParenEs

4. Teacher gives
student brush and
tooth paste.
Teacher shows stu-
dent how to brush
teeth by doing it
for her. Imitating
the teacher, the
student brushes
teeth while looking
in the mirror
Teacher gives stu-
dent gargle spray

I

1

I

I

NRRC/P FORM XIV 7-73
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